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PREFACE 
For the sixteenth consecutive year, a NASA/ASEE Summer 
Faculty Fellowship Research Program was conducted at the Marshall 
Space Flight Center (MSFC). The program was conducted by The 
University of Alabama and MSFC during the period May 26, 1980 
through August 1, 1980. The program was operated under the aus-
pices of the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE). 
The program at MSFC, as well as those at five other NASA Centers, 
was sponsored and funded by the Office of University Affairs, NASA 
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. The basic objectives of the pro-
grams, which are in the seventeenth year of operation nationally, are: 
a. To further the professional knowledge of qualified 
engineering and science faculty members; 
b. To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants 
and NASA: 
c. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities 
of participants; instutions; and, 
d. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA Centers. 
The Faculty Fellows spent ten weeks at MSFC engaged in a re-
search project commensurate with their interests and background and 
worked in collaboration with a NASA/MSFC Colleague. This document is 
a compilation of Fellow's reports on their research during the 
Summer of 1980. University of Alabama Report No. BER-259-94 presents 
the CO-Directors' report on the administrative operations of the 
Research Fellowship Program. Further information can be obtained by 
contacting any of the editors. 
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Development of a Facility for Large-Scale Testing 
of Multistory Buildings 
By 
Daniel Po Abrams, Ph. D. 
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering 
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Abstract 
Current experimental research pertaining to response of 
structures subjected to lateral loads such as strong winds or earth-
quake motions is limited to either tests of single structural com-
ponents or small- scale (approximately one-tenth) multistory 
structures. The feasibility of developing a facility where large- scale 
mulf:istory structures could be loaded to failure is discus sed. 
The test facility would consist of a series of hydraulic actuators 
mounted on reaction frames currently in use at the Marshall Space 
Flight Center for structural testing of spacecraft components. The 
actuators would be controlled from signals computed by an on-line 
analysis of measured data. This method of loading could be used to 
simulate inertial forces resisted by a structure behaving in the non-
- linear range of response subjected to motion at the base or to im-
pulses along the height as would occur during a strong earthquake or 
wind. 
Development and utilization of the test facility would occur in two 
phases. In the first phase, the testing system would be developed and 
verified for loading a structure within a single plane. The second phase 
would utilize the loading system by testing a half-scale ten-story rein-
forced concrete building 45 feet tall. Further development of the test 
facility may include the capability of loading individual floor levels to 
simulate translational and rotational inertia in three directions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
"Earthquakes have caused, and can cause in the future, enormous 
loss of life, injury, destruction of property, and economic and social 
disruption. " 
This statement quoted from the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act 
of 1977 [1] demonstrates the importance for safer structures in regions 
of high seismicity. More specifically, the primary objective of the Act 
passed by Congress is 
"The development of technologically and economically feasible 
design and construction methods and procedures to make new and existing 
structures, in areas of seismic risk, earthquake resistant ••• " 
In accordance with this objective, several investigators have examined both 
analytically and experimentally the response of structures subjected to strong 
ground motions. Of the experimental studies, investigations have been 
limited to response of one of two general specimen types: large-scale 
single components of more complex structur e s, or small- scale (on the order 
of one-twelfth) multistory structures. Large-scale multistory structures 
have not been tested to destruction because costs of developing a loading 
system and constructing a test structure were thought previously to be 
prohibitive. 
This paper presents the feasibility of developing a facility where large-
scale multistory structures could be loaded to failure. The proposed test 
facility would consist of a series of hydraulic actuators mounted on reaction 
frames currently in use at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) for 
structural testing of spacecraft components. Development and utilization 
of the test facility is discussed in terms of the cost-value relationship of 
using large- scale test structures for earthquake engineering research. 
OBJECTIVES 
Results of an experimental study using a large- scale test structure 
could be the necessary evidence required to transfer existing research findings 
to standards for building earthquake-resistant structures. Moreover, tests 
of large-scale structures may help discover and develop new methods of 
designing and constructing safer structures. Measured response of a large-
scale multistory structure would: 
(1) verify the capability of the testing system to simulate inertial 
loads resulting from a programmed impulse; 
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(2) for the first time, provide comprehensive data for an in-
depth study of both the overall and local response of a multistory structure 
subject.ed to a strong ground motion; 
(3) verify currently used small- scale modeling procedures thus 
extend expel"imental reseal"ch of multistol"Y structures using shaking tables; 
(4) provide a data base for testing newly developed analytical models 
used for calculating nonlinear dynamic l"esponse of multistory structures; 
(5) serve as a "proof i:est" of recent impl"ovements in earthquake-
resistant design procedures developed with mathematical and small- scale 
physical models; 
(6) provide data to evaluate methods of rehabilitation of existing 
and damaged structures such as epoxy grout injections or masonry in-fill 
panels. 
The objective of the study pl"esented in this paper is to examine the 
feasibility of developing a lal"ge- scale testing facility and to outline a test 
program utilizing the facility to illustrate these attributes of lal"ge- scale 
testing. 
A hypothetical stl"uctUl"e (Fig. 1) has been chosen as an example of a 
typical test article. The structUl"e is a one-half scale reinfol"ced concrete 
building consisting of two thl"ec-bay fl"ames coupled to a slender shear wall 
at ten levels with floor slabs poul"ed monolithically. The configuration was 
chosen to replicate a similar configuration previously used with small-scale 
models [2,3,4]. The scale was chosen so that sizes of members and rein-
forcement would be representative of actual construction. It is planned to 
develop a testing system to load this structure laterally at all ten levels 
from a single direction. 
OUTLINE OF TEST PROGRAM 
An outline of the test program is presented in Fig. 2. The program 
would consist of three stages. In the first stage the testing system would be 
developed using existing loading equipment at MSFC and a computer analysis 
that would be developed. The second stage would consist of verifying oper-
ation of the testing syst.em by constructing and loading a replica of a small-
scale (approximately 8-ft. t.all) ten- story structure tested previously on a 
shaking table [2]. The loading procedure which would consist of a series of 
slowly applied loading reversal s simulating inertial forces could be validated 
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by comparing displacement response of the structure tested on a shaking 
table with that of the structure loaded laterally with actuators. If agree-
ment can be made, then the loading system would be developed further 
to test the 45-ft tall structure shown in Fig. 1 using the same load control 
system and on-line computer analysis with larger size actuators and 
reaction structure. 
It is planned to test the 45-ft tall half- scale structure using the same 
input base - acceleration history as used for the 8-ft tall structure. In 
this way, scaling relationships may be examined for modeling reinforced 
concrete at small scales. After the structure has been tested, it can be 
repaired and loaded once again to investigate methods of rehabilitation. 
The test structure then can be used as a loading system for investigating 
the behavior of masonry sub-panels by repairing the structure once again, 
in filling each frame panel with masonry and retesting. In this manner, 
each of sixty frame panels, or masonry elements, will be subjected to a 
different ratio of shear to normal stress thus providing a larger population 
of data than currently exists in all of the past masonry research. 
LOADING SYSTEM 
The proposed loading system consists of a series of hydraulic actuators 
mounted to an existing reactor frame used presently for testing portions of 
the liquid oxygen tanks of the Space Shuttle. The reactor structure (Fig. 3) 
which is located within the structural test tower (Fig. 4) of the load test 
annex of building 4619 has sufficient lateral-load capacity to support the 
20 actuators (two per level, Table 1) required to load the 45-ft tall test 
structure. Minor modifications of the reaction structure would be necessary 
to support individual actuators. In addition, the reaction structure could be 
used to support actuators mounted in transverse and vertical directions for 
further development of the loading facility. 
A contingency plan could also be developed to use the existing test 
tower (Fig. 4) if removal of the reaction frame were necessary for other 
reasons. The test area measures 51 x 49 x 47 meters high. A double trolley 
crane with a total capacity of 54 metric tons is accessible for erection of the 
test structure. Further detailed information about the facility is given in 
Reference 5. 
The existing load control system located in building 4619 has been cited 
[6] by the Japanese as·being a unique syst.em for controlling several actuators 
simultaneously. A closed-loop control system using a PDP-II computer 
monitors response of a specimen at intervals of 1/60th of a second and ad-
justs the load to attain a preselected specimen response. This method of 
control is particularly useful if it is desired to displace a structure through 
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a specified deflected shape. Actuators loading a structure at several 
levels can be l'rogrammed to displace prescribed amounts despite 
interaction among actuators which has troubled investigators previously. 
The capability of the load-control system to coordinate simultaneous 
actuator movement is proven by numerous experiments including a recent 
one where several actuators were used to load in three directions an 
ortho-grid assembly used for part of the floor system in Space lab. The 
proposed loading facility would utilize ten of fifty-eight channels of the 
existing load-control system. 
The actuators would be controlled from signals generated by an on-line 
analysis of measured data to simulate inertial loads resulting from a pre-
scribed impulse. For a standard time increment of the impulse duration, 
each actuator would displace an amount calculated from previous force 
and displacement measurements and the prescribed forcing function. 
The differential equation to be satisfied for each floor level is: 
mx + ~. =:= p( t) (1 ) 
where m is the mass of the floor and lumped portions of the columns and 
wall, x is the acceleration of the mass, F r is the restoring force of the 
structure, and p(t) is the prescribed forcing function. Using finite differ-
ences, the acceleration may be related to the displacement over a time 
increment by 
(2) 
where At denotes the time interval and i refers to the particular time in-
crement. The new displacement,xi+1, that controls the actuator movement, 
may be calculated from xi which is determined from equation (1) 
(3 ) 
nx. = 
1 P(t)i - F ri 
For an impulse at the base of a multistory structure, p (t ) becomes ~ where 
Xo is the input acceleration at base. Any prescribed ground motion in-
cluding translational, rocking or torsional motions may be input to the on-
Hf'I-e analysis to load the fixed-base structure "pseudo dynamically. " 
The restoring force, F r' is measured continuously during the loading 
which is particularly important for a nonlinearly behaving structure because 
the restoring force or stiffness of the structure is constantly changing and 
sometimes unpredictable. For a nonlinear dynamics problem the fact that 
the inertial forces are dependent on the stiffness, and the stiffness is de-
pendent on the loading history, justifies the on-line analysis as an irre-
placeable technique for simulating inertial loads. 
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Because the pseudo-dynamic test method is not velocity dependent, 
the actuators may be operated as slow as the hydraulic power supply 
requires. Some investigators have even advocated that slowing the 
loading process down to a nearly static rate is good for observing propa-
gation of cracks and other types of progressive damageo It should be 
noted that the loading method does not account for effects of viscous, or 
velocity dependent damping, and strain-rate effects o However, it is 
reasonable to assume that most of the energy dissipation in reinforced 
concrete structures behaving within the nonlinear range of response is 
attributable to hysteretic damping which is not velocity dependent. Further-
more, strain-rate effects for velocities corresponding to the fundamanta1 
mode and possibly the second mode of vibration of prototype structures 
have been shown to be negligible [7]. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
To economize on formwork the test structure (Fig. 1) would be erected 
from planar wall and frame elements cast in the horizontal plane and lifted 
to the vertical position. Reinforcement at base of columns and wall would 
be anchored in concrete blocks prestressed to the floor of the test area to 
prevent welding of reinforcing bars. Floor slabs could then be cast to 
complete erection of the structure. A minor amount of disassembly of the 
reaction structure may be necessary for lifting and placement of the structure. 
Instrumentation would consist of two displacement and two load trans-
ducers at each level of the structure. Additionally, strain gages would be 
placed on reinforcing bars to de tect internal forces in members and to infer 
bond characteristics between concrete and reinforcing bars. An estimated 
maximum of 200 channels of data would be a small percent of the 6000 channel 
Structural Test Data Acquisition System (STDAS) available at MSFC. 
The test structure would be subjected to a series of lateral loads simu-
lating response to the ground motion measured at EI Centro, California, in 
the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake (NS component). The intensity of the 
input motion would be scaled according to an analysis used for design of the 
structure so that similar levels of damage would be attained as for the small-
scale structures. After the first test run, or loading, the structure would 
be loaded corresponding to an input motion of twice the intensity to further 
investigate strength and stiffness deterioration and energy dissipation char-
acteristics. This pattern may be repeated until destruction occurso At that 
time, the structure may be repaired using epoxy grout injections in the 
cracked concrete and tested once again. If the rehabilitation process can 
regain a sufficient amount of the original stiffness, the structure can be 
repaired once again and then strengthened with concrete-block masonry 
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placed in each frame panel. Instrumentation can be installed to measure 
normal and shear stresses on each masonry panel when the structure is 
loaded once again. 
In addition to the pseudo-dynamic testing, a series of low-amplitude 
free and forced vibration tests can be run to determine dynamic char-
acteristics such as modal frequencies, shapes, and damping factors. 
COST ESTIMATE 
Approximate costs of developing a large-scale testing facility to load 
a 45-ft tall ten- story structure are itemized below. Costs include veri-
fication of the pseudo-dynamic loading system, and construction of the 
reinforced concrete test structure. Cost estimates have been compiled 
by engineers at MSFC who would be directly involved with the proposed 
work. 
(1) Verify pseudo-dynamic testing method. Costs include testing 
an 8-ft tall model structure with the newly developed test method. 
Reaction structure 
Loading system 
Instrumentation 
Construction of 8-ft model 
Man months 
$ 5,000 
$20,000 
$8,000 
$33,000 
30 
(2) Develop large-scale testing facility. Costs include modifying 
existing structural test equipment and purchasing needed actuators, hard-
ware, cables, hydraulic lines and miscellaneous items. 
Reaction structure 
Loading system 
Man months 
$30,000 
$65,000 
$95,000 
35 
(3) Constructing and testing 45-ft tall structure 
Construction of structure 
Instrumentation 
Disassembly 
Man months 
(4) Total 
Man months 
I- 6 
$85,000 
$7,000 
$10,000 
$102,000 
25 
$230,000 
90 
The overall cost of the project appears to be justifiable when com-
pared with a similar attempt in Japan [6] and a previous feasibility 
study [8], each costing well over twenty million dollars. 
EXTENDED DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEST FACILITY 
Development of the loading system could be extended further in 
several steps to result ultimately in a loading system that could simulate 
translational inertia of each floor slab in three directions in addition to 
rotary inertia about three axes. Base motions input to the on-line anal-
ysis could then contain three translational components: two horizontal 
and one vertical, and three rotational components: torsion and rocking 
about each horizontal axis. 
The exi.sting reaction structure, hydraulic power supply, and load-
control systen1 could he utilized. Two additional hori7.ontal acruat .. )r$. and 
two additional vertical actuators would be required per floor level. 
Operation of the loading system could be verified hy constructing 
several test structures at a small scale in duplicate. One of each pair 
of structures would be tested on the six-degree-of-freedom shaking table 
located in building 46630 The other structure of the pair would be tested 
using the newly developed loading system. Comparing response of each 
structure would verify the reliability of the pseudo-dynamic test method 
for multiaxialloading. 
Furthermore, the existing structural test tower (Fig. 4) located in 
the local test annex of building 4619 is sufficiently tall and strong to accom-
modate a test structure up to .100-ft tall. A twenty-story half-scale, or 
ten- story full- scale, building could be tested with the additional cost 
primarily attributable to the purchase and support of additional actuators. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The feasibility of developing a facility for testing large- scale 
multistory buildings to failure has been presented. The facility would 
consist of a series of hydraulic actuators mounted to existing structural 
test equipment at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Displacement of 
each actuator would be controlled by an on-line analysis of measured 
data to simulate motion of a multistory structure subjected to a pre-
scribed series of impulses input at f:he base as would occur during an 
earthquake. Construction, instrumentation, and test procedures are 
outlined for testing a 45-ft tall reinforced concrete structure to illus-
trate the worth of large- scale testing and the approximate costs. 
The role of a large- scale testing facility for earthquake engineering 
research has been shown to be consistent with the objectives of the 
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977. Development of such a 
facility at the MSFC using existing structural test equipment appears 
to be feasible technically and justifiable economically. 
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Table 1 
Actuator Requirements 
(2 per level) 
Level CaEacity Bore Stroke 
(kips) ( inches) (inches) 
10 35 5 48 
9 35 5 48 
8 35 5 38 
7 35 5 38 
6 25 4 29 
5 25 4 29 
4 25 4 19 
3 25 4 19 
2 15 3 10 
1 15 3 10 
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ABSTRACT 
In order to encourage highly motivated young students to learn about 
NASA and consider it for a career, a formal program will be initiated 
whereby selected students can work on a voluntary basis at Marshall Space 
Flight Center. These students will work under the guidance and super-
vision of expert NASA employees. The first task has been to develop the 
working plan and procedure s for thi s program, called Student Volunteer 
Service Program, in the writing of MSFC official guidelines. the Marshall 
Management Instruction (the MMI) which is a binding document that defines 
policy and e stablishe s procedure s and guideline s. Particular considerations 
written into the MMI after numerous consultations, interviews, and 
discussions about a satisfactory policy, include: arrangements to be made 
between the student, the school authorities, and concerned MSFC employees; 
manageme"nt of the work assignments; and procedures for the student's 
welfare and safety. 
The second task has been the development of a Recruitment Brochure 
for the attraction of new employees, especially scientists and engineers. 
Since private industry has certain advantages in hiring, particularly in 
offering higher initial salaries, it is imperative that NASA stress the valid 
reasons why working at MSFC would be of great benefit to the prospective 
employee. Thus, the brochure needs to stress aspects of ongoing NASA 
projects which show how various disciplines of science and engineering 
apply. 
The third task assigned has been to develop a plan called Orientation of 
New Employee\~.: The main intention is to establish a procedure whereby new 
employees can b~st become acquainted in their new work with a minimum of 
stress involved in coming to a new organization. This plan attempts to 
schedule various experiences that will enable the new employee to understand 
not only the particular work situation for which the employee is assigned, 
but to show the overall mis sion and ope rations of the Marshall Space Flight 
Center. The plan is to indicate the types of orientation believed necessary 
to aid the new employee in adjusting to work at MSFC. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Personnel Development Division of the Personnel Office 
requested that three tasks be accomplished by this NASAl ASEE Summer 
Faculty Fellow. The tasks were to investigate the needs and ramifications 
of several aspects of recruiting and orientation of employees and to write 
up a study or report on each of the subjects, taking each project as far as 
it could be carried in the ten weeks. Specifically, these management 
tasks were: 
1) the orientation of new employees; 
2) a recruiting brochure for the hiring of new scientists and engineers; 
and, 
3) a student volunteer se rvice program. 
These three tasks have been completed and are reported here in respective 
se ctions. 
The research undertaken involved the reading of all materials 
pertinent to past actions on the subjects and numerous interviews, 
consultations, and discussions with concerned MSFC employees about 
satisfactory policies related to these tasks. The tasks also demanded 
that this writer understand as much as possible about NASA and MSFC 
in a holistic, comprehensive way. Since the author had little previous 
acquaintance with MSFC in either a technological sense or in an 
organizational management sense, it was necessary to learn about 
NASA/MSFC in a short time so that the tasks could be begun. Thus, 
in effect this writer experienced his own orientation program. 
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VOLUNT ARY STUDENT SERVICE PROGRAM 
In 1978, the MSFC Personnel Office in response to various 
university and school requests in the Huntsville area initiated inquiries 
into the feasibility of forming a plan to describe means whereby exceptional 
students could work at MSFC on a voluntary basis. The initial exchange 
of memorandum and letters regarding the subject were described as the 
IIWorks.ite Experience Program. II 
Laboratory supervisors were asked if they had needs in their 
organizations for visiting students. Several responded that they would 
be interested in allowing students to work in their laboratorie s. The 
Associate Director of the Center and ~he Director of Science and Engineering 
were especially interested in pursuing this program. 
Coincidentally and unrelated to local efforts, guideline s we re 
being discussed at the national level to provide for voluntary student 
services. The Civil Servi"ce Reform Act of 1978, allowed agencies to 
devise memoranda or official guidelines which would establish workable 
programs of this nature. MSFC temporarily delayed pursuing this 
further until the assignment 'for this NASAl ASEE Fellow. 
Until the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, there were no provisions 
for agencies of the Federal government to accept voluntary or gratuitous 
services from interested persons or parties. Thus, visiting individual 
researchers and interested students could find no means to offer services 
to a Federal agency because no employment status existed for them. There 
were no arrangements or agreements to allow students to take part in 
government programs gratuitously. Thus, a talented high school student 
could not work at MSFC in a laboratory whe re the youngster could gain 
in knowledge and experience. Such an opportunity would also encourage 
the youngster to think about future employment at NASA after completing 
college work. 
The first task assigned and completed was to write a proposed Marshall 
Management Instruction (the MMI) which is a binding document that 
defines policy and establishes procedures and guidelines. The MMI sets up 
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a formal mechanism whereby selected, highly motivated young students 
can work on a voluntary basis at MSFC. The following study plan, 
following the format of the Marshall Management Instruction, describes 
the Voluntary Student Service Program. 
STUDY PLAN: THE MARSHALL MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION (DRAFT) 
SUBJECT: Student Volunteer Service Program 
1. PURPOSE 
a. To provide a means whereby qualified students can volunteer 
their services to the Center in order to gain experience and 
knowledge. 
b. To establish Center policy and procedures and to identify 
responsibilities in the management of the Student Volunteers. 
c. To establish guidelines for the Student Volunteers while they are 
working at the Center. 
2. SCOPE 
This instruction is applicable to all elem ents of MSFC. 
3. REFERENCES 
a. FPM Chapter 308, Subchapter 7. 
b. FPM Letter 308-16, November 8, 1979. 
4. POLICY 
a. High School students who show outstanding promise in their 
school work or school activities as determined by their school 
teachers and administrators in all areas of school study, 
especially, but not limited to science subjects, may wish to 
receive additional knowledge and expertise and be provided 
advanced opportunities to learn through on-the-job experience. 
These students will be allowed to work in a nonpay status on 
a voluntary basis at the Marshall Space Flight Center during 
'a specified ,time and under the direction of a designated NASA 
employee. 
b. Each student assignment will be established and conducted 
through writt en agreement between the Marshall Center 
and the educational institution or with the organization so 
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designated by schools or boards of education. >:. 
c. The participating student is not to be considered a Federal 
employee for any purposes other than injury compensation or 
laws related to the Federal Tort Claims Act. Service is not 
creditable for leave accrual or any other employee benefits. 
d. Assignments will be tailored individually at the chief discretion 
of the project officer (Mentor). 
5. DEFINITIONS 
a. The definitions of "volunteer service, II IIstudent, II IIhalf-time 
student, II and Ilagreement ll are those contained in FPM Chapter 
308, Subchapte r 7 and FPM Lette r 308-16. 
b. Mentor - - the MSFC employee re sponsible for the student's work, 
welfare, and learning experiences, who is in charge of the 
student l s assignments, scheduling, reporting, and evaluation, 
and who supervise s the stuqent. 
6. BACKGROUND 
The authority for the acceptance of unconditional gifts and services 
donated to the agency is contained in the National Aeronautics and 
Space Act, Section 203 (c)(4). Based upon this authority the Center 
has been developing a 'Program to allow participation in Center 
activities by students who are willing to donate their time and effort, 
in response to interest expressed by local educational institutions. 
The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 authorized the acceptance of 
volunteer service and the Office of Personnel Management implemented 
regulations outlining procedure s for the development of such programs 
gove rnment-wide. 
7. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
a. Responsibilities for the studentls work at the Center shall be 
mutually entrusted to the Mentor. Participation in the program 
is conditioned upon the studentls consent by written agreement 
to certain specified guidelines. Although students are not 
considered Federal employees, they will be allowed to work 
alongside and at the direction of Federal employees at the Center. 
b. This program is limited to students enrolled not less than half 
time in high school, trade school, technical or vocational 
institution, or junior college, college or university. 
>:' Agreements and forms, as attachments, are not included here. 
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c. Students receive no cotnpensation. 
d. The student offers se rvice (come s to work at NASA) with 
permission of sponsoring school or institution where student 
is enrolled. 
e. Nominations for participation will be made by the sponsoring 
school or institution where the student is enrolled. Selection 
shall be within the sole discretion of the Center. 
f. The student will not replace or displace any Center employee 
or staff a vacancy. 
g. The student will not be used to replace or substitute for r oo.tine 
and/ or clerical dutie s while on assignment. 
h. The student will not be allowed to enroll or partake in MSFC 
training courses. 
i. Students will be at least 16 years old and must be at least in 
their junior year in High School. Students must be citizens 
of the United States. Participation shall not be based upon 
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, mental or 
physical handicap, marital status, or political affiliations, 
as prohibited by law, rule, or regulation. 
8. RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES 
a. The academic institution will be responsible for: 
(1) Requesting in writing to the MSFC Center Director 
placement of nominated students in designated disciplines. 
(2) Recommending students who have demonstrated a serious 
interest in gaining work experience at the Center and who 
have demonstrated outstanding curricular and/ or extra-
curricular achievements as deemed appropriate by the 
academic institution. 
(3) Executing and complying with the terms of the Memorandum 
of Understanding with MSFC. 
b. The MSFC Personnel Office will be responsible for: 
(I). Selecting participants from those nominated by their 
educational institution. 
(2) Identifying work locations. 
(3) Appointing a Mentor to supervise the student during the 
student's assignment at MSFC. 
(4) Negotiating appropriate agreements. 
(5) Documenting volunteer service on Standard Form 50 
(SF-50), "Notification of Personnel Action. " 
(6) Establishing an Official Personnel Folder (OPF). 
(7) Evaluating the program. 
(8) Submitting any required reports. 
(9) Managing a one week orientation program to acquaint the 
student with the overall NASA-MSFC mission. 
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c. The MSFC Security Office will be re sponsible for: 
(1) Providing proper authorization of the student's 
special status while assigned or visiting the Center. 
(2) Acquainting the student with necessary security measures. 
(3) Limiting the student only to non-security materials and 
areas. 
d. The MSFC Mentor will be responsible for: 
(1) Supervising the student's work and learning experiences. 
(2) Supervising the student's assignments and schedules. 
(3) Assigning the student a definite worksite and monitoring 
the student's acti vitie s. 
(4) Evaluating the student's performance and submitting any 
necessary reports to the Personnel Office. 
(5) Maintaining informal relationships with re sponsible partie s 
of the student's academic institution. 
e. The student will be responsible for: 
(1) Complying with rules and regulations governing the internal 
operations of the Center. Any infractions of responsibilities 
may be cause for termination of the program. 
(2) Being at the work location during the hours specified in 
the work experience Memorandum of Understanding or in 
other de sigriated place s upon approval of the Mentor. 
(3) Following the authority of the assigned Mentor. 
(4) Contacting the Mentor if absence from work is necessary. 
(5) Caring for and properly maintaining all equipment and 
facilitie s used. . 
(6) Providing transportation to and from the MSFC worksite. 
£. Mutual agreements between parties: 
(1) A written agreement, called the Memorandum of Understanding, 
will be signed by the Director of the Personnel Office and the 
representative of the participating institution. The agreement 
will explain the general assignments, time of assignment, and 
any special requirement desired by the partie s. 
(2) A IINotification of Personnel Action, " Form 50, will be 
completed and signed by Department Head and Applicant. 
(3) An "Application For Use of Research Facility, Equipment, 
or Computation Service ll will be completed and signed by 
designated persons. 
(4) A IIMemorandum Agreement Relative to an Unconditional 
Donation of Services and Acceptance Thereof, II will be 
completed and signed by designated persons. 
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THE RECRUITMENT BROCHURE 
The second management task has been the development of a recruitment 
brochure for the attraction of new employees, especially scientists and 
engineers. In 1968, the first reduction in force (RIF) affected MSFC. 
From time to time thereafter various reductions of employees occurred 
through 1979, so that the work force which was once ove r 7000 in the 
heyday of the Apollo-Saturn missions fell by Summer, 1980, to 3600 
employees. Coupled with this, there are over 1500 employees who have 
reached twenty years of service and are eligible for retirement. The 
rate of employee attrition will certainly increase in the next five years 
unless new people can be brought in. Although there has been some hiring in 
critical skill areas over the last twelve years, there is abundant need to 
recruit and hire scientists and engineers at MSFC to maintain a strong 
and active work force. Even though there is a 3561 end of fiscal year 
1980 employment ceiling at MSFC imposed by Congressional budgetary 
considerations, new hiring is very necessary. 
Recruitment teams are sent to selected universities each year. 
There are numerous kinds of materials, but there is no special handout 
available for recruiters to utilize which is aimed definitely at attracting 
employees to this center to work on the kinds of projects in process for 
which MSFC is renowned, and to praise the advantages of living in the 
Huntsville, Alabama area. A recruitment brochure is deemed necessary 
to enhance the search for new employees of critical skills in science and 
engineering. 
There were several important considerations that were discussed 
in the numerous interviews and inquiries taken by this researcher in 
order to determine a final plan for the nature of the brochure. It was 
determined that the particular enginee ring and scientific skills in which 
a prospective employee has been educated should be shown in their direct 
relationship to the kinds of projects and activities being developed at 
this particular center. A prospective employee should feel that his or 
her university preparation and past experience will be properly utilized 
at MSFC. The employee has to feel that there are opportunities to work 
on significant projects, to acquire a sense of mission and purpose, to see 
one 1 s work in meaningful relation to the whole, and to work with materials 
and processes that enhance one1s skills and draw upon one1s best talents. 
The new employee has to be shown that MSFC allows for personal and 
professional growth and development and that MSFC provides abundant 
opportunities for advancement and recognition. Since private industry 
has certain advantages in hiring, particularly in offering higher initial 
salaries, a recruiting brochure must show how the Federal pay and 
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promotion scale and the MSFC organization allow an employee to gain 
in pay and status rather rapidly over the years. New employees are 
concerned about the area in which they live. Thus, the many advantages 
of the good life in the Tenne ssee Valley should be described. 
The actual development of the brochure itself included a number of 
steps. The researcher had to ascertain what the needs are at MSFC and 
what kind of employees are being sought. The researcher had to learn 
what MSFC offers that would be of concern and interest to possible new 
employees. What especially attracts recent college graduates and/or 
experienced hands? Can NASA/MSFC attract candidates of the highest 
quality in the face of considerable competition from other governmental 
organizations and from private industry? 
Various federal agencies, other NASA centers, and some aerospace 
companies were contacted about their own recruiting efforts. After this 
information was gathered, the resea~cher had to discuss the plan of 
the brochure with various supervisors, chiefly the head of recruitment. 
Then the researcher made several plans, called thumbnail sketches. 
Priorities of arrangement and order were determined. The final sketch 
was presented to the graphics department to make a draft mockup. This 
is the stage reached by the end of the seventh week. Thereafter, each 
draft must then be developed further and refined. Appropriate pictures 
must be acquired and adequate text must be written. Then a final 
mockup is made by the graphics department. This is presented to 
various directors for approval and then submitted to the printe rs for 
the final edition. 
The organizational patte rn of the draft mockup recruitment brochure 
as completed follows in this order. First, an attractive cover is 
planned to show the chief ongoing project for which MSFC is mainly 
responsible -- the Space Shuttle itself. At the beginning of the booklet 
the Director of the Center introduces MSFC to prospective employees. 
The Center itself is shown and the geographic relationship of MSFC to 
other field centers is represented. Chief accomplishments of NASA in 
the past, in the present, and planned for the future are pictorially shown. 
Then the main missions and projects of the Marshall Center are depicted. 
These include the Space Shuttle, the Spacelab Payloads, various important 
scientific laboratories, and some of the spin-offs, materials processing 
in space, and special assigned tasks at MSFC, such as solar heating 
and cooling. Integrated into the portrayal of these various missions are 
references indicating how the education and experience of qualified 
engineers and scientists work on each of the projects in particular. 
Then some pages describe briefly how future employees will benefit by 
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working at MSFC. Several pages show how employees have special 
advantages and opportunities at MSFC in advancement, career development, 
pay and status, training programs, and professional enhancement. Finally, 
the attractive surroundings of the Tennessee Valley and the numerous 
educational, cultural, and social advantages of this area of America 
are portrayed. The sense of living in a multicultural, pleasant, and 
attractive community is stressed. 
The various thumbnail drafts and the first mockup from graphics 
are already completed at the time of this writing. However, the bulk 
of the draft brochure precludes it being inserted as a part of this report. 
The first draft mockup brochure serve s as a springboard for its final 
development and incorporates and organizes the many conceptual ideas 
into a meaningful plan for further action. The ongoing continuation of 
the recruitment brochure lies in the hands of the Personnel Director. 
ORIENTATION OF NEW EMPLOYEES 
The third task completed has been to develop a study plan called the 
Orientation of New Employees. The main purpose is to establish a 
procedure indicating guidelines whereby new employees can best become 
acquainted in their new work with a minimum of stress involved in 
working in a new organization. 
Presently very little is being done at MSFC in a formal manner to 
orient new employees about the ways of the Center. There is a one time 
meeting given by a representative of the Personnel Office, as presented 
by law in the guidelines of the Office of Personnel Management to 
describe the necessary work conditions and benefits of employees. This 
is not a true orientation since it is limited to a description of procedural 
matters relative to all NASA employees. 
The Director and supervisors of the Personnel Office recognize the 
need for a completely developed orientation plan. But there are differing 
opinions among them and among various supervisors and employees 
throughout MSFC about the merits and the type of orientation that would 
be necessary. Informal inquiries taken among several new employees 
also show a division of opinion about the nature and need of an orientation 
program for the recently hired. 
Some feel that orientation efforts are a waste of time, others feel 
they are beneficial. Some believe orientation meetings should be brief 
and narrowly construed. Others feel that meetings should be very 
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comprehensive of the entire MSFC operations beyond one's own work-
place. Others feel that there is no need to learn about areas unrelated 
to one's work. Some feel that an orientation schedule should occur 
within the first few days of a new person's hire or, at most, but a 
week long. Others feel that a proper orientation cannot be hurried 
or overloaded in a short time frame, but should be extended over 
several months. There are many concerns about the nature of an 
orientation program. Does it encourage better morale in the work 
force? Does it enhance the sense of mission? Does it build cooperative 
efforts? 
The main argument seems to be whether a new employee needs to 
become acquainted with the general workings of the new organization, 
or whether the new employee needs to learn only about one's own 
particular job and only needs to learn about the wider ramifications of 
the organization as the person's contacts develop from the job site. 
Although this might be an individual matter, there seems to be a broad 
difference in approach between generalists and particularists based 
upon one's own research training and education. Some scientists and 
engineers want to work alone and without much to do with others. Some 
scientists and engineers wish to see how their own discipline relates with 
others and wish to ascertain how their own particular skills might be 
relevant to other parts of the whole center. 
Management, on the other hand, has to determine what is best 
for the new employee and what kind of orientation would lead to the 
best satisfaction of the missions and purposes of the center as a 
whole. There are conflicting views here, too. Some personnel 
supervisors feel that the integrated nature of much of the work at NASA 
demands a general understanding of MSFC as a whole and of different 
projects and laboratories other than one's own specialty or assigned 
area. Other supervisors feel that an extensive orientation program 
would be too time consuming on the parts of both the participants and 
the presente rs and would be too costly. 
The orientati on plan devi sed by thi s re se arche r incorporate s many 
approaches to meet expected needs of new employees to help them adjust to 
work at MSFC. This plan attempts to schedule various experiences 
that will enable the new employee to understand not only the particular 
work situation in which the employee is assigned, but to show the 
overall mission and operations of the Marshall Space Flight Center. 
The study plan which follows here is devi sed to allow for maxi mum 
opportunitie s, but it may be pared down or condensed if so desired, 
as the plan moves up the ladder in the approval process. 
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STUDY PLAN: ORIENTATION OF NEW EMPLOYEES 
PROBLEM: 
Since 1968, when MSFC's first reduction in force took place, 
NASA-MSFC has been in a reduced hiring mode. As a result, new 
employee orientation during this time has been based primarily upon 
satisfying general information needs. Much of a new person's 
orientation is conducted informally at the work site by the employee's 
immediate supervisor. The Personnel Office, on the other hand, 
gives the new employee basic procedural information concerning OPM 
regulatory requirements and benefits. This is usually done on a 
one-to-one basis and later in a short general meeting for those brought 
on-board that week. 
In the last year, NASA-MSFC hiring of new employees has increased. 
Yet, no plan has been developed to acquaint these new employees with the 
overall mission and purposes of NASA or with a proper perspective in 
seeing the relationship of one's own work to the whole. Thi s has 
generated a need for a more comprehensive, in-depth orientation of 
new employees. 
OBJECTIVES: 
The objectives of a plan for the orientation of new employees are: 
1. To inform each employee about the basic requirements of 
adjusting to the new organization. This includes acquiring a 
knowledge of benefits, hospitalization, security, NASA-MSFC 
regulations and various other procedural and administrative 
matters. 
2. To provide a method whereby the employee is thoroughly 
oriented to the work situation. Presently, the employee is 
acquainted wi th the work si tuati on in an informal manne r. 
3. To provide a general understanding of the overall NASA 
mission and to show how the various organizations work together 
at MSFC to achieve national goals. Not only will the employee 
begin to sense the importance of NASA-MSFC as a whole, but 
also will learn how the new employee's particular work fits 
into a wider framework. 
This study deals with these objectives and outlines the structure 
and content of a proposed orientation plan that will satisfy the needs 
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of the new employees and be beneficial to NASA. 
PROPOSAL: 
The "Orientation Plan for New Employee s" will consist of three 
phase s as follows: 
1. Administrative Orientation -- procedures, responsibilities 
and rights, guideline s and benefits. 
2. Work Site Orientation -- the particular tasks of the employee 
at the immediate place of work. 
3. NASA-MSFC Orientation -- the overall perspective and 
acquaintanceship of the mission of MSFC as a whole. 
PHASE ONE: ADMINISTRATIVE ORIENTATION 
1. Personnel Staffing Specialist Meeting 
The very first acquaintanceship of the new employee upon being 
hired will be a scheduled visit with an assigned Personnel Staffing 
Specialist (PSS) on an informal, one-to-one, personal basis. The 
most immediate concerns of the new employee, such as housing, locating 
main facilities of the Center, work hours, health plans, and pay 
procedures, will be discussed. The main attempt here is to give the 
new employee a feeling that he or she is welcome and has a place to 
find information immediately. A designated number of new employees 
will be assigned to each of the Personnel Staffing Specialists. Even new 
employees who have worked with other federal agencies would be expected 
to participate in this orientation. The PSS will "follow through" with 
each of the new employees over the course of the entire three phase 
orientation period. From time to time the PSS will contact the newcomer 
to inquire about the person's welfare at MSFC. The PSS should give 
the newcomer a contact phone number on the first visit. Also, the 
new employee will be given a packet, which include s necessary information 
about MSFC and Huntsville, employee unions, equal opportunity, and 
regulations, to keep and study. 
2. Personnel Administrative General Meeting 
At a designated ti me, preferably at the beginning of eve ry two week 
pay-period in order to keep in phase with payroll records, the new 
employees hired up to that date will meet as a group for a general 
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orientation conducted, as presently done, by the Personnel Office. 
The necessary items scheduled for discussion will follow the "New 
Employee Orientation Checkli st, " MSFC Form 3688 (April, 1968), 
which is signed upon completion by both the employee and Staffing 
Officer and kept in the employee's 201 File. Discussion of any particular 
points will be encouraged and details will be provided as needed by the 
new employees. 
PHASE TWO: WORK SITE ORIENTATION 
It is of utmost importance that the new employee learn to feel 
at home in his/her own work environment as soon as possible. The 
adjustment to a new situation will produce some frustrations, but it 
need not be stressful if proper considerations are given. The new 
employee will be under the authority of the immediate supervisor. 
This person should pay great attention to the psychological welfare 
of the newcomer. Introduction to all fellow employee s, an opportunity 
to see others at work and to see who -is responsible to whom, a review of 
work procedures, and an acquaintance with the location of key facilities 
and equipment are some of the concerns necessary to the well being of 
the new employee. This acquaintanceship period takes time, cannot 
be rushed, and should include SOlne. free time to digest the new information. 
In essence, one is learning some of the informal ways of the organization. 
During this time the Personnel Staffing Specialist will be in contact 
to review progress and handle problems. This is in line with regular 
personnel procedures which require a ninety day follow-up. Sometime s, 
several other orientation activities (of Phase Three, below) will be 
provided during the time the new employee is on the job in this early 
acquaintaceship period. Such activities might include the bus tour 
of MSFC or selected lectures and/ or interviews by NASA specialists 
on particular topics. No additional paperwork is required by the 
supervisor other than the checklist now used routinely by the supervisor 
in reviewing the completion of special tasks in this part of the orientation. 
The intent of work site orientation is to keep procedures as natural and 
informal as possible. 
PHASE THREE: NASA-MSFC ORIENTATION 
1. The major purpose of this phase is to assure that new employees 
are given opportunities to see their own particular work in relation 
to the whole of MSFC and of the entire NASA agency. It is important 
to the overall mission of NASA that integration and cooperation of 
efforts be understood by all employees not only better to achieve 
the goals of NASA, but to enhance esprit de corps. Also, an 
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understanding of the interrelationships of NASA I S many projects 
often leads to a bette r feeling about one I s own work and aids an 
individual in one I s own personal and professional advancement. 
2. Since the new employee will now be at work on the job site, this 
phase of the orientation must be scheduled so as to cause minimum 
disruption to the person1s work schedule. It is proposed that this 
general orientation be staggered over a number of weeks to allow the 
new employee sufficient ti me to digest the new information and to 
prevent overburdening the offices of those who present materials 
by taking ti me out of their regular workload. 
3. Administration of all aspects of Phase Three, including scheduling 
and monitoring, will be under the management of the Personnel 
Office. 
4. All new employees should be inv~lved together as a group in a one 
day common orientation. In the morning a bus tour should take 
the newly hired to various locations of MSFC. They should visit 
the main projects, test stands, certain laboratory facilities, museum 
mockups, and special projects, such as the Neutral Buoyancy 
Facility. 
In the afternoon a general meeting should be arranged in the 
Tenth Floor Conference 'Room of Building 4200. At this time various 
selected Center management officials will introduce themselves and 
conduct a presentation on various important general MSFC topics. 
Such topics might include a general discussion of the Space Shuttle 
or of the importance of coordinating payloads. 
A repre sentative of the Office of the Director or one of the 
Executive Staff Offices should give an introductory address called 
the Center Overview, followed by other senior management speakers, 
who can lend an aura of importance to the new hiree's appointment 
into the MSFC workforce. This Conference Room meeting should 
include as many new hirees as possible at the same time. 
5. Up to this time the orientation is the same for all types and categories 
of employees: scientists and engineers, administrative and professional, 
technicians, clerical and operational. At this point the orientation is 
divided into two modules. Each module applies to different categories 
of new personnel. The difference in orientation lies in the degree 
of depth and scope. The two modules are: 
1) Scientists and Engineers, Business and Professional, and 
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Technicians (NCC 200/700, 600, 300) 
2) Clerical (NCC 500). 
6. New employees of both categories (modules) should visit certain 
basic projects, labs, or offices in common and as a large group. 
These include: 
1) selected science and selected enginee ring laboratories; 
2) key projects, such as Shuttle propulsion. 
7. The module plan could be modified or compres sed if the plan 
involves too much time of the employees and of the supervisors by 
cutting down on the staggered sessions and by having the new 
employees meet togethe r in larger groups. 
Module One: Scientists, Engineering, Technicians, 
Business and Professionals 
1. On a bi-weekly basis a certain number of new hirees will meet 
as a group to interface with each other, to share experiences, and 
occasionally to listen to guest speakers about special projects. 
The purpose of this meeting is to provide for some identifiable 
group loyalty and cohesion to disparate members of the MSFC 
work force in order to build up a sense of common solidarity across 
NASA as a whole, to build a sense of community and shared 
associations, and to provide for cross-fertilization of ideas. 
(Precedence for this has already been established by the N ASA/ ASEE 
Summer Faculty weekly "fellowship" meetings). 
2. An opportunity for new employees to meet key personnel can be 
developed by inviting such people to these bi-weekly meetings to 
converse with the group, or to schedule specially arranged times 
when small numbers of hirees can visit in selected offices. 
3. Rathe r fundamental kinds of programs, projects, and interfaces 
ought to be included in the itinerary. These might include: 
a. Advanced Systems, planning layout 
Examples: (1) Description of all future projects; 
(2) Coal Gasification; 
(3) Nuclear Waste Disposal; 
(4) Solar Energy Use. 
b. Space Shuttle ope rations 
Examples: (1) Configurati-on Change Board of Solid Rocket 
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Boosters in Building 4610; 
(2) Telecon Level II PRCB in Building 4202, 
Room 411. 
c. Payload and Spacelab Projects 
(1) Overview. 
d. Science and Engineering Laboratorie s 
Examples: (1) Metallurgical analysis and use of electron 
microscope s; 
(2) Cell separation in zero gravity 
e. MSFC Administrative Support 
Examples: (1) Personnel Training; 
(2) Procurement; 
(3) Plans and Analysis Office; 
(4) Overall administration. 
Module Two: Clerical 
1. Since the new employees of this group will not have had extensive, 
formal scientific and enginee ring education, the pre sentations 
should be given in less complicated technical detail. However, 
the general nature of the various projects and tasks indicated 
in Module One should be of interest to this group. Thus, a schedule 
should be developed in the Personnel Office for this module following 
the same pattern. 
2. Scheduling for both modules will be done in accordance with new 
hiring activity and with the concern to distribute presentations among 
many different people and offices. 
3. A special session for Module Two would be a general, overall tour 
and explanation of a selected numbe r of key installations. This would 
be different from the usual NASA tour. This would encompass 
such office functions as procurement, personnel training, computer 
services, and the public affairs office. Selected scientific 
laboratories would be included on the itinerary. This tour would 
be planned to encompass an entire morning. 
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ORIENTATION PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. That a comprehensive, in-depth new employee orientation be implemented 
at MSFC. 
2. That the administration and coordination of the Orientation of New 
Employees be the responsibility of the Personnel Office. 
3. That an MMI be published identifying Cente r policy and assigning 
duties and responsibilities. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Personnel Office of Marshall Space Flight Center assigned 
three management tasks to this researcher. All three were completed 
and the results were presented to the Personnel Director. A meeting 
of selected supervisors was called so that the researcher could orally 
present a status report on these topics. They expressed satisfaction 
with the projects and the work done. Final suggestions were made, 
although constant surveillance and assistance by these same people 
had been given continuously during the entire time of investigation 
and writing. 
This report has described the nature of the three tasks and the 
substance of their results. Since each of the tasks is a topic that is 
ongiong in nature, the final products will not be ready until all reviewers 
and authorities give approval. Undoubtedly some changes and revisions 
will be made. Nevertheless, the basic structure, the main outline 
and format, and the conceptual plans have been determined at this 
point. 
There was no shortcut in the undertaking of these tasks. First, 
a thorough orientation and grounding into the nature of the scientific 
and engineering projects which make up the mission of NASA-MSFC and 
the nature of the administration and organization of MSFC had to be 
obtained by this researcher. Then, many different viewpoints and 
opinions had to be gathered and discussed about the specific nature of 
the tasks. Materials relevant to the tasks were read and analyzed, 
but these usually consisted of memos, letters, and similar works 
previously done. Since most of these mate rials are on file in various 
offices at MSFC, they do not form a descriptive bibliography or a list 
of references, and, consequently, are not stated in this report. Finally, 
each draft of each task had to be reviewed by an authority on the subject 
before the next revision could be written. Most often the suggestions 
of several people were incorporated into the next stage of the writings. 
It is recommended that these three projects be continued immediately 
until their final approval is given by the Director of the Cente r. A 
Marshall Management Instruction (MMI) on the Student Volunteer 
Service Program should be completed in final form following the 
model presented here. The Recruitment Brochure should follow the 
general theme as worked upon to this point. Pictures should be selected 
and mini mal text written. A comprehensive Orientation Plan for New 
Employees should be implemented at MSFC and an MMI should be 
written to identify Center policy and guidelines. All three of these 
tasks should be administered by the Personnel Office of MSFC. 
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ABSTRACT 
The GDOF motion system has been employed for closed loop 
simulation of the contact dynamics involved in the docking of two 
satellites (for example TRS and Skylab). Under most initial 
conditions however the system gives inaccurate results. 
Typically in the simulation if docking fails to occur the rebound 
velocity of the TRS exceeds its approach velocity, thus 
generating an artificial and unacceptable gain of momentum in the 
system. 
It has long been well known that the presence of a time lag 
can generate instability in closed loop systems. To see if the 
time lag (about 200 ms.) in the 6 DOF system can satisfactorily 
account for its errors, a simple computer mode of the system 
incorporating this lag and other revelant parameters has been 
implemented. The model in fact does predict all the observed 
rebound errors with reasonable precision. 
Also, since it is probable that the time delay can only be 
reduced but not eliminated, various comgensation schemes have 
been devised. Two give adequate correction for delays under 100 
ms for a non-preloaded probe. More powetful schemes may be 
adequate for the ptesent 200 ms. environment and the presence of 
a preload. 
Our study relies heavily on the mathematical theory of 
second order differential equations with retarded arguments and 
standard tools of numerical analysis. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The LINK Six-Degree-of-Freedom (6 DOF) Motion System has been 
employed by the Marshall S?ace Flight Center for the physical 
simulation of the contact forces and dynamics in the docking of 
two satellites - for example the Teleoperator Retrieval System 
(TRS) and Skylab. A similar device was developed at the Johnson 
Space Center in Houston for contact dynamics simulation prior to 
the Apollo-Soyuz mission of 1975. 
In this section we give an informal description of the system and 
its performance. Some illustrations, photographs, and values of 
some key parameters may be found in the A?pendix. See in 
particular the block diagram, Fig.IO. 
A docking probe assembly is placed on the platform of the LINK 6 
DOF Motion System. The platform is free to move with any general 
motion within its limits of travel. Above the probe is a docking 
collar or other target which is fixed. The software of the EAT 
8900 hybrid computer is ca?able of simulating a set of initial 
conditions which might include velocities, accelerations, and 
rotations preliminary to docking. 
Since, as mentioned above, the target is stationary, this 
information is calculated relative to a coordinate system fixed 
in the target. The initial con~itions are translated by the CAT 
digital computer into commands to change lengths of the six legs 
supporting the 6 DOF platform. These commands are executed by 
the hydraulic actuators in the legs causing the 6 DOF system and 
the probe to perform motions ap?ropriate to the initial 
conditions. 
When the probe is in contact with the target, sensors, also 
placed on the table, record the forces and torques encountered by 
the probe. In the open loop mode this information is recorded on 
strip charts for. later use. If desired software can be 
developed so that the probe simulates dynamic interaction with 
the target. This option has so far been rejected since the 
reSUlting motion would not be generated by the forces actually 
encountered in the contact phase. A more useful choice is closed 
loop simulation where the forces are used in a feedback loop 
through the EAI 8900 and the CAl computers to control the motion 
of the probe itself. Basically two integrations of the hybrid 
subsystem give velocity and position functions of the TRS 
relative to the target. As in the case of the initial conditions 
the position function is converted into leg length commands. The 
result is that the probe is supposed to move as if it was freely 
responding to its own contact dynamics. This mode-when perfected 
should be a valuable tool in the testing and design of docking 
hardware. 
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In preliminary testing of the system, the closed loop simulation 
has been radically simplifie~ so that orObe-target interaction is 
"head on:" only (vertical) translational motion is accepted. 
Also no thrusts firings of th~ chase vehicle are allowed. Table 
1 presents results of some of these tests. 
Obviously apart from the unacceptable level of noise, there is an 
artificial and unwarranted gain of momentum in the system. The 
analysis and attempted resolution of this oloblem is the central 
concern of the present study. 
We close this section with a brief survey of the rest of the 
paper. In Section II a sim9le mathematical model based on the 
time delay inherent in the system is develooed. It is also shown 
how the model can be modified so that it is "noisy." Section III 
developes several methods to com?ensate for the delay. The last 
two sections contain res?ectively data and graphs illustrating 
our results and recommendations for further action. 
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II THE EFFECT OF TIME LAG ON THE 6 DOF CLOSED LOOP SIMULATION 
It has long been known that the presence of time delay can affect 
the stability of a closed loop feedback system - see for example. 
Minorsky [10], [,I] or Callendar, Hartree and Porter ["'1]. It has 
been verified that a time delay defined as the time it takes for 
the legs to complete a response to a signal from the force 
sensor, exists in the 6 DOF system. 
This delay (let us call i t "~") is appr ox imately 200 ms; the 
various contributions to it by hardware subsystems are shown in 
the block diagram Fig.IO. 
A simple physical argument shows how ? might explain the high 
rebound velocities of table 1. Suppose at time t the probe has 
reached maximum compression ~ and should turn around. The 
command to do this is executedi+~ later; in the meantime, the 
probe has continued to move and overshot' . Therefore during a 
time period of length T additional force has been communicated to 
the software resulting in a gain in energy. If the probe did not 
detach, T sec. after reaching its rest position the overshot 
would be repeated and one might expect a sequence of oscillations 
of increasing amplitude. 
2.1 A Mathematical Model Let us now try to make the above 
argument mathematIcally precise. Suppose in the interval 
[ ~. t.'tAi:-] a change in the force signal AF is sampled. When the 
EAI 8900 computes a change of compress ion b"l cor respond ing to A F , 
it does this by digitally solving the eguation~~and computing,the 
solution at t + A t 
t~·l) 
Now It (t+ A t) should equal ''Hi) '+ 1,1( However £\11 is not executed 
until the ac tua tor shave finished the it response a t-l:.-t.1';· ,. Thus 
n(ttT\ corresponds to F{~} - 'IeLl equivalently corresponds to F(i~"7') 
It follows - (T includes the sample interval or "fr arne time" A t).-
+hat the system behave as if it were solving the equation 
( 2 • 2) 
Thus we could mode1the effect of delay by using (2.2) instead of 
(2.1) in a computer simulation. 
In case the probe is an ideal spr ing F = - kit and (2.~ becomes 
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( 2 • 3) 
(2.2) and (2.3) are examples of ret~!:..de<! diff~!..~tial equations. 
Because of their importance to control theory applications, such 
equations have been intensively studie1 [3 ], ['], [r] in 
recent years. The resulting theory has many similarities with 
the classical theory of differential equations but also important 
differences. In particular it can be shown that if 
then "practically all" solutions oscillate with exponentially 
increasing amplitude (R. D. Driver, ,rivate communication, also 
cf. Driver [']). 
Also unlike differential equations, a correctly formulated 
initial value problem (IVP) for (2.2) - (2.3) requires initial 
conditions on an initial interval rather than just at a point. 
Fot example, consider the first T" seconds after contact: The 
probe continues to compress oblivious of contact since the legs 
have not yet moved in response to F(T). Thus 
t\(t) = Net 
(2.4) 
These replace the point conditions of a differential equation 
IVP • 
2.2 A Few Refinements - Essentially equations (2.1) and (2.2) 
WIll constitutethe-mathematical model of the 6 DOF system in our 
report. Before solving it we discuss some possible improvements 
(only the most significant of which have been implemented). 
2.2.1 Probe Nonlinea~~~y - As is shown in Fig. 2, the probe is 
not an ideal spring. It is both nonlinear and preloaded. The 
nonlinearity can be modeled by an equation of the form 
For the 
choose a 
fit, or 
implement 
graph of k(u) see Fig. . To 
piecewise linear function, a 
approximate K(n) one might 
least squares parabolic 
choices is difficult to 
since \((1\) is nearly 
a spline. None of these 
on the computet. However, 
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constant in the neighborhood of 50-60 lbs/ft, its variation is 
probably not a source of major error, we will omit this feature 
of the spring from our model. 
Of much greater significance is the existence of a preload (F~) 
of approximately 69 lbs. By energy considerations a preloaded 
spring is equivalent to a compressed longer spring having the 
same Hook·s constantj the fictitious compression is F, It\ . T'"s ru,rsl-1 
i."Qf w.t ctt~tl\t "(ol,\~;: r,(~) ... fp/tf. Q.l'ld $o.t'\>o( 
(2.5) 
x +' 
-k. (to \ = Nfl 
)(0:: F,,/Jc 
1.4J~': = fI:/1'-\ 
)(,.: 7 1((ol,-"') 
It 'will turn out that the preload magnifies the effect of a pure 
delay. 
In this report we will 
preload and K=1200 lbs/ft., 
recent analog simulation 
motion in the 6-DOF system. 
also consider an ideal probe with no 
since this value has been used in a 
[~] of the effect of delays on spring 
-2.2.2 Filters - As the block diagram Fig. lO shows there are 
several filters in the system. They contribute to the total 
delay and probably somewhat distort the signal. In [(I' it has 
been shown that the addition of a low pass filter with transfer 
function c (4'1 (. gives an add i tional destabl i zing effect. 
In a digital simulation the presence of such a filter changes 
(2.3) to the equation 
(2.6) 
e c"' 1-
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In general the presence of several filters with constants 
c, .. , c" gives the equation 
(2.5) 
where _ Ci~ 
-ej : = I - .e 
The presence of (on"o.tll~iol4s can be handled by 11"'~.c( integration 
loops in a digital simulation. Since the parameters of the 
filters actually in the system are unknown we ignore their effect 
except in sofar as they contribute to the delay. Our results 
compared with tests suggest that this is not a crucial omission. 
2.2.3 Force Threshold In addition to the filters a force 
threshold (F~) is used to reduce noise. This means that F(t) is 
accepted if and only if its absolute value exceeds ~ i.e., 
·f l 
Thus the IVP (2.5) becomes 
Fe",) . 
o O+~~I~ • 
Fortunately (2.6) is equivalent to a simpleI IVP where F.~ plays a 
role like the preload. The probe must travel ~/K before force 
due to compression is "accepted." The elapsed time is 1 = F~/Kv : 
If we regard t as time zeIO, (2.6) becomes 0 
'. 
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(2.7) 
XCt) .. 1\/'0 
)Co ; (f p i' r: 4r ) I K 
'I'H-t)'; l«({l- F"/t( 
Note that the system should be very sensitive to Fot • If Foe is 
large and Vo is small the only force affecting the probe might be 
that of the bottoming spr ing. For example if K= 60 J F~ = 50 
~'> 14.4 in which is greater than the maximum compression of the 
probe. In the absence of delay, even threshold of 30 Ibs. would 
produce a severe distortion. When delay is present its 
destablizing effects are greatly magnified. In the case of a 
spring with K = 1200 and no preload the effects thought not so 
severe are still noticable. 
The presence of a force threshold also causes some ambiguity in 
time measuresments during the simulation. Suppose t' is the time 
dur ing rebound when K'l. = Fi. Since F (t) is measured directly 
on the strip chart the simulation period is E-Ft-/Kvo"t~+F*/rcvQJ. 
The period in which the forces are producing a response 
in the legs is [T, ~'+ ~ ]. Currently the exit velocity is 
measured at tF: +,. I time tF + T" + F'tJKVo from contact. To avoid 
confusion one needs to keep these various times clearly in mind 
especially when F~ is high and/or K, ~ is low. 
2.2.4 variable Delay - The IVP (2.6) is a continuous realization 
of a fl'U.lo4.fft)' sampled system. The AD and DA converters (1), (2) 
(see Fig. /0) sample the signal at discrete intervals ~t­
approximately 31-35 ms. If all the converters where synchronous 
little would be lost since we in fact solve the I V P in steps on 
the computer. However, the converters (3), (4) sample at 
intervals of 25 ms. This means that periodically (3) samples the 
same signal twice, producing an additional 25 ms delay. Since 
they do not start in synchrony (they start where they stopped) 
the effect varies from run to run. We have put a "noisy" delay 
into the model. The results suggest that the asynchronization 
explains some of the noise in the data. 
2.2.5 Noise from the table - Since the force sensors are in the 
table, they may feer-5ome of the inertial forces in the table 
itself. Again forces due to this source are executed seconds 
later. This suggest that we consider the neutral to second order 
equation. 
( 2 • 8) x - E ~I X1" -+ 
M 
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wlth the same initial conditions of (2.7) where e is a n01Sf' 
parameter given by a random numher generator and M, is the mass 
of the table + probe:: 323.5. PreliminClry tests (see App:'",.JIxI:) 
show that this complication is indeed a potent source of noise. 
2.3.1 Formulas in closed form - Suppose we 1inearise (2.7) by 
takingthe-rrrsttwoterms of the Taylor expansion, ~';;e obtain 
.. 'l ... )( + \.Vox - w;',..)< = 0 
X(ol~ )(0 
( 2.9) 
xro):: 1\1"0 
1 If w. ,.. ~< ~ and X'~:: 0 (no preload, no threshold) an 
approximate solution to (2.9) 1S 
X(-t) '" 
Hence 
(2.10) 
Nr·d.ther of these formulas Clre aCCulute for much beyond a 
seconds. However, (2.9) gives an et tor of under 3% fOl .,..~ ,2. 
If there IS a force threshold the formula 
(2.11 ) Vr; :: 
yields an error < 15% provided Ft ~ 120 lbs. 
few 
An exact closed 'form solution to (2.7) or 2.8) can be given by an 
inductive procedure known as the "Method of Steps." Suppose ""-
and x ar e known on the intel val [{I~~t)T", ~7"J. Then . setting 
we have for /<. T ! t ~ (~ 1" I ) 1:' 
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(2.12) 
-4. 
N-C/fr) - w.t. r Xes) c(r 
~'I-
+ 
x (1('''' + ) VllA} ell.( 
Ic'~ 
Since the initial functions are simple the solution may be 
calcula ted in closed form, step by step. Thus for T.! i: ~ 2,. 
,1. )1 
Xo" '\1'.,. "t {! t.v. III. ~-"T' 
etc. 
2.3.2 Numerical Integration- The Method of Steps gives a solution 
in the form of an infinite series. Since the result tells us 
nothing about the properties of the solution, nothing is lost if 
we numercially integrate (2.7). The following algorithm which 
uses the corrected trapezoid rule (tl.S'J P.7'1' ) has (9(tf4) 
discretization error and has been implemented on the l':~ Sigma 5 
computer and the writers TI 5'1 
Input k I Vo , X., F t I I=-p I 'f..(, k',,.... 1\1 
":'" 'YIN 
v: ';. Vo 
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Wr i te Vi rl 
Wr i te '" i't, 
Continue 
2.4 Results - Figures (2)-(7) give the results of several runs 
with different initial conditions and parameters. Note that the 
results are consistent with tests of the 6 OOF system and also 
agree almost perfectly with the results of the analog simulation 
[ 1 ] . 
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III COMPENSATING FOR DELAY 
It is hoped that most of the delay can be eliminated by suitable 
modifications in the hardware. Nervertheless even delays as low 
as 50 ms can cause noticeable instability. Therefore in this 
section we develop several algorithms that in some cases can 
produce near normal performance in spite of delay. Test results 
for some of the methods described below are given in Section IV. 
3.1 Taylor Approximations 
Since 
1\ ., (II I 
+ ." + \-I):! ~ (4) .+-t',( 4 ( " 
.., , 
we can truncate the ser ies and solve for an approximation Xc. -lea ')( - ;'~') 
. . .. ) "., .. .., 
?C "" x,. -t "rX _-r )C l' '" (-, T (' -w - , 
1...14-" • 
wi th er ror 6- 1'1" ", Xlt ). We then solve. 
.. I )( .... Wo )C c.: 0 
( 3 • 1) 
instead of (2.1). 
3.1.1 Runge Kutta - In theory (3.1) can be solved for arbitrarily 
high n by the Runge Kutta algorithm without knowledge of high 
derivatives. For example if n = 4 (3.1) can be converted to the 
system: 
I )t: (~) ( () 0 - C> () .. (3.2) f,. C, C&. 
(::) to) ": C) 
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where 
f : = b Q c.k!.VQ ~'s .. ~..,.J..J. T 
c. . ~ 
-
3 ~/,..l I' 
c'1: .. ~ C" T T ,.1 w.1. ,) 
Xi: : \i-, ) . )( , I =-
" 2, 3 
Writing ( 3. 2) in the abbreviated form 
x '= AX 
)((0)::' X 0 
and applying the Runge Kutta algorithm. 
we obtain 
where 
kli ':. X· , 
~li ";. )(j 
~'ti ':: ')(j 
... 
"t 
~ 
HI, A k,j 
""'z. 
A I( Z', 
I.f A klr" 
~i .,. 
3 
The difference between the above veHion of Runge Kutta and the 
conventional one for differential equations is that (because of 
the shift operation) k,; requires'i_ .... /(2, requires Ie,;- .... etc. 
However, the effect this deviation has on the stability and 
accuracy of the algorithm is unknown and will require additional 
investigation. Higher oldel versions of Runge Kutta are also 
possible. They can be used alone at combined with equivalent 
Adams predictor corrector methods. If they work quite high order 
Taylor approximations can be easily generated. 
3.1.2 The Algorithm 2!.X*T4" - The following direct approach to 
(3.1) has been implemented and found to work well. We write . 
.,.. .. )C " 
... -
21.., 
, 'If 
- .,.. )( . ... "1.a. ')< 
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>t,. = X
", X,h" 
- or 
By back substitution the present values of the derivatives can be 
eliminated. We finally obtain 
x,. 
III 
x ... 
The 4th order version, however, is as easy to im?lement as the 
others and more accurate 
" IIFIX*T4 For i = 1 to 1'\'\1 
". t ':: Vo 
)( .. \ . i H vo" )(0 
CD~ "";'1(/ 
~ i:: 0 
For i _ = ~t:l. until satisfied 
( 3 .3) 
q i., : 2 
- Ivo X, 1 I - "" 
C I \>ti~I-'" ) qi-t' .. - !.No .,. "i",·"", 
~i ,. til (Q. e ( ) )( I .. I ': X, + "'It. Vi"l) l' .-'.1. I - C(i., 
Continue. 
The algorithm is &\Ia." i Xi' ) 
Remark - The corrected trapezoid rule and the 
are necessary to maintain accuracy. 
two estimates .. ~ of Y. -e{. tI. 1", . " ..... 
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Warning In a 6 OOF simulation 
c q I~, ': I=j~, :: 
(The frame time 4-t is the step). Also all delayed terms x" I 'x", 
etc. are the present values of ~ , X etc., generated in the 
hybrid (recall that the backward shift introduced into the 
algorithm simulates the loop circuit time in the 6 OOF system) 
With this in mind, we write the algorithm in a form suitable for 
implementation on the 6 OOF. Let Vii'!' Xi~' be the velocity and 
position produced by the hybrid from F by integration. Let 
Vi:. X(~, be the compensated versions. Then the main loop in 
(3.3) looks like 
For n·= m + I until satisfied: 
'Ii., = Integration of F 
XM1 = Integration of v 
t & l l Vit. ': VI - c.u o Hfl ( )( i , )( t.,., ) 1" Hill (V i - Vi" ) ,.. (K i "" - )( i ) .,. 
..,. T'l 
/2,. (Vi1'- Vi).-t is ~ (FiH - f"j)J 
( 3 .4) 
Xi '1' tf/L ( Vi" Vi~') 1" 117,1. (!=i - F i + I 
t c Vi", X, 'f- X,., Vi f-
(i.e. , 
loop) 
these values replace Vi,)(i in the next iteration of the 
Continue 
In the remainder of the paper all algorithms will be written the 
form (3.3) instead of (3.4) and it will be understood that terms ~r 
and th~ir digital form ')(i7'" etc. refer to present .!!~~ past values 
of val1ables calculated 1n the hybrid. 
3.2 Polynomial Extraeolation - Porter and Stoneman [I~] (also see 
[13] have ploposed the use of Newton-Gr egory interpolating 
polynomials to compute X, Specifically they fit a polynomial 
to .>< ... ,- .... , ,1( ... 1-<_111,." le .. i" -C ..... ~I and extrapolate to compute x ... ::: 
X~,~hus by the Newton-Gregory backwards interpolation formula 
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( 3.5) 
s 
-+ V X ..... - .... 
1'.~ • 
where 
"x,,~. ~_ ':: X .... ,- ... - ><" .. ,-(-*1) 
~ r)( "., _ 'W 1: \7 )( "t , _ .. _ fir II .. , - (""' .. I ) ~ 4-c 
No higher than a cubic should be taken. The procedure might 
begin with a 4th order Taylor method to compute enough x values 
beyond rGI~1 to fit the cubic. For example, the first cubic could 
be passed through )( ...... , '''. x .... " , or through )( ...... x....... etc. 
The best choice would be found experimentally. Since 
interpolating polynomials are extremely sensitive to noise, we 
suggest substituting a least squares polynomial of low degree 
based on as many previous points as possible. If we write the 
polynomial in the form. 
p., C~) ': 
and set -ct .. is the solution of the system. 
(3.6) C2i' 
where C is the V+lxv+l matrix with general component 
, . 
i .. j-1. 
CiJ :. ~ -{~ 
El -'lO'I 
where p ~ ')(,f 
p .... 
2 of;, ~f 
p •• "'f., : : 
p' 
-I '\I' L t, x, 
p-
tn-iS 
and p is a preassigned integer. 
Remark - matrix system (3.,) becomes poorly conditioned for 
large V; most machines will give meaningless results at v = 7 or 
8. We recommend double precision arithmetic and v < 4. 
Because velocities are available at the same time as the position 
function, anther choice would be to use this information and 
require that the polynomial pass through X ...... I v........ . .. etc. For 
formulas for this type of interpolating polynomial see [S ] 
p62ff. The error is {1-(H-~I) where m is the degree of the 
polynomial (e.g., 5 if three points are used.) 
Remarks 
(1) Although error terms for polynomial extrapolation 
schemes are similar to Taylor methods, their performance 
may be superior (particularly for the least squares 
version) since more information is used and sensitivity 
to noise is reduced. 
( 2) Warning - Neither method (or any 
author) will make the system 
short time. T~e high derivatives 
terms ruin the approximation as 
other known to the 
stable for more than a 
present in the error 
3.3 Transfer Function APEroximation - The Laplace transform of ~~ 
TS €T"1~. Therefore," it is tempting to find an approximation 
P(s) to t~S and· define 
x c ~ X = ! -I ( PC'2' e. -Tl t)() 
1. ~ I ( P (~ )) It X l' 
Thus we solve. 
( 3 .7) 
.. 
X 
-I t (Pet)) 0\ x,. 
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The advantage of this method is that if P(s) is properly chosen, 
(3.7) can be solved on an analog computer much more easily than 
it can be on a digital machine. This technique provided P(s) is 
"close" to .e~.s can be shown to be as good as polynomial 
extrapolation (see [13] p32ff). 
. . f f'~ Some AEEroxlmatlons ~ -t __ 
3.3.1 Chebyshev Eo1ynomia1s lead to approximations which are much 
more accurate than Taylor polynomial approximations of the same 
degree. 
Thus 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
... 
... 
See Atk inson [2.) Ch 4 
. ~ 'I '2. ~ q I (r f) .. .., ., 11 1 'I '1(t r) j 
The error of each of these approximations is less than C)C 10 -J .1 ,,,.1 I.e 1 
Tests based on (3.10) have shown that it is 
a fourth order Taylor approximation when 
and no preload. For a description of the 
"FIX*C" see p below. 
generally superior to 
there is no threshold 
resulting algorithm 
3.2.2 Pade Approximations It is possible to approximate 
accurately by lational functions of equal degree in the numerator 
and denominator. The functions ale called Pade approximations. 
Inverting them offers the advantage that numerical or analog 
differentation is avoided. Also Pad~ approximations are much 
more accurate than Taylpr series approximations of equal degree. 
For example the 2nd deglee Pade 
m-17 
(3.11) 
.,s 
coincides with the first five terms of the TayIo~ series of~ the 
sixth . te~m . is cr')~,.,.., which is close to (1'5)/1 2,0. Hence this 
approx1mat1on 1S &(rS\' '. 
The third degree 
(3.12) 
I - T~ of' 
is even better, it concides with the first seven terms of the 
Taylors seri, es. Hence, if our previous discussion is correct 
these approximations should be similar to cubic and six degree 
polynomial extrapolation. Pade approximation can be further 
improved using Chebychev polynomials (See RaIson ['~] p 296) Thus 
(3.13) 
.e Y ':=:. '2.\S3 +- 117' n't'!41(TS)1 
'2. 1 5'l - " 7 t T S of' I G 2 irs) 1. 
The error of the approximation for ,loSt', is 19- l6-'I 
Inversion of Pade approximations and appeal to 
complicated integro-differential equations. 
second degree Pade yields 
(3.7) result in 
For example the 
Unfortunately all Pade approximations for have poles in the 
half plane. We conjecture that because of the short contact time 
this source of instability will not be of majoI imporance. 
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3.4 Richardson Extrapolation - We finally mention a technique 
which can "boost" the degree of al?proximation when used in 
conjunction with the previous techniques; that is if the error 
term of a given method is ~H~) we will obtain by modifying the 
method an er ror term ()- (tf to" ) 
Suppose 
(3.14) 
Having the step gives 
(3.15) X "t ~ (tf It) -t 0- (II .... ' J l. ... 
(The notation "X," indicates the dependence 
position on the step h). Multiplying 
subtracting 3.13 gives 
Therefore 
Il 
"2 - 1 
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of the 
(3.14) 
compensated 
by 2" and 
IV GRAPHS AND TABLES 
KEY TO GRAPHS 
In figures 2 and 3 the vertical scale is 1 cm = .01 ft. while in 
figures 4 and 5 it is 1 cm = .001 ft. In fig. 7 the vertical 
s~ale is 1 cm = .01 ft/sec. 
In all position vs time or velocity vs time graphs the horizontal 
scale is 1 cm = .1 sec. 
"1" signifies theoretical performance with the given parameters. 
"2" signifies uncompensated performance. 
"3" is FIX*C correction. 
The dashed line in Figs. 6,7 is FIX*T4 cOlrection. 
"4" in Fig. 2 is performance with a thirty pound force threshold. 
Fig. 2 shows the distorting -effect of the force threshold (at two 
levels) with attempted correction. 
Fig. 3 represents theoretical, uncompensated and compensated 
performance of an Apollo type probe with typical parameters. 
Fig. 4 contrasts the performance and compensation for a preloaded 
vs non-preloaded probe. 
Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 3 but the probe has no preload. 
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6 DOF CONTACT DYNAMICS TEST RESULT 
(8/27-28/79) 
Test involved vertical motion only and a .75 11 plywood 
simulating the docking collar. 
I. Vo 'it- 8/29/79 
.05 .1927 
.05 . 1907 Fo\ = 30 1bs . 
.05 .1971 
.05 
-
.1730 
V., = .1884 
II. V6 V{ 
.10 .1965 
.10 .2122 8/17/79 
.10 .2245 
.10 .2203 F ... = 30 1bs 
V.f = .2134 
III. V. V+ 8/28/79 
.1 .2216 
.2 .3826 
.2 .4101 F-t = 35 
TABLE 1 
III-2i 
target 
THE EFFECT OF FORCE THRESHOLD ON REBOUND PARAMETERS 
V =.1 ft/sec. K=1200 Ibs/ft t-').=310.56 Slugs ,.. = .15 sec 
Pot. ~ - model V+ - formula Vi - Analog Simulation V+ - Model 
0 .0637 .159 .157 .157 
20 .0668 .1666 .162 
30 .0701 .1704 .165 .170 
40 .0746 .1742 .171 
60 .855 .1818 .182 .182 
70 .978 .1850 .188 
80 .984 .1896 .1968 
90 .102 .1934 .1974 
100 .112 .1973 .198 
...... 120 .127 .2048 .22 .223 ~ 
I 240 .22 .2510 .312 .332 ~ 
~ 
TABLE 2 
'1. (ft) 
o 
.125 
.25 
.417 
.5 
.625 
.708 
.792 
.854 
.88 
.9 
.911 
PROBE DEFLECTION PROFILE 
F (1 bs) 
69 
74.8 
81 
89.3 
93.75 
101 
105.2 
112.5 
118 
121 
125 
130 
For ~~.912 there is a bottoming spring with K = 480,000 1bs/ft 
TABLE 3 
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IJI-24 
COMPARATIVE CORRECTION BY 4TH ORDER TAYLOR METHOD (FIX*T4) AND 
CHEBYCHEV APPROXIMATION (FIX*C) 
I Fp =0 K=1200 LBS/FT M=311 SLUGS 
THEORETICAL UNCORRECTED FIX*T4 FIX*C2 
A .,.. = .05 
v. 'fL i: V, 1; -t 't/" 11 t V, "it -L 
.05 .025 1.6 .0582 .0274 1. 65 .052 .05258 1. 65 .049 .0256 1.7 
.1 .051 1.6 .117 .053 1.65 .1 .051 1. 65 .1 .051 1.6 
.2 .102 1.6 .233 .11 1. 65 .2 .1 1. 65 .2 .1024 1.65 
.5 .255 1.6 .58 .274 1. 65 .3 .256 1. 65 .499 .255 1.65 
1 .51 1.6 1.16 .544 1. 65 1. 00 .511 1. 65 .997 .512 1.65 
~B "?"=.1 vol 1\ -l v, 1; -l v+ "ij i. 
t>:) 
.068 .029 1.7 .048 .0257 1. 85 .0499 .0259 1.7 I:J1 
.135 .0589 1.7 .0943 .052 1.8 .999 .052 1.7 
.268 .118 1.7 .2 .2 1.7 .195 .1 1. 75 
.67 .29 loB .48 .257 1. B5 .4B8 .26 1. 75 
1. 33 .59 1.8 1.00 .52 1.7 .976 .52 1. 75 
C 7 =.2 V+- ii 1; V. it t. V~ li ~ 
.0903 .0342 1.9 .0976 .0274 1/85 .0471 .0272 . 1.8 
.180 .06B4 loB .101 .0576 1.8 .098 .0545 1.8 
.261 .137 1.8 .190 .116 1. 85 .188 .108 1. 85 
.902 .342 loB .427 .276 1. B5 .471 .272 1.8 
loBI .684 1.8 .95 .551 1.85 .98 .54 1.8 
TABLE 4 
COMPARATIVE CORRECTION BY 4TH ORDER TAYLOR METHOD (FIX*T4) AND 
CHEBYCHEV APPROXIMATION (FIX*C) 
II F =69 Ibs K=601bs/ft M =311 SLUGS 
THEORETICAL UNCORRECTED FIX*T4 FIX*C2 
A T = .05 
v. 'it i "-, 11 i ",,- II i v+ 1; ~ 
.05 .0055 .45 .0725 .008 .6 .0725 .0083 .6 .0718 .0081 .6 
.1 .0223 .9 .125 .027 1. 05 .12 .0272 1. 025 .135 2.73 1.1 
.2 .0869 1. 25 .233 .096 1.9 .22 .096 1. 85 .23 .0967 1.9 
.5 .468 3.6 .536 .491 3.70 .53 .49 3.7 .528 .488 3.7 
1. 04 1.44 5.05 1. 06 1. 45 5.3 1. 02 1.43 5.1 
1-1 
1::1 
I 
t\:) 
0') V.f "tj ;; v+ 1i ;; Vfo ''It 
""-B ,. = .1 .128 .01 1.1 .0949 .0106 .75 .094 .011 .75 
.170 .0295 1.3 .162 .0225 1.1 .147 .032 1.2 
.269 .106 2.1 .268 .105 2.1 .24 .106 2.0 
.582 .514 3.9 .574 .5 3.9 .55 .506 3.8 
1.13 1.48 3.4 1. 06 1. 45 5.3 1. 04 1. 45 5.2 
v-+- 1\ ~ Vf 
'" 
l- V+ "it t 
C ,.. = .2 .129 .0155 1 .128 .0155 1 .129 .015 1 
.184 .0422 1.45 .182 .0419 1.45 .173 .0412 1.4 
.288 .126 .225 .285 .124 2.25 .28 .122 2.25 
.61 .56 4.0 .595 .54 4 .574 .54 3.9 
1.15 1. 57 5.3 1. 09 1.5 5.35 1. 09 1.49 5.35 
TABLE 5 
SIMULATION RESULTS CORRESPONDING TO TABLE 1 
~= 69 LBS K= 60 LBS/FT M = 311 SLUGS 
F40 = 30 LBS. 
I 
II 
V. = .1 
III 
T1\BLE 6 
TII-27 . 
VJr = .163 
Vf =·32,. 
APPROXIMATE FORMULAS FOR A DELAYED SPRING 
Assuming !u.T/z. ~tC I the following approximate formulas may be 
derived for the IVP: 
.. 
~ .. 
v. (~O 
Vo ~p ( n,.. w"/z. ) 
These formulas give relative errors of under 3%. 
If a force threshold is present then 
TABLE 7 
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V CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The second order delay equation model developed in this paper 
agrees with a recent analog simulation [I] of the effect of 
delay. It is also reasonably consistent (See Table 6 with the 
observed behavior (up to noise) of the 6 DOF system when V. = .1 
or .2. The most disagreement happens at V. = .05 when our 
simulation gives a rebound velocity about 13% below the mean of 
the measurements in Table 1. 
The model predicts that for a pure spring with no preload or 
force threshold V~ /V. depends only on" and and not onV •. Vo 
can also be computed quite accurately by a simple formula without 
numerically integrating the equation in the model. The use of a 
threshold increase the effect of delay. The results are 
relatively most severe at high threshold levels and low initial 
velocities. For thresholds under 100 lbs and delays less than .2 
sec V~ can be predicted with reasonable accuracy by an 
approximate formula. Verification of these aspects of the model 
in hardware tests would strengthen the hypothesis that delay is 
the predominate factor in the observed errors in the system. 
These tests and the isolation of other factors - such as phase 
shifts due to the filters-should be possible when the noise of 
the system is reduced .. Some of this noise is probably caused by 
the sensitivity of the force sensors on the table to inertial 
effects, and by variable delay due to the aysynchronization of 
the AD/DA converters (see 2.2.4-2.2.5 above). There may also be 
another source of apparent noise: for the parameters chosen to 
model the probe and a force threshold the rebound velocity 
changes rapidly towards the end of the simulation. If the 
rebound velocity is measured at t,+'t (cL 2.2.3) an error of ± 
At in the time of measurement can produce a large relative change 
in V.f. For example when V = .2 VI is .343 ; 033 sec later it is 
354; 066 sec later it is.38, 066 sec before it is .32. Hence, 
slight differences in time of final measurement in repeated runs 
can cause variations close to the order of magnitude of those 
observed . 
. Every effort ought to be made to reduce noise and delay. Several 
means to this end are suggested in[ 1 ]. We agree with these 
recommendations. Since a delay as low as 50 ms still causes 
considerable errors and this may be close to an achievable lower 
limit, means of compensating for delay need to be implemented. 
In this study both a fourth order Taylor method and a Chebychev 
polynomial approximation to the transfer function ('5 gave good 
results for for an unpreloaded spring when no force threshold 
is used. The velocity profile correction in this case was 
excellent; penetration errors were reduced to under 10% (most of 
Jll-34 
the time less than 5%). The Chebychev algorithm "FIX*C" was the 
most accurate. 
We regret however that neither algorithm works in the case of a 
preloaded spring, when the parameters model the probe tested in 
Table 1. Indeed its is remarkable that they hardly perturb the 
uncompensated position time profiles even when ~ ~ .05 sec. 
Their effects on an unpreloaded spring with a force threshold are 
more complicated but also unsatisfactory. 
If these options are not satisfactory, a deeper mathematical 
analysis needs to be made on whether compensation of a preloaded 
system with delay is possible. On this topic the following rough 
observation seems appropriate. Since the difference between the 
compensated and the theoretically correct simple harmonic system 
is 0-( I~ XlII' where?c is the solution of the compensated 
system an n is the order of the method, the derivative i~1 may 
grow faster beyond )C::)Cc. - than "'t"" goes to zero. If this 
phenomenon occurs for all realistic compensation schemes it is 
doubtful that the 6 DOF system can simulate contact dynamics 
unless the delay is reduced far below 50 ms. 
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APPENDIX I 
INERTIAL NOISE AND THE FORCE SENSOR 
The following is an attempted simulation of the effects of 
noise caused by the inertial forces of the table affecting the 
sensor. We integrate equation (2.8) (see .i 2.2.5) I thus 
representing a "shaking" of the sensor at each step in the 
movement of the table. Here the "noise parameter" E is a 
uniformly distributed random variable taking values between 0 and 
either .5 or 1. The mass of the table is about 12 slugs so that 
the mass of the table and probe is 323 slugs. Note that the 
rebound velocities with the model exceed those observed. 
Parameters: F = 69 lbs K= 60 lbs/ft .,... = .2 sec. 
I- f =.5 
A. V, = .05 
V" 
• 1778 
.204 
.2001 
.1967 
B V. =.1 
V .. 
• 2773 
.2525 
.269 
.2649 
II. ~ =1 
A. V. =.05 
Vir 
.2248 
.2186 
.2356 
.2433 
B. '10 =.1 
V .. 
• 3100 
.3429 
.3828 
.3298 
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c. Vo =.2 
V ... 
.395 
.4012 
.383 
.398 
C. Vo = .2 
Vf 
.4434 
.46 
.4537 
.4376 
,. 
APPENDIX II 
LIST OF PROGR~MS 
All programs are in BASIC completely interactive and implemented 
on MFC's Xerox Sigma 5 system. 
Name 
LAG*R 
PSP*I 
FIX*C 
FIX*T4 
LAG*N 
Simulates the basic delay model. 
Theoretical spring with arbitrary 
initial conditions 
Chebychev polynomial correction 
Fourth order Taylor method 
cOlrection 
Simulates the delay model with 
inertial noise 
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APPENDIX III 
THE ALGORITHM "FIX*C" 
Let C, : = .994526 
C, : = .995682 
Ca : = .543081 
C" : + .179519 
Set 
.. 
Xt, ! = c, X,. 1" Cz. X'" T CJ x.,. -t C.~-r 
The following algorithm solvps the TVP 
., t 
')( -t w lI X (,.; 0 
')((+)= X. J X (of) = Vo I 
){i: c iw v ... xo 
Continue 
FoI. i = ';"+1 unti.l satisfi.ed 
+ CIf (Q"~/ __ _ r... ) 
~.. ""1_'" 
TlT-tJO 
1 
Cli i .: - W" )(iof •• .,.. 
c 
Q ,... ':. 
) 
Continue 
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APPENDIX IV 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE 6 DOF MOTION SYSTEM 
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S 
.!.. 
CJ.:) 
SIMULATION OF VEHICLE DYNAMICS
w
" 
" ] I·' . ," .. ,. 'J' 'l!f11!'·; " ~ '~'~?'/;;"'.' .. :.;..;, ' ,~ :" ',~ "~iw:",~.~. "~' , • • ~ .. ' '",.'.,--"'" r~• • " I , / 't""'. . ,,¥~, ~.., ~ .. • ! ~ • •• • /' .;; t:' \' ~ .. -;::'. •••• • • 
•• • .(\) *"'~ •• '. 't'" "-, }';U • •  
• • ••• 'J~ I ) ,O~'('>. .. J .. } ,y~., •• f. • ., 
•••••••••• ~'"' \~' fJ . :$~ ••••••••• 
. - . -. 
• • • • • 
... ., . 
. . . . . . ,. 
HYBRID COMPUTER 
,!-: ~,~~, 
'l"~--:"'! 
~ ., 
• ~, • • , •• ., '¥- ... . 
. "' " ....... . 
• .,'. Ii;- ... ., .••• " 
':·'i:' t,' .,;,'·~.!'4" 
RELATIVE VEHICLE 
MOTIONS 
Df,~CJ 
-; a ;!! 
~ -:::-
- ..... ~ 
-----
: ..•..• fITTIJ! i' . 't' ..... ". 
. "., •.•.... I 
,_ 1,#,;' ," 
1·' -. '". ~t ,. j' , I 
" , __ ~,!.,~~""._J. _____ _ 
ZERO GRAVITY 
CONT ACT FORCES 
• AND TORQUES 
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
~1 
, ...... rl. 
I ' I 
\ 
DOCKING 
MECHANISM 
r 
/" ~ 
6 D-O-F MOTION SYSTEM 
ORBITAL CONTACT DYNAMICS SIMULATION USING 
SIX DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MOTION SYSTEM 
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ia: 
'(9 
IW 
:0 
iX 
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It/) 
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_~I 
'2.. DA CONVE~TE~ 
if A 0 c.o N VERT E R 
f) A C () N V f RTf I?'" 
'1 
, OOF 
SySTEM 
Hsol( 
r 
I 
T 
VFILTE~ 
ISOL.A 
/A 
T/oN 
",p 
i---
EAIS'OO 
H'1 JH~ID 
Co MPCiT!~ 
AD C.OWV!R. Te ~ 
:iof-. o 0' ~ (I'Iii 
PRo 
TIr-45 
POS ITI ON RATE ACCELERATION 
NO LOAD 23,000 LB. LOAD I 
PITCH + 30 0 , -20 0 ± 150 ISEC. ± 6.5 RAD/SEC2 ± 2 RAD/SEC2 
ROLL ± 22° ± 15" ISEC. ± 7.0 Rl\D/SEC2 + 1. 6J RA D/SEC2 
- 2.0 
S YAW ± 32° ± 15° ISEC ± 6.0 RA D/SEC
2 
± 2.0 RAD/SEC2 
I 
39 IN. UP, ~ VERTICAL ± 24 I N./SEC. ± 1. 6 9 I ± 1. 09 ~ 
30 I N. DOWN 
LA TERAL ±48 INCHES ± 24 I N./SEC. ± 2.49 I ± 0.6 9 
LONGITUDINAL =48 INCHES ± 24IN./SEC. ± 2.0 9 ± 0.69 
'. ~- -" --~ PERFORMANCE OF SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MOTION SYSTEM 
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ABSTRACT 
It has been suggested that for lnrge active retrodirective arrays, 
as in the solar power system, a two-tone uplink pilot signal with fre-
quencies symmetrically situated around the downlink frequency be used 
in order to reduce ionospheric biases and to lower the cost since a 
two-tone receiver is economically much cheaper than a single-tone 
phase-locked receiver. Unfortunately such a system now faces the 
following well-known difficulties: (i) the TI-ambiguity, (ii) a large 
phase difference between the downlink and uplink signals. 
We show in this report how the ll-ambiguity can be easily removed 
by using a two-tone uplink signal with both frequencies situated at 
one side of the downlink frequency, nnd the phase difference can be 
greatly reduced with a three-tone or a four-tone uplink pilot signal. 
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I. Introduction 
123 It has been suggested that active retrodirective arrays' would 
be particularly suitable as solar power satellite's antennas4 because 
they are inherently failsafe. The active retrodirective array works on 
the so-called phase-conjugation principle. It electronically points a 
microwave beam back at the apparent source of an incident pilot signal. 
Retrodirectivity is achieved by retransmitting from each element of the 
array a signal whose phase is the conjugation of that received by the 
element. In the satellite power system, the pilot source on ground may 
be situated at the center of a large rectenna and the retrodirective 
array is the space antenna in geosynchronous orbit. 
Retrodirectivity can be most easily achieved if the uplink signal 
and the downlink beam have the same frequency. But due to input-output 
isolation problems. the uplink frequeucy is either upshifted or down-
shifted from the downlink frequency, a phase-locked receiver is used to 
achieve phase conjugation. When the uplink and downlink frequencies are 
different and because the ionosphere and transmission lines are dis per-
sive, the conjugated uplink phase is no longer exactly equal to the 
downlink phase and the beam coherence at the rectenna can be lost. The 
downlink beam then points to wrong directions and this is known as beam 
squint. 
A two-tone pilot uplink signal with frequencies symmetrically sit-
uated around the downlink frequency has subsequently been suggested. 
The two-tone uplink signal circumvents the beam squint problem. It 
reduces ionospheric biases and biases due to the dispersion of the trans-
mission line. It also lowers the cost since a two-tone receiver is much 
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cheaper than a single-tone phase-locked receiver. But, it introduces a 
new problem, known as the TI-ambiguity, and the old problem that the con-
jugated uplink phase could still differ from the downlink phase by an 
intolerable amount remains. 567 Raytheon, Boeing , and Rockwell have all 
made further suggestions to remedy the problems. Their solutions not 
only are complicated and require much extra hardware in the already 
very complicated phase conjugation circuitry, but certain problems still 
remain. 
In this report new designs of two-tone and multi-tone uplink signals 
with frequencies situated at one side of the downlink frequency are sug-
gested. This method removes the above mentioned difficulties and does 
not require extra components in the phase conjugation circuit. We shall 
review in our next section the basic principle of phase conjugation and 
where the problems are in a symmetrically situated two-tone uplink signal. 
In section III we show how these problems can be circumvented with our 
new designs. 
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II. Difficulties With Symmetrically Situated Two-Tone Uplink Signal 
A retrodirective array electronically transmits a microwave beam 
back to the apparent source of a coherent pilot signal. The beam radi-
ated by self-phasing antenna mayor may not be coherent across the aper-
ture but it is coherent when it arrives back at the source. Retrodirec-
tivity is the result of phase conjugation of the pilot signal received 
by each element of the array. Let the phase of the pilot signal of 
angular frequency w received by the kth element of the array at time 
where is the distance from the kth 
element to the source. We define the conjugate of ~k to be 
~~ (t) = + ~o 
where ~o is an arbitrary phase offset but is constant over the entire 
array. The phase of the beam received from the kth element by a 
receiver located at the pilot source (r = 0) is, at time t, 
¢k(t,O) wet 
r k 
r k ~o wt + ~ +-- --) + = c c 0 
Thus the contributions to the field at r = 0 from various elements of 
the array are all in phase at that point. 
In the above simple example the uplink frequency was chosen to be 
the same as the downlink frequency. This restriction is neither necessary 
nor desirable and is usually avoided because of input-output isolation 
problems. When these two frequencies are different, a phase-locked receiver 
is used. Retrodirectivity can still be achieved - provided that the prop-
agating medium is nondispersive. 
Due to the fact that single-tone phase-locked receivers are expensive 
and the ionosphere and transmission lines are dispersive, a two-tone 
uplink signal with frequencies symmetrically situated around the down-link 
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frequency was suggested and the average of the phases of the uplink ... 
tones be taken as a good estimate of the phase at the downlink frequency. 
Such a system lowers the cost and removes partially the difference between 
the uplink and downlink phases but it also introduces a new problem known 
as the rr-ambiguity. We shall review here where these problems are. We 
shall use the ionosphere as an example to study the effect on the phase 
conjugation due to the dispersive property of the propagating medium. 
The dispersion relation for ionosphere with 
k = w 
c 
W 2 
(1- "2-7) 
w »w is p 
(1) 
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, k the wave number, w the 
angular frequency and w p is the plasma frequency. The plasma frequency 
w is related to the electron density as p 
W 2 
P 
= (2) 
where £ is the vacuum permittivity, e the charge of the electron, 
o 
m the mass of the electron and N is the volume electron density. 
From Eqs. (1) and (2) 
k 2rrf 
c 4rr£ fcm 
o 
where f = w/2rr is the frequency. For a beam to transverse a path 
length L, the total phase change is 
cf> f k ds 
= 
2rrfL e 2 1 f 
--c- - -~ fcm N ds 
o 
A f - B f 
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(3) 
c 
e
2 
1 f B = 4nEo c m is the where A = 2nL 
columnal electron density. 
With uplink frequencies situated around the downlink frequencies, ' 
we have fl = fn - 6£ and £2 = £n + 6£ where fD = 2.45 GHz is the down-
link frequency. Using the notation of Eq. (3) 
ct>(fl ) Afl 
B 
ct>l - -
fl 
and cf>(f2) = Af -
B 
= 1> 2 f2 2 
then the average of the two phases is 
where £ = 6f/fn is a small number. We may compare this phase ct> 
with the downlink phase 
ct>n = Af _ B 
n fn 
e.g. their difference is of the order 
To estimate this difference, we shall assume 
f N ds 5 X 1017 electrons/m2 
(4) 
a rather large value for but taking into account for the possible 
worst condition. tvith 6f = 50 MHz, lI1> is estimated to be about 4 0 , which 
is not too small. 
When we took the average of phases ct>l and 1>2 in Eq. (4), there could 
introduce an ambiguity known as the n-ambiguity. Let 
K(2n) + 6 
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where 0 < ~ < 2rr and K is a positive, zero or negative integer. 
Hence 
= Krr + l:J. 2 
In performing the phase average, the Krr term could get lost. For K 
even, no damage is done. For K odd a TI error is introduced and one 
would conjugate the wrong phase. 
In order to remove these two difficulties, especially the rr-ambiguity, 
5 6 7 Raytheon , Boeing , and Rockwell have all made suggestions. Their solu-
tions are very complicated and usually require a lot of hardware in the 
receiving and phase conjugation circuitries with much added cost. Further-
more, their soultions do not solve the problem completely. We shall show 
in our next section several simple solutions which circumvent the above 
mentioned difficulties and do not add extra costs. 
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III. New Designs of Pilot Beam System 
In this section, several uplink designs are proposed. The first 
simple design avoids the rr-ambiguity and the rest are improved versions 
of the first one. They are all free from the rr-ambiguity but reduce 
the phase difference ~ ¢ to various orders. 
(i) This is also a two-tone uplink, but the two frequencies are 
both on one side of the downlink frequency with 
~f 
and (5) 
where fD is the downlink frequency. We now let ~ = 2¢ (f1) - ¢ (f2) 
to be the estimation of the downlink phase. With the notation of 
Eq. (3) 
AfD - :D ( 1 - 2c2 + . . . .) 
where again c = ~f/fD is a small number. In this simple design the 
rr-ambiguity is removed since no division of the phase is used anywhere. 
The combined phase ¢ is also a good estimate of the downlink phase 
¢D. Their difference ~ ¢ 
2 B 
---
fD 
(6) 
which is of the same order as the one with two uplink frequencies 
situated symmetrically around the downlink frequency and is about 8 0 
when the same values for f N ds and Af are used as in the last 
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section. We also note that in this simple design no extra components 
are required in the receiving circuitry. 
(ii) This is an improved version of the first design. It requires 
three uplink tones but it also greatly improves the accuracy in esti-
mating the downlink phase ¢D. The three frequencies are 
We now let 
(7) 
to be the estimation of the downlink phase. With the notation of Eq. (3) 
3 
= Af - ~ (1 + 6£ 3 + . . .) 
D fD 
+ 
where again £ = I1f/fD• In this design, there 
before and the difference between ¢D and ¢ 
factor £, e.g. the difference 11¢ is now 
6B 3 11¢ = -- £ 
fD 
is no ~-ambiguity as 
is reduced by an extra 
(8) 
With I1f = 50 MHz and J N ds = 5 X 10 17 e1ectrons/m2 , this difference 
11¢ is only about 0.5°, which is sam11. 
(lil) Thls version can be used in the event we would like to 
have an even smaller 11¢ or we would like to use a larger I1f, which 
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would otherwise result in a too large ~¢ even with a three-tone 
uplink design. These new specifications can be achieved at the expense 
of adding a fourth tone. The four frequencies are 
and we now let 
M 
3M 
B 6 
Af - ~ (1 - 24 £4 + . . . ) 
n En 
+ 
(9) 
4 
In this design, the phase difference is reduced further by a factor £, 
e.g. ~¢ is only 
(10) 
With ~f = 50 MHz and J N ds = 5 X 10 17 electrons/m2 , this difference 
is only about 0.04°. Even with ~f = 100 MHz, this difference is only 
0.66° which is still very small. 
In all these three designs the uplink frequencies are all on the 
lower side of the downlink frequency and they a-re all equally spaced. 
These are not the only choices. One can use all frequencies on the 
upper side of the downlink frequency and they need not be equally spaced 
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either. As a simple example one may very well have a two-tone uplink 
with 
fl = fn + 2~f (11) 
and ~ 3 ~(f') - 2 ~(f"). It will work just as well. 
So far we have used the ionosphere as an example to show how the 
dispersion of the transmission medium could introduce sizable biases 
between the uplink and downlink phases. For a two-tone uplink signal, 
this phase difference is about 8°. We suggested one way to suppress 
it is to use a three-tone uplink. However, it turns out that if the 
biases were purely due to the ionosphere, it is really not necessary 
to use a three-tone uplink. This is because even though the phase 
difference between ~ and ~n in our two-tone uplink design is large, 
its variation from subarray to subarray will be decimal if not in fin-
itesimal. To corroborate more on this statement, from Eq. (6) and 
the definition of B, the difference between the uplink and downlink 
phases from the pilot to the kth subarray for a two-tone uplink is 
= 
1 (12) 
cm 
where f N dSk is the columnal electron density along the path from 
the pilot to the kth subarray. Since the horizontal dimension of 
the region of the ionosphere that would be transversed by the pilot 
signal to any subarray is very small, typically of the order less than 
100 meters, the transverse variation of the total electron along a path 
of several hundred kilometers within a tube of diameter less than 100 
meters would be very small. Hence even though ~~k is estimated to be 
about 8°, its variation is at least several orders less. Then with 
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the use of the phase from one of the subarrays as the reference phase, 
this difference 6~k can be subtracted out and the remainder be treated 
as a constant phase offset which has no effect on the retrodirective 
beam. In this sense, though the ionosphere is dispersive, it does not 
cause any problem, and a two-tone uplink is sufficient. 
On the other hand, with the use of "central phasing" we cannot 
avoid the extra path length of transmission lines for some subarrays. 
Since these lines are not dispersionless, they will introduce a siz-
able phase difference. This phase difference can also be estimated. 
If we assume that this transmission line is a wave guide, its dispersion 
relation is well known 
2rr k I f2-f)..2 (13) c 
where f).. is the cut-off frequency. Hence the phase for any link is 
~(f) 2rrt 
c (14) 
where t is length of the transmission line. Just as before the phase 
differences for various uplinks can be calculated. For a two-tone. 
uplink wi th ~ 
where f1 and f2 are given as in Eq. (5), 6~ is 
Similarly for a three-tone uplink with ~ 
one obtains 
6~ is further reduced to 
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As we see in this example, the phase difference for a two-tone uplink 
is very large but this number is greatly reduced in a three-tone or 
four-tone uplink. These multi-tone uplink signals can be used as a 
useful alternative method to suppress biases due to the dispersion of 
the transmission line and the medium. 
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IV. Conclusion 
In our last section we illustrated how simple designs can be used 
to eliminate the ~-ambiguity and reduce the ionospheric biases and 
biases from dispersive transmission lines. We also note that none of 
our designs require extra components in the receiving circuitry. All 
one is required to do is to obtain ¢, which can be achieved rather 
easily, and simply conjugate it and use it as the phase of the down-
link signal leaving the space antenna. 
It is also important to remember that we are here to design a 
pilot beam system as simple as possible with the phase received by 
the array as close to the downlink phase as possible. We are not asked 
to and it is not necessary to determine the ionospheric electron density 
as required in some other designs. 
Lastly our designs of pilot beam can be implemented easily in 
any large retrodirective arrays. Their advantages are (i) avoiding 
using phase-locked receiver (ii) free from phase ambiguity (iii) 
greatly reducing biases due to dispersion of the transmission line 
and medium (iv) very simple to be constructed. 
It will be extremely interesting to have such a system built and 
tested in the very near future. 
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A. Abstract 
An experimental project was undertaken to ion plate 
by electron beam evaporation Al films onto 4340 steel 
substrates using (and at the same time troubleshooting) 
the custom built V.T.A. 7375 electron beam ion plating 
system. A careful recent literature and commercial vendor 
survey indicates possible means (reported herein) of 
improving the trouble plagued V.T.A. system. 
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C, Introduction 
Holliday12 gave the following concise introduction to 
ion plating. 
Since first being reported in the literature in 1963 
(ref. 1), ion plating has progressed to the point that today 
it is used in several commercial processes including the 
aluminum coating of fasteners used in the manufacture of 
aircraft (ref. 2). Ion plating has several positive quali-
ties. Probably the most important of which are outstanding 
film adhesion and deposition on all sides of the substrate 
(including coverage into cavities) whereas normal vacuum 
deposition gives the usual line-of-sight coverage. Other 
qualities obtainable, depending on the material deposited, 
include exceptional corrosion resistance, high film purity, 
fine grain structure, very low-coefficient of friction, and 
improved mechanical properties of metals (ref. 3-5). 
Several articles have been published describing the 
ion-plating process (e.g., ref. 6 and 7), Basically the 
process consists of two phases. In the initial cleaning 
phase the object to be plated (substrate) is made the cathode 
of a dc inert gas discharge or plasma. Some of the inert 
gas atoms are ionized and accelerated towards the substrate. 
The bombardment of the substrate by these ions having high 
kinetic energy produces a clean surface preparatory to the 
actual plating process. In the plating phase the material 
to be plated is evaporated from the anode while maintaining 
the inert gas discharge. Some of the coating material atoms 
are also ionized and accelerated towards the substrate. . 
These ions follow the electric field lines which terminate 
on all sides of the biased substrate and thereby help coat 
not only the front but all sides of the substrate. However, 
since the degree of ionization in many plasmas is very low 
(0.1-2%), it has been suggested that this mechanism is 
probably secondary to gas scattering of neutral atoms in 
contributing to the high throwing power of ion plating 
(ref. 8). Thus the energies of the impinging particles 
range from that obtained from ions accelerated by the 
potential difference between the anode and cathode to the 
thermal energy of unionized atoms. These factors, along 
with the heating of the substrate surface due to its con-
tinued bombardment, produce the graded-fused interface, 
which provides the superior adherence and improved mechanical 
properties characteristic of ion plating. 
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D. Objective 
A Materials and Processes Laboratory objective is to 
have the capability to coat a wide variety of mechanical 
parts with a host of good-bonding protective thick (up to 
40~) films. Ion plating is well suited for providing good 
film bonding. 
Electron beam evaporation of source materials provides 
a technique applicable to the widest range of materials, 
even the refractory metals which are vital to both high 
temperature rocket engines and to high temperature super-
conductors. However, most electron beam evaporation ion 
plating systems were not off the shelf but were custom 
built and debugged. 
The immediate objective was to debug and put into 
smooth operation the trouble plagued (for its five year 
life) electron beam evaporation ion plating system Model 
7375 custom built by Vacuum Technology Associates (now out 
of business). 
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E. Experimental Hardware 
The ion plating apparatus used, V.T.A. Model 7375, 
was custom built by Vacuum Technology Associates and consisted 
of three main components: (1) The vacuum system, a Varian 
NRC 3117, attained an ultimate pressure of 10- 6 torr using a 
6" diffusion pump. (2) The electron beam gun system was 
a Sloan Multihearth 2700 gun powered by a Sloan Hodel Five/Ten 
Power Supply. (3) The high voltage supply for the substrate 
bias was a 10 KV/500 rna unit made by Vacuum Technology 
Associates. 
A typical ion plating apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. 
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F .1. Experimental Improvements Hade 
a. A brass cathode sample holder was removed from the 
system since brass was sputtercoating the substrate during 
precleaning and during ion plating. The chance of Zn con-
tamination is thus reduced. 
b. A cylindrical (5~ in. diameter by 3 in. long) 
grounded skirt extension was constructed which provides two 
inches of extra shielding to the top of the sample's support. 
This could reduce some of the above brass sputtering and 
efficiently concentrate the discharge near the sample sub-
strate. 
c. Due to modifications, the position of the sample 
holding rectangle may now be continuously located by a screw 
adjustment from direct contact with the cooled cathode plate 
to a position 5" lower. 
d. Greater plating rates are anticipated as minimum 
sample substrate to hearth distances from about 4" to about 
2". Some concern existed about reduced throwing power with 
the sample close; however, Hollidayll found no reduction in 
throwing power as hearth-substrate distances are reduced to 
from 5" to 3". The mean-free-path is in the several mm range 
so the transport is diffusion controlled. 
F.2. Discussion of Recent Literature 
a. In a recenf6(Oct. '79) review article on ion plating 
sourci1,T. Spa Ivins mentions the following advantages of 
Wan's hollow cylinder electron beam source: 
(1) It operates in the plasma. 
(2) It does not have the hot filament or the filament 
related problems. 
(3) It is easy to design and construct. 
The main disadvantage is some contamination due to the cylinder 
sputtering into the substrate. 
b. Ion plating by ISdio frequency induction evaporation 
is mentioned by Spalvins . The source metal is placed in a 
ceramic crucible which is centered in the inducation coil. 
Frequency reduction by a factor of 1/6 to 75 MHz prevented coil 
arcing in the plasma. 
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c. R 1 f . l' 16 u es or 10n p at1ng: 
(1) Ideal conditions for ion plating include: 
(a) Edge of cathode dark space is as close as 
possible to the boat. 
(b) Dark space is as wide as possible. 
(2) A cathode to anode distance of 15 cm is adequate 
to establish a glow discharge. 
(3) A metal screen is used to coat plastics and 
insulators. 
(4) Precleaning (surface oxide removal) is usually 
complete when the discharge current flattens 
out with time. It may take one hour for 
stainless steel. 
(5) Bare wire should not be used to make higg 
voltage connections according to Mattox. 
d. References 19 and 20 are listed because they are recent. 
e. Discussion 
The only reason which comes to mind for having a wide 
dark space is that the high electric field is only in the 
dark space and not in the plasma. The larger the dark space 
volume the greater the region from which to draw ions into 
the cathode substrate. If the boat to dark volume boundary 
distance is so reduced (the diffusion transport distance is 
small), the plating rate will be greater. 
The metal shield stack (3" high x 4.5" diamter) is 
now recognized to have a detrimental effect since it acts as 
a Faraday (shield) cage around the hearth zeroing the E field 
needed to pull the positive ions to the substrate. 
Even with the above stack shield removed, the top of 
the crucible is surrounded on 3 sides by a l~" high by .'3" wide 
magnetized rectanftle having 3 sides l~" above the top of the 
crucible (about 2' above the crucible bottom). This shielding 
could reduce the local electric field near the melted source 
enough to dramatically reduce the coating rate. The Sloan 
2700 evaporation hearth and gun were designed for vacuum 
evaporation and not for ion plating; thus, the irregular top 
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profile is not unexpected. The shielding rectangle arms are 
magnetized and could not be ground down or removed without 
a magnetic compensation. Perhaps a large external Helmholtz 
coil could hopefully compensate and permit removal. 
For both ion plating systems shown in ref. 9 and 10 
the crucible cup t~p is flush with the flat baffle plate. 
Likewise in Teer's 1 ion plating unit, nothing is shown higher 
than the hearth. The top of the hearth is flush with the 
flat baffle plate. See Fig. 1. The Heinz13 hearth is only 
slightly shielded by the horizontal gun. 
The sparce 1/2 ~ coating on sample #11 could be due 
to excessive shielding of the source. 
F.3. Vendor Search 
On June 3rd letters requesting complete brochures with 
prices on electron beam evaporation ion plating systems and 
components were sent to all 16 vendors listed under Vacuum 
Coating Equipment on the Science Instrumentation Index. Not 
that a new system purchase is expected but that new components 
might be acquired for a much-needed upgrading of the V.T.A. 
system. 
Denton Vacuum offered a complete unit with a DEG-80l Gun 
on the DIP-l ion plating unit. 
Hughes uses extensively, but rarely builds, ion plating 
units for customers. Mr. Cristy at 213/648-2345, Ext. 84369, 
may however be of help. 
Nanotech* literature and prices just arrived listing q 
wide range of ion plating units with accessories. In fact 
they offer an option much like NASA's V.T.A. system except 
the e-beam gun is a Sloan 8 kW or 12 kW (costing about 
$31 J 000) instead of our Sloan 5 kt-J. Unfortunately no gun 
mounting drawings were sent. Sloan no longer lists the 5 kW 
(Five/Ten) power supply. Since the V.T.A. system hearth is 
rated 12 kW it may be underpowered. 
Inflicon Leybold-Heraeus responded indicating no ion 
plating systems for sale. 
F.4. Films Plated 
a. e-beam generated films. 
All samples were #4340 hot roll steel disk one inch 
in diameter by 1/4 inch thick. Samples #3, #4, and #11 were 
*Prestwich , Manchester M258HD England 
Phone: 061-773 8514 
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ion coated with Al during trial runs of the V.T.A. 7375 
system. Samples #3 and #4 had surface roughness of _ 100~ 
while itll (12, 13 and 14) were polished to a _ 5~" smooth 
finish on one side. Film thickness on samples 3, 4, and 11 
were - 8, 2.5 and .5]1m respectively. Some direct evaporation 
was possible on #3 where the recorded pressure was in the 
5~ range. 
Sample #3 was mounted on a bare unshielded 1/2" 
rod. Sample #4 used the 5" cathode and grounded shield but 
was spaced away by about 3" by the brass interface. Sample 
#11 was flat mounted against the cooled cathode (to avoid 
heat induced blackening) and had an extra 2" of grounding 
skirt. Samples #4 and #11 also had a grounding cup shield 
around the hearth. Sample #11 had further shielding in 
the form of a brim ring around the cup top. 
b. While the V.T.A. e-beam evaporation system was being 
repaired, the Denton resistance heated filaments were used 
to ion plate 8]1 and 12]1 Al coatings on samples #14 and #12, 
respectively. The unshielded sample cathode was screw 
mounted to a vertical 1/4" steel rod and positioned 2" above 
the filament. 
c. Film surface roughness is several times greater than 
substrate roughness on samples #12 and #14. 
d. The Al was M.R.C. Marz grade while the crucibles were 
Carbon EB-9 Union 76 (POCO). 
F.5. Discussion 
a. Samples #3, #4, and #11 were coated under explora-
tory conditions with the e-beam power being gradually 
increased. The cathode voltage was adjusted to prevent 
arcing in the chamber. The above variations plus the fact 
that only three films were coated suggests that only tenta-
tive conclusions should be drawn. The.worst conditions 
(lack of shielding and close substrate source distance) gave 
the greatest film thickness. 
b. Hollidayll & 12 and this author observed that their 
ion plati1 films were rather dull. Jones, Griffith, and 
Williams ,ion plating on plastic, also found reflectivities 
reduced relative to vacuum coating, by about 2.5%, 10%, 18% 
for Au, AI, and Cu, respectively. Could the trace contami-
nants always present22 from e-beam evaporation hearth liners 
in vacuum plating Al account for the decrease reflectivity? 
Perhaps ion impact induced surface roughness makes the sur-
face less specular (smooth). If one found that plasma cleaning 
on a 100% reflecting mirror surface causes loss of reflectivity 
in a lab experiment then the dullness in our films could be 
explained. The ~ sized column film structure is common in ion 
plating and thus could easily account for the depressed 
reflectivities. 
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c. The trouble with the V.T.A. system may be inefficiency 
due to lack of optimum adjustment and that troubles arise as 
increased high powers are used to compensate for the in-
efficiency. The Al was easily melted with .6 kW power (only 
12% of the rated full power of 5 kW). The highest power 
recorded was 2.2 kW which was held for the last 5 minutes 
before the system blinked out 25 June. The Al melt tempera-
ture was considerably above the melting point. 
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G.l. Suggested improvements which may be incorporated into 
the V.T.A. Model 7375 electron beam evaporation ion plating 
system are listed: 
a. Baffle plate improvements 
During the past two years previous prospective V.T.A. 
system users12 designed a complex aluminum baffle plate using 
a small orifice which does an excellent job of providing the 
correct macroscope gauge pressure, both for the plasma above 
and for the filament chamber below the plate. The following 
further improvements are recommended for this baffle to lower 
further the filament pressure. 
(1) Remachine this baffle totally from stainless 
steel instead of aluminum to match more closely the refractory 
materials (tungsten and molybdenum) in the Sloan e-beam gun. 
The present Al readily melts and evaporates around the Al 
orifice casting a direct shadow in the lower high vacuum region 
onto the gun and onto the high voltage electrodes causing 
shorts and arcs. 
(2) Place stainless steel shim stock over the present 
Al baffle in the heat sensitive areas. This has been done. 
(3) Bore a 1" diameter hole in the Al plate cen-
tered on the orifice hole. Machine a set of 7 stainless steel 
seats with orifice sizes 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 
1/2. The smaller sizes would suffice for material which 
requires no sweep and would provide a higher vacuum around 
the filament. 
(4) Use only a very small quantity of vacuum grease 
on the O-rings. Use only enough to give a wet look but not 
enough for the grease to be visible. 
(5) A rectangular orifice may enhance the electron 
beam current while maximizing the gas flow impedance. 
(6) The above rectangles could be continuously 
adjustable slits. If made of a bimetallic strip the adjust-
ment would be automatic. 
(7) Add extra fins and shields around the e-beam 
path to shield the exposed insulators from unintentional 
e-beam induced evaporation from around the orifice. 
(8) The orifice could be placed with its axis hori-
zontal at the top of the beam's arch, thus causing the gas to 
jet 1800 away from the filament and anode, instead of the 
present 900 jet. A secondary advantage would be that more of 
the beam's path would be in the higher vacuum. A disadvantage 
would be increased coating around the orifice. 
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(9) Again the orifice is only an _'inch from the 
filament while the ion gauge is about 10" away. A gauge 
should be placed within an inch of the orifice with its short 
tube pointed toward the orifice jet to get the best indication 
of the filament pressure. 
b. Improving other parts of the V.T.A. system other 
than the baffle plate: 
(1) Place low melting point low vapor pressure 
materials on parts of the vacuum system for overheating 
indicators for sensitive components such as magnetic coils 
which must operate under 400 °C. 
(2) Purchase at least all the parts listed on the 
suggested spare parts inventory (cost about $2000). 
(3) Add a shutter to shield initial volatile out-
gassing impurities from the substrate during the high vacuum 
soak of the crucible and source. 
(4) In view of the manpower shortage connect a 
4-pen recorder to the ion plating system to monitor the 
cathode voltage and current and the electron beam (emission) 
current. The fourth pen could monitor such quantities as 
sample temperature by thermocouple or magnet current. 
(5) Dr. Arthur Nunes suggested using a focusing 
current ring (or an electrostatic ring) around the orifice to 
contact the beam to a finer thread to minimize orifice material 
evaporation. 
(6) Apply the magnetic field sweep above the orifice 
so as to keep the orifice size as small as possible. 
(7) Use a double hearth liner crucible stack with 
the inner crucible cut off to provide a lower target which 
should, because of greater insulation, rise to a higher 
temperature with less power to provide a higher plating rate. 
(8) Entering the Ar leak from the bottom (instead 
of from the top) would cause some upflow which could enhance 
the transport of metal to the substrate increasing the deposi-
tion rate. 
(9) Even with the cathode in its lowest position 
it is still _ 6" from the hearth. Extending the substrate 
to the 2" to 3" range would produce a good enhancement in the 
deposition rate at no loss of throwing power according to 
Prof. Holliday's experimental data.11 Suggested optimum 
distance for best ion plating is about six inches between 
substrate and source so some loss of adhesion may be expected. 
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(10) Switch the two baffle O-rings to Viton to 
assure better high temperature performance. 
(11) The V.T.A. 15 KV 500 rna cathode supply 
was found inoperative due to both a blown fuse and a blown 
milliampmeter. An 8 amp fuse was found necessary _ 
to withstand the current surges during critical arcing while 
providing some meter protection. This recently added fuse 
holder should be upgraded to a 15 KV rating. 
G.2. Major additions to the V.T.A. Model 7375 ion plating 
system. 
a. Acquire a "Balzers" e-beam gun and hearth which 
measures the positive ion current which is "proportional to 
the ion plating rate." Geometry dependent coating rates Ylith 
ion plating are difficult to determine compared to vacuum 
evaporation. 
b. Purchase an identical Sloan e-beam evaporation unit 
so that one unit may be refurbished while the other unit is 
in operation. 
c. Use boronnitride-titanium diboride ribbon evaporator 
boats with resistance heating of Al as done by Halley and 
Cross14 in the article "An Aluminum Evaporation Source for 
Ion Plating." The electrodes must be water cooled and con-
ducting graphite paper provides better electrical contact to 
the electrodes. This BN-TB2 is cited in the Handbook of Thin 
Film Technology, page 1-47, as a crucible material sold 
under the name (HDA Composite Ceramic) by Union Carbide, 
New York, NY. 
G.3. Conclusions 
The V.T.A. system shows promise in that it operated for 
about a month with no major problems. The V.T.A. low coating 
rate will probably improve when the excess electrostatic 
shielding is reduced. However for quick ion plating of AI, 
Denton resistance evaporation unit is much more reliable. 
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ABS':r'FACT 
The purpose of this study is fO develop a statistical wind profile 
gust model for the Space Transportation Operations and Trade Studies 
by using 1800 Jimsphere wind profile data collected at Cape Kennedy 
during 1965-1972. Wind profiles from the surface to 20 km in com-
ponent form, i. e., zonal and meridional are processed through the 
digital filters of differenf wave length ranges based on the Martin-
Graham cosine rolloff model. 'T'he residuals obtained from the fil-
tering processes form the data base for H'e statistical analysis. 
For each wind component: the gust and gust length at: a specified 
reference altitude in a residual profile are defined. A two-parameter 
gamma probability marginal distribution seems to fit well the com-
ponent gust amplitude, and the gust length when redefined. The problem 
of finding an appropriate bivariate joint distribution of the gust ampli,-
tude and length remains to be solved. 
The probability distribution of the modulus of the gust amplitudes 
has been derived under the assumption fhat they are independently 
distributed as gamma variates. It seems to fit the observed data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Accurate wind profile measurements from the surface of the earth 
to ZO km are made possible by the Jimsphere-radar system. This system 
consists of a Z m diameter, constant-volume balloon and an AN/FPS'-16 
or equivalent high precision radar which tracks the position of the balloon. 
The position data collected by the system are smoothened over a Z5 m 
interval. The resulting data are differenced over 50 m intervals to produce 
wind profile data points. 
This study utilize s 1800 wind profile data in component form collected 
at Cape Kennedy during 1965-197Z. They are processed through the digital 
filters of different wave length ranges based on the Martin-Graham cosine 
rolloff model. The residuals obtained from the filtering processes form the 
data base for the statistical analysis (see Figure 1). 
1. 1 Definitions 
Adelfang [1] in a recent report defines gust amplitude and length for a 
wind component in a residual profile at a specified reference altitude H • 
o 
For instance in Figure Z the gust amplitude (gust) for the zonal wind component 
u' is defined as the maximum value of ,u'l in the vicinity of altitude Ho with 
like sign to u' at Ho. The gust length Lu is defined as the altitude difference 
of the zero crossings on either side of the gust, i. e. , 
L = HZ -HI (1) 
where HI = altitude of the first zero crossing for the ~~ard scan, 
HZ = altitude of the first zero crossing for the upward scan. 
Similarly, the gust amplitude and length are defined for the meridional gust 
component v '. 
One of the objectives of this study is to develop a theoretical probability 
. gust model for each component as well as a joint model for both the components. 
Then the probability distribution of the modulus of the gust amplitudes can be 
derived. 
GUST ANALYSIS 
In statistical literature it is not uncommon to fit- a gamma probability 
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model to a climatological measurement. Bowever, when more than one 
random variable is involved, it is not yet clear whether or not a particular 
species of several multivariate gamma probability distributions is ade-
quate to describe the behavior of random variables under consideration. 
This difficulty stems from the fact that any given univariate marginal 
distributions do not uniquely determine their joint probali lity distribution. 
If one marginal of a component of a random vector happens to be different: 
from that of another component, e • g., gamma and beta, then the complexity 
of reconstructing their joint disf:ribution increases. 
2. 1 Gust Amplitude 
Adelfang [1] has shown that the gust amplitude of any wind component 
at a given reference altitude for filters of different wave length ranges seems 
to be distributed as a two-parameter gamma distribution and the fit seems to 
be good. A gamma probability density of a random variable x is here defined 
as yy'-' {3 X e;( p (- f x. ) / r ~ Y)., Y- ~ CJ .. 
(2) 
o otherwise, 
where scale parameter f and shape parameter Yare positive and estimated 
by the maximum likelihood procedure as in Thorn [31 
" " f3 :: -VIi. ( 3) 
and 
1" ( I 1" 4- A I.~ ) }I ~ i / 4 il ') A f I '( ~ ( 4) 
A ~ in ( i) in (.() ., (5 ) 
2.2 Gust Length 
Although the gamma and truncated normal probability distributions seem 
to fit fairly the data on gust length, a pronounced bimodality appears to persist 
in the observed frequency distribution of the gust length. Therefore, there are 
two options to pursue: 
1. To fit a mixture of two distributions 
2. To redefine the gust length and hopefully avoid bimodality. 
Since the first option involves computation of more parameters and 
analytical complexity, a redefinition of the gust length is in order. Instead 
of defining the gust length as the distance between two successive zero 
crossings, it can be defined as the length of the interval containing the 
reference altitude Ho, whose end points form successive extrema of the 
wind profileo In Figure 2, the distance from A to B is the new gust length 
for u' and the distance from C to D is the new gust length for v'. 
It is encouraging to find that newly defined gust length seems to fit 
a gamma probability distribution without exhibiting any bimodality. It is 
premature at present to accept this observation without further investigation. 
2.3 Joint Distribution of Gust Amplitude and Length 
Once it is assured that the gust length follows a gamma model a search 
for an appropriate bivariate gamma distribution should be made for the gust 
amplitude and lengtho Three bivariate gamma distributions are given in 
Mardia [2], p. 88. When the shape parameters of gamma marginals are 
almost equal, the first bivariate distribution involving a modified Bessel 
function may be considered. Because of the restriction, namely, y ~ x 
imposed on the third distribution, it cannot be employed in fitting the gust 
amplitude and length. 
2.4 The Modulus of the Gust Amplitu~ 
Since it is found that the correlation between the gust amplitudes of the 
components u' and v' is less than 0.2, the maximum of modulus 
R = t (u.').l +t"')~J "').. (6) 
can be derived from the gamma marginal of the gust amplitudes under the 
assumption that they are independently distributed. In fact, the probability 
density of R is: 
A"i -(2. R'tJ + v'"l. 
. L n P:L _ 
4 'f(l',) f(~) 
E (-~;R)"t (-(l:LR)m r(y'~) r (f~J 
)'\~c n~ 'n1~O m! r( "1 +Y"'l. :fl+mrl.) 
where all parameters ri ~ p~ ') -t; ., "'i':., 
validated by the data. 
2.5 Sum of Two Adjacent Ampl!.!"~ 
are positive. This has to be 
('1) 
Denote the amplitude of the zonal component at the reference altitude H 
o 
by lu" and the amplitude just above by /u' 21. Then it ha s been found for a 
set of data that the correlation between them is in the vicinity of 0.5. However, 
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the observed data on their sum I ulII +I Ulz1 seems to fit a gamma 
distribution. (Similar observation may be true also for the other com-
ponent.) It raises a theoretical question: When is the sum of two 
correlated gamma random variates distributed as a gamma? 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This report presents several unanswered questions to which answers 
have to be sought. It is, with reasonable assurance, seen that the gust 
amplitude follows a two-parameter gamma distribution the probability 
model of the newly defined gust length seems promisingly to be a gamma 
distribution. 
The joint distribution of the gust amplitude and length, and the distri-
bution of the modulus of gust amplitudes need to be explored. In fact finding 
the joint distribution of the gust amplitudes and length, of both the com-
ponents should be the ultimate goal. One realizes that there are many 
loopholes in this investigation, but it is hoped that by this time next year 
the statistical model for the gust is resolved. 
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SIMULATOR AND THE ORBITAL SERVICER SYSTEM 
BY 
Robert M. Eastman, PH. D., P. E. Professor of Industrial 
Engineering University of Missouri Columbia, Missouri 
ABSTRACT 
The objective of the research was to make recommendations for upgrading two 
teleoperator/robotics test and simulation systems based upon a review of latest 
technology advances in the involved disciplines. The Free Flying Rendezvous and 
Docking Simulator has two vehicles, the Free Flying Mobility Unit and the Free 
Flying Target Assembly, operating on air pads on the air bearing epoxy flat floor. 
The Orbital Servicer System has a six degrees-of-freedom manipulator arm for 
transferring modules between the Orbital Servicer and a prepared satellite. 
Based on the research, a new second-generation Free Flying Mobility Unit is 
recommended. It will add a sixth degree-of-freedom and incorporate other 
improvements which wiLL greatly expand the Center's capability to perform 
evaluation tests and demonstrations of advanced systems concepts for rendezvous 
and docking in support of the Teleoperator Maneuvering System (TMS) Program. 
Current plans for the TMS call for a technology readiness in 1985 for placement 
and retrieval of a satellite/payload in a predetermined orbit with the TMS moving 
from and returning to the Shuttle Orbiter. The second generation Free Flying 
Mobility Unit will incorporate TMS design features which will enable it to perform 
realistic simulations for evaluating rendezvous concepts, ranging sensors, lighting 
and video systems, and docking mechanisms. At a later time it wiLL incorporate 
advanced technology features for future TMS missions and will be invaluable in 
defining the requirements and evaluating promis ing concepts for automated 
rendezvous and docking. 
The Orbital Servicer System provides the capability for testing and demonstrating 
concepts for on - orbit servicing of compatibly designed satellites/payloads. The 
TMS will be the transporting vehicle for the servicer. The manipulator arm of the 
Orbital Servicer System is presently computer controlled in the trajectory portion 
of the module transfer operation. The ultimate objective is to fully automate its 
operation having the manipulator arm move from its stowed position, latch on to a 
mock-up faulty module, remove the module and stow it in the base of the servicer, 
latch on to a replacement module, place it in the sate Llite, and having the manipulator 
arm return to its stowed pos ition. This will require additional capabilities in 
several fields basic to robotics research. These include sensors, artificial intelligence; 
image analys is, communications, computer programming, pattern recognition, 
kinematics and manipulator des ign. It is recommended that the Electronics and 
Control Laboratory move to acquire the basic competencies in robotics necessary to 
achieve the major objective of full automation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator cons ists of the 
Free Flying Mobility Unit and the Free Flying Target Assembly both of 
which operate on the air bearing epoxy flat floor. The two vehicles are 
mounted on air pads which provide frictionless motion in one plane for 
simulating translational movement in space. Simulated propulsion is 
provided, by compressed air jets under the control of the remotely located 
operator. The simulator is illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3 and described 
in reference (1). 
The simulator is an engineering tool used to define, test, evaluate 
and demonstrate the rendezvous and docking techniques and procedures, 
and the components and systems des igns needed for rendezvous and docking 
a remotely controlled teleoperator vehicle with a satellite payload. The 
data recorded include air consumed (measure of fuel consumption), time 
to dock, docking success, lighting patterns and camera pos itions. The 
evaluation and test data influence the selection of the most promising 
concepts and des igns and the refinement of them for potential use in 
future projects. 
The Orbital Servicer System is an engineering model of an on-orbit 
maintenance system. It contains full-scale typi.cal satellite replacement 
modules which are exchanged by the six-degree-of-freedom manipulator 
arm. It also includes the interfacing control system for the manipulator 
arm. The Servicer System model is used to test, evaluate, and demonstrate 
the on- orbit maintenance concept and to define des ign features that would 
enhance its performance. At present (1980), the operation is partially 
automated. A computer program controls the te leoperator arm trajectory 
movement until the module is close to its destination. Then control is 
transferred to the human operator who completes the module transfer. He 
operates from a remote location us ing video cameras and manual controls. 
The servicer is illustrated in Figure 4 and descr ibed in references (2) and 
(3) • 
One of the key questions concerning the Orbital Servicer is whether 
the te leoperator arm can be fully automated to eliminate the human operator 
(man-in-the-loop). There are advantages and disadvantages to each 
alternative and strong advocates on each s ide. A major purpose of the 
Orbital Servicer System is testing the feasibility of the fully-automated 
transfer. 
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FIGURE 3. FREE FLYING TARGET ASSEMBLY 
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OBJECTIVES 
The first research objective is to recommend design improvement 
for the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator based upon a 
review of latest developments in associated disciplines. The subsidiary 
objectives are: 
1. A 6 DOF Free F lying Mobility Unit which could be either a 
modification of the existing 5 DOF vehicle or a new vehicle. 
2. Automatic docking capability. 
3. Alleviation or elimination of some current limitations including: 
(a) Reliability and maintenance problems with existing equipment. 
(b) Phys ical balance of the current equipment, i. e., stability in 
pitch and roll. 
The second resea rch objective is to recommend des ign improvements 
in Orbital Servicer System based on review of latest developments in 
appropriate disc iplines. Subs id iary objectives are: 
1. Automated fast servicing of a class of sateLLites by robotic arm 
from the Orbital Servicer vehicle. 
2. To review the proposed new electrical self-aligning connector 
design. 
3. To suggest improved ITlethods of rack positioning. 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
The folbwing methods of investigation were used: 
1. Literature search. 
2. Material and infonnation from the NSF Robotics Research 
Workshop held April 15-17, 1980, at the University of Rhode Island and 
from personnel at the McDonneLL A ircraft Company (part of McDonnell 
Douglas Corporation in St. Louis, MO). 
3. Observation of the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator 
and the Orbital Servicer System. 
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4. Discussions with MSFC personnel. 
5. Sketches and calculations. 
6. Review of previous and associated work. 
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
NASA Headquarters has assigned MSFC the mission of "Systems 
Integration" or the co-ordination and interfacing of teleoperator/robotics 
sub- systems and components into an effective total system to support 
future NASA programs. The term "System Integration" also connotes 
optimizing the effectiveness of the system while us ing scarce resources 
efficiently. 
The two lab facilities, the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking 
Simulator and the Orbital Servicer System, are essential for evaluating 
and demonstrating the integration of the functions and the system performance 
in a simulated space mission. The full-scale dimension provides the 
experimental setting neces sary for accurate test and evaluation. Scale models 
can be helpful but there are too many poss ibilities for discrepancies between 
actual miss ion systems and part- scale simulators to permit complete reliance 
on the part-scaLe model. Computer modeling and simulation can be efficient 
and time-saving; however, their results require fuLL-scale physical verification 
because of the possibilities of conceptual errors and data omissions and 
inadequac ie s. 
BASIC ROBOTICS RESEARCH OVERVIEW 
This section will be devoted to a discussion, necessarily brief, of 
several fields of bas ic robotics research pertinent to the main objectives of 
full automation of the <Xbital Servicer Teleoperator System and to upgrading 
the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator. 
The foLLowing research areas are fundamental to advanced teleoperator 
and robotic s development: 
1. Artificial intelligence 
2. Sensors 
3. Kinematics 
4. Control 
5. Communications 
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6. Manipulator design 
7. Image analysis 
8. Locomotion 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Artificial inteLLigence is the branch of computer science which 
studies the way machines can replicate hUl:1an actions requir ing intelligence. 
It involves receiving and evaluating environmental data and making a 
decision based upon the data and a set of decision criteria. At an advanced 
level, the machine can learn from experience and adjust its behavior 
accordingly. Artificial intelligence is necessary for any teleoperator or 
robot which has an operation whi.ch is not completely and undeviatingly 
predetermined. 
Systems have been developed which wiLL perform at least one but 
never aLL of the following: (4) 
(1) Plans can be generated at mul.tipLe levels of detaiL. 
(2) Plans can be viewed as partiaLLy ordered sequences of actions with 
respect to time. 
(3) Each action is expected to produce a single state change characterized 
by a single primary effect. 
(4) A plan is not generated at aLL unless the planner determines that it 
will be totally successful in meeting aLL specified goals. 
(5) Simple pLans requiring information gathering can be generated. 
(6) Unsophisticated techniques for dynamic repair of unsuccessful plans 
during execution have been deve loped. 
(7) Plans can be used to control robot devices with simple use of 
sensory feedback and systenlatic replanning. 
Major research problem areas in intelligent robots are: (4) 
l. Planning for paraLle L execution 
2. Planning for information gathering 
3. Planning for planning 
4. Learning: Using a pLan data base 
5. Interactive pLanning 
6. Dynamic plan repair 
7. Distributed robotics (i. c. , diRbots) 
a. Hierarchal planning 
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b. Control 
c. Basis 
d. Communication 
e. Plan execution 
The central problem of robotic intelligence in the real world is that a 
robot may have a large number of alternative actions, but the user does not 
want to be burdened with specifying them and the computer is too busy to 
compute them anyhow (5). -------"InteLligence and decision making" 
usuaLLy mean the ability of a robot to sense some aspect of its environment 
and take alternative courses of action. 
SENSORS 
A sensor is a device which collects data from the environment for 
transmiss ion to the robotics command system. An important research issue 
in robotics is sensory control in which the sensor is the first link in the 
chain which finishes with the completed robot action. Fast and accurate 
sens ing is essential to reaching the goal of fuLLy automated space robotics (6). 
Among the research areas to be addressed are: 
1. More capable visual processing 
2. Faster visual processing 
3. Better dynamic models of arms 
4. Tactile and force sensors with desirable characteristics 
5. Better understanding of the role of compliance 
Visual sensing is important in space applications. Some needed 
improvements are (7): 
1. Higher resolution, dimensional density and precision 
2. Improved pixel (i. e., picture element)quality 
3. Color discr imination 
4. Better lenses 
5. Better cameras 
6. Increased robustness 
7. Controlled illumination 
8. Software deve lopment 
9. Range and proximity sens ing 
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Sensor types which have negligible usefulness for space functions 
are tactile, force, acoustic and temperature. 
Radar as a sensor has advantages and disadvantages. The distances 
involved may be too short to permit radar to function properly. Even more 
difficult is the problem of interfering reflections from structural components 
of the system. These reflections wiLL prevent the system from receiving 
clear and accurate readings on the position of any system component. 
However, some current and research in radar may facilitate us ing radar 
in fully automated orbital servicer. It has the capability of rapid location of 
an object and determination of its ve locity and direction of movement provided 
the reflection problem can be solved. 
Video cameras produce a good picture for the human operator. The 
major problem is automated image analysis of the picture. (Image analysis 
is the conversion of visual pictures such as video to a set of impulses which 
can be processed and interpreted by a digital computer). The human operator 
is much better at analysing the video picture and taking appropriate action 
than is an automated system. 
Lasers may be the best sensors for space robotics applications. Much 
additional research is needed. Light-beam sensors. (photoelectric cells) can not 
produce the detailed image needed. Acoustic sensors lack the medium to 
transmit sound wave. Contact sensors would require delicate, easily-damaged 
antennas and would probably be unable to gather enough environmental data to 
be useful. 
Sensors present several roboti c control problems such as datq filtering 
and smoothing, multidirectional sensors and data acquis it ion. Control 
structures, particularly hierarchical, and control logic need further work. The 
man-machine interface requires additional development (12). 
KINEMATICS 
Kinematics and mechanical design refer to the static and dynamic 
relationships of the physical components of the teLeoperator manipulator system. 
Examples are mass, velocity, momentum, strength and deflection. Correct 
handling these factors is vital to successful teleoperator and robot operation. 
Several important research areas remain. 
Kinematic preformance can be either time-based (velocity and 
acceleration) or geometric-based (space and orientation). Further work is 
needed in both areas (8). This effort should get away from position-by-
position analysis to a broader knowledge which eliminates the need for the 
detailed position approach. A general solution to the optimal number of 
degrees -of-freedom has yet to be resolved. More DOF produce greater 
flexibility and versatility; fewer DOF produce a system eas ier to des ign and 
control, cheaper to build and generaLLy more re liable. 
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Some robotic configurations are more efficient than others. 
the knowledge about these configurations is empirical rather than 
Among the research questions to be resolved are: 
However, 
theoretical. 
1. The optimal manipulator configuration for flexibility, dexterity and 
reliability. 
2. Actuator pLacement and control. 
3. Bas ic des ign theory for fluid and electr ical actuators. 
4. Increasing the number of design parameters which can be rationally 
chosen given the present state of the art. 
5. Elimination or minimization of elastic vibration due to system 
resonance. 
6. Coping with large inertial forces at high speeds. 
Another practical design problem is that robot and teleoperator 
performance fall short of theoretical optimum. Some causes are mechanical 
interference by structural members, limited rotational range and the mass of 
components particularly the motors (8). 
Speed of operation of robots is vitaLLy important to industrial applications, 
but less so to space applications. High- speed dynamic effects become 
critical yet little is known definitively about these effects. Present manipulator 
configuration des ign and trajectory are not the best for high speed operation. 
More needs to be done (9). Three difficulties with high- speed operation are: 
1. Non-linear dynamic effects 
2. Structural flexibility 
3. Discrete time increments resulting from micro- computer controls 
produce undesirable effects. 
Some modifications of manipulator des ign may be necessary to make the 
design compatible with automated operation. Present plans are based on the 
assumption that fuLL automation can be achieved by rewriting the control computer 
program. This mayor may not be a valid assumption. At the very least, the 
manipulator des ign should be reviewed for compatibility with fuLL automated 
control. 
CONTROL 
Control theory is the branch of engineering and science which deals 
with monitoring and direction of the teleoperator to achieve the des ired result. 
Control theory has two facets: 
1. Systems study and modeling and (2) measuring (sens ing) the states 
of the system. System and task modeling are essential to advanced robot 
control development. Modeling can be defined as quantitative descriptions 
of the system and tasks in measurable, calculable and controllable terms. 
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Among the research issues are sensitivity studies of the model, robot 
control in feedback schemes and multi-unit robotic systems (10). 
Four assumptions of robotics control theory are: 
1. Robots are complex articulated mechanical devices des igned to 
perform operations normally requiring human skills. 
2. Robots are equipped with sensors capable of measuring internal and 
external states. 
3. Robots are equipped with computers. 
4. Humans can communicate with robots. 
Paul discusses control applied to robotic operations in space. He 
postulates 6 DOF with either velocity or force but not both specified along 
each DOF. He also discusses kinematic control and Jacobian control. Each 
method has advantages (11). 
Graupe and Saridis hold that technological advances of the last fifty years 
depended upon development of system theoretic methodologies (14). Inte Uigent 
control uses the digital computer along with advanced techniques of system 
theory to produce a unified engineering approach. Based on this, control 
systems for robotic tasks and systems have been deve loped for prosthes is and 
orthotic devices and for general purpose robots. They propose a hierarchaLLy 
intelligent control approach distributed according to "decreasing precision with 
increasing inteLLigence." The levels would be: 
1. Organization 
2. Co-ordination 
3. Hardware Control 
Present computer-based systems for robot control require the program to 
direct all movements and actions of the robot. A specially-des igned computer 
language may be used although some programs are in a standard language such 
as Fortrall' The program can include provis ion for rece iving external stimuli 
and directing action based on the stimuli rece ived. However, there is no 
provision for stimuli not in the program or for unprogrammed reactions no 
matter how desirable (15). Libraries of sub-routines can be developed since 
the programs can be independent os specific locations. The number and 
usefulness of sub-routines handling contingencies, errors and emergencies 
has increased. 
The major deficiencies of the second-generation programmed robotic 
systems are (15): 
1. The programs are difficult to debug and modify. 
2. Achieving the final position with maximum accuracy is inefficient. 
3. It is difficult to foresee all possible emergencies and contingencies. 
This is particularly important in the Space Shuttle - Orbiter Servicer system. 
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In the next (third) generation of computer robotics control systems, the 
robot wiLL formulate an appropriate plan of action based on goal directions 
received from the operator. The robot wiLL have greater artificial inteUigence 
capabilities and much more data than it needs with the present computer program 
motion direction system. Research 01;1 tliis system is now underway (980). 
The elementary IPick-and-pLace" robotic systems are relatively easy to 
design, program and impLement. Many industrial robots are in this category. 
However, they are unabLe to handle effectively and reLiably events and 
environments which deviate even s Lightly from the environment for which the 
program was designed. However, as the program is modified to handLe 
environmentaL variations, the complexity of the problem domain and the 
resuLting' program increase many-foLd (13). 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Communications wiLL be a major robotics design problem. Data impulses 
from sensors must be transmitted to the controL computer and instructions sent 
from the controL center to the teleoperator components. Another major R&T 
issue is the computer Languages and control aLgorithms needed for fuLL automation. 
This is inextricabLy interconnected to the determination and optimization of the 
desired operating characteristics. 
IMAGE ANALYSIS 
The !tole of image anaLysis wiLL be the identification and location of the 
components of the shuttle and the servicer. These components include: 
1. Structural components of the Shuttle. 
2. Structural components of the Servicer. 
3. A Lignment of the space vehicle (Servicer and sate LLite) during docking. 
4. The moduLes at the beginning, during, and of the end of the transfer 
process. 
5. Alignment of the rack which will rece ive the module. 
6. Any component 'out of its reguLar position to the extent it might cause 
damage. 
7. Any stray object in a position to cause a collision. 
Image analys is is a particularly difficult fie Ld in robotic s res earch and 
application. The processes by which a human operator's mind receives signals 
from his sensors, and evaluates, interprets and identifies the object seen, its 
Location and its orientation are incredibly complex. Performing these processes 
automatically has been done only in simpLe situations with great difficulty. 
Basic research in image analysis is going forward. Further progress is 
essentiaL to the fuLL automation of the Orbital Servicer Teleoperator. 
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LOCOMOTION 
Locomotion is defined as movement of the robot over an irregular 
terrain surface. This contrasts with space travel in which the robot has no 
terrain contact. At a cursory glance, locomotion has little to do with the 
NASA Space Shuttle and Orbital Servicer missions. However, some locomotion 
research results have application to the simulation of rendezvous and docking 
operations. Furthermore, locomotion could become important to the MSFC 
robotics efforts if the miss ion is changed to include mobi le robots for space 
applications. 
THE FREE FLYING RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING SIMULATOR 
The present Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator uses aging 
equipment of limited capabilities. The two vehicles were assembled partly 
from surplus and scrounged components. They require considerable maintenance 
with increased down time and decreased capability. Further, the data output 
is limited in compar ison to the data potential of a simulator with better 
equipment and instrumentation. 
Second - Generation Free Flying Mobility Unit 
A major research and policy question is "Should NASA build a new, 
second-generation Free Flying Mobility Unit or should it rebuild and improve 
the present vehicle?" In either case, the vehic le should incorporate a sixth 
degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF), balance stability in the pitch, roLL and Z axes, 
increased reliability and more data acquisition instrumentation. 
The 
Unit are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
general specifications for a second-generation Free Flying Mobility 
Incorporate six degree s- of-freedom. 
Maintaining the vehicle balance during docking maneuvers. 
Minimize weight without interfering with operating characteristics. 
Be compatible with existing equipment and existing data. 
Provide for instaLLing alternative docking mechanisms. 
Have on-board computer capabilities. 
Provides for lighting and camera alternatives. 
Have good maintainability and reliability characteristics. 
Have the neces sary communication and control capabi lities. 
Permit modification for automated docking maneuvers. 
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Advantages of a new second-generation unit are: 
1. The des ired 6th DOF can be incorporated into the des ign of the 
new vehicle more eas ily than into the existing one. 
2. Some faults of the present design can be eliminated in the new 
vehicle des ign. 
3. The reliability of a new vehicle would be much better. 
4. Maintenance costs should be lower at least in the early years of its 
service life. 
5. Vehicle balance can be incorporated into the des ign and operation. 
6. Provis ion for alternative docking mechanisms can be installed. 
7. Additional features such as improved lighting and vision can be 
incorporated. 
Disadvantages of a new second-generation unit are: 
1. The cost will be cons iderable. It may be more difficult to obtain 
the fund appropriation for a new vehicle than to rebuild the present unit with 
NASA personnel. 
2. The procurement lead-time will probably be a minimum of three 
years between the date of the approval and the date the new vehicle goes into 
full service. 
3. Unforeseen bugs and normal new mode 1 difficulties will arise. 
A lternative Des ign Concepts for a Second-Generation Free Flying Mobility Unit 
The following alternative des ign concepts were cons idered: 
1. A vehicle suspended from a mobile overhead track-mounted vehicle. 
2. A new floor mounted vehicle with its mass concentrated towards the 
center of gravity. 
3. A floor-mounted vehicle with automated computer - controlled 
balancing. 
4. A .vehicle mounted on top of a two-way track system above the floor 
level. (Dr. Campe LL' s concept) This would have some advantages in stability 
and simpler motion des ign. However, the mounting might caUSe interference 
problems and poss ible damage (I6). 
Overhead Track-Mounted Vehicle 
The concept of an overhead track vehicle with the docking mechanism 
suspended underneath is illustrated in Figure 5. The track and carrier wiLL 
permit locating the mechanism in the X and Y directions. An actuator operated 
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column or beam would raise or lower the mechanism on the Z axis. Pitch 
'yaw and roll would be provided by movement about the lower column end. 
Communications could be by direct electrical connection rather than by radio. 
The advantages of suspending the docking vehicle from an overhead track are: 
1. The sixth degree-of-freedom will be easier to incorporate. 
2. Some of the technology is known and well-established. 
3. Some components may be completely or partially "off-the-shelf. II 
This will reduce the lead-time and possibilities of trouble with new technology. 
4. There will be fewer interference problems such as those with the 
bases b£ the two present vehicles. 
A major disadvantage is: 
1. Maintaining vehicle balance through all DOF movements. This will 
require either a complex mechanical system or a sophisticated computer 
control program. 
The research and des ign problems inc lude: 
1. Adequate building structure whic:h may be difficult to fund. 
2. Kinematics and deflection. 
3. Mass and momentum. 
4. The control system. 
Floor-Mounted Free Flying Mobility Unit 
A fLoor-mounte d Free Flying Mobility Unit with computer-controlled 
balancing is a possibility. A sixth degree-of-freedom could be added. This 
would have the advantages of floor mounting while providing solutions to some 
major problems with the present model. 
The major difficulty with this concept is the design of the control system 
and the computer programming. Both would be complex and expens ive. Further, 
modifications to the des ign or latching mechanisms would require extens ive 
redes ign, reprogramming and modification. 
A second-generation floor-mounted Free Flying Mobility Unit would be 
similar in some respects to the present model. The design concept is 
iLLustrated in Figure 6. A major change is the use of the three actuators to 
control the plane of the mechanism. This will provide more possibilities of 
movement and improve the units balance. Some of the other components can be 
re located nearer the center of gravity to improve the balance. Other improve-
ments can be incorporated. 
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FIGURE 6. 
Floor-Mounted Unit with Automated Computer-Controlled Balance 
Computer balance control will have the following advantages: 
1. Proper des ign of the balancing system will hold down the mass of the 
vehicle. 
2. The computers can be located remote ly from the vehicle. 
hold down the complexity and mass of the vehicle itself. 
This wiLL 
3. Although trained computer personnel are presently scarce, the 
number in training who wiLL become available in the near future is increasing 
substantiaLLy. 
Major difficulties with Mechanical Balance Control are: 
1. Increase in the vehicle mass. This may cause difficulties in 
operation. The higher mass wiLL increase the impact forces and may also 
aggrevate some imbalance situations. 
2. Personne 1 capable of des igning, building and maintaining mechanical 
devices are scarce and wiLL become almost unavailable within a few years. 
Display System Definition 
The present display system for the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking 
Simulator needs a thorough review to determine whether it meets current 
requirements and is optimum for the test facility mission. 
FULLY -A UTOMATED ORBITAL SERVICER SYSTEM 
The objective of full automation of the Orbital Servicer will require a 
closely coordinated research and test effort involving several advanced robotics 
disciplines. The result of successful effort wiLL be the elimination of the man-
in-the-loop requirement of the present system. 
Full automation of the Orbita 1 Servicer Module transfer operation involves 
complex difficult research issues. It is not enough to extend the present 
computer controlled trajectory to cover the final movement of the module into 
the rack and to complete the latching operation. Functions performed by the 
man- in-loop must be incorporated into the automation. These functions include 
collision avoidance, path adjustment, coordination of the teleoperator movement 
and others. 
In this discussion, the following assumptions are made: 
1. The precision and accuracy, capabilities of the present Orbital 
Servicer robotic system are inadequate for efficient operation and collision 
avoidance in the full automation mode. 
2. The major configuration features of the present Space Shuttle, 
Orbital Servicer and TMS wiLL rema in substantiaLLy unchanged. 
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Among the manipulator des ign features which should be reviewed are: 
l. Mass of the components and the assembly. 
2. Oscillation and deflection. 
3. Placement of sensors, controls, motors and similar parts. 
4. Collision and damage avoidance features. 
Application of Bas ic Robotics Research to the Orbital Servicer System 
In the section "Bas ic Robotics Research Overview," several bas ic 
knowledge areas are discussed. In this section, application to the Orbital 
Servicer System wiLL be covered. 
The first major difference between the present partiaLLy automated, 
partiaLLy manual mode and the fuLLy automated mode is the need for substantiaLLy 
increased precis ion and accuracy in the final approach, contact and latching. 
Extending the present computer control program wiLL not provide enough 
accuracy to complete the final mating and latching succes sfuLLy. In order to 
attain this accuracy, knowledge from several bas ic fie lds must be added. 
The first addition wiLL be sensors to determine accurately the position 
of the module with respect to the rack. The predicted accuracy with the 
present system is about..± 1/2 inch. This is insufficient to insure proper 
completion of the maneuver. 
A necessary function of the sensors wiLL be to detect deviations from the 
planned or expected movements and locations. The human operator can 
recognize situations which deviate from plan and take action to abort or adjust 
the teleoperator arm action. If there is no man- in-the - loop, the te leoperator 
oust be designed to recognize the situation and to take appropriate action. 
The first situation the sensors must recognize is misplacement, deviation 
or absence of the rack, module or other system component. The other is the 
presence of an obstruction, accidental or not. with which the teleoperator 
would coLLide if the programmed paths are continued. 
At the time of this report (SunuTlp.r 1980), 
type and technical details of the needed sensors. 
in the previous section. 
it is infeasible to specify the 
Severa 1 types are mentioned 
After the sensors have coLLected data from the environment, image 
analysis is neces sary to interpret the data for action by the control system. 
Data impulses received by the sensors must be converted into an information 
format upon which a decision can be based. This has turned out to be one of 
the most difficult fields in robotics res('arch and application. 
The human's ability to analyze and interpret data coLLected by his sensory 
organs is unbelievably complex and difficult to replicate. Yet the teleoperator 
system must perform this function if it is to carry out its mission. 
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After the teleoperator system has rece ived and ana1yzed the environment-
al d a t a~ decis ions on the te leoperator action must be made by the system 
without human intervention. This is the domain of artificial intelligence, 
another basic field in robotics research. 
Communications are essential to the teleoperator system operation. 
Data on the environment and the system must be transmitted to the analys is 
and control sub-system. Commands resulting from decisions must be 
transmitted to the functioning sub- systems and components. Accuracy, 
reliability, speed and other characteristics are important to mission success 
and efficient operation. 
Control function provide~s the machine direction and monitors of the 
of the teleoperator system. Again replicating the process of human control 
in the fully-automated teleoperator system is an exceedingly complex and 
difficult task. However, modern control theory research has made cons iderable 
progress which will be helpful in this effort. 
The kinematics and mechanical design of the teleoperator system and its 
components will require further research and technology. For example, each 
additional joint adds degrees of freedom. The number of degrees-of-freedom 
in the teleoperator exceeds the number which can be analyzed kinematicaLLy 
at the present leve 1 of knowledge. Further bas ic research is needed. Other 
problems concern· the mass, momentum and impact characteristics of the 
teleoperator system and its components. 
End effector design is an field of robotics research important to the 
Orbital Servicer Teleoperator system. Improvements are needed in the latching 
mechanism and in the latching and unlatching operations. One such improvement 
is computer control of the latching and unlatching as the module moves into 
and out of the rack. 
Locomotion, a bas ic fie ld of robotics research at some institutions, has 
little re levance to the current miss ion of ne ither the Orbital Servicer System 
nor the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator. However, should 
the missions change, locomotion might become essential to mission success. 
Resolver Feedback 
The use of resolver feedback for manipulator joint position sensing should 
be investigated. The current method is subject to inaccuracies due to non-
linearities in the potentiometers, grounding and noise, and variation in the 
reference voltages. The very accurate resolver feedback is esp~cially needed 
for the successful implementation of the current dead-reckoning control system.. 
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ADDITIONAL ORBITAL SERVICER SYSTEM PROBLEMS 
In addition to full automation of the Orbital Servicer TMS, there are 
three subs idiary problems in the ass ignment. 
1. Latching mechanism operation. 
2. Rack attachment. 
3. Electrical self-aligning connector. 
Latching Mechanism Operation 
The mechanism for latching and unlatching the modules needs improvement 
in operation and in coordination with the fuLL automation trajectory mode. 
The foLLowing constraints must be met: 
1. Automated operation. 
2. Pos itive latching. 
3. No damage to the module or the mechanism of the manipulator arm. 
4. No major modification of the present latching mechanism, te leoperator 
end effectors, components or the existing control program. 
One alternative solution is a mechanical d.evice actuated by contact or 
visual sensors. As the device takes over motion control, the computer control 
would be released. The mechanism would complete the latching operation. 
There are a number of difficult problems with this alternative such as the 
Sens ing device, powering the latching device and operational difficulties with 
the mechanism and teleoperator. 
A better solution appears to be computer operation and control of the 
latching operation from start to completion. The coordination problems will be 
less than with mixed mode control. FuLL computer control will produce weight 
savings over mechanical latching devices. In the future, it will be easier to 
acquire personnel with the necessary computer and electronic skiLLs than 
personnel with mechanical design, manufacturing and maintenance skiLLs. 
Rack Attachment 
The present method of attaching the racks to the sateLLite and to the 
Orbital Servicer aLLows some movement and variation in the rack pos ition. 
This condition creates little difficulty with the manual mode of completing the 
trajectory. However, it produces major problems for fuLL automation. 
Variation in the rack position makes completion of the trajectory by dead 
reckoning infeas ible since this operating mode requires that the final rack 
position be known within close tolerances. If trajectory completion requires 
complex systems design using image analysis, artificial intelligence, pattern 
recognition, and other knowledge areas, variable rack pos ition will add 
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substantially to the difficulty, complexity and expense of full automation. 
The constraints on the solution are: 
1. No major des ign change or modification of the module, teleoperator 
rack or present computer control program. 
2. Accuracy of the position must be such that automated teleoperator 
functioning is feas ible. 
3. No collision, damage, binding or interference be permitted. 
Four A lternate Solutions are: 
1. Attach the racks positively and solidly to the Servicer and the 
Satellite by welding, metal fasteners or similar method. 
2. Spring load from one or both sides to center the rack in the desired 
position. 
3. Use artificial vision and feedback with the computer control program 
to position the module regardless of the location of the rack. 
4. Redes ign the rack to provide wire.entry space tapered to fit the 
module closely. The best solution appears to be fixed, accurate location of the 
racks. Full automation will require complex devices and programs to complete 
the trajectory succes sfutLy. Fixed rack pos itions will hold down the complexity 
and difficulties of full automation. 
Electrical Self-A ligning Connector 
Avoiding damage to electrical connectors during transfer of a module 
between Sate llite and Orbiter Servicer is a serious problem. If a pin is bent 
or the connector is out of alignment, the connection may fait or the connector 
be bent and damaged. 
The proposed solution is an electrical self-aligning connector, NASA 
Invention Disclosure Case No. MFS - 25211. The plug and receptacle are 
conical with annular conductive rings spring-loaded for positive contact. This 
connector does not require precise alignment and is not as Liable to damage 
as the pin-type connector. 
It is recommended that the proposed electrical self-aligning connector 
NASA Invention Disclosure Case No. MFS - 25211 be built and tested. If 
tests are successful, the design should be incorporated into the TMS and 
other programs as appropriate. 
COMPUTER RESOURCES FOR ROBOTICS 
Although MSFC is an acknowledged leader in modern computer facilities, 
continuous acquisition of new computer technology and upgrading of present 
computer resources is essential to support the robotics activities. 
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The robotics and teleoperator efforts should have dedicated computer 
resources in addition to the general computer resources available at MSFC. 
The dedicated computers will avoid access delays, provide immediate inter-
face and permit efficient programming and output. 
Computers themselves are improving steadily. Storage capacity, 
operating speed, reliability, flexibility and computing power are steadily 
increasing while size, weight and cost are going down. There are Limits to 
possible improvements. (The exponential growth curve cannot go on forever.) 
However, the limits do not appear on the near-time horizon. 
Among the dedicated computer facilities that wiLL be needed are: 
1. On-board operating and control computers for the Free Flying 
Mobility Unit in the Free Flying Rendezvous and Docking Simulator. This will 
provide for maintaining the balance, recording data, and other functions in 
which the human test subject need not be involved. 
2. Graphics software and hardware for both robotics simulators. This 
may interface with the major computers to gain increased capacity and allow 
verification through simulation prior to hardware implementation. 
3. Full automation of the Orbiter Servicer System wiLL require substantial 
increase in computer capacity and power in order to perform the necessary 
command control, image analysis, and other activities. 
COMPU TER MODE LING 
Computer models and s"imulations can be useful even though they cannot 
replace full-scale physical mock-ups and simulators. A computer model can be 
developed, tested and implemented more quickly and less expensively 'than can a 
full- scale simulator. The information gained can be useful in des ign development. 
Computer modeling is deve loping a cons iderable body of bas ic knowledge, 
practical experience, applications and published articles. The topic is included 
in ";many current Engineering, Math and Science education programs. The number 
of professionals with education and training in computer modeling and 
simulation is steadily increasing. Competence in this area will become 
increas ing ly available within NASA and from its contractors. 
Computer modeling and s i.mulation does have limits. The validity and 
reliability of the model output depend upon the extent to which the model 
represents reality and upon the quality of input data. The right parameters 
and the correct representations of the ir behavior must be incorporated in the 
model. In order to keep the model to manageable size, simplifying assumptions 
and short cuts are used. These may introduce unacceptable errors. The input 
data quality is vital to good results. Sometimes there is inadequate communi-
cation between the mathematical modeler and the designer-operator of the physical 
system. The result may be failure to interpret and apply the results properly 
and to detect anomalies in the model and its output. 
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A major problem in modeling robotics system is the representation of 
the phys ical components and the automated sensory - based interpretation 
of the data. Another is the present method of representing aU trajectories 
as a set of straight-line elements. This requires a large number of steps 
and is expensive. A third is incorporation of five or more degrees of 
freedom; most current modules are limited to three (15). 
An important application of robotic programming models is the development 
of "goal domain" programs. This permits the programmer to specify the goal 
states of the robot while the robot selects the appropriate actions to achieve 
the desired goal state (17). 
Task specification definition needs to be refined and improved. Too great 
detail in task definition reduces the scope of adaptive programming to meet 
variations and contingencies. On the other hand, present state of the art in 
communications, artificial intelligence, computer languages and artificial vision 
is inadequate to support goal-ori~nted task definition in NASA 1 S robotics eiforts(13). 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The major conclus ions from the research on robotics in the Free Flying 
Rendezvous and Docking Simulator and the Orbital Servicer System are: 
1. These facilities perform an important service in support of NASA f S 
Space Miss ions. 
2. These facilities should be upgraded and improved. 
3. MSFC should move to acquire professional competence in research 
areas basic to robotics research and technology. 
The main recommendations are summarized below. Detailed discussion is 
the body of this report. 
1. A second-generation Free Flying Mobility Unit be acquired. This 
would provide six degrees of freedom and other improvements infeas ible with 
the present modeL. The present unit might be kept if its role is complementary 
to the new un it. 
2. The Orbital Servicer System be fuLLy automated. 
3. MSFC move to acquire competence in areas necessary to robotics 
teleoperator development. These include artificial inteLLignece, sensors, image 
analysis, pattern recognition, control, communication and computer science 
applied to robotics. 
4. Enhanced computer facilities be acquired for the robotics and 
teleoperator activities. Some can be additions to Center-wide computer resources; 
others must be dedicated to the robotics and teleoperator work. 
5. ProcUlrement and test of the new electrical self-aligning connector be 
implemented. 
6. Other recommendations are contained in the body of the report. These 
include rack attachment, latching mechanisms and others. 
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ABSTRACT 
The functional relationships between various material and process 
parameters necessary for a flat interface in the Bridgman-Stockbarger 
technique are given. In particular, two boundary condition cases of 
(1 ) V2 T = P, oT , OX x < 0 and O<r< 1 
2 
Ps ~~ , (2 ) V T = x > 0 and O<r < 1 
(3) -K 0 T ) x=O- + K OT) + L = 0 2 OX S OX X =0+ 
are considered. 
I T , x>O T ( x, 1) c Case 1: = Th ' x<O 
oT -BsT, X >0 Case 2: a;-{x,l) = 
-B~(T-T,), x<O 
Necessary interval bounds on T, and Th ar'e given assuming a flat 
melt-solid interface at X = O. Approximations of T (x, r) and related 
error estimates are also given. 
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NOMENCLA TURE 
, , 10 - liquid Pecl et number 
P s solid Peel ~t numbe r 
Tc - cooler tenlperature 
T H - heater temperature 
Q - material l11e1t.ing poillt 
K.R - liquid thermal cOlldudivit.y 
K solid thermal condul'llviLy 
s 
;;{ - crystal growth rate· liquid density· latent heat 
B solid reoion Hiot numbet' s M 
B~ - liquid region Biot number 
T scaled ambient temperature for liquid region 
I 
T - tC1l11>C ratu re 
VTJ-iii 
INTRODUCTION 
The partial differential equations defining cyrstal growth by the 
Bridgman - Stockbarger techrlique [2] are 
and 
x > 0 
where p. and P s are the liquid and solid P~cl~t numbers respectively, 
T is temperature and x is distance from a flat solid - melt interface. To 
conserve energy at the interface, 
+ K 0 T) 
s ox x=O+ 
+ 1. = 0 
where K A and Ks are the respective liquid and solid thermal conductiv-
ities and J. is the product of the crystal growth rate, the melt density 
and the latent heat of solidification. Two heating mechanisms are in-
vestigated; first considered is conductive heating defined by 
T (x, 1) = Tc 
T (x, 1) = TU 
followed by Newton heating 
x,,) 0 
x <. 0 
o T (x 1) = or ' - Bs T , x> 0 
oT ar ( x, 1) = - B ~ (T - T I ) , x<O 
where Tc and Tu are the respective cooler and heater temperatures, 
Bs and B~ are the solid and melt Biot numbers respectively)and T, is 
theambient temperature surrounding melt region. The ambient temper-
ature for the solid region has been scaled to O. 
The assumption of a flat melt-solid interface forces Ks' Ks' T , T , 
Bs' Bj , T I ' P s' P.l and Q, the material melting temperature, to 'be " 
functionally dependent. This dependence, the solutions of the above partial 
differential equations, and various error estimates are given in the next 
section followed by several numerical experiments. The final section 
is devoted to conclusions and recommendations. 
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SOLU TIONS AND APPROXIMATIONS 
The solutions of Problems I-II and their computable approximatio113are 
given in this section. Also given are the functional relationships between 
the material and process parameters P A, Ps ' K.l' Ks' Te' T H , Br , B., 
and T I necessary for a solid-melt interface at x = O. We begin with two 
elementary but fundamental facts. 
Fact 1. If (I) {d"",} alternates 
(2) I a. 1M • ..! ~ I a.JW\ I 
(3) alY\ -+ o as m -+ 00 
• 
then (1) 'Ea. converges 
I M 
N -(2 ) I~~ -~Cl~1 ~ "'aN+1 ' 
Fact 2. For f{x) sufficiently smooth, 
I f (x) = f(x + h) - f(x) + 0 ( h) 
h 
Problem I. 
We wish to solve, in cylindrical coordinates, 
(1) 
(2 ) 
subject to 
(3) T (x, 1) = Tc ' x> 0 
(4) T (x, 1) = TH ' x< 0 
(5 ) -K oT1 + K oT) + :t... = 0 "1 ox .s ox )CeO· X=O'" 
where l. ::: crystal growth rate' melt density' latent heat 
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Condition (5) implies a solid-melt interface at x = 0, i. e. , 
(6) T ( 0 ~ r) = Q. 
Unfortunately, conditons (3) - (6) overpose (1) and (2) and generally, 
overposed problems are impossible to solve. However, in this case, the 
overposing of (1) and (2) will give constraints on the material and process 
parameter s P.,t , P.s' T Co' Q, T H' K l' K s' and :t.. . 
By separation of variables, (1) and (2) with conditions (3), (4) and (6) 
have solutions [1] 
(7) T (XI r) -
00 
T 1- ~ .:«(Q-1;J r ( X ~ f> -X{ ) 0 ~h'r)Exr[(Ps-"~+~~:J-;:] 
,., I ~'" I 
X>O and o l. r ~ I 
(8) T('1-,r) = 
tP 
T ~ :t(Q-Tw) I(p r)E [(p. ~~ l.)X] ;-U ~"" :r. (~hI) 0 hi Xp :.,c + 'i + ~p~ ~ 
X.(O and OtrL:1 
where {(?1M} is the increasing sequence of all positive roots of J.. We 
next show that Q, K t , K J' T t ' T H ' ~, p$ and P.l cannot be arbitrary if (5) is to hold. In fact, (5) will imply that Q, Ks' K , T , T , ~, P and 
P o f f to 1 0 10 .t c: H S ..t sabs y a unc lona lnequa lty. 
Remark 1: An intt1itive approach to enlisting (5) is to differentiate (7) and 
(8) with respect to x and insert the resulting series into (5). But this would 
require f: :(I~ .. ) to converge, an impossibility. Hence, we will approximate 
I 
the partial derivatives in (5). 
By Fact 2, (5) and (6) imply 
(9) -K Q -T(-h,O) 
'J h + 
+ 1:. = O(h) 
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Fact 3. 
Then 
Let f~"" '\ be the increasing sequence of all nonnegative roots of Jo(x). 
I ~'":. (~,.) 1 alternates in sign, I p ... : w ... ,) \ 
I p", ~, (~m ) and ~O PNI J, (~".) 
as M~ 00 
Combin"ing Facts 1 and 3 with (7), (8), and (9)1 
(10) 
M 
+ K1!In + l(Q-TH) ~ e (~+i~2.+yp! J=i-l ~~ 1, (P, • .) 
+ 
e(Pl +irI+ ~~~fol):f 
f3M-t1 'J, (fM+I) 
J. 
-
In fact, for computational purposes, if P « 1 and P « 1, then the right hand 
side of (10) can be replaced by S J. 
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(Ps -:2~M+,)f-
~ K (Q - Tc.) -...:e=--__ _ 
s I ~M+I r.(~ft1+I)1 
(11 ) 
e 
(~ -t ~ PM.,) ~ 
Remark 2: 
dependent. 
(10) forces ~, K A, KS' Q, TC' T H' ~ and P1 to be functionally For computiona1 use, we may set 
(12) 
for h sufficiently small and M sufficiently large. This gives an equation linear 
in 1., K t , K,.t, Q, Te ' TH and nonlinear in Ps and P.{. In particular, (12) 
gives T" in terms of t. , K .. , K$' Q, Tc.' P,s and PJ • Furthermore, if (10) is violated, (1) and (2) cannot have a solution satisfy in3 (3) - (6). 
Remark 3: Since f (x + h) - f (x) = / (x +,~) + O(h2) ) 
h 
it may appear profitable to replace 
T {h~ O} - Q and Q - T {-h" O} in (9) by 
h h 
rr( h 0) d~ ")..1 and U(~.b. D) d X .4 I respectively. However ) 
(p$ - 'If: + 'I(!! ) t 00 Ps- ..JPs2. + Lfp,! ~: (~/ O) = :((Q-Tc) 2:' ~~ !, (Pf)\) e. 
converges much slower than the estimates in (IO). 
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Remark 4: An interval estimate of linear parameters ~, K.l' K s' T c: and T,., 
can be given. For example, suppose ;(., K., K , T , P ,P, and Q are fixed. 
. . " s c. S A Then (10) lmphes 
(12) 
D( ",'4) 
( Ps - ~ p~ + Lt P;', )£ 
K ~ (Q - lc ) -=.e_----: 
S I ~ M+/ ~ (~Mot') I 
(~+VPl + Iffi~t)1 
e 
L 
+ l 
VIlI-6 
.. 
e (p;' +~ p,t+ "P~., r~ ) 
I ~ lMr j. (P"'f/) 1 
(ps - 'Iff ~ + 4 ~M.tI) ~ 
L O(~'l.) + .;l.Ks(Q-Tc.) ---=..t: _____ _ 
I ~M+r J. (PM-tl) I 
-AKQ ). 
Solving (12) and (13) for Tal ' 
T1 (M,h) + 0 (h2 )!O TU::; T~(M,h) + 0 (h2 ) 
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For practical purposes, set 
(14) T 1 (M, h) ~ T H === T2 (M, h) 
Since we only know bounds on T (from (14», for computational use approximate 
. H , 
T H,RPP = T2 (M, h) + T 1 (M, h). If THis replaced by TN/APpin (S), then 
2 
the resulting error is 
(15) 
tJO - (p. + "p.J~ ... "'A~ ) ~ 
T. T ~ Tu - I tI• RPP A I-~ If - U /lfP .t L...J ----- Jo ( p,.. r) e 
/ I 13,.. J, ({3,,) 
which has an upper bound of 
(16) (T~{M/~) - T.{M,h)) 
Problem II. 
We wish to solve, in cylindrical coordinates, 
(17) 
and X i. 0 
(IS) and 
subject to 
(19) oT lx 1) :: - B T X ..,0 or I S I 
(20) ~ ~ ( X, 1) :: - B,t (T - T,) , X £ 0 
(21 ) 
where £. = crystal rate of growth· liquid density· latent heat, B.c ~ 0 and 
Bs ~ O. Condition (21) implies a solid-melt interface at x = 0, i. e. , 
(22) T (0, r) = 0 
As in Problem I, conditions (19) - (22) overpose (17) and (IS). This dilemma 
can be resolved only if the material and process parameters P , p. , 0, T , 
1 ~ I 
K , K and l.. are functionally dependent. 
l :.( 
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Separating variables, (17) and (18) subject to (19), (20) and (22) have 
solutions (11 
(23) 
T (x, r) 
(24) 
where {0<.".1 and f~". J are the increasing nonnegative sequences of all roots of 
(25) Bs 70 (~,..) ::: [S"" J, (~;J 
(26) B,t J" (0<,...1 ~ O(M J, {"(.J 
Fact 4: alternates in sign and 1 
(~: 1" B;) Jol~_) 
decreases to O. A similiar result holds for {(o(~ • B~) T. (<<J 
As in Problem I, (21) and Fact 2 imply 
(27) 
Q - T{-t, 0) 
-K ' 
:..t I., 
Tlh,O}-Q 
k 
Combining Facts 1 and 4 with (23), (24) and (27)} 
(28) 
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+ X :: O(h) 
+ 
( " -t ~p2.+ 'tJl. )-1 
'.,t J .... "'+.:l 
+ 
As in Problem I, (28) implies various interval constraints on Q, K , K., T , 
J '" 1 Ps ' PJ..' B$ and BJ • For illustration, consider TI • Because we have 
transformed (in practice) the Newton cooling condition (19) to imply a 0° ambient 
temperature around the rod for x) 0, 0 (.. Q " T I. (28) then implies 
(29) 
(p$-~rs~+'-Ip'1 )~ 
..{ 8
s 
Q Ks e '-Mot, 
(F>M:' + Blt) l J .. (~~i.,)1 
VIII-lO 
I' , 
and 
(30) 
(p!) - vr~1. + Lf~; -t,)i 
:zBsl<sQe 
+ 
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L 
Solving (29) and (30) for T , , 
T LOW (M,h) + 
~ 
For computational purposes, let 
(31 ) 
T~OW(M,h) , T, ~ T ~/41I (M,h) 
(32) 
Low tUGtH 
T I, RPP~OX = (T I (M, h) + T, (M, h) ) / 2 
The error committed by replacing Tl in (24) by 
(33) 
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T is no more than 
J/ AfPRDX. 
Remark 5: It is possible to substitute (23) and (24) into (21) and solve for T • 
I 
However, this would require computing 
(34) 
and 
(35) 
Although (34) and (35) conditionally converge, the sums in (28) - (30) and (33) 
converge faster by several orders of magnitude. 
Remark 6: Let B s = B 1 = P s = Pl = 0 = 1. and fix 0 " h « 1. 
Letting M = 39, (10) implies 
Q = K Tc + KA T S .II U 
for Problem 1 and (28) gives 
Q= Kl Tr 
for Problem 2. 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The results of several numerical experiments are given in this 
section. 
Example 1: In Figure 1 and Table 1 we illustrate the dependence on 
M of the interval estimate (14). Let Tc = 400, Q = 700, 
Ps = PR = 0.001, ~ =0.01, h = 0.1, Ks = 0.0032 and Kt = 0.002. 
M Interval Estimate of TH 
9 [ 1391.34, 1476.13 ] 
14 [ 1202.19, 1214.26 ] 
19 [ 1180.56, 1182.74 ] 
24 [ 1176.34, 1176.54 ] 
29 [ 1176.34, 1176.54 ] 
34 [ 1175.92, 1175.93 ] 
39 [ 1175.90, 1175.90 ] 
Table 1 
39 
34 
29 
M 24 
19 
14 
9 
1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 
T~ 
Figure 1 
Example 2: In Table 2 and Figure 2 we illustrate the sensitivity of the 
interval estimate (14) to changes in ~. Let KR = Ks = Ps = ) = 0.001, 
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h = 0.1, Tc = 200.0, Q = 700.0 and M = 39. 
:t.. Interval Estimate of T H 
.001 [ 1192.386, 1192.389] 
.011 [ 1116.514, 1116.517] 
.021 [ 1040.642, 1040.645] 
.031 [ 964. 770, 964. 773] 
.041 [ 888.898, 888.901] 
.051 [ 813. 026, 813.029 ] 
.061 [ 737.154, 737.157 ] 
Table 2 
.061 
.051 
.041 
1.. • 031 
.021 
.011 
.001 • 
700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 
T\oI 
Figure 2 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Equations (10) and (28) imply that the material and process para-
meters cannot be arbitrary if a flat melt-solid interface is to be 
achieved. The sensitivity of one parameter to changes in another 
parameter (Example 2) suggests great care should be taken in obtain-
ing the various material parameters. 
The relationships between M and h that minimize the interval 
widths in (14) and (31) remain open questions. Further investigations 
of Problems I and II could incorporate adiabatic boundary zones near 
the melt- solid interface and the influences of various container con-
figurations. 
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This report is concerned with the problem of obtaining an 
optimal or near optimal schedule for scientific experiments to 
be performed on Spacelab missions. The design criteria of a 
method for solving this problem is two-fold. First, the method 
must produce a schedule which satisfies all material and resource 
constraints while maximizing a function assigning a grade to each 
schedule. Secondly, the method should reduce the amount of pre-
flight manpower and computer time currently necessary to achieve 
this goal and be rapid and flexible enough to allow real-time 
support of rescheduling problems arising due to launch delays, 
equipment malfunction, or other factors. 
In this paper the current capabilities in this regard are 
examined and a method of ranking experiments in order of diffi-
culty is developed to support the existing software. Experimental 
data is obtained from applying this method to the sets of experi-
ments corresponding to Spacelab missions 1, 2 .. and·3 o Finally, 
suggestions are made concerning desirable modifications and 
features of second generation software currently being developed 
for this problem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem under consideration is that of scheduling 
a set of experiments to be performed on a given Spacelab 
mission. Through a preliminary analysis, which is not 
discussed here, a set of compatible experiments is compiled 
which are hopefully to be included in a specific mission. 
The experiments are then converted into model sheets by 
the principal inveStigator, who is responsible for the 
experiment design, and a NASA project engineer familiar 
with the format and requirements of the model sheets. 
The model sheet divides each experiment into a sequence of 
steps, each of which has certain requirements in terms of 
crew, equipment, and energy usage; and may in addition 
require that the Spacelab be in a certain position or con-
figuration, or have certain targets available. Examples 
of targets are planets, communication satellites, and 
data receiving facilities on the earth's surface. If the 
experiment is to be performed more than once the number of 
performances desired is included on the model sheet. A 
typical Spacelab mission lasts for seven days and involves 
six crewmembers. 
Extremely sophisticated software is available to 
assist in scheduling of the experiments. The current 
program is designated by TLP for time line program. 
This program takes the model sheets in some order and 
"front loads" them in this order. By front load, it is 
meant that the model is scheduled at the earliest possible 
time which satisfies all the model constraints and which 
does not conflict with the requirements of previously 
scheduled models. If it is impossible to schedule a 
certain model at any time the program then goes to the 
next model in the sequence. This program is currently 
being upgraded to a program denoted by ESP for experiment 
scheduling program, which has the capability of either 
front loading or back loading any given model, and which 
is to supersede TLP sometime in 1981. 
Even with the extremely advanced and effective soft-
ware available, the problem of scheduling the experiments 
in an optimal way currently requires an enormous amount 
of pre-flight man-hours. By an optimal schedule, we 
roughly mean one that includes the maximal number of 
experiments and performanceq, and which makes maximal use 
of the available resources. Since each set of models 
designated for inclusion in a specific mission are only 
roughly sorted for compatibility, it is frequently impos-
sible to include every performance of every experiment. 
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The method previously employed has been to feed TLP 
various random orderings of the model sheets and have the 
project engineers examine the characteristics of the 
resulting schedules. From these examinations other 
orderings are suggested and fed to TLP. After months of 
such trial and error, the best resulting schedule is then 
modified and edited by hand by a group of NASA personnel 
familiar with the characteristics of the given mission. 
The current schedule for Spacelab mission one has been 
under development for five years. It is clear that such 
a time expenditure is not only economically prohibitive, 
but is unacceptable in light of the fact that the Spacelab 
program eventually envisions flying several missions a 
year. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The main object of this paper is to provide a method 
of ranking the model sheets in order of difficulty. By 
scheduling the most difficult experiments first it is 
thought that an optimal schedule will result. In support 
of this idea a grading function is used which assigns a . 
higher grade to schedules which are in some sense better. 
The problem is then to find a ranking function of the 
models which provides an ordering which results in a 
schedule which maximizes the grading function. Since 
there are 218 model sheets corresponding to Spacelab 
mission one, an exhaustive search is clearly out of the 
question. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the develop-
ment and examination of such a ranking functio~ While the 
method developed did not result in a schedule superior to 
the schedule hand produced over a five-year period for 
Spacelab mission one, it did quickly produce schedule for 
Spacelab missions two and three, which were superior to 
the best existing schedules for these missions. 
These experimental results are described and suggestions 
are made on the basis of these for possible modifications or 
additions to the existing software. 
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THE RANKING ALGORITHM 
The problem is now to produce a ranking algorithm 
which produces an ordering of the models which produces 
an optimal schedule in terms of a grading function which 
is described in the results section. While this has 
certain aspects of a linear programming problem which 
might be treated with either the simplex method or the 
new Khachi~method, it is unclear if it is possible to 
convert this to a linear problem. The method we exhibit 
is similar to __ t h e on e described by Garey, Graham, 
Johnson, and Yao in J. Comb. Theory (A) 21 (1976), 257-298. 
We now proceed to describe the method used to rank 
the models in decreasing order of difficulty. The steps 
involved are: the construction of a nonnegative real 
vector corresponding to a single performance of each 
model, the normalization of these vectors, and the 
evaluation of the difficulty function on the normalized 
vectors. The models (vectors) are then arranged in 
decreasing order of difficulty and this ordering is fed 
to TLP to produce a schedule. 
The vector includes a component corresponding to 
crew time required. The length of each step is multiplied 
by the number of crewmen required for the step, and the 
sum of these terms over all steps in the model is computed 
to give a figure in crewman-minutes. 
The vector includes components for up to 10 resources. 
On Spacelab mission 1 a total of 4 resources were included: 
power, high rate multiplex, computer memory, and data 
transmission. The components for each of these resources 
were computed by mUltiplying the length of each step times 
the level usage of the resource and then summing over all 
steps. 
The vector includes up to 40 components corresponding 
to various pieces of e~uipment. As in the case of crew 
and resources, the num er of equipment-minutes is computed 
by summing the number of minutes a certain piece of equip-
ment is required over all steps of the model. On Spacelab 
mission 1, a total of 38 pieces of equipment are considered 
as components of the vector. 
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The vector includes components corresponding to 
attitude and maneuvers. If a step requires that the 
Orbiter be performing a certain maneuver the length of 
the step is multiplied by 9, and if a step requires that 
no maneuvers are to be performed during its execution 
the length of the step is multiplied by 1. The sum over 
all steps of the model then produces the component corre-
sponding to maneuvers. The attitude (Orbiter orientation) 
component is computed in an analogous fashion. 
The vector includes up to 72 components corresponding 
to targets; Space1ab mission 1 having a total of 50 such 
components. Once again, a figure in target-minutes is 
produced for each target and model by summing the number 
of minutes each target is required by a particular model 
over all steps of that model. 
The vector includes two components referred to as 
~-start and start-time. For the ith model, let Mi and mi 
denote the maximum and minimum respective times at which 
the performance of the first step of the model may be 
initiated. The ~-start component is 
~i = L - (Mi-mi), 
where L is the total length of the mission. This component 
is higher for models which are less flexible with respect 
to possible starting times. The start-time component is 
Si = L - Mi, 
and gives higher values to models which must be started 
earlier in the mission. The start-time figure is included 
in view of the front-loading nature of TLP which causes 
the time and resources at the earlier part of the mission 
to be used up first. 
The next step in the ranking algorithms is the' n:o'rma1i-
zation of the vectors corresponding to the models. Let Vij 
denote the jth component of the vector corresponding to 
the ith model. Hence, if there are m models and n vector 
components then 
v = [Vij], 
is an ro-by-n nonnegative real matrix. Space1ao mission 1 
corresponds in this fashion to a 218-by-95 matrix. The 
scaling is obtained by dividing the jth component of each 
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vector by the sum of the jth components of all the vectors. 
That is: we normalize the matrix V to a column-stochastic 
matrix by dividing each column by its column sum. The 
targets constitute an exception to this rule. The target 
time component is normalized by dividing by the total 
length the target is available during the mission rather 
than the time the target is required by all the models. 
The next step in the ranking algorithm is to evaluate 
the. difficulty function at each model (row of V). The 
prog:ammer has the option of assigning nonnegative weights; 
Wj, J=l, ... ,n, to each of the components of a vector (or 
al.ternatively, columns of V). If the ith model has corre-
sponding vector vi=(vil, ... ,-"in), the difficulty of the ith 
. model is defined by 
d.= Jp. (v·lw1+ ... + v~nwn)' ~ J_ ~ ..L 
where Pi is the number of -performances of the ith model 
requested. The capability of adjusting the weights allows 
a scheduler to emphasize or de-emphasize certain aspects 
of the mission deemed more critical or less critical to 
produce various rankings of the models. 
The above described procedure of ranking the models 
in order is referred to as the model-sort method. A slightly 
different method referred to as performance-sort was also 
implemented and tested on Space lab missions I, 2, and 3. 
The idea behind the performance-sort is to treat each per-
formance of an experiment as a separate model. With the 
model sort program, all possible performancesof a given 
model are scheduled consecutively. With the performance 
sort program, each performance of a model corresponds to 
a vector. For example: Spacelab 1 lists 935 performances 
of the 218 models. Hence, when using model-sort, a 2l8-by-95 
matrix is envisioned; and when using performance.-sort a 
935-by-95 matrix is envisioned. If vi is the vector previ.-
ously described which corresponds to a single performance 
of the ith model, and the ith model requires Pi performances, 
the difficulty level of the kth performance of the ith model 
is 
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Another feature of the ranking method is the selection 
of fixed·models. This allows the programmer to specify a 
certain subset of the models or performances which will be 
scheduled first. For example, on Spacelab mission 1, such 
items as "crewman sleep" and "crewman lunch" have model 
sheets corresponding to them. These models are scheduled 
first and then the remaining models are ranked using either 
the model-sort or performance-sort method. On Spacelab 
mission 1 a total of 16 models were fixed. 
Another feature of the algorithm is the model weight 
capaBility. This is in some sense dual to the vector 
normalization in that a row is multiplied by a nonnegative 
scalar in the model weight feature. This allows the pro-
grammer to assign weights to any or all of the models which 
will change the corresponding vector. This option lets the 
operator increase the difficulty function of a model which 
is considered particularly important for political or other 
reasons not reflected in the difficulty function. The 
authors used this feature to schedule models which were not 
included in an otherwise excellent schedule. Successive 
douBling of the weight of a certain model insures that it 
will appear higher and higher in the ordering until it is 
the first model scheduled, if necessary. 
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RESULTS 
We proceed to discuss the results obtained using 
the previously described methods. The schedule produced 
due to some choice of sorting technique, weights, fixed 
models, and model weights is evaluated by means of a 
grading function which is dependent on four parameters: 
percentage of crew time, percentage of experiment time, 
percentage of performances, and percentage of models. 
The average of these four percentages yields the grade 
of the corresponding schedule. All four parameters are 
obtained by comparing amount scheduled to amount requested. 
In this connection, it should be mentioned that the experi-
ment and crew time requested is the minimum experiment time 
for experiments whose steps have variable length. Hence, it 
is possible for the percentage score on experiment and crew 
time, and the grade, to be over 100. Another fact worth 
noting is that is possible for a fraction of a model to 
be performed in some cases. For example, if 3 out of 4 
steps in a given model were performed this would be counted 
as .75 of a model. The percentage of models reflects the 
extent to which experiment on the mission is performed at 
least once, and the percentage of performances measures 
the extent to which all requested experiments (including 
multiplicities) were scheduled. 
For each of Spacelab missions 1, 2, and 3 we include 
tabulated data comparing the effects of varying sorting 
technique, weights, fixed models, and model weights. 'For 
each mission we include for comparison the best schedule 
which had been previously produced by the personnel at 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Their method was to experi-
ment with various orderings, feed them to TLP, obtain some 
reasonably good schedules, and then to invoke software 
referred to as TLE (time line editor) to then shift and 
fit experiments. The TLE affords the capability of removing 
and rescheduling a single performance from an existing s~dule. 
Spacelab mission 1 has undergone the longest development 
time, and we were unable to exceed the best previous score by 
our methods. Mission 1 is particularly complicated due to 
the fact that the set of models chosen for inclusion were 
selected more for political considerations of being included 
on the first mission than for compatibility of the various 
models. It is thought that subsequent missions will be 
designed around a particular theme such as atmospheric 
research, materials processing, space physics, biological 
sciences, or astronomy. On Spacelab mission 1 it was 
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found, somewhat unexpectedly, that the model sort technique 
worked Best. On Spacelab missions 2 and 3, the performance 
s'ort worked Bes t and produced schedules superior to the 
previous oest. The overall best results were oBtained by 
us·tng the weights which had produced the schedule with 
maximal score and then increasing the model weights of 
those models which failed to schedule. On these missions 
every model was scheduled for at least one performance. 
The following three tables summarize the results obtained 
on these three missions, and compares these to the previous 
Best schedule. 
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SPACELAB 1 
PERFORNANCES - 935 MODELS - 218 
MIN. EXP. TIME - 4869.71 HRS. MIN. CREW TIME - 800.62 HRS. 
WEIGHl'lNG TYPE. OF SORT MJDELS l?ERFOm1ANCES EXP. TIME CREW TIME GRADE 
....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ' , , .... 
" ' 
ALL EQUAL MODEL 183.69_ 858.61 49_39_.35 756.25 92. Q9, 
ALL EQUAL PERFORMANCE 184.51 851. 22 4847.83 757.56 92.46 
-, 
TARGETS = 10, MODEL 193.9Q 884.39 4664.38 762.87 93'.64 
Ll~START ?l 
.. 
'" 
'1'-',',', '. ' ......... ',,', ,,', " , . " 
rR,EVIOUS BEST 203.03 897.94 4866',52 751,04 95.73 
. ~.' .. . ... .... 
.......... ,., .. : ... , .......... " ... " ............... '- ','" .... .. '" ......... ' . 
(( , ( 
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SPACELAB 2 
MODELS - 168 -- PERFORHANCES - 1~~2 
MIN. EXP. TIME - 2887.64 HRS. -- MIN. CREW TIME - 647.44 HRS 
WEIGHI'lNG . TYPE. OF SORT MJDELS l?ERFORMANCES EXP. TIME CREW TIME GRADE 
..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . '.' . ..... 
ALL EQUAL MODEL 154.54 1931.0.9 380.4.0.8 682.90. 10.6.54 
EXCEPT 
ll-START = 0. 
ALL EQUAL PERFORMANCE 159.50. 1971. 0.9 3813.67 ~93.83 10.8.28 
EXCEPT .-
ll-START = a. 
CREW, RESOURCES, PERFORMANCE 162.15 1974.0.9 3820..48 70.0..44 10.9.0.3 
TARGETS, 
WINDOW SIZE 
ONLY. 
(EQUIPMENT 
AND START 
TIME = 0.) 
ABOVE l-7ITH PERFOR11ANCE 164.15 1976.0.9 3821.98 70.2.48 10.9.44 
MODEL WEIGHTS 
ADJUSTED 
PREVIOUS BEST 161. 82 1976.65 380.8.10. 658.0.8 10.7.27 
" 
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SPACELAB 3 
MODELS - 61 -- PERFOID1ANCES - 592 
MIN. EXP. TIME - 2507.48 HRS. -- MIN. CREW TIME - 569.02 
I 
WEIGHl'lNG Ul'E OF SORT M:>DELS PERFORMANCES EXP. TIME CREW TIME GRADE 
.. '.' ............. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . .... 
" ' 
ALL EQUAL HODEL 57.03 519.00 2476.10 562.52 94.69. 
ALL EQUAL PERFORMANCE 57.70 519.00 2480.03 562.55 95.00 
TARGET AND PERFORM1CNE 58.90 520.00 2478.37 565.72 95.66 
f1-START ONLY 
ABOVE WITH PERFORHANCE 59.77 521. 00 2480.97 568.75 96.22 
MODEL WEIGHTS 
ADJUSTED 
PREVIOUS BEST 57.03 519.00 2484.29 565.94 94.92 
. 
. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this section, we indicate some avenues of approach 
suggested by our investigations. These suggestions arose 
largely on an intuitive basis, and are in no particular 
order. 
It is certain that experimentation with weights is 
necessary to implement this algorithm. It appeared that 
no one weighting would produce the best results for all 
Spacelab missions. Perhaps a scheme could be developed 
to give an approximation to the optimal weighting by 
considering the resource profiles of the specific mission. 
The difficulty function could be modified. The 
difficulty function discussed in -the body of this paper 
was motivated by the sum norm on nonnegative vectors. 
That is, if v = (Vt, ... ,vn ) is a nonnegative real vector, 
the sum norm of v 1S defined via 
v l + ... +v n. 
We also experimented with a grading function related to 
the supremum norm 
max 
i 
v: .• 
~ 
The results obtained were equal or slightly less than the 
results described in the previous section. It is rather 
remarkable that a greater difference was not observed. 
Further experimentation is possible. Perhaps the 
Euclidean norm might be investigated. 
The grading function could be modified. For example, 
weights could be assigned to the four parameters involved. 
Also, the grading function does not take into consideration 
the evenness of the scheduling distribution. It would be 
better, for example, if the crew were not completely utilized 
during the first half of the mission and have a lot of unused 
time during the second half. Perhaps some. mechanism might 
be devised to give preference to schedules whose resource 
utilization levels are held fairly constant over the dura-
tion of the mission. 
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An examination of what we shall term a d~amic sort 
scheme was done. In the method described in Cis paper 
no consideration is taken of the fact that a model may 
become more difficult to schedule if models preceding it 
deplete the resources it requires. We implemented the 
following iterative technique to circumvent this phenomena. 
A re-examination of the normalization procedure employed 
shows that most components of the vector were normalized 
by the total amount required by all the models in that 
component. The target components were normalized by the 
total available target time rather than the total target 
time requested. We also experimented with normalizing 
all components by the amount available corresponding to 
each component. With this normalization scheme we imple-
mented the following d~amic sort option. In this scheme 
we would find the most ificult model and then re-normalize 
the remaining vectors by the amounts remaining of the 
various resources, etc. This iterative technique has the 
effect of dynamically increasing the weighting factors on 
those components which are being depleted fastest. We 
then assigned various weighting factors and computed the 
corresponding orderings with and without the dynamic sort 
option. The ordering produced with the dynamic sort option 
consistently produced a schedule inferior to the one pro-
duced without using the dynamic sort. Even in view of 
these results, we feel that investigation along these lines 
might yield superior techniq.ues. 
All of the previous discussions have focused on possible 
ways to improve the method of ordering the models to feed to 
TLP. Our final suggestion arises from limitations impoped 
by the front-loading nature of TLP, and involve factors 
internal to TLP rather than external. With the front-loading 
scheme, a model is scheduled at the earliest possible time. 
This results in a schedule which has no flexibility during 
the first part of the mission. It is fairly certain that 
this period in the mission is very likely to be plagued 
with correction and adjustment factors, and perhaps space 
sickness on the part of the crew. Also, the pieces of 
equipment are scheduled to begin operation at maximum 
capacity and then level off. This makes the execution of 
the mission highly dependent on the Spacelab being able 
to operate at full capacity immediately. The implementation 
of a front- or back-loading option on ESP is largely motivated 
by a desire to avoid this type of scheduling. It would be 
advantageous to schedule each successive model at the "best" 
possible time rather than the earliest or latest. "Best" might 
IX-14 
be defined by scheduling the model at the time during 
the mission which keeps the overall resource-available 
profile the flattest over the duration of the mission. 
If "best" turns out to be impossible to define, it is 
possible that even a random choice among possible 
scheduling times for a model in the sequence might 
result in a superior scheduling method. 
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ABSTRACT 
The principle of continuous flow electrophoresis is 
as follows: a suspension of sample material is introduced 
as a fine, steady stream into a vertical, flowing "curtain" 
of electrolyte. A horizontal d.c. electrical field is 
applied to the curtain. Where a mixture of particles/cells . 
having different electrophoretic mobilities is analyzed, each 
type particle/cell will assume a different, collectable band 
position in the curtain electrolyte. 
The fundamental behavior of the continuous electropho-
retic process in the Beckman Continuous Particle Electrophoresis 
(CPE) System, with flow in the dOvffiward direction, has recently 
been investigated. The purpose of this research is to determine 
the effect of sample concentration on throughput and resolution 
in the CPE System with flow in an upward direction. To maintain 
upward flow of the curtain buffer and sample stream,and to collect 
same, certain modifications to the CPE System were made; these 
also are described. 
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INTRODUCTION 
. " 
As developed by Strickler 5 , Hannig2 and their coworkers, 
continuous flow electrophoresis is a technique for separating 
small amounts of biological material. In this process, a sus-
pension of sample is introduced as a fine, steady stream into a 
vertical, flowing "curtain" of electrolyte. A horizontal d.c. 
field is then applied to the curtain. Where a mixture of particles/ 
cells having different electrophoretic mobilities is analyzed, each 
type particle/cell will assume a different, collectable band posi-
tion in the curtain electrolyte/buffer. 
The fluid containing the particles/cells to be separated moves 
through a thin chamber. The depth of the chamber is dictated by 
a need to suppress temperature gradients within the chamber and by 
a need to reduce chamber wall effects, both of which generate un-
desirable flow characteristics. As a result of these considerations, 
so-called "narrow gap" (0.5 mm -.3.0 mm) chambers lack sufficient 
sample capacity and/or resolving power, particularly with respect 
to separating cell populations. 
OBJECTIVES 
Though it is unlikely to improve resolution, increasing particle/ 
cell concentration in the sample should increase sample throughput. 
However, higher cell concentrations lead to a density mismatch be-
tween sample stream and curtain. buffer. Small amounts of sediment-
ing sample, diluted by the curtain buffer subsequently are rapidly 
displaced within the curtain. This results in broadening of' the 
sample stream and ultimately in poorer resolution at higher sample 
concentrations. . 
Tests conducted by McDonnell-Douglas 6 demonstrated upflow 
machines to be much more sensitive to the described density mis-
match than downflow machines, further limiting sample stream concen-
tration, resolution and throughput of material. 
The objective of this study, then, is to determine the limits 
to throughput and resolution effected by sample concentration in 
the Beckman Continuous Particle Electrophoresis (CPE) System with 
flow in the upward direction. The data may then be compared to 
similar data exacted from the same CPE System, but with flow in 
the downward direction. 
To maintain upward flow of the curtain buffer and sample stream, 
and to collect the sample, certain modifications to the CPE System 
were necessary; these will be described. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
-" 
To regulate and maintain upward flow-of the curtain buffer 
and sample stream; a 0-140 volt output powerstat was used in tandem 
with a variable speed fluid pump. Dilute R-I buffer~ cooled to ~_ 
approximately 4°C was pumped through the curtain flow meter at • 
approximately 28cc/min. with the powers tat set at 90 volts. 
Sample injection was accomplished using a Sage Instruments 
Model 355 Syringe Pump. The sample, contained in a 3 cc syringe 
fitted with a 21 gauge needle and connected to the sample inlet 
tube by a short piece of PVC tubing, was injected into the electro-
phoretic cell at an approximate rate of 1 ml/hr (range 1/100 at 
24.3% flow). To prevent sedimentation of the sample contained in 
the syringe, a small stirring bar was placed within the syringe. 
A magnetic stirrer supported by the syringe pump housing was then 
inverted over the syringe. 
A prototype of the collection system depic~ed by Figures 5 
and 6 facilitated sample collection. The CPE System collecting 
tubes were connected to the collection bench by 10 inch lengths 
of 17 gauge PVC tubing fitted with 18 gauge needles at the tubings 
distal end. The needle-containing tubes were seated in the 48 hole 
array of the collection bench. A 48 testtube fraction collector 
was placed below the collection bench to receive the eluted sample. 
The d.c. field was generated by a Hewlett Packard Model 7l2B 
power supply; 65 volts/em constituted the field for each experi-
mental separation. 
Concentrated R-l buffer was used in the electrode rinse and 
coolant loops. Dilute R-l buffer (800 ml R-l concentrate add-
ed to 1.2 liters of deionized water) was used as curtain buffer. 
-To establish the effect of concentration on throughput and 
resolution in this CPE system, fixed turkey and cow red blood cells 
were used. These cells are stable, well-characterized standards, 
having different electrophoretic mobilities; further, they are 
morphologically distinguishable~. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Two data sets were collected; the first data set consisting 
of seven "runs" at sample concentrations ranging from 5 x 10 7 
cells/ml to 2 x 10 9 cells/ml (Table 1; Figure 3); the second data 
set consisting of eight runs at the aforementioned seven concen-
trations plus one run at a sample concentration of 1.5 x 10 9 cells/ 
mI. A 5-minute stabilizing flow followed by 10 minutes of sample 
collection without (zero) and with (field) voltage applied con-
stitutes a "run". 
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Aliquots of the collected sample were examined microscopi-
cally; recovered cells were counted using an Improved Neubauer 
hemocytometer. Percent recoveries for each cell type and for 
the combined cells were then determined (Table 1). Based on the 
~otal number of recovered cells of each type and of the combined 
cells, percent relative abundances of the recovered cells were ' .• 
determined. This data, plotted for both data sets, is pr'esented 
in Figures 1 and 2 as percent .recovery of fixed cells vs. concen-
tration, and in Figures 3 and 4 as percent relative abundance of ~ 
recovered fixed cells vs. tube number. ~. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Examination of Table 1 (1st data set) and Figure 1 reveals 
that, in general, more cells are recovered at lower concentra-
tions than are recovered at higher concentrations, either with 
(field) or without (zero) voltage applied. This may be explained 
as a sedimentation effect; i.e., higher cell concentrations 
engender a density mismatch between sample stream and curtain 
buffer. Small amounts of sedimenting sample, diluted by the 
curtain buffer subsequently are rapidly displaced within the 
curtain. This results in broadening of the sample stream, "spread-
ing" of cells over a broader range of sample collection test tubes 
(see higher concentrations Tables 2 and 3 and higher concentrations 
Figures 3 and 4) and ultimately to poorer sample resolution. This 
interpretation is supported by the lowered recovery of the larger,' 
heavier turkey cells at higher concentrations (Figure 1) and by 
the enhanced recovery of the smaller, lighter cow cells at higher 
concentrations (also Figure 1). In part, the apparent increased 
recovery of cow cells at higher concentrations is, perhaps, due 
to examining and counting a greater number of sample collection 
test tubes. In general, the datd of Table 1 (2nd data set) and 
Figure 2 also fit this interpretation, but with notable exception: 
the turkey cells do not sediment at higher concentrations. It is, 
perhaps, significant that the electrophoretic cell was coated with 
1% bovine serum albumin, the electrode membranes and electrode 
rinse replaced, and the buffer temperatures lowered to approximately 
40 C between collection of the first and second data sets. These 
measures, taken to improve CPE chamber performance, may have in-
advertently altered the previously noted turkey cell sedimentation 
behavior. 
Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 3 and 4 reveal "spreading" of the 
sample over a widening range of sample collection test tubes with 
increasing concentration. This is especially evident at the 
higher concentrations (1.5 x 10 9 and 2 x 10 9 cells/ml) at which 
the sample stream was observed to "fall back" on the inlet tube; 
periodically, "clouds" of the sample billowed upward in the buffer 
flow apparently being transported more rapidly than cells remaining 
in the sample stream. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
With particular reference to Table 3 and Figure 4, data 
collected after treating the electrophoretic cell as described 
in Discussion of.Results, and with voltage applied, it appears 
that max~um resolution in the Beckman CPE System, with flow in 
. " 
an upward direction, is achieved at concentrations ranging from 
2 x 10 8 cells/ml to 8 x 10 8 cells/mI. The widest peak separation .A .. 
is at 2 x 10 8 cells/ml; however, the sharvest peaks and least over-
lap between cell populations is at 8 x 10 cells/mI. 
Apparently as a result of improved electrophoresis cell per-
formance due to coating the chamber with bovine serum albumin, 
changing the electrode membranes and rinse, and lowering buffer 
temperatures, sedimentation effects attending to higher concen-· 
trations are diminished. 
As measured by recovery of fixed cells, throughput is greatest 
at lower sample concentrations (ranging from 5 x 10 7 to 2 X 10 8 
cells/ml in this study), diminished at moderate concentrations 
(4 x 10 8 to 1 X 10 9 cells/ml) and increasing at higher concentra-
tions (1.5 x 10 9 to 2 X 10 9 cells/ml) although not increasing to 
the higher recov~ry levels noted for lower sample concentrations. 
Throughput as measured by recovery of fixed cells is, then, 
diminished at the concentrations judged most likely to yield 
satisfactory resolution. The "tradeoff" appears to be as follows: 
improved recovery/throughput at the expense of resolution. 
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TABLE 1. RECOVERY OF FIXED CEIlS AT INDICATED C<N:EN1'RATI.rn wrm (FIElD) AND 
wrmour (ZERO) VOLTAGE APPLIED FOR FIRST (1) AND SEaJND (2) DATA SETS 
Field Zero 
Goncentraticn Data ~RecaH"Aoy 70 .y (Cel1s/ML) Set canb. ']'o....-lr","U CoW' UIIID. 'l't.1rkey 
7 
5 x 10 - 1 87.22 n.4 98.04 92.88 108.36 
2 76.38 64.06 89.7 98.56 118.28 
1 x 108 1 65.79 69.66 61.92 74.82 98.04 
2 68.99 81.32 56.67 70.22 86.24 
2 x 108 1 74.18 83.84 64.5 81.27 81.28 
2 69.61 80.08 59.14 53.59 46.82 
4 x 108 1 55.15 57.4 52.88 53.86 50.96 
2 43.12 35.72 50.52 43.12 37.58 
8 x 108 1 48.86 45.8 51.92 42.73 42.24 
2 48.05 53.9 42.2 30.18 32.64 
1 x 109 1 50.31 37.66 62.96 39.22 28.9 
2 29.81 15.28 44.36 48.17 28.08 
1.5 x 109 2 54.7 71.95 37.45 27.6 31.7 
2 x 109 1 53.66 26.44 80.88 41.34 29.02 
2 58.27 60.98 55.56 54.45 53.1 
x-u 
... 
.1'1 
'. 
~ 
n.4 
78.84 
51.6 
54.2 
81.28 
60.36 
56.76 
48.66 
43.22 
27.72 
49.44 
68.26 
23.48 
53.66 
55.8 
~ ~ 
TABlE 2. PERCf.Nl' REIATlVE ABUNDANCE OF RECOVERED CEI..U3 BY 'lUBE Nm1BER AT INDICA.TED CCNCENl'RATION (CEI.LS/ML.) wrrn 
(FIElD) AND wrnwr (ZERO) VOLTAGE APPLIED FIRSI' DATA SEl' 
5 X 10' 1 X lOB 2 X lOB 4 X 108 
nr ~ COW Turkey Cow 'furkey COW 1UiKey Cow zero Field Zero Field Zero Fl.eld Zero. Fl.eld Zero F~eld Zero Fl.eld Zero F~eld Zero Fl.eld 
-
21 0 
22 13.33 0 
23 13.33 . 0 7.41 
24 46.67 10.53 14.82 0 0 
25 13.33 10.53 40.74 4.17 . 0 2.00 0 0 
26 13.33 31.58 29.63 11.11 7.69 3.08 31.46 1.22 
27 '0 42.10 7.41 29.63 32.31 a 61.80 4.88 
28 4.76 5.26 0 40.74 53.85 2.00 6.74 51.22 
29 0 0 0 a 4.62 29.23 0 0 35.37 
30 4.76 20.00 0 3.70 1.54 24.62 1.27 a 7.32 
31 57.14 33.33 0 5.00 a a 15.38 35.44 35.23 0 
32 19.05 40.00 26.32 20.00 3.18 1.54 a 58.23 60.23 
33 14.29 0 57.90 55.00 31. 75 31.75 5.06 4.54 
34 0 6.67 15.79 10.00 49.21 56.92 0 0 
35 0 0 10.00 15.87 9.23 
36 0 a a 
- -
, 
N 
.... , 
>< 
· . 
TABlE 2: PERCENI' ~ ABUNDANCE OF tmcoVERED CELLS BY WEE NUMBER AT INDICATED CONCF.:NrRATIOO (CEILS/M.L.) 
(Cent 'd) wrm (FIW» AND Wl'IlWI' (ZERO) VOLTAGE APPLIED FIRST Il/\TA SET 
-8 X 108 1 X 109 1.5 X 10~ 2 X 109 
rn;e 01. u. ,Nt;; I Cow Tu:~kev Cow 'furkev Cow Turkev Cow zero 'l"1eld zero F1eLCf Zero Field Zero Fl.eld Zero Field Zero Fl.eld Zero Field Zero 
14 0 
15 0.98 
16 0.49 
17 ~ ~ 0 0.49 0 18 Cll Cll 0.44 0 0.24 
19 CIl CIl 0 0.49 0.48 (1j (1j 
20 ~ ~ l.33 0.49 1.20 
21 0 ~ ~ 1.33 l.46 0.48 
22 2.74 ~ ~ 0.89 5.85 l.20 
23 (j 13.70 0 CIl (/) 0.44 10.73 0.96 .~ I-r 
24 0 0.62 31.51 0.82 'r-! 0.44 29.27 0.24 ~ ~ 
25 8.45 0.62 30.82 14.34 § s:: 0 20.98 0.24 
26 42.96 0.62 14.38 31.97 'r-! .~ 0 17.56 0 
27 42.25 6.83 6.16 32.79 ~ ~ 0 7.32 0.96 ~ (1j 28 6.33 55.28 0 0.68 16.80 ~ Jj 0.44 2.93 0.72 
29 0 0 36.02 0.89 0 0 3.28 ~ S l.33 0.98 0 
30 1.53 0 0 0.89 0.52 0 8 § 0.89 0 l.44 31 12.21 8.21 31.25 40.62 CJ CJ 2.67 3.36 
32 61.83 63.43 64.29 56.77 (/) (/) 9.78 6.49 
33 24.43 , 28.36 2.68 1.56 :E :fi 31.56 30.05 34 0 0 0 0.52 ~ 35.11 34.13 ~ ~ 35 0 CJ CJ 10.22 11.54 
36 Cll Cll 2.22 2.64 r-! r-! 
37 r-! r-! 0.44 2.16 0 8 38 CJ 0 0 ~ ~ 39 8 8 0.44 0.24 40 0 1.20 
"'d ~ .r-! -~ 
..,o,l 
Fl.eld 
0.32 
0.16 
0.96 
7.18 
25.52 
24.88 
24.88 
14.20 
1.91 
0.32 
0 
0.16 
0 
--
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
, 
I 
M 
.-I 
I 
:>< 
Table 3. PERCENT RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF RECOVERED CELLS BY TUBE NUMBER AT INDICATED 
CONCENTRAT",N (CELLS/ML.) WITH (FIELD) AND WITHOUT (ZERO) VOLTAGE APPLIED: 
SECOND bATA~ET. 
5 x 107 1 x lOB 2 x lOS 4 x lOS 
trube TURKEY COW TURKEY COW TURKEY COW TURKEY COW 
II zero field zero fleld zero field zero neld zero field zero field zero field zero field 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 , 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 0 
24 0 3.08 
25 7.69 0 13. S5 0 
26· 23.08 9.09 0 43.0S 0 1. 72 
27 46.15 0 42.42 8.70 21.54 2.0S 36.21 0 
28 23.0B 6l~ 11 36.36 17.39 lS.46 31.25 4S.2S 3.66 
29 0 27.78 0 9.09 34.78 0 47.92 13.79 39.02 
30 11.11 2.86 3.03 0 39.l3 16.67 0 46.34 
31 0 0 5.71 0 18.18 0 0 0 2.0S 0 10.98 
32 0 4.17 45.71 50.00 7.S9 6.12 
-
0 1.27 0 
33 56.25 50.00 42.86 31.82 36.S4 18.37 16.40 16.46 
34 37 .. 5 45.83 2.B6 0 36.S4 53.06 70.49 59.49 
35 6.25 0 0 18.42 22.45 13.11 22.7S 
36 
-
0 0 0 0 
37 
38 
I 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
I 
I 
..;:t 
..... 
I 
>< 
': o~ 
8 X 108 1 x 109 
:ube TURKEY COW TURKEY COW 
#I zero field zero leld zero field zero field 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
-
24 1.12 
25 0 0 
26 2.29 0 0 
27 14.86 11.29 0 
28 . 62.86 0 ~1. 62 0.56 
29 15.,43 5.84 ~4.19 0.25 
30 4.57 .65.69 2.90 27.53 
31 0 22.63 0 35.39 
32 0 0 5.11 0 0 32.58 
33 4.72 8.89 0 1.75 2.89 1.12 
34 83.02 68.89 0.73 22.81 26.35 0.56 
35 
- - -
62.28 57.04 '0 
36 12.26 20.00 12.28 12.64 
37 0 2.22 0.88 1.08 
38 . 0 0 0 
39 
40 
--~--~. 
1.Sx109 
TURKEY COW 
zero field zero field 
0 
0.68 
0.46 
0 
0 0 
0.91 0.88 
2.28 0.44 
5.48 0 
20.78 0 
26.94 1. 75 
18.95 11.84 
17.35 23.25 
0 4.57 0 26.75 
10.35 1.37 3.50 29.39 
1.04 0 27.27 3.07 
0.52 0.23 ll.89 2.19 
0 0 3.50 0 
56.48 37.76 0.44 
26.42 13.29 0 
1.04 2.10 
2.07 0 
2.07 0.70 
0 0 
2 x 109 
TURKEY COW 
zero field zero field 
0 
0.20 
0.81 
0.40 
0.81 
0 1.62 
0.23 4.24 0 0 
0.23 15.35 0.44 0.22 
3.02 23.03 2.43 1.33 
10.90 45.66 12.58 2.42 
25.99 7.68 25.39 45.23 
34.34 0.20 30.46 29.49 
19.95 0 22.52 9.76 
5.10 6.18 1. 55 
0.23 0 0 
-
i 
I 
11'\ 
.-4 
I 
X 
Figure 1. Percent Recovery of Fixed Cells vs. Concentration with (Field) 
and without (Zero) Voltage Applied: First Data Set. 
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Figure 2. Percent Recovery of Fixed Cells vs. Concentration with (Field) 
and without (Zero) Voltage Applied: Second Data Set. 
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, Figure 3. Percent Relative Abundance of Recovered Fixed Cells vs. 
Tube Number at Indicated Concentration With (Field) and 
Without (Zero) Voltage Applied: First Data Set. 
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ABSTRACT 
With the advent of the Space Transportation System it will be possible to service 
equipment in space. In particular the effect of a maintenance capability for the 
Geosynchronous Platform (GSP) needs to be examined. Because of the size and 
complexity of the GSP, analytic results in this area are beyond reach. Hence a 
simulation study comparing various maintenance routines appears to be the most 
fruitful approach. The purpose of this report is to outline the basic model which 
will be used to conduct such a study. Information is included on the computer 
model and maintenance. A sample system is also modeled. 
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1. Introduction 
With the advent of the space transportation system NASA will be able to 
implement a new approach to the reliability of space missions. Rather than 
build for the mission life from the start it will be possible to visit spacecraft 
for the purpose of servicing the equipment. The Geosynchronous Platform (GSP) 
provides a particularly good example of the possibilities of this service for two 
reasons: (1) GSP will have an extended mission life, 10 to 16 years, requiring 
heavy redundance costs if maintenance is not available and (2) GSP will serve 
the communications industry with projected increases in demand over the course 
of the mission, thus the ability to increase capability is a valuable option. 
An analysis of service for GSP is to be carried out to determine if 
maintenance is a viable concept and to aid in the scheduling of such if it proves 
feasible. One approach to this problem is to seek an analytic solution by 
techniques in decision analysis, such as in [1]. The size of this problem however 
precludes such an analysis (see for example the" small" sample system in 
Chapter 3). A numerical approach to the same problem can be developed by 
means of simulation. 
Since the problem of maintenance will arise in other settings besides 
GSP it is useful to develop a general simulation method. Such a method should 
allow for the incorporation of special features which arise in individual problems 
such as the need to increase capacity that is an important part of the GSP. This 
method should be able to accept different mission types and different maintenance 
policies and produce data which indicate which policies are better. 
This report is a preliminary one on work done to develop such a general 
method. The method is based on earlier work of Dr. J. Steincamp of the 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Specific details of the method may be found in [3]. 
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2. Objectives 
The immediate objective is to construct a simulation model which can 
be used for an analysis of maintenance for the GSP. It is required to find out 
if maintenance is an economic approach and if so how it should be carried out. 
A more general objective is to develop a method which can answer the 
above questions for many different space missions. The method is to accept 
as input the particular system and be capable of running the system through a 
mission life with different maintenance policies. 
This report contains an overview of such a method. The system model 
is described and illustrated, the basic concepts of a simulation pass are detailed 
and sections on failures and maintenance are included. 
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3. The System Model 
3. 1 Introduction 
An operating, physical system may be considered from many points 
of view. For the purpose of a maintenance simulation two such points of view 
are required. When a piece of equipment fails it must be replaced, so its 
location and accessibility are important. Hence a geometric or physical model 
of the system which details the replacement relationships among the parts is 
necessary. More over, in order to carry out a program of part failures on the 
system, it is necessary to have a model of the system's functional or operational 
mode. 
The operation of the system requires that a physical part fail, the opera-
tional effects of this failure be carried out and a determination of the need for 
maintenance of the system be checked. Hence the physical and operational 
models must be interrelated. The interrelation will be carried out at the most 
elementary level of the system by identifying the individual parts which fail, 
called items, with the lowest level operations carried out by the system, called 
basic functions. Hence forth the dual nature of these items/basic functions will 
be emphasized by the name IBF. Thus an IBF can be considered either as a 
specific physical part which supports a basic function of the system or as a basic 
operation which is performed by some physical item. 
3.2 The Physical Model 
Inspace fine tuning of systems will not be available in the foreseeable 
future. Rather, when a part fails some package which contains the failed part 
will be replaced. This package may contain other parts which have failed as 
well as good ones. Such a package is called a module. More generally, a 
module is a replaceable or stockable unit which may contain both items and 
other modules (sub modules). Each item belongs to same, smallest module. 
A module which contains only items is called a simple module, one which con-
tains only other modules is called pure and a module which is neither simple 
nor pure is called mixed. The smallest module which can be used to replace 
the failed item is said to contain the item. 
In a physical system with planned redundancy there will be many instances 
of duplication. Identical parts will be used in various places and essentially 
similar but distinct modules will be used for replacement purposes. Although 
duplicate items will have the same failure distributions, the randomness of the 
actual failures requires that each physical part be individually represented in 
the computer model. As a result replacement must be performed and recorded 
for each module rather than on the classes of similar types. 
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On the other hand it is desirable to take advantage of the similarities 
among the items and modules for efficient input of the system. For instance 
if only separate types of items and modules must be entered in the computer 
a good deal of labor can be saved. Also the identification of these duplicates 
can streamline ordering, packing and inventory procedures and costs. This 
identification is established by the concept of generic items and modules. The 
es sential features of each type of item and module are entered into the machine 
and these types are referred to as generic. The specific items are then 
identified with the basic functions of the ope rational model to form the actual 
IBF's which form the base of the system. It is the IBF's which actually fail 
according to the failure rule prescribed for each generic item. The actual 
physical instances of the modules are created by the computer as copies of the 
appropriate generic module. Records of maintenance are kept for specific 
modules. 
One further feature regarding the physical model of the system is usefu1. 
When an IBF fails there are several possibilities for replacement. The IBF may 
already be scheduled for replacement because it is contained in some module 
which is to be replaced as a previous failure or because its containing module is 
a submodule of same module scheduled for replacement. In this case the failure 
is noted but no adjustment need be made to the list of modules to be replaced. On 
the other hand if the module containing the IBF was not previously scheduled for 
replacement it is necessary to add it to the list of modules to be replaced. More-
over any module previously scheduled for replacement whose replacement will be 
included with the new module should be removed from this list. This procedure 
is accomplished by distinguishing between kitted and packed modules. A packed 
module is any module which is scheduled for replacement, either of its own right 
or because it is contained in some such module. A module is kitted only if it is 
to be replaced in its own right. Thus, if a module not on the packed list'must 
be replaced, it is to be added to the kitted list, any module which will be replaced 
with it is removed from the kitted list and all such modules are put on the packed 
list. 
3. 3 The Operational Model 
Each system has one overall mission or function to perform. This function 
is accomplished by subfunctions each of which contributes something to the opera-
tion of the whole system. Usually, each subfunction can be divided further into 
functions whose composition is the subfunction. This proces s of dividing functions 
into lower level functions until functions which are performed by the basic items 
of the physical model are reached. These functions, which are called basic 
functions, are identified with the physical items that perform them and form the 
IBF's upon which the system rests. Thus the operational mode of the system 
modeled by a treegraph. The nodes correspond to the various functions with the 
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root node representing the overall system function and the terminal nodes the 
IBF's. 
Each function has a set of attributes which are used for defining the 
system state, processing failures and keeping records. The tree like structure 
of the system is defined by the attributes chief and base. The chief of a function 
is the immediate superior of that function in the tree while the base is the set 
of immediate subordinates of the function. The duty cycle of a function is that 
proportion of its chief's operating time which it must operate while the condition 
indicates if the function exists, is online, in standby or has failed. For the 
purpose of implementing failures, several attributes such as figure of merit, 
reserve and a user defined index are useful (these are illustrated in the section 
on failures). Attributes such as operating life, on line time, number of times 
failed and time to first failure are useful for record keeping and statistics 
gathering. Each basic function also has a set of failure distributions which are 
used to cause failure events (see the section on failures). 
3.4 A Sample Model 
Some of the preceeding concepts are illustrated by the sample model 
with function tree as displayed in Figures 1-4 and module definitions as in 
Table 1. This model is for a simplified GSP type system with 119 IBF's, 
5 generic modules and 200 functions. Note that in this model several of the 
modules contain only one IBF and since there is no nesting of modules the 
distinction between kitted and packed modules does not arise. Each node of the 
function tree is identified by name and initial duty cycle modifier. Failure rules 
are included for the non basic functions. The failure distributions for the IBF' s 
are indicated in Table 2. 
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* There will be three XPDRSETs, one in each XPDRGROUP. 
Each XPDRSET will start with 5 channels (subfunctions) in on 
condition and one in ready condition. A channel is switched 
from ready to on if (a) one of the other 5 subfunctions of its 
chief fails or (b) a channel fails in some other XPDRSET and 
no backup is left in that set. The XPDRSET will stay on as 
long as at least one of its channels is on. 
FIGURE 2 
XPDR GROUP TREE - SAMPLE SYSTEM 
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* duty cycle is 66% until 
first failure then 100%. 
MODULE NUMBER NEEDED WEIGHT (Kgs) 
XPDR GROUP 3 5.2 
RCVR PK 1 2.1 
IRA 1 3.4 
FHST 4 1. 2 
RW 3 5.1 
Payload Capacity of tug is 7.0 Kgs. 
Minimum Capability of system is to be 15 channels over a 10 year life. 
De sired statis tic s are 
1. time average of on line capacity (# of transponders) 
2. time to first maintenance 
3. number of times maintenance scheduled due to weight 
4. number of times maintenance scheduled due to capability 
5. sample mean and variance for the randum variables 
a. pass duration 
b. tug payload weight 
TABLE 1 
SAMPLE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS 
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NAME NUMBER NEEDED F AlLURE DISTRIBUTION 
TDA, AMP & ATTN 36 Expon, .488, .0488 
TWT, AMP & ISOL 36 Expon, 2.795, • 2795>.'< 
RFSW, MVX, F L TR & ISOL 18 Expon, .811, .0811 
TDA 6 Expon, .4, .04 
TDAB 4 Expon, 1. 811, .1181 
LOC OSC 4 Expon, 1. 6, .16 
DRIRU 4 Expon, 15.0 
RFSW 3 Expon, .025 
FHST 3 Expon, 4.411, .4411 
RW 3 Expon, 15.0 
RCVR, INL, SW & FLTR 2 Expon, .095, 
* Also a drop dead time of 26j298 hours 
TABLE 2 
IBF DEFINITIONS FOR SAMPLE SYSTEM 
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4. The Simulation Model 
4. 1 Introduction 
As previously indicated, the complexity of this problem suggests an 
analysis by simulation. For this purpose, the operation of the system across 
time is best modeled by a discrete event approach with two basic events - fail-
ure and maintenance of the system. Various languages are available for such 
a simulation. In particular, the language SLAM with its discrete event capability 
and its built-in use of FORTRAN is appropriate in this context (See [2 ]). 
Each overall simulation run will consist of introducing a particular model 
of the physical system, together with a maintenance policy, demand function and 
mission lifetime. The system is then run through many passes, each pas s cor-
responding to one mission and the model is re-initialized before each pass. 
Statistics are compiled at the end of each pass and after the last pass a report 
is printed. Items of interest typically include the time to first maintenance, 
total number of maintenance trips for each pass, average capability of the system, 
etc. The remainder of this section will treat PASS, the subroutine package which 
completes each simulation pass. The problem of loading the system model is a 
significant one and has not yet been fully developed - see the section on recom-
mendations and conclusions. 
4.2 PASS 
The PASS routine sets the system in initial condition, schedules failures 
of IBF's, carries out failures, schedules maintenance, when required, performs 
maintenance, increases capability in response to demand, terminates the mission 
and keeps records. 
Several assumptions about the computer model need to be detailed. The 
model is to be capable of increasing the system capability in response to demand. 
This is done by building the model to its full size at the beginning and introducing 
a condition DOES NOT EXIST for excess equipment. This equipment is then 
"brought into existence" during maintenance missions as it is needed. Additionally, 
some procedure must be chosen for terminating a pass. The standard procedure 
for this method will be to discontinue maintenance when the mis sion horizon is 
reached and then to terminate the mission when the system figure of merit drops 
to some cutoff point. 
Table 3 gives the basic flow ideas of PASS and its major subroutines. 
These ideas are amplified in the pages following Table 3. 
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FAIL 
IMPACT 
STAT 
TIME TO FAIL 
SMAINT 
PASS 
INITIALIZE 
SAMPLE 
TIME TO FAIL 
FAIL 
MAINT 
DEMAND 
MAX TIME 
STAT 
MAINT 
STORE 
HEAL 
MODIFIED FAIL 
ADDON 
SAMPLE 
TIME TO FAIL 
STAT 
TABLE 3 
DEMAND 
TURN ON 
UPDATE 
SDEMAND 
TIME TO FAIL 
STAT 
FLOW IDEAS FOR PASS AND ITS MAJOR SUBROUTINES 
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INITIALIZE 
SAMPLE 
TIME TO FAIL 
FAIL 
MAINT 
DEMAND 
MAX TIME 
STAT 
IMPACT 
SMAINT 
STORE 
HEAL 
MODIFIED FAIL 
Sets the model into its initial condition at the start 
of each pass, each IBF is set to its proper starting 
condition, duty cycles are computed. 
Input is a set of IBFl s, output is the time to fail in 
on-line (TTFO) and standby (TTFS) modes for each 
IBF in the input set. 
Input is a set of IBF1s, output is the time to next 
failure for this IBF (see section on Failures for 
details ). 
An event subroutine which carries out the details of 
a failure (see Table 3 and below). 
An event subroutine which carries the details of 
maintenance (see Table 3 and below). 
An event subroutine which carries out the details of 
"creating" new capacity for the GSP (see Table 3 
and below). 
When the mission horizon is reached this routine 
terminate s all maintenance and sets a test for 
mis sion termination. 
A general routine which uses the SLAM statistics 
collection capability to record desired statistics. 
Uses actions to carry out the effect of failures on 
the function trees (see section on Failures). 
Uses a given maintenance policy to test the need for 
maintenance and to schedule maintenance when required. 
Keeps the current records of those failed IBF1s which 
will not be replaced during the current maintenance. 
Similar to initialize, however, all functions, including 
those which have been added in response to demand, 
are set to their initial state. 
A reduced ve rsion of FAIL, this routine refails all 
IBF whose records have been saved in STORE, no 
records are kept and no new failure times are required. 
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ADD ON 
TURN ON 
UPDATE 
SDEMAND 
All equipment which is "delivered" on the current 
maintenance mission is "brought into existence" and 
statistics gathering is started. 
New equipment is brought on-line in response to 
increasing demand. 
The system definition which is used to HEAL the 
system for maintenance is brought up to date. 
The known demand curve is used to schedule the 
next DEMAND. 
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5. Failures 
5. 1 IBF Failures 
In general, each IBF has a failure distribution with known parameters. 
Sample time to fail are drawn from this distribtuion for both on-line (TTFO) and 
standby (TTFS) modes. The proportion of on-line time (i. e., the duty cycle), d. , 
is then used to project the time to fail in each mode. The Red Life Method of 
failure is assumed here (see [4 , page 16]) so that the minimum of these pro-
rated times is used as the time to next failure (TTF) of the IBF. Thus, 
TTF = MIN t TTFO/e4. , TTFS/(I- ~) f 
Variations of this rule occur when the IBF will not fail in standby mode, TTFS = 
when it is on, ~ = 1, or off, d\ = 0, over an entire interval or when a drop dead 
time (DDT) requires that the item must fail after a fixed time. These variations 
are handled by adding or dropping terms in the preceeding formula. 
I some other IBF fails first, say after A T time units, then the failure 
times are adjusted by: 
TTFO = TTFO - ~(6 T), TTFS = TTFS - (1-0()(~ T), DDT = DDT- (6 T) 
where ~ is the duty cycle of the preceding period. The computation then proceeds 
as before. 
5. 2 Failure Propagation 
When an IBF fails, a message announcing this failure must be transmitted 
to its chief. The chief must then react to this message, perhaps issuing Qrders to 
its subordinates or send messages further up the function tree. This process must 
be repeated at each function which receives a mes sage until all effects of the original 
failure are carried out. 
These messages are delivered by means of actions. An action is an inter-
nally generated message which includes an ORIGIN (the originating function), a 
TARGET (the receiving function) and a CMD/CAUSE (a command to change state 
if the action is directed to a subordinate, a cause if the action is directed to 
a chief). 
Several assumptions are made concerning actions. First among these is 
the assumption that no function will issue a command to a subordinate unless the 
subordinate is capable of carrying out the command. Another is that downward 
actions are always carried out before an upward action. (Actions are filed in a 
last in - first out set called ACTS). 
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5. 3 A Standard Failure Rule 
Let F be a function with a n/( ~ + m) failure rule. That is, F has (st + n) 
identical subordinates and requires that n be in an up condition for F to be up. 
Further, in the initial state 9. of the subordinates are up ( Sl ~ n) and m have 
condition ready. The first m failures have no effect on the operation of F, the 
next l-n failures each cause a decrease in the figure of merit of F while the 
(~+ m - n + l)th failure causes F to fail. The attributes INDEX, FOM and 
RESERVE are used as follows: INDEX is a user-defined index which assigns 
to each subordinate of F an integer such that in the initial state the first t sub-
ordinates are up and the last m are ready; FOM is the figure of merit of F, if F 
is up FOM(F) is the number of subordinates which are on, otherwise FOM(F)=O; 
RESERVE is a pointer which indicates the lowest index of a subordinate in a ready 
state, when no such subordinates remain, RESERVE is set to zero. Thus, if 
FOM(F) ~ N, and S is a subordinate of F, then INDEX(S) is less than RESERVE(F) 
if COND(S) = UP and greater than or equal to RESERVE(F) if COND(S) = READY. 
The function F can receive two kinds of notices: a failure notice from a subordinate 
or a notice to go to a ready state from its chief. The next several tables outline 
the flow ideas in these two cases. 
5.4 A Special Failure Rule 
In the sample system of section 3, the XPDRSET's have a special failure 
rule. Each XPDRSET starts with six channels, five on-line and one standby. 
When a first channel fails, the standby, if still available, is turned on. When a 
second fails, the XPDRSET forwards an action to its chief asking that a channel 
in some other set be turned on if any standbys are left in the system. This can 
be implemented by using the figure of merit for each XPDRSET to be the number 
of channels on-line and the reserve to be the number in standby mode. The same 
meanings are attached to the attributes for each XPDR GROUP while the attributes 
of ME are the sum of the attributes of all these XPDR GROUPS. 
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~ 
1-1 
1-1 
(Xl 
* a failure message has been received by F from subordinate S 
IF FOM(F)=O THEN RETURN 
ELSE 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
IF FOM(F )=N THEN GO TO FAIL 
ELSE 
IF RESERVE(F)=O THEN FOM(F)=FOM(F)-l 
ELSE 
IF INDEX(S) "7 RESERVE(F) THEN RETURN 
ELSE 
IF THERE IS A T IN BASE(F) WITH 
COND(T) = READY AND INDEX(T):> 
RESERVE(F) THEN 
IF RESERVE(F) <. INDEX(S) THEN CREATE 
AN AC TION AS FOLLOWS 
TARGET (ACTION) = RESERVE(F) 
ORIGIN (ACTION) = F 
CMD (ACTION) = UP 
FILE ACTION IN ACTS 
RESERVE(F) = INDEX OF FIRST MEMBER 
OF BASE WITH COND = READY 
ELSE 
IF RESERVE(F)<'INDEX(S) THEN CREATE 
$ AN AC TION AS FOLLOWS 
TARGET (ACTION = RESERVE(F) 
ORIGIN (ACTION) = UP 
FILE AC TION IN AC TS 
RESERVE(F) = 0 
RETURN 
. TABLE 4 
* this failure occurred when F was not up 
* this caused F to fail 
~< no standby left, F does not fail 
~< a stanby beyond the pointer failed 
~< at least two standbys before the failure 
* failure was on-line, turn on first standby 
':< move pointer to next standby 
,!< RESERVE(F) is only standby 
':< failure was on-line, turn on reserve 
,!< no reserves left 
STANDARD FAILURE RULE 
>< H 
..... 
-.0 
* the FAlL part of the standard failure rule 
FAlL: 
COND(F) = FAIL 
FOM(F) = 0 
CREA TE AN AC TION AS FOLLOWS 
TARGET (ACTION) = CHIEF(F) 
ORIGIN (AC TION) = F 
CAUSE (ACTION) = FAIL 
FILE ACTION IN ACTS 
$ 
FOR EACH SIN BASE(F) WITH COND = UP 
CREA TE AN AC TION AS FOLLOWS 
TARGET (ACTION) = S 
ORIGIN (ACTION) = F 
CMD (AC TION) = READY 
FILE ACTION IN ACTS 
RETURN 
TABLE 5 
FAIL 
~:c adjust attributes of F 
~:c send action to chief 
~:c send action to all subfunctions which are up 
x 
...... 
N 
o 
* F is sent an action to go to ready state 
COND(F) = READY 
FOM(F) = 0 
FOR EACH S IN BASE(F) WITH COND = UP 
$ CREATE AN ACTION AS FOLLOWS 
TARGET (ACTION) = S 
ORIGIN (AC TION) = F 
CMD (AC TION) = READY 
. FILE AC TION IN AC TS 
RETURN 
* adjust attribute of F 
~~ send action to all subordinates which are up 
TABLE 6 
DOWNWARD ACTIONS FOR STANDARD FAILURE RULE 
6. Maintenance Policies 
6. 1 Introduction 
It is assumed that demand, D, for the GSP capacity will increase as a 
function of time and that the demand is known in advance. The minimUIn acceptable 
capacity, MC, is typically of the form D + constant where the constant is a 
"cushion" designed to avoid penalty costs. The nominal capacity, NC, is a 
desirable level for ordinary purposes. As time increases NC - MC will typically 
decrease (refer to Figure 5). 
At the initial time of the mission, capacity will be NC (0). As time in-
creases failures will occur. Some of these failures will be in the support system 
and will not cause any decrease in capacity, others will cause such a decrease. 
For example, in Figure 5 the broken line gives the actual capacity of the system 
(AC). Capacity failures occur at points 1 and 3, subsystem failures at 2 and 4. 
The intent of the simulation is to minimize the cost of maintenance. In 
order to do this, two sources of cost are considered: (1) the cost of the delivery 
system, and (2) the inventory cost of delivering capacity before it is needed. The 
major cost of the delivery system is independent of payload size, thus a trip with 
less than full payload is inefficient. There exists one or more size limits on the 
payload (e. g •• weight, volume) and these are grouped under the heading size limit. 
When the first of these is reached, the payload is full. It is never possible to fly 
with a payload in which the size limit is exceeded. 
The inventory cost is kept small by keeping the capacity between the 
minimal and nominal capacity. Because penalties occur when the capacity is 
below the minimum the requirement AC ~ MC will be enforced. Thus, whenever 
the payload is full or the actual capacity drops to the minimum, a service mission 
is scheduled. Since it is desirable to keep the payload as large as possible and 
the capacity as close to nominal capacity as possible, two different policies arise. 
It is assumed that there exists a supply list which contains, in the order needed, 
the items necessary to bring the mission to nominal capacity. 
6. 2 Size Constrained Policy 
When a failure occurs the proper replacement parts are loaded and a test 
is made to determine if the size limit has been reached. If so, the service mission 
is launched. If the size limit has not been reached, the current value of AC is com-
pared to MC. If AC = MC all available space is filled with modules from the supply 
list and the mission is launched. Under this policy, a service mission always flys 
a full payload but no relation between AC and NC can be drawn. 
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6. 3 Capacity Constrained Policy 
When a failure occurs the proper replacement parts are loaded and so are 
those items on the supply list which will bring the capacity up to NC at the time of 
failure. Size and capacity tests are then checked to see if a mission should be 
launched at the current time. If a size limit is not reached before the actual 
capacity drops to MC, the launch then takes place when AC = MC. This approach 
always brings the actual capacity of the system up to the nominal capacity but 
may produce less than full payloads. 
6.4 An Additional Problem 
Since failures come at distinct points in time with discrete jumps in 
capacity (and corresponding payload) it may be that at some point the payload is 
below the size li.m.it and AC is above MC, however, at the next failure either AC 
is less than MC or the payload is greater than the size limit. Since mini.m.al 
capacity is demand plus a cushion, the mission should be flown at once with no 
change of plans if AC falls below MC. In the case that payload has exceeded the 
size liInit, a problem arises since the size limit is an absolute constraint, the 
mission cannot be flown if it is violated. In this case, the procedure will be to 
remove the last package(s) which caused the limit to be exceeded, mark these 
packages as first on the next service mission and fly the current mission. 
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-----------
TIME 
FIGURE 5 
CAPACITY CURVES 
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---------
NC 
----~ MC 
D 
7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The probleIl1. of maintenance of space missions is a serious one and the 
method outlined herein is a useful tool for approaching this problem. The 
particular problem of GSP maintenance is a significant one and will be a good 
test of the method. 
Development of tools to solve the GSP problem, starting with the sample 
system of Chapter 3, 'will provide significant progress toward the general method. 
Among the problems which arise in the iInplementation of the method one 
in particular deserves special study. Just as many modules have the same 
features and can be built into the computer model by the generic module concept, 
so to many functions one duplicates. A concept of generic function would be 
useful in this respect (one estimate is that the final GSP model will have 30 
identical XPDR GROUPs rather than the 3 of the simple system). In the general 
case it cannot be assumed that identical.basic functions will belong to the same 
module types. Thus any concept of generic function must allow for the placement 
of specific IBF's in different modules. 
It is recommended that work on this problem continue in two directions. 
First that a simulation package actually be built and run for GSP and second 
that work on the general method continue beyond the GSP version of this problem. 
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Professor of Mathematics 
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Atlanta, Georgia 
ABSTRACT 
A spherical model of the general circulation of the Earth's 
atmosphere is planned for Spacelab. In order to provide adequate 
SUpport for the experiment, analytical and numerical studies and 
simulations must be done. Therefore, an analysis of an earlier 
effort by Joseph Pedlosky in the area of spherical modeling of 
geophysical fluid flow is examined. Possible extension of his work 
is considered and alternative approaches suggested. Recommenda-
tions are made for future investigations. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
magnitude of the angular velocity vector 
R radius of inner sphere 
D distance between inner and outer spheres 
kinematic viscosity 
velocity scale factor 
'\J 
E ~ iZD"'" Ekman number 
6T temperature difference between inner and outer spheres 
coefficient of thermal expansion 
thermal diffusivity 
Prandtl number 
g gravitational constant 
A ~qbbr ~ 
,.... := it rt!p..f;' thermal Rossby number l:. ~ S ) 
T temperature (scaled) 
p pres sure (s caled) 
f density 
aspect rates 
u eastward velocity (scaled) 
northward velocity (scaled) 
vertical velocity (scaled) 
XII-:-3 
If longitude 
€) latitude 
----, 
fA- -= V ~ II2w~el 
} ') e / {) IV'-. f:J e. 
'1'" -I, ~ L.. 0 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
When the Space Shuttle becomes operational some of the flights will take 
into orbit a laboratory known as Spacelab. A principal use of Spacelab will 
be the exploitation of the low gravity environment of the shuttle for scientific 
and technological investigations~ In particular, it will be possible to per-
form geophysical fluid flow model experiments in true spherical geometry. 
A radial dielectric body fOrce, which is analogous to gravity, can be 
achieved over a volume of liquid held between two concentric spheres. 
However on the Earth's surface the dielectric force cannot be made large 
enough to dominate the effect of terrestrial gravity. Hence the low-gravity 
environment of Spacelab is the ideal location for these experiments. 
In order to adequately design the experiment for Spacelab, preliminary 
theoretical and numerical work must be done. Specifically, the scientific 
design program for the Atmospheric General Circulation Experiment (AGCE) 
requires that some baroclinic stability studies in spherical geometry be 
tackled. This can be done only after a basic state has been established. 
Simplified models must be used since otherwise the equations are non-
separable. 
The particular task here is the extension of some previous work done 
in spherical geometry by Joseph Pedlosky to the specific case of interest 
in AGeE. This involves changing the boundary conditions under which the 
basic equations are to be solved. For simplicity the linear, axially 
symmetric steady state solution is sought. 
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2. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS. 
The general governing equations for an incompressible fluid in 
dimensional form are 
The Momentum Equation 
(jJf; V + ( V" V) V + ,,-..!).,:x. V 
The Thermodynamic Equation 
?iT +cv·v)-i v<.v·~-r 
The Continuity Equation 
and The Equation of State for a liquid 
Thus we have six equations in six unknowns 
Note also that the equations are non-linear. FC'r the model under considera-
tion the steady- state axially-symmetric case is of interest so that th~ 
operators are two-dimensional involving only rand e in spherical geometry: 
L \i · \1) V ~"n X V -= - 'r \J f -+ ~ '1" V V -l- V 
lv. v)T \(. \1~ T 
\ltV==- 0 
f::: f 0 ( \ - at ( 'r -1 c) ) • 
Introducing non-dimensional variables 
;v 
"r = ~ Vo uJ le)-2J 
Va=- vo'Vle/i J 
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"'" V<f =- Vo u l~/~') 
? :::. \" 0 1" t\ T :c T l~ j\. P. \J c 13 d ~ ') T (eJ~ ) 
f ~ fl 0 - f D ~ 1) 1; +- i d P( D t:. T f' c 1;:J. -I- ;) Jl- \I 0 R Po .p (8, y, ~ 
the equations become 
f. [w ~~ +\1 ~~ tbU<A:\- u.u-T~e 1 -+ lUJ ~ /Me - U-~E' ~ 
::. ~:l-E t.i;;-.e ~ ld,,~ ~,,) -C::h} T E-l. ~~ .. -t~';,b~ 1 
'i:. E. v)~1I" d",,:l d -p < 1> 'd~ ~ -t \r ~ + ~ \t" l}J i- IA ~\:) J T u.. ~ e ::: - ~ + ~ ¢ E. ~ 
+- ~.l-e k~e ~e L ,\u,e M~) - ~~c 1 t '" [.~ .. +a ~.,~ 1 
c ~ t~ V-I !;: + ~t~ -lu"rlf~Y]- ~ u W (l =- - ~ -1-'- ~,s. 4 E oJ 
+ :;~e rt;-ol't.,l\~ec",,)] -+ ~'>-E [~~>-+ ',I. ~ a~ 1 
~ 
-t9. ~ E ct:1~~ (v~~)J 
S "-.l+ £ ['-U QI +v~1~~~t" ~~[.-L ~ reI ~e)J 
. a~ 00 Vot> r 7 Cf;.A{)o-e~o-e 
-t- f [a!)..r ~ d T J (f '~~+~d~ 
For E sufficiently small the above t' equa iOnS can be linearized 
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These are the equations of motion in terms of non-dimensional 
variables which are appropriate for linear, axially- symmetric, steady-
state motion of an incompressible fluid in spherical geometry. 
3. THE SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM. 
The system that is used here is the system as derived and simplified 
by Pedlosky [1] with some obvious corrections and a few no tational changes 
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(?>~ ~ ~~E I ~ CQJ: ~e) + .£.. Lg~ t l}~ ~J cr C,e6 e oe oe () 
alJ...) 1\ C' t.~ + ..L- ~ l\l W GJ= 0 
----- + do"""'" ~& oe- ,. 
o:e 
The boundary conditions are 
l u.) \I" J u.> ') =. (O( OJ 0) GfY\.:r ~O ~c\.. -=c ::::. \ 
I(e)o).::: K\..(&J 
T<..e, I)::' HT (a) 
In order to solve the system with reasonable effort, the solution is 
decomposed into three parts--the interior motion (the I-subscripted 
variables), the lower boundary layer corrections (the L-sub-
scripted variables), and the upper boundary layer corrections. Therefore 
Lt<.. e) ~)::. U L L~/c ') -t Ur (e)·~) -rUa.. (e)~) 
\1"leJ:r)~ E\i~le/t)+ Vil~JX) +vj..(e/~) 
w(e, t):: E~~ (wI. <"GJ-t)-\- uJTle) )(~ + ~ '-((~)~) 1 
1> "D.1..-(e/~)+ ~ E. h L ?"T te, ~)+ PL (e/~) ') I le) -t:.) = f 
h... \ ., 
I(e)-t;):;' Tl..U~J~)+ E rr(3 L TT{~)lC) +-Ta..(e)~)) 
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-'/'2- -'17 ... 
where Y =. lJ.- -r) E and <a-::.. '"t E • Since the Land T subscripted 
variables are signicant only near the boundary, it is required that they 
tend to zero for large ta- and -;: . 
The equations for the lowest order correction functions in the 
respective boundary layers are 
Upper Boundary Layer 
).. 
"0 u. r 
-VT ~e:;..~;. 
'?,'-l..\JJ 
U.k ~ ~ ::. () ).: 'L 
t/'L 
$ -;)!.r + E tJ (3 Tr 
d)( 
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(3.S) 
Similarly equations for the interior solution are obtained to lowest 
order in E 
~~.l) 
\'3.~) 
~~ :0 
where, following Pedlosky, we have assumed ~ l..~ E h .... and have 
dropped all terms involving powers of f. . 
The Boundary Layer Corrections. 
The system of equations for the lower boundary layer corrections 
can be easily solved. First the coupled equations (3. 1) and (3.2) are 
solved. This allows the solution of equation (3.5), which then permits the 
solution of equation (3. 6). 
U L ( B) ~ ')::: - Ul. ((:;) iJ) 
\J l-. ( e) ~ \ ;.: Ll ~ ( G) 0\ 
-p'\ 
e. ~(.-'\ ~ ~ 
-- P. \-~ 
~ f\J~ e .IJJ("'- fJ- l,~ 
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where the boundary conditions have been used to get 
l.(! (e,o)+ U L { e,O) := 0 
E\f~lE:3JO) +\J\..(8)C) ~ lh(Cjo)=- 0 
T:t. l e } D) + £ 1/-0- 0 T L. (e J c) ~ T L l GJ c) . =- I1I.J e J 
W.r (e, OJ t WL (e )C) :::: 0 
I _ l- (U ~~~~~ __ ~_Q __ ~19 ) 
Wr.Le,o) = - j ~1 (l () G '- ~ 
Similarly, for the upper boundary layer corrections we have 
Lt -fJ-~ T(e)~) = - e ~I (6,\) (Uyl p-'1--' 
(~ . i if) 
The Interior Variables. 
Equation (3.10) implies that W z is independent of r: therefore 
lAJ 1.. (G)o) ::. WI (8, .). Hence lA.. L (G,O'):.: - U I le,d. Assuming t0 r (0, c) = 
W-le)':.W~("') to be known the system can be solved beginning with 
+ 
equation (3.9) working back to equation (3.6): 
TI (eJ-t)= <r ~ G _1'7_ W]:(O) ( '?:-:: c) ·f Hr(o)'t - 1-11- ({j) Cl-l) 
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(Note: '1(9) t) is not of interest except as needed to find the other 
dynamic variables and thus has been omitted. ) 
The system is completely solved when U 1 (S)c) is known (or, 
equivalently, WI (e) ). W.r(O) has not yet been found but a second 
This equation has not yet been solved. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 
(a) The technique of Pedlosky is a pertubation technique, however 
this is disguised in the analysis. The net result is that the order of 
approximation is different for each variable. It is recommended therefore 
that each variable be explicitly represented as a perturbation, e. g. , 
, and all solutions be found to the same 
order of approximation if possible Or as nearly as is possible. 
(b) Some of the assumptions of smallness made by Pedlosky are too 
stringent for AGCE. As many as possible should be relaxed, in 
particular, ~ <. <. E h .. 
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(c) The author derived the equations of motion for spherical 
geometry. The resulting equations differ non-trivially from those of 
Pedlosky. Unless these discrepancies can be adequately explained, all 
future work should be done using the author's equations. 
(d) Some consideration should be given to the non-linear equations, 
possibly using the technique of Rahm and Walin [2]. 
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ABSTRACT 
The first section describes the physical facilities that comprise 
the Payload Crew Training Complex (PCTC). The PCTC is located at MSFC, 
Huntsville, Alabama, and contains the Host Simulator; Experiment 
Simulators; Spacelab Aft Flight Deck, Experiment Pallet, and Experiment 
Rack mockups; the Simulation Director's Console; Payload Operations 
Control Center; classrooms; and supporting soft- and hardware. 
The second section of the report establishes the parameters of 
a training philosophy for Payload Crew Training at the PCTC. Major 
parameters include: (1) The intent of training is not to be diagnostic, 
to select the "best" Payload Crew, but should be enhancing to the 
development of high levels of proficiency in every Payload Crew trainee; 
(2) The intelligence of each Payload Crew trainee is obviously to be 
respected. This implies that training at the PCTC, while highly 
procedural and sophisticated should tend to be less rigid than similar 
kinds of traditional high technology training; and (3) The function 
of trainee evaluation will be to determine how well training is being 
conducted. From the cooperative debriefings between the Payload Crew 
and PCTC trainers, should come ideas for improving the training 
sequence. 
Section three discusses the development of the training plan. 
Included are discussions of preassessment, skill identification, 
procedures, material development, and evaluation options. 
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INTRODUCTION 
NASA finds itself on the threshold of a new era in space travel, namely 
repeated flights with a reuseable Space Transportation System (STS), i.e., 
the Space Shuttle. Additionally, they have diversified their payload con-
figurations to include a larger portion of the scientific community not 
traditionally associated with NASA. For the first time too, the European 
Space Agency (ESA) has primary development responsibility for the Shuttle 
payload. The result is a new learning opportunity in the co-development 
of space missions and requires new thinking in training concepts. 
One of the major distinctions between past NASA manned flights and 
this new era has been the changes in training philosophy and requirements. 
In the past everyone that has flown space missions has been a career 
astronaut with a scientific or technical background with flight training 
and experience. Additionally, all of the training tended to be centralized 
under NASA auspices. Yet in the presently scheduled flights, i.e.,Spacelabs 
1, 2, and 3, the Principle Investigators (PI) have primary responsibility 
for training the Payload Crew (PC) in how to conduct the PI's experiments. 
The PI's are research oriented, typically in a university setting, and 
literally distributed around the world. 
These factors have precipitated the need for decentralized training. 
The effect of the move to decentralized training has been to: 1) reduce 
substantially the cost of training to NASA, since NASA does not have to 
reproduce all of the PI's equipment for training, and 2) add impetus to 
assuring overall flight competence prior to the actual flight via systems 
integration "training. Concern with this second component is part of the 
issue addressed in this document. Another facet of the issue is how to best 
use the Payload Crew Training Complex (PCTC). 
The PCTC was established to train the PC on those experiments that 
require interface with the onboard Spacelab computer, i.e., the Command 
and Data Management System (CDMS). In establishing the facility many 
questions arose as to how to achieve maximum utilization from the facility. 
Some of those questions are addressed herein. 
OBJECTIVES 
The concern then has been to examine the parameters associated with 
decentralized training; which, as mentioned previously is a situation unique 
to the Space Shuttle/Spacelab missions, but a concept that appears to be 
one that NASA plans to pursue at least for the foreseeable future. The 
objectives then that derive from this goal are, at present, threefold: 
1) To describe the PeTC and its training capabilities. 
2) To define a training philosophy that might guide the PCTC 
trainers in developing a training plan. 
3) To describe a procedure for the development and implementation 
of a training plan for training the PC at the PCTC. 
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What makes this report a status report is that training has not yet 
begun, so there are no evaluations of actual training procedures discussed. 
Furthermore, decisions on the best training approach are still in a delib-
erative state due to the fact that all of the experiments requiring CDMS 
interface, while known, have not been broken down into the step-by-step 
procedures level. This breakdown is basic to skill identification and the 
subsequent training procedures development. 
PCTC 
The PCTC is located at MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama. The facility houses 
the Host Simulator (HS); Experiment Simulators (ES); the Spacelab Aft Flight 
Deck (AFD), Experiment Pallet, and Experiment Rack mockups; a Simulation 
Director's Console (SDC), a Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) console; 
classrooms;and supporting soft- and hardware. 
The HS is the computer system that provides the capability to simulate 
the command, communications, control, and display functions of the Spacelab 
CDMS. This capability is necessary to execute experiment-unique simulations. 
It has the following features: 
1) Two Data Display Systems (DDS) which can be simultaneously 
operated in support of one mission phase. 
2) Reconfiguration and turnaround for the support of one training 
mission to another can be accomplished in eight hours. 
3) Drives the SDC and POCC consoles for training and to approximate 
flight conditions. 
4) Is modular in design and does not preclude expansion in size or 
computing speed. 
5) Can simultaneously simulate multiple experiments, consistent with 
CDMS operating capabilities and provides standard analog-to-digital 
and digital-to-analog services for interfacing with simple 
experiment-unique control and display panels. 
6) Allows for operation in a real time mode so that display time and 
command responses are commensurate with actual flight conditions. 
7) Simulates symbolic pictures of the earth, sun, and sky scenes in 
a standard TV format for training in experiment pointing commands. 
8) Protects against inadvertent damage to hardware and/or software 
by any operator or trainee. 
9) Allows for environmental inputs to experiment models such as 
orbital state vector, vehicle attitude, and ephemeris of heavenly 
bodies. 
10) Allows for detection and accumulation of characteristic data, 
such as PC errors, response times, and operating times. 
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The ES's include the hardware and software necessary to simulate 
experiments through the HS during training. A Data Display Unit (DDU) 
showing simulated data for experiment operations originates from either 
an instrument or Experiment Computer Applications Software (ECAS) simulation 
software package. 
Experiment-unique command data is initiated through the DDS-Keyboard 
(KB). The CDMS is entered via KB command, item, type, and/or function 
keys and acted upon, and thus generates the appropriate response within 
the simulation software. Each ES will send data and accept commands from 
certain key simulated control and display panels located in the experiment 
racks onboard the Spacelab mockup. Field of view imagery and alphanumeric 
data for display on payload-unique Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT's) are provided 
from the ES. Simulated POCC ground command inputs are available to the 
crew via the ES. The ES accepts and processes commands from the SDC during 
simulation. These commands control such simulation circumstances as 
simulation modes, control sequencing, fault initiation, and time cycling. 
The SDC enables the Simulation Director and Assistant Simulation 
Director to monitor, control, and modify the simulation operation. It 
is composed of four racks containing two computer terminals, a hard copy 
machine, four large black and white Closed Circuit TV (CCTV) monitors, and 
a work surface which encompasses the CCTV camera controls. DDU monitors 
in rack 4 will display the same DDU displays as the trainee sees in the 
Spacelab module. Cameras for the TV monitors will be used thus: two inside 
the Spacelab module, one for the AFD and one for general surveillance of 
the high bay area. CCTV cameras are controllable in pitch and azimuth from 
hand controllers on the SDC work surface. Three video tape recorders may 
be used to record data from anyone of several video sources: four CCTV 
cameras, four DDU's, and three Spacelab CCTV's used with scene generation. 
Hard copies of data seen on any of the CRT's are available by merely 
pressing a button on the hard copier after selecting the appropriate CRT. 
The PCTC mockups include the Spacelab Module Interior, Shuttle AFD 
Interior, and associated equipment and pallets for part task activities 
with the capability for supporting payload crew training for any single 
Spacelab mission and the capability for reconfiguration to any payload. 
TRAINING PHILOSOPHY 
A training philosophy is nothing more than an acknowledgement of the 
guiding ideals within which training will hopefully be implemented. The 
components of that philosophy may not actually be formally stated again, 
but they should be reflected in how the training is actually conducted. 
Philosophy statements describe thoughts or events that typically are 
extremely difficult to quantify for measurement, yet are important enough 
to be considered. 
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The training philosophy for the utilization of the PCTC hopefully 
incorporates the following parameters: 
1) The intent of training is not to be diagnostic to select the 
"best" PC, but should facilitate the development of high levels 
of proficiency in every PC trainee. 
2) The intelligence of each PC trainee is obviously to be 
respected. This implies that training at the PCTC, while 
highly procedural and sophisticated should tend to be less 
rigid than similar kinds of traditional high technology 
training. 
3) The function of trainee evaluation will be to determine how 
well training is being conducted. From the cooperative 
debriefings between the PC and PeTC trainers should come 
ideas for improving the training sequence to help assure the 
highest quality of training and the maximum utilization of the 
PCTC's capabilities. 
Specifically, those philosophical considerations include: 
1) In order to proceed in a logical training sequence, critical skills 
and critical experiment sequences should be identified to better 
prepare the PC for the time when he actually encounters them. 
2) There is a need for PC assessment upon initiation of training at 
the PCTC. This assessment is necessary for the PCTC trainers to 
correctly determine how well they are conducting the training. 
Initial assessment should probably involve assessment of the PC's 
skills in utilizing the DDU/KB, understanding the Experiment 
Computer Operating System (ECOS), and communication skills. 
3) While individual PC decision making ability is a major concern, it 
is not planned to "assess" those skills during PeTC training. 
Instead, the goal is to provide training experiences to facilitate 
those skills. For example, while PeTC training is highly procedural, 
in selecting the contingencies for use in training, some of the 
training scenarios are speculative in nature. They have been devel-
oped using the best information available, but in some cases the 
exact flow of the experiment will not be encountered until the actual 
flight. Therefore, a training goal should be for the PC to remain 
cognizant of the overall experiment goal(s). The value of this is 
to be able to periodically step back from the minutia of experiment 
procedures and conceptually think through what is supposed to be 
happening. This should enhance the likehood that the PC would make 
the best decision when, in flight, he actually encounters that option 
point in the experiment flow. 
4) It follows from the above statement that a large segment of learning 
will not occur until the actual flight because of the sheer uniqueness 
of space flight; therefore, optimum operations proficiency may be 
approximated but never achieved. This becomes important in setting 
achievement criteria for training. 
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5) Training should proceed from the simple to the complex, both in 
skill acquisition and in experiment training. There is some 
thought about starting with the more complex because of their 
criticality and the need for ample training time. However, it 
is conversely believed that if the PC trainee is allowed to 
progress from simple to complex, and if an adequate amount of 
time is allowed for learning each experiment regardless of its 
complexity, that the PC trainee will be developing the necessary 
skills to more easily handle the complex experiment when he gets 
to it. For example, by taking the simple experiments first the 
trainee is getting familiar and comfortable with the DDU/KB, 
experiment layout, ECOS, various ECAS/DEP, and the language in 
which the procedures are written. Then he gathers experience 
in nominal operations, simple off-nominals, and simple contin-
gencies. All the while he is developing his skill to recognize 
subtle differences on the DDU displays, learns to discriminate 
messages,and is enhancing his intuitive knowledge of all the 
systems. Then when he encounters the more complex experiment, 
his prior knowledge and experiment experience actually aid in 
reducing some of the complexity factors of the experiment. 
6) There should be sufficient training opportunities in the training 
schedule to allow the PC to work in the various possible dyads 
that might actually be chosen to fly the various Spacelab missions. 
Again this is not done to gather information for selection purposes 
(since the Investigators Working Group (IWG) will actually make the 
choices), but rather to give the dyads themselves the opportunity 
to better learn each others style of operation and idiosyncrasies 
prior to the flight crew selection. 
7) The focus of training at the PCTC is on CDMS controlled experiments. 
TRAINING 
Non-CDMS experiments will only be addressed as they mesh into the 
timeline training, i.e.,while the PC is conducting a CDMS supported 
experiment, his operations time line might call for him to initiate 
a life sciences experiment, hence, he might walk over to the life-
sciences rack and flip a dummy switch and then resume his CDMS 
procedures. 
The intent of this section is to discuss how the PCTC will actually be 
utilized during training. At present, however, all of the information 
necessary to make such a plan is incomplete. Therefore, this section 
represents an estimation of how that training might progress. 
Traditionally, training is approached as the compilation of its 
sequential parts. That sequence is usually thought to be assessment, 
objectives, materials, procedures, and evaluation. That is generally how 
training has been approached in the present endeaver. 
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Assessment in this situation refers to pretraining assessment. 
Three questions have been explored here; 1) why have pretraining asses-
sment, 2) what type assessment is mandated, and 3) who will do the 
assessment? The why was partially addressed in the previous philosophy 
section; specifically, the PCTC trainers need to determine how well they 
are conducting the training. In order to achieve that goal, it will be 
necessary to determine where the PC trainee is in his training when he 
arrives at the PCTC. This will allow the PCTC trainers to assess how 
the trainee has progressed during training and then devise ways to better 
conduct future training. The second aspect of the why question deals 
with determining entry level abilities at skills basic to CDMS operation. 
At present, five areas have been tentatively identified as being basic to 
all experiment operations, and as such will comprise the initial asses-
sment/training period at the PCTC. The five areas are: 
1. Keyboard operation; skill and location 
2. CDMS entry; recognizing different DDU displays, 
functions, etc. 
3. ECOS operations 
4. Communications; transmitting acurately and quickly 
with POCC 
5. Timeline operations; getting the total picture of when 
everything is supposed to run during the mission. 
The type of assessment could be group or individual discussions or 
written exams to determine overall understanding of the various areas. 
This assessment could preceed, run concurrent with, or follow PC trainee 
demonstration of skill proficiency in those areas requiring manipulative 
skills. At present, our thinking is that a group of PCTC trainers could 
do the assessment, supported with statistical records supplied by the HS 
on key stroke rate, error, and ability to call up various pages and 
experiments. 
The objectives of training would include the development of high 
operations proficiency and overall experiment competence. Operations 
proficiency would include the PC's ability to perform the five areas 
listed previously, their ability to follow experiment procedures in a 
timely fashion,and the identification of critical sequences in the 
experiment operations that require special attention, which is partially 
a function of the PC's decision making abilities. 
Once proficiency in the five basic areas has been acquired, two 
objectives become primary. The first deals with the PC's successful 
mastery of experiment procedures. The second deals with developing 
proficiency in the skills necessary to carry out the first objective. 
These "critical" skills would be above and beyond those skills mastered 
during training in the five basic areas. At present, however, these skills 
have not been identified. This condition exists for two reasons. The 
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first is that the procedures for all the experiments have not been written, 
which precludes looking at them to identify critical sequences. The second 
reason is that skill identification has not been prioritized; that is, at 
present some feel there is questionable doubt as to whether such skills 
exist, and if they do, they would be developed when the procedures are 
learned and practiced during training. 
At issue too is a philosophical question as to whether training, and 
hence mission operations, is simple or complex. Is it simple in that all 
the PC has to do is follow the written procedures which will caution for 
upcoming critical sequences. The notion here is that all the PC needs to 
do is develop very high proficiency at knowing and implementing the 
already spelled out procedures, and then relying on the POCC if questions 
arise. And while it may be true that the POCC may understand each experi-
ment in more depth than the PC, the POCC has not necessarily developed the 
procedural knowledge to the degree that the PC has and may be of little 
substantive help to the PC in some unforseen situations. 
The other view is that good scientific enquiry requires complex 
thinking skills. In this view the PC has the capability to conduct the 
experiment as he best sees fit, due to the fact that at that instant he 
possesses the most advanced conceptual understanding of the entire mission. 
Scientific enquiry demands sharp decision making skills, and as such these 
should be addressed during training at the PCTC. If this complex view is 
ascribed to, then training should afford direct or indirect opportunities 
to make decisions based on prior knowledge of and training in critical 
sequences or contingencies in each experiment. 
Skill identification can start by asking and answering the following 
questions, pulled from Ely (1962): 
"In the main, the definition of critical task 
characteristics is most effectively accomplished by 
considering the consequences of a particular activity 
if it were accomplished poorly or required excessive 
time for completion. Asking the following questions 
with respect to the various tasks is helpful for de-
termining criticality. 
Would below-minimum performance: 
o lead to an accident? 
o result directly in mission failure? 
o be impossible to remedy within time 
constraints or not at all? 
o be difficult to detect because of 
inadequate information feedback? 
o recur over time in such a way as to 
produce a cumulative effect? 
o contribute a large proportion of time 
to the total time required for some 
larger and critical function? 
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An affirmative reply to at least one of the above 
questions implies that the activity in question 
should be further considered in determining the 
critical behaviors for measurement." 
In order to approach this issue, a skill matrix is being compiled from 
the available experiment procedures. Actually, two matrices are being 
developed. Both are modifications of existing skill charts (Rabideau, 1964; 
and Smode, Gruber, and Ely, 1962). Both are felt will yield useful infor-
mation and will hopefully validate each other (the original charts and their 
modifications are in Appendix A). In the final evaluation, the skill matrices 
might very well show that training is in fact "simple" as described previously, 
but then at least there would be more support for that position. 
Following skill identification, training procedures can be more fully 
articulated using the present training definitions. These definitions exist 
for each experiment and are described in three levels, from A to C. The 
descriptions progress from a general description (A), to typical off-nominals 
(B), and finally to step-by-step procedures (C). These skills should then 
be incorporated into the level A and B experiment descriptions. The level 
A, B, and C descriptions could then be utilized additionally by; 1) sending 
out the A and B descriptions as part of the PC's pre-arrival training 
materials, and 2) using all three levels during training to brief each 
experiment from and then to train from. "A" descriptions should reflect 
time of training, the skills addressed, and where the training will take 
place. "B" descriptions should identify the training personnel, the possible 
off-nominals, and critical experiment stages; i.e., where contingencies 
exist or where the experiment could be aborted or drastically effected via 
operator error. "c" descriptions represent the training guide the PC might 
follow during training. "c" descriptions list nominal and off-nominal 
procedures. 
After initiation to the experiment during the pretraining briefing and 
exposure to experiment procedures, but before going to the mockup for 
practice, the PC should be able to demonstrate the following: 
1) What is the PC's knowledge of the experiment; communicated 
verbally? 
2) What is the PC's knowledge of the possible off-nominals for 
this experiment and where will they occur? 
3) What are the PC's perceptions of his anticipated responses to 
those off-nominals? 
4) Can the PC verbally walk through the experiment's nominal run? 
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Evaluation criteria follow from skill identification and should be 
fully planned for prior to the implementation of training. At this point, 
four recommendations are made for training: 
1) Pertinent PCTC trainers should go through the PC training 
program prior to any PC trainee to debug and improve on 
the system. 
2) If the modified Ely chart for skill identification is validated, 
then his three instrument and criteria measures in Appendix B 
can be used to develop PCTC evaluation criteria and instruments. 
3) Additionally, video tapes, PC record books, debriefing question-
naires, and data graphs of performance can be collected to trace 
training progress 
4) Two additional types of measures have been located in our review 
that have application to the current evaluation needs. One is an 
effectiveness rating scale: 
Extremely 
Rapid 
Outstanding 
Very 
Fast 
Superior 
Decision Speed 
Acceptable 
Decision Quality 
Adequate 
Slow 
Somewhat 
Adequate 
Very 
Slow 
Poor 
The second is an assessment tool of procedural operations: 
Task Step 
1. Turn power switch to ON position 
2. Read external temperature 
3. 
4. 
5. 
etc. 
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Error & Consequences 
The final area addressed in this report is the matter of developing a 
training schedule. This can not be developed at present until the skill 
identification is completed. Additional parameters in formulating a schedule 
would be: 
1) A need to determine the total time for experiment training, so 
that a training schedule can be developed. 
2) How much time is needed for the dyads to work in each of the 
possible pairs. 
3) Number of actual training locations within the PCTC for the 
PC to be trained at. 
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APPENDIX A 
Modified skill identification charts used to identify 
PC skills for training definition. 
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SOME METHODS IN HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY 
MEASUREMENT 
By 
Julian B. Shand, Jr., Ph.D. 
Professor of Physics 
Berry College 
Mt. Berry, Georgia 
ABSTRACT 
The response of ion chamber detectors to cosmic rays of 
energy a few GeV/nucleon and up shows a logarithmic rise with 
energy. The energy resolution has not been accurately defined. 
In Ref. 1 a calculation technique has been outlined which gives 
useful results for cosmic ray protons. The present study has 
applied the method to much heavier particles and higher energies. 
In addition, a balloon flight will soon detect cosmic ray 
showers. A detector of acoustic waves produced by the showers 
will be carried, as will emulsion detectors. The present study 
has involved calibration of a flat plastic scintillation plate 
which will act as a trigger for the acoustic detector, and will 
determine the position of exit of the showers in order to 
expedite visual examination of the emulsions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cosmic rays have been investigated since their discovery 
in 1911. Their flux in space is nearly independent of time 
and direction. They consist of nuclei, electrons, and electro-
magnetic radiation. The nuclei are mostly protons (around 90%) 
and helium (around 9%) but heavy nuclei are present also, being 
over represented as compared to solar abundances. The energy 
spectrum extends to the greatest energies known, reaching as 
much as 1020eV or 1 joule. 
The origin of cosmic rays is a mystery, as is their 
acceleration to ultra high energy. Exploding galaxies, super-
novae, pulsars, white dwarfs, and other exotic types of objects 
have been proposed as sources, but none have been clearly identi-
fied. 
Measurement of the energy, knowledge of the energy reso-
lution of the measuring devices, and identification of the 
various nuclear species are important for an understanding of 
the phenomena. A logarithmic rise in ionization of gas in ion 
chamber detectors, as cosmic ray energy increases, has long been 
observed, for energy a few GeV/nucleon and up. The energy 
resolution has not been accurately defined. In Ref. 1 a pro-
cedure has been outlined for calculating resolution for the case 
of particles of charge 1. This type information is needed also 
for the heavy nuclei in cosmic rays, and work on this problem 
is described in the following section. 
Flat plates of plastic scintillator can serve several 
functions in a balloon-borne cosmic ray experiment. Rays pass-
ing through a plate produce light in the plate, which can be 
collected and measured by photomultiplier tubes. The signals 
from these tubes can indicate the passage of a "shower" of 
particles produced by collision of a high-energy cosmic ray 
with a nucleus. These signals can thus be used as a trigger for 
another detector designed specifically for measuring the energy 
of such showers. In addition, the relative strengths of the 
signals from the photomultiplier tubes can be used to determine 
the place of exit of the particles. This information facilitates 
examination of nuclear emulsions located next to the plastic 
scintillator, in order to find tracks in the emulsion created 
by the particles passing through. 
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OBJECTIVES 
Two main objectives were pursued. The first was to 
calculate the average energy actually deposited in an ion 
chamber by an ultra-high energy particle of large mass and 
charge. The method was to extend a calculational scheme 
already applied successfully to particles of charge 1. 
The second objective was to calibrate a plate of plastic 
scintillator for measurement of the position of a cosmic ray 
shower passing through it. The method of calibration was to 
inject pulses of light at known positions on the plate and 
record the responses of photomultiplier tubes at the corner 
of the plate. 
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BODY OF REPORT 
On Relativistic Rise in Ionization 
Relativistic charged particles passing through a gas-
filled chamber lose energy mainly by excitation and ionization 
of the gas atoms (Ref. 4). Experiment shows a slow logarithmic 
increase in energy loss as particle energy increases. This is 
called the relativistic rise. The rise finally stops and 
energy loss becomes constant in what is called the Fermi plateau. 
Examination of the relativistic rise and knowledge of the 
energy resolution can allow one to determine the energy of the 
particle. This requires that charge be measured independently 
by other detectors through which the high energy particles pass. 
Typically a Cerenkov counter utilizing solid radiators such as 
lucite plastic is used for charge identification in the ultra-
relativistic energy range. Thus for cosmic ray work the particular 
kind of nucleus striking the detector can be found (Ref. 5). 
One way to look at the interaction between an incident 
particle and the electrons of an absorber is by representing 
the electromagnetic field of the particle by two terms (see 
Fano, Ref. 2). One, called the longitudinal term, is merely a 
static Coulomb interaction. The second term, called the trans-
verse term, involves emission and reabsorption of virtual photons. 
Fano has treated the interaction in the lowest order (Born) 
relativistic approximation. The longitudinal interaction is 
effectively constant at high velocities. The transverse term, 
however, increases in strength as velocity increases. This is 
expected since the transverse field increases proportional ,to 
y, where 
This relativistic rise eventually stops because of polarization 
of the absorbing medium. 
Fano found expressions for differential cross sections for 
ionization. By integrating over energy he found energy loss. 
This approach does not agree well with experiment for the 
case of thin gas absorbers (Ref. 1,3) because the energy loss 
occurs in a relatively few discrete collisions. Cobb et al. 
(Ref. 1) have used Fano's results up to a point but instead of 
integrating over energy have used Monte Carlo techniques and 
calculated energy losses in discrete collisions many times to 
get an average energy loss, a spectrum of energy J.oss, and the 
amount of relativistic rise. The results are in good agreement 
with experiment for incident particles of charge 1. 
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This author has adapted Cobb's method, which came from Fano, 
to the case of particles of large charge. Several difficulties 
were encountered: 
A. Cobb's use of the letter E in expressions was thought 
to be ambiguous: it could mean energy transfer to an electron, 
which would include the binding energy of the electron, as 
Fano seems to use it: or it could mean the kinetic energy of 
the electron after collision, as is suggested by Cobb's referring 
to the Rutherford cross-section as being 
2rr 1 
mv Z E2 
In this expression Rutherford did mean E as kinetic energy of the 
electron. 
B. Cobb's expression for the longitudinal differential 
cross-section for ionization included the factor (with units 
l/energy) 
, 
c5(E-E.) ~ 
where E,is the electron binding energy. This has the form of 
the Dirac delta function, which has meaning when integrated. 
Since integration is not used in Cobb's method, it is not 
clear how to use it. 
C. Cobb's expression for the dielectric constant e: of the 
absorber gas contains the frequency w. This seems ambiguous: 
earlier in his paper the same variable had been used as the 
frequency of a virtual photon. However, Fano wrote that the· 
w in the dielectric constant expression is a root of the 
equation 
c 2q2_e:(W)= 0 
where c is the speed of light and q is momentum transfer to the 
electron. Since Cobb's treatment follows Fano, an uncertainty 
in interpretation is introduced. 
Consultation with some experts on energy loss and a search 
of the literature have shed little light on these difficulties. 
Communication with the authors (Fano, Cobb et al.) will be 
attempted to resolve the ambiguities. This author has written 
computer code to calculate cross sections for ionization, using 
various combinations of interpretations, in order to be able to 
distinguish the correct ones. The work is still in progress. 
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Calibrating A Plastic Scintillator for 
Position Determination 
In September 1980. a balloon flight will carry several 
cosmic ray experiments. Events of the highest energy will be 
of particular interest. Nuclear emulsions. X-ray film. and 
calorimetry will measure characteristics of these events. A 
plastic scintillator can be configured to determine the position 
of exit of cosmic rays. The rays cause the plastic to emit light. 
Most of the light is trapped in the thin plate of plastic by 
total internal reflection. When photomultiplier tubes are 
optically coupled to the corners of the plate. the tubes measure 
the amount of light reaching them. The amount varies inversely 
with the distance to the event. roughly. Several factors compli-
cate the tube response. including edge effects. scratches. craz-
ing of the plastic. inhomogeneity of the scintillating material. 
and probably others. 
Preliminary calibration of the scintillator was done by this 
author. The method required a light-tight box. The scintillator 
plate. which measured 44" by 44" by 1/4". lay in the box on white 
paper which had a grid of horizontal and vertical lines drawn on 
it. with 10 cm spacing. A photomultiplier tube was attached with 
optical coupling grease to a specified position at one corner of 
the plastic plate. The photomultiplier tube was a 3". ten stage 
EMI. type 9708KB. The output of the tube was amplified and 
referred to a multichannel analyzer which displayed pulse heights 
and allowed a determination of average pulse height. 
Light pulses were obtained by sending electric pulses at 
frequency 10Khz to a light-emitting diode (LED). The LED was 
mounted at the top of a shiny brass tube whose open end fit into 
a clear plastic disk. The disk. with LED. could be stuck to the 
plastic scintillator with optical grease and accurately located 
above an intersection of grid lines on the paper underneath. 
Thus positions of photomultiplier tube and LED were known to 
about ~ cm. 
After pulses had been injected for 90 seconds and the 
average pulse height ascertained. the disk with the LED was 
removed and the plate wiped with dry cotton material and then 
with the same kind of material moistened with pure ethyl alcohol. 
All other procedures tried left some residue of film which 
scattered light out of the plate. 
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After the cleaning, the LED disk was regreased and re-
positioned. In this way a map was generated. Upon completion, 
the photomultiplier tube was moved to another corner and another 
map generated. Only one photomultiplier tube was ready at the 
time, so 3 other "dead" tubes were kept at the 3 other corners 
to absorb light as would happen in the final setup. 
Checks were made of the reproducibility of the reading 
from a particular point. Deviations ranged from 0 to 12%, 
averaging about 5%. 
A sample of experimental results is shown here. The positions 
refer to a Cartesian coordinate with the plastic scintillator plate 
defining the first quadrant, and the photomultiplier tube centered 
at x = 5.9 cm, y = 5.9 cm. Pulse heights along an edge and along 
an approximate diagonal are given. Positions are not integral 
mUltiples of 10 cm because visualization is easier than in the 
system actually used. 
Position (cm) Position 
x y Pulse height x y Pulse height 
21. 8 10 2740 21. 8 20 1640 
31.8 10 1260 31. 8 30 720 
41. 8 10 740 41. 8 40 410 
51. 8 10 450 51. 8 50 280 
61. 8 10 300 61.8 60 190 
71.8 10 240 71. 8 70 180 
81.8 10 180 81.8 80 160 
91.8 10 130 91. 8 90 130 
101. 8 10 110 101.8 100 120 
At several pos~t~ons in the scintillator pulse heights had 
local maxima or m~n~ma. Some of these could be identified 
with defects mentioned in the first paragraph under calibrating. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Concerning relativistic rise in ionization, an attempt should 
be made to locate the authors of Ref. 1 and correspond with them 
to resolve the difficulties of interpretation of their paper. 
In addition, the computer trial and error attempts to find the 
correct interpretation should be continued in case all else fails. 
Calibration of the plastic scintillator as a determiner of 
position has been done. The experimental error indicates a 
positional error of nearly 5 cm can be expected. Since the 
calibration was done with light injected from outside, while the 
actual use will have light generated inside the plastic, a check 
of the numbers should be made with all 4 photomultiplier tubes 
in place, mounted in final form. Energetic radiation which will 
cause the plastic to scintillate should be injected from outside. 
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ABSTRACT 
A scheme for the photochemical fixation of water (eq 1) has been 
proposed. 
h " 
------:>7 2H2 + (1) 
Fuel cells which generate electrical energy using the reverse of eq 1 are 
used in NASA spacecraft, so the solar-induced regeneration of H2 and 02 
would allow the same materials to be recycled through the fuel cells, 
dramatically increasing energy output per pound of fuel carried aloft. 
The proposed scheme involved a 5-step reaction sequence; the first 
step involves the 2-electron reduction of a metal by a coordinated carbonate 
ligand, with corresponding oxidation of the carbonate to CO 2 and 02' 
Ligand field photolysis of trans- [Rh(en) f (H20) (C03)] Cl04 (I), and [Rh(en)2 (CO~)l Cl04 (II) have been studied ln the solid state and in 
aqueous Solutlon at various pH values. Both salts are photoinert in the 
solid phase, but are quite photoreactive in aqueous solution. In solution, 
the rronodentate ion (I) undergoes efficient isomerization to a mixture of 
cis and trans - [Rh(en) 2 (H20) (C03)] +, presumably with water exchange'. A 
minor pH increase upon photolysis is evidence of inefficient carbonate 
(C03 =) release, with formation of [Rh(en)2 (H20)2.1 3+ 
In contrast, aqueous solutions of the bidentate carbonato complex, 
(II) undergo efficient pH decrease upon ligand field photolysis. Changes in 
the electronic spectrum (200-500 nm) and pH changes indicate that the desired 
redox is occurring (eq 2) 
[ " ,"1 + Rh(en)2 (C03)J hv H20 
+ 
+ 
The pH increase is due to the aqueous behavior of C02 Ceq 3). 
CO2 + H2 0 + 
CO2 + 1<0 2 2 (2) 
(3) 
A positive test for released carbonate ion supports this assignment. Work is 
proceeding to confirm this new photochemical reaction, with emphasis on galnlng 
understanding of the exact nature of the rhodium photoproduct, the details of 
the photochemical mechanism, and to test the generality of photoredox 
reactions of bidentate carbonato complexes. 
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INT~QPHC::TlON 
The photochemical behavior of Rh(III) complexes has attracted 
considerable interest1, as a variety of photoinduced aquations and stereo-
chemical rearrangements have been observed. While exceptions exist, 
Rh(III) amine complexes characteristically undergo efficient photoinduced 
ligand loss/aquation, with'rearrangement to a symmetric trans configuration. 
There is little evidence of any photoinduced reduction of the Rh(III) center, 
even upon photolysis of LMCT bands in such complexes as ~h(NH3)5I] 2+2; 
the instability of the Rh(II) oxidation state and the photoreactivity of the 
ligand field excited states lead to a predominantly ligand field excited-
state chemistry for Rh(III) amines. 
Our work on the photochemistry of rhodium complexes has led to a reaction 
sequence which, on paper, represents the photochemical cleavage of water into 
H2 and 02' It is a five step reaction sequence (eq4-8); the net reaction is 
the desired water fixation. 
L4Rh (H20) (C03) + > L4Rh + + CO2 + !202 + H2O (4) 
+ ~ L4Rh(H) (H2 0) 2+ (5) L4Rh H30 + 
L4Rh(H) (H2O) 2+ + H2O ,3> L4Rh (H2O) (OH) 2+ +H+ + H- (6) 
H- + H+ 7 H2 ( 7) 
L4Rh (H2O) (OH) 2+ + CO2 :;:. L4(Rh(H20) (C03) 
+ H+ (8) + 
net reaction H2O > H2 + ~ °2 (1) 
The first step is the photoinduced oxidation of a d6 metal center (Rh(III) 
here~ by a carbonate ligand, generating 02, C02 and a coordinative1y unsaturat-
ed d complex (eq 4). Oxidative-addition of H30+ then regenerates the Rh(III) 
center, creating a hydride ligand (eq~. Photoinduced (or thermal) 1abiliza-
tion of this pseudohalide ligand (eq 6) would lead to instantaneous H2 
generation (eq 7). Under the proper pH conditions, reaction of the photo-
generated C02 (eq 1) and the aquohydroxo complex (eq 8) would regenerate the 
carbonato starting material (eq 8 ). 
This reaction sequence has many advantages over other currently studied 
water-photolysis schemes: 
a) Each of the steps is either a well-known reaction (eq 7 and 8) or is 
a reaction for which closely analogous reactions have been studied (eq 4,5, and 
6) • 
b) No radical intermediates are involved, as the 2-e1ectron transfer 
of the d6_d8 transition metal system allows complementarity. 
c) The scheme is a self-contained, catalytic cycle, with only water 
consumed and H2 and 02 generated. 
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d) The scheme is quite flexible, as many variables can be adjusted. 
A major difficulty with this scheme is the first step, as there is little 
precedence for such a photoinduced two-electron transfer. An additional 
problem is that reports on the photochemistry of carbonato complexes are 
surprisingly rare. 
An apparent two-electron transfer was observed upon irradiation of alcohol 
solutions of some carbonato complexes of Pt(II)3. In the presence of nucleo-
philes (X = C2H4, P~3' CO, ~C = C~) photolysis of PtL2(C03) (L = P~3' AS~3 
or P(CH3) ~2 ) generates PtL2~ (N = 2 for X = CO; n = I for bulkier ligands), 
consistent with the in situ formation of PtL2 . Carbon dioxide was released during the photolysis (one mole per mole of Pt) and alcohols added to the 
photolysis solutions could be oxidized to aldehydes and ketones, confirming 
that the carbonato ligand was the two-electron reducing agent. 
Such apparent two-electTon transfers have also been observed upon 
photolysis of some oxalato complexes. Some PtL2(ox) complexes, similar 
to the carbonato complexes just discussed, photolyze to give C02 and similar 
Pt(O) photoproducts.~ Irradiation of Pd(NH3)2(ox) was reportedS to 
generate C02 and a reactive species identified as Pd(NH3)2 ' which decomposed to give Pd black. Poulenc6 noted that the yellow Rh(pY)3(ox)CI 
solid turned red in sunlight, and Gillard et. al 7.have shown the reaction 
involves another photoinduced two-electron~ransfer 
Rh(pY)3(ox)CI -------~ " Rh(pY)3CI" + 2 CO 2 
Work at the Space Sciences Laboratory this summer focused on this first 
step, the photolysis of Rh(III) carbonato complexes. Two complexes were 
chosed for study - trans - LRh(en)2 (H20) (C03)] + and [Rh(en)z (C03)] + 
as they allowed a study of the affect of monodentate vs. bidentate 
coordination of the carbonate ion on the resulting photochemistry. 
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OBJECTIVES 
Research was directed toward an understanding of the following 
questions: 
1. What is the photochemical behavior of Rh(III)-carbonato complexes? 
2. Do the charge-transfer and ligand field states of these Rh(III) 
complexes display distinct photochemical reactivity, or does inter-
system crossing lead to a common photoreactive state? 
3. What affect does monodentate vs. bidentate coordination of the 
carbonato ligand have on the resulting photochemistry? 
4. Are such complexes photosensitive in the solid state, or is an 
aqueous solution necessary for photoreactivity? In solution, does 
the pH affect the photochemical reaction. 
The objective of the work was to determine if photoinduced two-electron 
reduction of a Rh(III) center could be induced by photolysis of the 
appropriate Rh(III)-carbonato complex. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Preparation of Complexes 
trans-Aquochlorobis(ethylenediamine)rhodium(III) . Perchlorate 
The trans- [Rh(en)2 (H20) (C03)] + ion was prepared by the method of Rerek8 . A sample of trans- lRh(en)2 (Cl)2J N03 .H20 9 was anated with a five fold excess of NaN3 (under reflux) and the desIred trans- [Rh(en)2 (N )~ 
was crystallized as the BF4- salT upon addition of NaBF4' This dIazi~o ion 
was dissolved in dilute HCl04, and NaN02 was added; this generated NO+, destroying the coordinated azide. 
+ NO+--~~ N ° 
7' 2 (g) + 
At a neutral pH (adjusted with LiOH) the resulting trans-~h(en)2 (OH)(H20~2+ 
was precipitated as the perchlorate salt. A solution of this ion was acidified 
at pH 1 with HCl04, and NaHC03 slowly added until a pH of 5.80 was reached. 
The perchlorate salt was precipitated by cooling in ice, followed by dropwise 
addition of ethanol. The absorption spectrum had A m at 347 nm ( E = 105), 
consistent with published data. ax 
Carbonatobis(ethylenediamine)rhodium(III) Perchlorate 
(Rh(en)2C03] Cl04 was prepared by the method of Harris et.~.IO It displayed a single peak in the electronic spectrum at 327 nm (E =250); this 
absorption coefficient is less than the literature value, but any impurities 
were shown not to interfere in the photochemistry. There were no detectable 
changes in the electronic absorption spectrum of this ion in solutions between 
pH 1 and pH 13, clearly ruling out significant contamination of either of the 
monodentate ions, cis or trans- (Rh(en)2 (H20) C03) +; 
Barium chloride solution 
Aqueous solutions of barium chloride were prepared by dissolving BaC03(s) in 1 M HCl (aq) until effervescence ceased, and a pH of 7 (~l) was reached. 
The resultIng solution was filtered and kept in a sealed flask to avoid CO2 
contamination. It was boiled for ca. 20 minutes before use. 
Other reagents were used as supplied by the manufacturers. 
B. Photolyses 
Photolyses were performed on either solid samples of aqueous solutions of 
the complexes. Solid samples were finely ground with mortar and pestle, and 
then stuck on a piece of green tape (1 cm x 3 cm). This tape was suspended in 
a I cm fused silica cell (Beckman), connected to a microvolumeter (vide infra). 
For the solution studies, a sample of the desired sample was dissolved in 
the appropriate aqueous solution at room temperature, and placed in a I cm fused 
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silica cell (Beckman). Electronic spectra were recorded with the sample in 
the same cell. 
C. Equipment 
The irradiation source was a 1000 watt Mercury-Xenon'Lamp (Hanovia 
Manufacturing Corporation) with compatible power supply and starter'(Schoeffel 
LPS 255 power supply and Model 359 igniter). Photolyses were performed at 
28.5 amps at 22V. Use of the compatible Schoeffel high-intensity mono-
chromator did not allow sufficient intensity to pass to the sample, so wave-
length selection was affected with a Corning colored glass filter (C-7-59). 
This filter effectively absorbed all radiation below 280 nm, but allowed 
irradiation of the ligand field bands. The absorption spectra of the C-7-59 
filter along with the spectra of the two complexes studied is given in Fig. 1. 
Electronic spectra were recorded on a Beckman Acta CII spectrophotometer 
with an external 10 inch recorder (Beckman Model 1005). The pH measurements 
were done with a PHM 64 Research pH Meter (Radiometer/Copenhagen) with a GK 
232lC Combined Electrode. Samples averaged about 3.0 ml for pH measurements. 
, A microvolumeter was prepared after a design of StevensonlO . A 1 ml 
graduated pipet (graduated in 0.01 ml units) was used, and the evolution of 
a gas was detected by monitorin~ the flow of water bubbles down the pipet. 
Photolysis of solid samples ofLRh(en)2(N3)21BF4' which releases N2, was used 
to check the sensitivity of the microvolumeter. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Trans- [Rh(en)Z (HZO) (C03~+ 
1. Results 
In the solid state, trans- [Rh(en)2 (C03) (H20)] CIO is photoinert. Prolonged photolyses (2 hrs.) with both filtered and unfiltere~ light did 
not cause any detectable release of gas. When the photolyzed solid was 
dissolved in water, it had an electronic spectrum indistinguishable from that 
of an unphotolyzed sample. 
In aqueous solution, and in the absence of light, (Rh(en) (H20) (C03)1+ is relatively unreactive. At room temperature and at a solution pH Between 
6 and 10, there is a minor pH increase and a minor increase in the intensity 
of the ligand field band. This reaction is presumably the thermal aquation of the 
carbonate ion, but it was slow enough to have no measurable impact on the 
photochemical reactions. 
Upon photolysis, the electronic spectrum undergoes pronounced changes 
(Fig. Z). Note that photolysis causes: 
a) an increase in intensity of the ligand field band, 
b) a blue shift of the peak maximum from 347 nm to about 332 nm, 
c) virtually no shift in the position of the low-energy edge of 
the charge-transfer band. 
There appears to be an isosbestic point near 242 nm, although the spectra are 
nearly parallel at that point, so the presence of an isobestic is difficult to 
determine. 
In addition to the spectral changes observed in Fig 2., photolysis 
causes the release of a base into solution. Data from a typical experiment are 
given in Table 1, where the pH changes observed in an unphotolyzed blank and 
photolyzed sample are listed. (The pH changes in Table 1 were recorded from 
the same experiment monitored in Fig 2.). 
After extended photolysis, only minor spectral changes could be 
photoinduced. To determine the isomeric composition of this solution, 2 ml 
of conc HCl was added to a 3 ml sample of photoproduct, and refluxed for 1 hour. 
The resulting solution had an electronic spectrum of a mixture of cis and trans -
[Rh(en)ZCI2]+ (~. 63% cis and 37% trans). 
The specific experiment described in Fig 2 and Table 1 was done 
with unfiltered light, but the same results were obtained using filtered light. 
The reaction was approximately 5 times more rapid using the more intense un-
filtered irradiation, but the nature of the spectral and pH changes were in-
dependent of excitation wavelength. 
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TABLE 1 
sample 
pH 
7.032 
7.110 
7.184 
7.245 
7.325 
7.376 
7.435 
7.470 
7.504 
7.540 
blank 
pH 
7.060 
7.070 
7.081 
7.096 
7.129 
7.136 
7.151 
7.184 
7.216 
7.220 
Typical pH changes induced by Photolysis of Trans- Rh(en)2 (H20)(C03) + 
TABLE 2 
total 
photolysis time sample blank 
(seconds) pH pH 
Initial 9.905 9.916 
100 9.411 9.862 
200 8.557 9.789 
300 7.729 9.721 
400 7.375 9.616 
550 7.120 9.508 
705 7.002 9.380 
900 6.911 9.277 
1300 6.691 9.185 
2200 6.495 9.086 
Typical pH changes induced by Photolysis of Rh(en)2 (C03) + 
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2. Discussion 
trans-
The available results force the conclusion th§t photolysis of 
(Rh(en)2 (C03) (H20)] + causes isomerization (eq ). 
trans-!Rh(en)2 (H20) (CO:d] + cis- [Rh(en)2 (H20) (C03)] + (9) The cis-~(en)~ (H20) (C03)1 + ion has an absorption maximum at 332 nm, at 
a significantly h1gher absorption coefficient than the trans isomer, consistent 
with the blue shift and increased absorption observed upon photolysis. The 
lack of change in the charge-transfer edge is also significant, as the intense 
charge-transfer peak is a LMCT band with carbonate ligand as the donor; the 
LMCT bands for the analogous [Rh(en)2 (H20) J + ions begin at significantly higher energies. As photolysis causes no sfiift in that edge, it is clear that 
significant amounts of carbonate ion are not labilized during the photolysis. 
The pH changes are not consistent with this proposed reaction, 
however, as the reaction of eq 9 should not lead to any pH changes. Calculation 
of the amount of OH- released after extensive photolysis shows that only a very 
minor amount of the Rh complex is releasing base to the solution. For example, 
during the experiment described in Fig 2 and Table 1, 1000 seconds of photolysis 
causes spectral changes indicating that about 80% of the starting material has 
undergone photoinduced isomerization. After those same 1000 sec., only about 
.0026% of the starting material has released an OH- into solution. We conclude 
that any pH changes are due to a minor side reaction which is not related to the 
dominant photoisomerization. The pH increase is apparent as soon as photolysis 
begins, suggesting that whatever reaction causes the pH increase, it is a 
primary photochemical process. The rate of pH increase remains relatively 
constant throughout the photolysis, even when little starting material remains 
to be photolyzed; this implies that there is also an inefficient base-releasing 
secondary photochemical reaction. Whether these pH changes are due to inefficient 
release of carbonate ion or an ethylenedimine chelate is not known at this time. 
Further support for the proposed photoisomeriz~ti~n comes fro~ the 
anation studies. Refluxing the photoproduct in Hel leads to the acid-catalyzed 
aquation of the carbonate ion, which would be followed by chloride anation of 
the diaquo ions. Since hydrolysis of the carbonate ion occurs without metal-
oxygen bond cleavage, and anations at Rh(III) centers are also known to be 
stereoretentive, the composition of the resulting mixture of cis and trans-
[Rh(en)2 C1 2J + would reflect the stereochemical composition of the cis and trans- [Kh(en) 2 (H20) (C03)J + photoproduct mixture. 
The best value for this composition - 63% cis and 37% trans-must be 
considered a preliminary result; further work will be done to determine whether 
photolysis of trans- [Rh(en)2 (H20) (C03)J + generates a photostationary state 
of that composition. Such a result, which available information supports, would 
imply that the dominate photochemical reaction of cis- ~h(en)2 (H20) (C03)J + 
is isomerization back to the trans isomer. 
The reactions described above occurred upon irradiation with filtered 
(ligand field) and unfiltered (ligand field and charge-transfer) light. This 
suggests a single photoreactive state; since no evidence of photoinduced 
redox behavior was observed, a ligand field photoreactive state is indicated. 
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(Presumably, photoinduced water exchange accompanies isomerization, although 
the necessary isotope exchange studies have not been done to verify this 
assumption). There is no evidence of C02 release, which would suggest a 
photoredox process, even upon excitation of the LMCT bands. The rate of photo-
reaction was markedly increased when the LMCT bands were irradiated, implying 
that intersystem crossing, from the initially populated charge-transfer states 
to the photoreactive ligand field state, is efficient. 
In summary, the photochemical behavior of the monodentate carbonate 
complexes is reminiscent of the behavior of analogous ha10amine complexes of 
"Rh(III). The LMCT states are photoinert, while the ligand field states are 
photoreactive, leading to ligand 1abilization and aquation, with concomitant 
stereochemical rearrangement about the Rh(III) center. 
1. Results 
In the solid state, fRh(en)2 (C03)] C104 is photoinert. Prolonged photolysis (2 hrs) with both filtered and unfiltered light did not cause any 
detectable release of gas, and when a sample so photolyzed was dissolved in 
water, it had an absorption spectrum indistinguishable from that of an 
unphoto1yzed sample. 
In aqueous solution, and inthe absence of light, [Rh(en)2 (CO )J + 
is very inert. At room temperature and at a solution pH between 6 and fo, 
there was no detectable change in the absorption spectrum for over 48 hours. 
No pH changes, beyond those observed in the blank due to absorption of 
atmospheric C02, were observed in aqueous solutions of ~h(en)2 (C03)] +. 
Upon photolysis, the electronic spectrum undergoes pronounced 
changes (Fig. 3). Note that photolysis causes: 
a) a decrease in intensity of the ligand field band, with 
virtually no change in wavelength maximum 
b) a minor shift in the low-energy edge of the charge-transfer 
band to higher energy. 
Eosbestic points are not observed in the spectrum during the initial stages 
of the photolysis, but an isosbestic point does develop at about 314 nm after 
the initial stages of the photolysis are complete. 
In addition to the spectral changes observed in Fig 3, photolysis 
causes a marked decrease in the solution pH. Data from a typical experiment 
are given in Table 2. The pH changes recorded in Table 2 were observed from 
the same experiment monitored in Fig 3. 
The presence of photoproduced carbonate ion in solution was checked 
by photolyzing a sample of [Rh(en)2 (C03)] + in a solution containing Ba2 + 
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ions; formation of BaC03(S) would signal the presence of C03 in solution. (A 
stream of N2(g) was bubbled through a slightly acidic solution of[Rh(en)2-
COiJ+ for 30 m1n. This solution was made basic (pH 10) with LiOH(s)' and 
bubbling was continued for another 15 min. This solution volume was doubled 
with the addition of a freshly boiled BaC12 solution (0.5 M1 with N2 bubbling 
continued throughout these manipulations. Any BaC0 3(s) which formed was 
allowed to precipitate and a clear solution was put 1nto a closed, fused 
silica cell for photolysis. The formation of a precipitate was monitored 
visually, or by recording the absorption spect~a at 550 nm, where only 
scattered light could lead to absorption.) Photolysis with unfiltered light 
rapidly led to precipitate formation (presumably BaC03(s) ), which did not 
occur in a blank sample held in the dark. Photolysis w1th-the filtered light 
did not lead to immediate precipitate formation, but prolonged photolysis did 
lead to a measurable cloudiness. We attribute this to the less efficient 
formation of BaC03(s)' 
In an effort to determine the stereochemical composition of 
the photoproduct, a sample of[Rh(en)2C03]+ was photolyzed with unfiltered 
radiation for 3200 sec., and the photoproduct solution was then diluted with 
an equal volume of conc HCl. The solution immediately became yellow, and 
displayed a broad absorption band with local maxima at about 355 nm and 325 nm. 
Refluxing this solution for about 1 hour led to a yellow solution without a 
peak at 355 nm, but a more intense, clean peak centered at 331 nm; this peak 
had an absorption coefficient of about 3 x 10 3M -lcm- l 
2. - Discussion 
The photochemical reactivity of [Rh(en} C03]+ has not yet been 
clearly elucidated; additional work is necessary to fully explain the 
phenomena observed. The following hypothesis, therefore must still be 
considered tentative. 
Direct labilization of carbonate or ethylenediamine ligands can be 
ruled out as primary photochemical processes, as such reactions would lead to 
pH increases, not the observed pH decrease. Photoinduced isomerization, as 
observed for the monodentate complex (vide supra), may be occurring, but 
cannot account for the dramatic pI! decrease; in addition, the photoinduced 
spectral changes do not support the idea of an isomerization to some other 
Rh(III) tetramine complex. The observed increase in acidity, along with the 
detection of free CO~= in solution! strongly implies that C?2 is a primary 
photop:o~uct .. The H (aq) and C03-(aq) result from the rap1d hydrolysis of 
the aC1d1c oX1de. 
C02 (aq) + HCO - ~ 2H+ 3 - + CO -:-3 
Independent detection of H+ and C03= in the photolyzed solutions supports the 
supposition of photogeneration of CO2, 
Two possible routes for C02 release seem likely: 
a) Decarboxylation of coordinated C03= to generate CO2 and OH-b) oxidation of coordinated C03 = to give CO2 and ~ 02. In case a), observed for the thermal reaction of the analogous CoCIII) 
complex, the following reaction sequence would be anticipated: 
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+ H+ ~ IRh(~n) 2 C03H]2+ 
-~> IRh(en)2 (H20) C03H~2+ 
2+~IRh(en)2 (H20) (OH)] 2+ 
H20 + lRh(en) 2C03H] 2+ 
~h(en)2 (H20) C03H] 
Net 
reaction 
This process does release the weak acid, CO2, but consumes the strong acid 
H30 +. Thus, the observed pH decrease would not be anticipated if such a 
process were occurring. In addition, reaction of the photoproduct of such 
a sequence with HCl would lead to cis or trans- [Rh(en)2C12] +; the observed 
product, with a single, intense peak at 331 nm is neither of the [Rh(en)2 C1 2]+ isomers. 
Possibility b), the two electron oxidation of the carbonate ligand, 
is more consistent with the available information (and is the more fascinating 
photochemical reaction). Assuming concomitant two-electron reduction of the 
Rh(III) center, a reaction of the form (eq 10) 
+ (10) 
would be occurring, 
Reaction 10 is consistent with a variety of observations. Plots 
of "moles of H+ released" as a function of photolysis time showed two distinct 
patterns, depending upon the initial pH (Fig. 4). At pH 6, the rapid initial 
generation of H+ becomes less pronounced as the photolysis proceeds; at pH 10, 
the initial photolysis period generates only minor amounts of H+, followed by 
a more rapid rate of H+ generation. This is consistent with the release of a 
weak acid, as at pH 10 the (HC03 -] / [C02J ratio would be four orders of 
magnitude larger than at pH 6,' 
K = 
K = 
[II+J U1C03 -~I 
{C021 
I~C03 -J 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Such a large concentration of bicarbonate ion would act as a buffer, resisting 
the generation of 11+ ions upon the addition of CO2 to the solution. As shown 
in Fig. 4, H+ increase was initially quite slow, until the buffering action 
of the bicarbonate ion was overcome. At pH 6, the bicarbonate ion concentration 
would be less formidable, and little buffering action would be apparent, If 
we consider that for reaction II, 
= [IIC03 -] and lco2j = [c021 ... 1 - [H+l Inltla 
we can write 
IH+ 12 H+ 2 
K = = 
[C02J [co? I. . " _ 
_ ".ln1.tlnl [H+] 
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+ (14) 
initial (representing the 
closely models the pH 6 curve 
After 2200 seconds of unfiltered irradiation of [Rh(en)2C03J+ , 
the spectrum shows that a significant amount of the starting material has 
photochemically reacted. The data from Table 2 can be used to show that the 
H+ released at that time is equivalent to about 10% of the total Rh(III) 
concentration. This, again, is consistent with the photogeneration of a 
weak acid (C02)' A more quantitative assessment is not yet possible, as the 
exact nature of the Rh -contain~ng photoproduct is not known. 
The nature of the Rh-containing photoproduct is a major mystery 
remaining after this summer's work. The observed spectral changes do not 
suggest the formation of any obvious Rh(III) tetraamine species, and refluxing 
the photoproduct in HCI leads to an intensely yellow species which has, as 
yet, escaped identification. The spectral changes are consistent with the 
formation of the same product. observed upon BH4- reduction of cis- [Rh(en)2cliJ+, 
suggestive of a two-electron reduction of the Rh(III) center, but further 
work would be necessary to corroborate this supposition. 
In summary, work this summer has led us to the tantalizing hypothesis 
that ligand field and charge-transfer photolysis of a bidentate carbonato 
complex of Rh(III) leads to the two-electron oxidation of the carbonate ligand, 
with complementary reduction of the Rh(IIT) center. This result, if borne out 
by further studies, would represent a new type of photochemical reaction, and 
would encourage further work on the water-photolysis scheme (eq 4-8). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Conclusions 
a) The monodentate carbonato complex, trans- ~h(en)2 (H20)(C03B+ 
efficiently undergoes photoisomerization: 
trans- !E.h(en) 2 (H20) (C03)] + hU:> cis- [Rh(en) 2 (H20) (C03)] + There is no evidence of electron-transfer upon either llgand field or charge-
transfer excitation. A very inefficient base-releasing photochemical reaction 
also occurs, but its nature has not been characterized. Preliminary evidence 
implies that the cis-aquocarbonato photoproduct undergoes photoinduced 
isomerization back to trans- (Rh(en) 2 (H20) (C03)J + • 
b) Ligand field and charge-transfer photolysis of the bidentate carbonato 
complex, Rh(en)2 C03 + causes the release of C02 into solution by a reaction 
tentatively described as: 
If subsequent studies corroborate the occurrence of a two-electron transfer, 
it will represent a new class of photochemical reaction. Such a reaction is 
the crucial first step in a water-photolysis scheme Ceq 4-8), so confirmation 
of an efficient two-electron transfer, induced by a single photon, will open 
a new area of transition metal photochemistry. 
2. Recommendations 
This summer's study has shown that a promlslng' area of transition metal 
photochemistry can be found in the study of bidentate carbonate complexes. 
The nature of the Rh-containing photoproduct in the photolysis of [Rh(en)2 C03r 
must receive immediate attention, and the design of future experiments depends 
on the results of that study. Available evidence strongly suggests that a two-
electron redox process is involved, so the next steps must include: 
a) a study to determine the factors which maximize the efficiency 
(quantum yield) of this redox reaction. 
b) Studies must be initiated to increase the amount of the solar spectrum 
absorbed by the photoreactive complex. A logical approach would be to look at 
some substituted bipyridyl ligands or other aromatic ligands with extensive 
absorption inthe visible and near-IR portions of the spectrum. The use of 
intensely colored sensitizers should also be studied. 
c) Parallel studies should explore the detailed chemistry of the water-
soluble complexes of Rh(I). The nature of the four-coordinate d8 complexes, 
and the proposed d6 hydrides must be determined. The thermal and photochemical 
properties of a variety of such hydride complexes must be studied to determine 
the conditions which would lead to a photoreactive hydride complex. 
In summary, the discovery of a two-electron redox reaction, induced by 
a single photon, suggests that it may be possible to photochemically generate 
H2 from water without the complications inherent in the hydrogen atom radical. 
This should encourage further study of a carbonate-based system for the photo-
chemical cleavage of water. 
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CAWULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE 
TRIGLYCINE SUlFATE ZERO GROOH GRAVITY EXPERIMENT 
By 
John M. Springer, Ph.D. 
Research Associate in Physics 
Fisk University 
Nashville, Tennessee 
ABSTRACT 
The solution growth of crystals of trl,.glycine sulfate (TGS) in a 
zero gravity environment is a materials processing experiment planned 
for an early Spacelab mission. This experiment has the twin objectives 
of both studying the growth process by optical means and also returnini 
the grown crystals to earth for characterization. 
This paper describes two areas of investigation which are required 
for maximum utilization of the f.Light experiment results. The first area 
studied is the use of an ultramicroscope to characterize structural de-
fects in the grown TOO crystals. Mie theory has been applied to the 
light scattering expected from idealized crystal defects in order to 
predict the sensitivity of ultramicroscopy in the detection of small de-
fects. 
The second ~rea of inVestigation has involved the measurement of 
optical properties of TOO solutions in water. This data is needed in 
order to interpret interferometric studies of mass transport through the 
TGS solution during the growth phase of the fligb t experiment. In par-
ticular, refeactive index data has been obtained for a wide range of 
temperatures and concentrations of TGS solutions. Absorbance measure-
ments in the ultraviolet have also been made for the same samples. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the materials processing experiments that will be flown 
aboard an early Spacelab mission is the solution growth of triglycine 
sulfate (TGS). This experiment has two objectives, one being the 
observation of the crystal growth process itself by optical techniques 
such as Schlieren photography and interferometry, the other being the 
return of the zero-gravity grown crystals to earth for testing and 
comparison with their earth-grown counterparts. 
This report describes two studies performed which are related 
to the TGS growth experiment. The first part discusses the use of 
a light scattering technique called ultramicroscopy to characterize 
triglycine sulfate crystals. The theory of Mie for the scattering 
of light by spheres is used to indicate the sensitivity of the 
ultramicroscope in the detection of volume defects. Although based 
on an idealization of the actual defects that would be present in 
a real crystal, this analysis is useful in analyzing the effectiveness 
of this technique. 
The second part of the report presents data on the optical . 
properties of solutions of TGS in water. This information on the 
refractive index and optical absorbance of TGS in solution is 
required for the analysis of the Schlieren and interferometric 
data which will be obtained during the crystal growth experiment 
on Spacelab 3. 
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I. Crystal Characterization by Ultramicroscopy 
A. General 
Crystal characterization involves describing a crystal's structure 
and composition in such a way that those of its properties of relevance 
to the study at hand are well enough known to predict in principle the 
behavior of the crystal. One of the important features of a crystal 
are its departures from the perfect array of atoms by which its struc-
ture is commonly described. These departures from ideality, called 
defects, exist in every real crystal and range from the simple absence 
of a single atom from the lattice to dislocations involving the entire 
crystal. 
The scattering of elec~romagnetic radiation incident on a crystal 
is one tool for detecting defects. The soattering and diffraction of 
I-rays yields information on structural features whose size is on the 
order of the lattice spacing. I.n the case of optically transparent 
crystals, the scattering of visible light can also reveal structural 
defects in a crystal, though not with tre detail of I-ray topography. 
For a crystal whose optical properties are germane to its application, 
however, the measurement of visible light scattering is essential for 
its proper characterization. 
One method being implemnted to study TGS crystals by light scat-
tering is that of the ultramicroscope. In this technique, illustrated 
in Fiaure 1, a beam of light focussed to a small diameter. is used to 
illuminate the crystal. As the light passes through the crystal, it is 
scattered by inhomogeneities in the crystal's refractive index, such as 
are caused by certain types of defects. In order to observe the light 
scattered from the defects, a microscope is used to collect the light 
scattered at right angles to the beam. Small" isolated defects show up 
as points of light in the dark surrounding field of view. Regions of a 
crystal where the defect density is quite high will: show nebulous or 
diffuse scattering regions. As described by Vand, a small He-Ne laser 
makes an excellent source for the ultramicroscope. This method has 
already been used to s~Udy the relation between defects in TOO and its 
dielectric properties. 
A diagram of an ultramicroscope being constructed for the study of 
TOO is shown in Figure 2. This ultramicroscope will use photoelectric 
rather thaD photographic detection of scattering centers, aDd will be 
computer driven so a three diJoonsional map of the light scattering de-
fect may be constructed.* In the remainder of this section of the re-
port, an analysis is described in which the expected sensitivity of 
this ultramicroscope to defects is calculated. This sensitivity will 
be seen to de nd on defect size and relative effective refractive index. 
vera ty 
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FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of ultramicroscope used to observe 
defect scattering. 
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B. Discussion 
The model "defect" which has been used in this study is tha t 
of a homogeneous sphere of diameter D and refractive index n. This 
spherical defect is assumed to be surrounded by the undisturbed 
TGS lattice. The absorption coefficient of the defect is assumed 
to be zero" so the refractive index is a real number. It is illuminated 
in the ultramicroscope by a plane electromagnetic wave of wavelength 
6)2.8 om in air. 
The theory of scattering of electromagnetic waves b~ spheres is 
a classical problem" and was solved analytically by Mie.] His solutions 
involve infinite sums of complex functions, but several sets of tables 
are available in the literature which make the evaluation gf tge solutions 
for particular cases straightforward" if somewhat tedious. ,5, computer 
programs for this purpose have also been written" and would be useful 
if a large number of cases must be calculated. 
Figure 3 defi~s the geometr,y of the problem. According to the 
treatn&nt by Boll, the scattered light intensi ty is represented by two 
intensity functions il and i 2" given by 
and 
:1-
(I) 
where P (x) is a Legendre polynomial of order n" with x = -cos(~). 
& is thB scattering angle from the incident direction. The coefficients 
An and Bn are complex Ricatti-Bessel aoo Hankel functions". ,a~ for 
the values to be considered here can be obtained from tables. These 
coefficients depend on only two physically relevant parameters for 
their evaluation, a size parameter. 
(3) 
where D • the scattering particle diameter 
'X. the wavelength of the incident light in the surrounding medium 
and m, the refractive index of the scattering particle relative to the 
surrounding medium. 
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FIGURE 3: Orientation of the intensity functions for right 
angle scattering. 
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For plane-polarized incident light, the intensity function i l is the 
component of scattered light polarized perpendicular to the electric 
vector of the incident beam, and i2 represents the component of 
scattered light polarized parallel to the plane formed by the electric 
vector of the incident beam and its direction of propagation. The 
resulting scattered intensity per unit incident intensity and unit 
solid angle is for any direction a, ¢ given by 
In the ultramicroscope, the scattered light collected by the 
objective lens is nominally at a scattering angle 9 a 900 • If the 
incident light on the crystal is polarized with its electric vector 
perpendicular to the plane formed by the incident and scattered 
light directions of propagation, then.RJ = 900 also, SO the total 
scattered intensity per unit solid ang.1.e is 
In.= Io oX' i. So 
i1t~ 
where Io is the incident intensity (W/m2). 
(0\) 
(5) 
A typical objective used on the microscope will have a numerical 
apperature of 0.25. Taking into account the refraction tha t occurs 
at the surface of too TGS crystal as the scattered light passes 
into the air, an objective lens of N. A. 0.25 will collect a cone 
of light with a half-angle of 9° in the crystal, corresponding to 
a solid angle of 0.00612. So for this case, the scattered power 
entering the objective lens will be 
Ps • Io ~ (6.12 x 10-3)i2 
i'{t2. 
(b) 
In the ultramicroscope the detector is a photodiode with an active area 
which is larger than the image of the smaller defects with which this 
analysis is concerned, so the scattered light power collected by the 
objective lens will all fallon the detector when the defect is 
centered in its field of view. Ps ' therefore, is the relevant value 
which must be calculated and compared with the sensitivity of the 
detector am its amplifier. 
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C. Calculations 
The relevant physical parameters of a defect are its diameter D 
and refractive index n. TGS in solution at its saturation pOint at 
250 has a refractive index of approximately 1.38. The crystalline 
solid has three principal indices which range fram 1.484 to 1.584.8 
Values of the relative refractive index m could be expected to vary 
typically from 0.6 for a void with absolute index 1 to 0.93 for a 
volume defect consisting of uncrystallized solution. The actual 
values of m could of course be close to 1 for small distortions of the 
lattice. Values of the size paraJOOter which are available in Bollts1 
tables range upward from 1 to 120. Since only small defects are of 
interest in finding the limit of detectable scattering, values of from 
1-10 were used in the calculations. In triglycine sulfate, this cor-
responds ~o a diameter of from approximately 1.2 x 10-1 meters to 
1.2 x 10- meters when the wavelength of the incident light is 632.8nm. 
The laser which ~ll be used is a 5nW He-Ne laser, which can be 
fOcussed to a 20 x 10- meter diameter in the crystal. This gives an 
average beam intensity of Io - 1.6 x 107 W/m2. Using a refractive index 
of 1.58 for the crystalline TGS, the wavelength of too laser light in 
the crystal is ~ - 400 run. These values give a scattered power from 
equation 6 of 
iepresentative values of the scattered power collected by the . 
ultramicroscope for several values of and m are shown in Table 1. 
The effective scattering defect size D is also given. 
(7) 
An evaluation of these values in terms of photoelectric detection 
can be made by comparison with the noise figure for a photodiode which 
is being evaluated in the ultrarrdcroscope. The photodiode, a model 
PN-4OA from ~ted Detector Technology, has a noise equivalent power 
(NEP) of 10- Watts. For spherical defects with a relative refractive 
index near unity (0.93), defects of this type would have to exceed 300nm 
to be above the noise level of the detector. For VOids, where the re-
fractive index would be around 0.6, a defect somewhat small ( 100run) 
would scatter sufficiently to be observed. 
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TABLE 1 
Power scattered at 90° from spherical defects for plane po~arized inci-
dent beam of wavelength 400 nm and intensity 1.6 x 101 W/m. Power is in 
watts. 
Detect 
Diameter Relative Refractive Index m 
oC (om) 
0.6 0.1 0.15 0.8 0.9 0.93 
1 121 6.2xlO-14 2.9xlO-15 1.5xlO-15 6.6xlO-16 4.7xlO-11 1.2xlO-11 
2 250 2.7xlO-12 1.2xlO-12 1.5xlO-13 3.2xlO-13 2.8xlO-14 7.5xlO-15 
3 381 4.1xlO-14 1.1xlO-13 
4 508 4.9xlO-14 1.3xlO-13 
5 635 8.9xlO-14 3.2xlO-13 
10 127 2. 0x10-l2 1.6xlO-12 
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II. Optical Measurements 
Refractive index and ultraviolet absorbance measurements were made 
on solutions of triglycine sulfate in distilled water at concentrations 
ranging from 0.2$ grams-TOS/IOO grams-H20 to 32 grams-TOS/IOO grams-H20. Samples of various concentrations were obtained by making an initial 
solution of 32g/l00g, dividing this in half a nd diluting one part to 
maIm II 16g/l00g solution, and then repeating tbi.s process to form a 
series of samples each one-half as concentrated as its predecessor. 
The resulting solutions were stored in sealed bottles. The samples 
were weighed during their preparation to a precision of :0.01 grams. 
Refractive index JOOBsurements were made using a Billingham and 
stanley Model 60/ED precision Abbe refractometer. The sample and 
prism temperature was controlled by water circulated from a water 
bath in which the temperature was regulated to :0.01 degree centigrade. 
The actual refractometer head temperature versus bath temperature was 
determined by calibration to compensate for heat loss in the connecting 
tubing. Temperature measurement was made USing a Cole-Parmer Model 
8502-25 thermistor thermometer, and a Yellow Springs Inc. Model 703 
thermistor probe. A sodium lamp was used to illwninate the refracto-
meter, so the values obtained are for the sodium Dl line, 589.6 nm. 
Values calculated from the critical angle measurements using the re-
fractometer are given in Table 2. Graphs of "d vs temperature for 
various concentrations and nd vs concentration for different temperatures 
are shown in Fig)lres 4 and 5. 
Transmission curves in the range of 200 - 300 nm were measureQ 
for the same samples used in the refractive index study. The curves 
were recorded on a Model 701 Heath/Schlumberger single-beam spectro-
photometer. All m3asurements were made for a 10 mm path length. This 
data will be llsed in experim3ntally determining mass diffusion coefficients 
for TOO in water. For this purpose, a graph of the wavelengths at 
which the present transmission of the solutions reaches 50% is useful. 
This graph is shown in Figure 6. 
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TABIE 2: Refractive Index Data for Triglycine Sulfate solution -Cnd) 
concentrat.1oDJ-______ SO_).l_'u_tl._o_D-.:T_empe-=--_ra_t_u_re_-_De--=:..gre_e_C_e_1s_i_u_s ___ ---I 
g/100g H20 24.98 29.66 34.36 39.28 43.95 48.75 53.45 58.23 
0.25 1.33290 1.33236 1.33170 1.33100 1.33018 1.32938 
0.50 1.33312 1.33252 1.33191 1.33114 1.33052 1.32952 1.32858 1.32762 
1.00 1.33381 1.33326 1.33259 1.33184 1.33108 1.33020 1.32929 
2.00 1.33541 1.33476 1.33411 1.33337 1.33253 1.33116 1.33085 1.32989 
4.00 1.33853 1.33191 1.33721 1.33643 1.33560 1.33471 1.33380 1.33292 
8.00 1.34408 1.34343 1.34274 1.34190 1.34101 1.34009 1.33918 1.33819 
16.00 1.35430 1.35352 1.35270 1.35188 1.35011 1.35011 1.34917 1.34815 
32.00 1.37116 1.37038 1.36948 1.36879 1.36779 1.36681 1.36590 1.36494 
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FIGURE 4: Refractive index VB temperature for solutions 
of TGS in water. Each curve is marked with the 
concentration of the solution in grams of TGS 
per 100 grams water. 
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o 
FIGURE 5: Refractive index vs concentration for solutions 
of TOO in water. 
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FLUID DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE 
MAIN ENGINE HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP 
SLINGER SEAL 
By 
Captain James S. Voss 
Assistant Professor of Mechanics 
United States Military Academy 
West Point, New York 
ABSTRACT 
An analytical study has been conducted to clarify the details of the flow 
on the bladed side of a centrifugal type dynamic shaft seal utilized to contain 
liquid oxygen in the Space Shuttle Main Engine high pressure oxidizer turbopump. 
The governing equations are solved to predict the pressure and temperature 
gradients and to aid in investigating the nature of the liquid-vapor interface. 
Recommendations for design improvements are discussed. 
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a 
b 
c 
h 
k 
K 
m 
P 
P 
Pr 
r 
r 
R 
Rint -
Re 
T 
-T 
u 
-
u 
NOMENCLATURE 
Axial clearance between seal and housing (in) 
Blade height (in) 
Constant pressure specific heat (BTU/lbm-oR) 
Moment coeffi ci ent (one side), T I Yc P w 2 r 5 
Smooth disk moment coefficient (one side) 
Vaned disk moment coefficient 
Eckert Number, w 2 R2 I C To 
Enthalpy (BTU/lbm) 
Thermal conductivity (BTU/ft.-hr.-oR) 
Fluid angular velocity ratio, (3lw 
Mass flow rate (lbm/sec) 
Pressure (lbf/in2) 
Dimensionless pressure, p/PW 2 R 2 
Prandtl number, CIl/k 
Radial coordinate, radial distance (in) 
Dimensionless radial coordinate, r/R 
Disk radius (in) 
Liquid-vapor interface radius (in) 
Reynolds number, wR 2 1v 
Temperature (oR) 
Dimensionless temperature, T/To 
Seal fluid flow inlet temperature (oR) 
Radial velocity component (ft/sec) 
Dimensionless radial velocity component, u/R . w 
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v 
v 
w 
w 
z 
-z 
v 
p 
T 
w 
---1~ -
Tangential velocity component (ft/sec) 
Dimensionless tangential velocity component, v/Rw 
Axial velocity component (ft/sec) 
Dimenisonless axial velocity component, w/R w 
Axial coordinate, axial distance (in) 
Dimensionless axial coordinate, z/R 
Angular velocity of fluid (rad/sec) 
Viscosity (lbm/ft-sec) 
Kinematic viscosity (ft2/sec) 
Density (lbm/ft3) 
Torque (ft-lbf) 
Angular velocity of disk (rad/sec) 
Subscripts denoting radial location on disk 
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INTRODUCTION 
In high pressure oxidizer turbopumps it is necessary to have effective 
sealing systems to prevent contact between the turbine hot gas and the oxidizer 
being pumped. The centrifugal dynamic shaft seal, or slinger seal, can be a 
valuable part of such a sealing system. 
In a slinger seal, a disk shaped impeller with vanes on one side and the 
other side smooth, rotates with the shaft to be sealed inside a close fitting, 
but non-contacting housing, as shown in Fig. 1. The liquid to be sealed is 
centrifuged to the outer periphery of the rotating disk, but because the vaned 
side has a steeper pressure gradient [1] there will be a resulting net pressure 
difference across the seal which limits the fluid flow. A gas introduced to 
the system or vaporized liquid will form an interface with the liquid on the 
vaned side of the seal. 
The primary seal in the Space Shuttle Main Engine high pressure oxidizer 
turbopump uses this type of slinger with a downstream labyrinth as shown in Fig. 2. 
The actual seal is modeled by the simplified geometry indicated by Fig. 3. 
Previous investigations have primarily been concerned with the more general 
topic of rotating disks. The theoretical work on free rotating disks done by 
von Karman [2] , whi ch was corrected by Cochran [ 3] , and the ana lys is of the 
enclosed rotating disk by Schultz-Grunow [4] are fundamental to many of the later 
studies. Daily and Nece, with their experimental work on enclosed rotating disks 
[5], [6], [7], laid a base for much of the theoretical [8] ,[9J as well as 
experimental [lOJ ' [11] , [12] work that followed. 
A limited number of researchers have studied the utilization of enclosed 
rotating disks as centrifugal seals, with most of their work being experimental 
or the correlation of experimental data with simple models [13], [14], [15], 
[16] , [17 J ' [18J. A notable exception is the theoretical analysis of smooth 
s 1 i nger seals by Rosenthal and Reshotko [19] , [20] . 
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OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the dynamics of the fluid on the 
vaned side of a slinger seal. The governing equations are established and 
reduced to a form solvable by numerical methods. Time constraints prevent the 
complete solution by matching of the boundary conditions and numerical analysis 
so this will be done as a future task. 
Some of the important thermodynamic design considerations for this type 
seal are the radial pressure distribution, temperature distribution, and the 
liquid-vapor equilibrium interface. A solution is found for the radial pressure 
distribution and in order to look at the liquid-vapor interface a simplified 
analysis is used to obtain a restrictive temperature distribution. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS 
The fluid will be treated as an incompressible, Newtonian fluid where 
body forces and radiation effects are negligible. Temperature variations will 
generally be small so the viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heats 
can be treated at constants for a particular temperature range [21] . The 
flow is steady and axisymmetric. Using these assumptions and the usual 
notation for rotational flow, the governing equations are: 
Conti nui ty 
au u a w 
-+-+- =0 
a r r a z 
Tangential Momentum 
a v u v 
u + - +w 
a r r 
Axial Momentum 
aw aw , a p 
u - +w--=-- -+ 
ar az e az 
Energy 
[
a 2w , 
v --+-
ar2 r 
( a T +w a T)= k (a 2 T + _'_ PC U ar az ar2 r 
aT 
- + 
a r 
aw a 2w] 
+ --
az 2 a r 
r( au)2 (u)2 (aw)2 (av)2 (au aw)2 (av V)2] p. 2 - +2 - +2 - + - + - + - + ---ar r az az az ar ar r 
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(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Equations (1)-(5) can be non-dimensiona1ized by using the following 
substitutions: 
r _ Z _ 
rl:l -, Z 1:1 - , U = 
R R 
u y 
-,v--,V;= 
wR wR 
- P= T=-
, 2 2' 
w ~ P w R To 
w p T 
where To is the fluid inlet temperature. 
Using these expressions the differential equations become in dimensionless 
form: 
Continuity 
aU' av; 
- + - + 
ar ai 
Radial Momentum 
u 
aU' 
ai' 
Tangential 
-2 a-y u 
--+'W-
r az 
Momentum 
=0 
ai ui ai 1 
ajj 
a; 
1 [a 2 U' 
+- -- + 
Re ar2 
1 aY' 
1 au 
r ai' i' 
V' 
u +- +w -- - + [3 2 i 32 iJ + --at ., ai Re ai'2 r ai' -2 r az 2 
Axial Momentum 
aw aW' ap 1 [3 2 ;;; 1 av; 32 1i J U' +w = - +- - + --+ 
ar az az Re ar2 r ai' az 2 
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(6) 
(8) 
(9) 
Energy 
aT aT 1 (a 2 T 1 af a2 T) u +w + - - + + 
ar- al' P r R e ar2 r ar a- 2 , z 
Ec [(au), u2 (aw J (a;)' (au)' arr oiN 2 - + 2- +2 - + - +- + + 
Re 0- -2 a- a- a- a! ar r r z z z 
(:: )'+ (::)' i aV' ;2 ] - + -2 r Or r (10) 
where 
wR 2 JlC 
RI'"' ,Pr =-- , E c= (11 ) 
" k C To 
Equations (6)-(9) can be solved independent of equation (10) and are to be 
done by numerical analysis. The resulting flow field solution can then be 
used to solve equation (10) for the temperature distribution. The entire 
solution of these equations will be completed at a later time. 
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RADIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
The sealing capability of a slinger will be determined by the radial 
pressure gradient. The exact nature of this gradient will be quite complex 
due to the complicated flow across the disk. As an example, see reference 22 
for a detailed look at secondary flows in a centrifugal impeller. Other inter-
related factors are the presence of a liquid-vapor interface [18] , pressure 
variation between vanes [23J ' and fluid throughflow [24] , although the 
experimental results of Due [25] indicated that there was no significant 
dependance on flow coefficient. 
A simplified approach is necessary so it is assumed that once steady 
state operation is reached the fluid in any thin annulus moves as a solid mass 
rotating about its own axis with angular velocity Kw where K is the ratio of 
the fluid angular velocity, {3, to the disk angular velocity, w. The radial 
velocity will be small compared to the tangential velocity and will be 
neglected, so the radial momentum equation (2) becomes: 
1 
_v2 
1 3p 
p 3r 
(12) 
Since the pressure is a function of the radius only, this equation reduces to 
an ordinary differential equation. Then substituting Kwr for the tangential 
velocity results in: 
dp P (K W r)2 (13) 
dr r 
Integrating between any two radial points on the face of the slinger yields: 
Other investigators [5] , [12] , [19] , have obtained the same result by 
different approaches and their close correlation with their experimental 
results verifies its general applicability. 
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(14) 
The value of K must be determined to solve for the pressure gradient, but 
K will be influenced by several variables including geometry of the seal, 
solidity, clearances, Reynolds number and radius. Since the fluid between the 
vanes on a slinger will rotate essentially with the slinger angular velocity, 
K~l, but the fluid in the gap between the vanes and the housing will rotate at 
some lesser angular velocity. The regions could be considered separately but 
in reference 25 Due established equations for K by correlating experimental data 
to equation (14) using a statistical regression analysis. The applicable 
equation from Due is: 
K r b = 0.951 - 0.282 R + 0.2137 a+b + 0.175(b) (15 ) 
where R is the seal radius, a is the seal to housing gap width, b is the blade 
height, and r is the particular radial distance. Average values for the subject 
seal are: a = 0.08 in., b = 0.25 in., and R = 2.24 in. Using these values in 
equations (14) and (15) the radial pressure distribution can be determined. 
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TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
Due to the rotation of the slinge~ energy is imparted to the fluid, 
manifested as a temperature rise and eventually as a phase change from liquid 
to vapor. This phase change causes a drastic change in the density of the 
fluid and a resulting smaller radial pressure change. To account for this 
effect, the radial temperature distirbution must be known. 
A simple control volume analysis will be used to look at the enthalpy 
increase from one radial plane to another. Knowing the enthalpy and pressure 
defines the state at a point so the temperature, density or any other required 
properties can be found using a standard computer code [27] or from tables or 
charts [28]. The process will be assumed to be steady state, steady flow 
[26] and the radial distance between inlet and exit planes will be small so 
the change in kinetic and potential energies will be negligible. Heat transfer 
to the walls will be considered negligible. Continuity requires the mass 
flow at the inlet to equal that of the exit and with the other conditions as 
above, the one dimensional energy equation will be: 
(16) 
where m is the fluid mass flow through the seal, h is the enthalpy at a 
particular radius and W is the shaft power absorbed by the fluid. 
W= - rw (17) 
with torque being defined for one side of a disk [5J ' [12J as: 
r= 
4 
so the change in enthalpy becomes: 
c P w3 (r 5 _ r 5) 
m 2 1 (19) 
The moment coefficient C
m 
must be determined. For the smooth side of the 
seal the value of C is found to be 0.0008 for Re = 108 using the empirical 
ms 
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equations from reference 8. For this seal the flow is between regimes 3 and 
4 as defined by Daily and Nece [5J so an average value of Cms from the two 
applicable equations is used. The disk is thin so no contributions due to 
the tip are considered. 
For the vaned side of the disk the moment coefficient will be greater and 
will be approximated by the method derived by Thew [15J where 
(20) 
The pressure and enthalpy distributions can now be calculated, yielding any 
other thermophysica1 properties needed at a radial point. The velocity ratio 
is found to be essentially constant for the smooth side, K = 0.44, but varies 
with radius on the vaned side so Cm also varies as shown. The mass flow of 
0.13 lbm/sec and slinger angular velocity of 2932 rad/sec are obtained from 
engine balance data [30]. On the vaned side it is necessary to assume a 
value of Rint' determine the point at which the fluid begins vaporizing, and 
use this as the new assumed value of Rint' continuing until the assumed and 
determined values converge. For this seal a radius of 2.2 in. is where yaporiza-
tion, therefore the interface begins. 
Using the property values from reference 29 (their station 20) as being 
at the root of the smooth side of the slinger (r = 1.7 in.) the radial property 
variations are calculated and summarized in Table 1. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A thorough literature survey has been completed with the most applicable 
work listed beginning on page XVIII-16. A set of non-dimensional partial 
differential equations have been established which describe the flow on the face 
of a slinger seal. The pressure and temperature distributions for the Space 
Shuttle Main Engine high pressure oxidizer turbopump primary slinger seal have 
been described and the location of the liquid-vapor interface determined. 
The radial pressure distribution equation (14) should provide good results 
based on the experimental work confirming it, but the analysis of the temperature 
variation is approximate at best and too many simplifying assumptions are made to 
trust its validity. The smooth side values for Cm are sufficiently grounded with 
experimental work but the equation for Cmv has not been investigated enough to 
verify its generality. Due to these factors and the nature of the inita1 data 
used from reference 29, it is believed that this simplified analysis can be used 
only to predict tendencies. 
Further work needs to be done on vaned slinger seals. Solution of the 
governing equations and matching of all boundary conditions should be done to 
get a complete picture of the flow involved and to predict more accurate pressure 
and temperature distributions. An experimental program should be conducted to 
determine actual pressure and temperature values to correlate with the analytical 
work. No previous experimental work could be found through the literature survey 
which deals with liquid oxygen, high rotational speeds as found in modern turbo-
pumps, or the energy transfer involved with the production of a liquid-vapor 
interface. 
Recommendations based on the literature survey that could improve the 
sealing performance of the Space Shuttle Main Engine high pressure oxidizer 
turbopump slinger are: 
- include circumferential tangs on the vaned side of the seal with matching 
grooves in the housing to stabilize the liquid-vapor interface, thereby 
reducing leakage [14] . 
- increase the number of vanes to 24 which has been established as optimum [14] . 
- utilize a non-wetting coating on the housing opposite the vaned side of 
the seal to reduce secondary flow that enhances leakage. [20] . 
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Figure 1. Cutaway view of slinger seal model 
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TABLE 1 
SLINGER RADIAL PROPERTY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Smooth Side 
Velocity Moment 
Radius Ratio Coefficient Enthalpy Pressure Temperature Densit~ 
(i n. ) (BTU/lbm) (lbf/in2) (OR) (1 bm/ft ) 
1.7 .44 .0008 -34.3 334 216 61.2 
1.8 .44 .0008 -32.5 361 219 60.5 
1.9 .44 .0008 -30.3 388 223 59 
2.0 .44 .0008 -27.5 416 230 58 
2.1 .44 .0008 -24.3 446 237 56 
2.2 .44 .0008 -20.6 476 245 54 
2.24 .44 .0008 -18.9 488 247 53 
Vaned Side 
Velocity Moment 
Radius Ratio Coefficient Enthalpy Pressure Temperature Densit~ Quality (i n. ) (BTU/lbm) (lbf/in.2) (OR) (l bm/ft ) 
2.24 -18.9 488 247 53 0.0 
2.22 .88 .0040 -14.8 464 254 51 0.0 
2.20 .88 .0039 -11.2 442 258 48 0.0 
2.18 .88 .0037 - 8.0 421 255 42 O. 1 
2.16 .89 .0036 - 5.4 402 253 35 0.2 
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ABSTRACT 
Computer simulations of solar energy systems are used to evaluate 
system performance, size system components and predict fossil fuel savings. 
The solar heating and cooling high speed performance (HISPER) computer 
code was previously developed to give a quick and accurate predictions. As 
a simplification of the TRNSYS program, it achieves its computational speed 
by not simulating detailed system operations Or performing detailed load 
computations. 
In order to validate the HIS PER computer code for air systems the 
simulation was compared to the actual performance of an operational test 
site. The site selected was the Home Builders Association of Huntsville 
office building in Huntsville, Alabama. Solar insolation, ambient tempera-
ture, water usage rate, and water main temperatures from the data tapes 
for the site were used as input for the HISPER program. 
The HI SPER program was found to predict the he ating loads and solar 
fraction of the loads with errOrS of less than ten percent. Good correlation 
was found on both a seasonal basis and a monthly basis. Several parameters 
(such as infiltration rate and the outside ambient temperature above which 
heating is not required) were found to require careful selection for accurate 
simulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Solar energy collection systems are installed on dwellings in order to 
reduce the occupant's dependence on conventional forms of energy for heat-
ing and cooling. Due to the diffuse nature of solar energy and the varia-
bility in the weather, it is impractical to install a system large enough to 
provide all of the energy needs. A back-up system, using conventional 
energy, must be provided for supplying energy during long periods of 
cloudy weather. The solar energy system is ideally sized to maximi~ize 
the benefit to cost ratio (the ratio of annual solar energy provided divided 
by the life cycle cost of the solar energy system). Becaus e of the large 
number of design parameters and the weather variability, the design 
optimization problem is a difficult one. 
Computer programs have been developed to help predict solar heating 
and cooling (SHAC) performance. One widely used program is TRNSYS which 
was developed at the University of Wisconsin Solar Energy Laboratory [I}:'. 
This is a general purpose program that allows the user to simulate a system 
by defining the performance of and the interaction between various types of 
components (collectors, storage, pumps, control logic, etc.). TRNSYS gives 
an accurate indication of the model performance but it does require a signifi-
cant amount of computer time to run. In a design situation it is mOre desir-
able to have an analysis tool which can quickly and economically give reason-
able answers. This allows mOre design iterations to be analyzed. 
In response to the need for a rapid solar simulation computer program, 
Northrup Services, Inc. (under contract to NASA) developed HISPER - a high 
speed performance program [2]. HISPER is basically a simplification of the 
TRNSYS program in which some detailed system operation and load calculations 
are not performed (such as room temperature oscillations and ductwork heat 
losses). When HISPER was compared to TRNSYS for identical cases, the 
predicted system performance differed by less than 7 percent while computer 
time required by TRNSYS was approximately 30 times greater than the time 
required by HISPER. 
The usefulness of any simulation is dependent on how well it predicts the 
performance of the actual system. This study provides this validation of the 
HISPER program by comparing the predicted results using actual weather data 
*numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of this paper. 
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with the measured performance of the site during this same period. The 
Home Builders Association of Huntsville office building was s elected as the 
site to be simulated. 
This report first describes the Home Builders Association office building 
and its operation over a period from September, 1978 to April, 1979. Next, 
the basic organization of the HISPER program and the modifications necessary 
to run actual weather data is presented. Third, the simulation input data is 
discussed. The fourth part is a discussion of the results of the study including 
the effects of several critical design parameters. Finally the results of this 
study are discussed and recommendations made for the use of HISPER and 
for topics which need further study. 
OBJECTIVES 
The primary objective of this study are to verify the general computa-
tional philosophy of the HISPER program by demonstrating that the program 
adequately predicts the performance of actual solar energy systems. This 
verification will result in mOre confidence in HISPER for use as a design. tool. 
Secondary objectives include: identification of the effects of parameter 
values on the simulation performance, identification of any desirable changes 
in the HISPER logic, and the establishment of a post-design review procedure 
in which the actual performance of a site can be compared with the predicted 
design value. 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE 
The operational test site selected for use in this study is the Home 
Builders Association of Huntsville office building located in Huntsville, 
Alabama (see Figure 1). This building has two stories with a total floor 
area of approximately 210 square meters (2270 square feet). The building 
was designed by IBM (under contract to NASA) to be a single family dwelling 
but is being used as an office building at this location. 
The south facing roof is sloped at 45° and contains 30 solar collectors 
(manufactured by Solar Energy Products) for a gross area of 67 square meters 
(720 square feet). These collectors are single glazed and use air as the 
energy transport medium. 
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Figure 1. Office Building for the Home Builders 
Association of Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 2 shows a schematic of the solar energy collection system. Air 
heated in the solar collectors first passes through an air/water heat exchanger 
so that the domestic water going to the hot water heater (not shown) may be 
preheated. Then the hot air is directed by the air handles either to the house 
Or to the pebble bed storage, depending upon the energy needs of the house at 
that time. The pebble bed storage has a volume of 14 cubic meters (500 cubic 
feet) and contains 23 metric tons (25 tons) of river rock. 
During periods when no solar energy is being collected, house air may be 
passed through the pebble bed thus providing energy to the house. If the 
temperature of the pebble bed storage is too low (below 320 C Or 900 F), a 
Westinghouse air-to-air heat pump provides the heat demanded by the house. 
A complete description of the building and the solar energy system design 
and operation is given in various reports prepared by the designers - the IBM 
Corporation Federal Systems Division [3, 4, 5]. 
Operational Test Site Data: 
The Home Builders Association office building was equipped with 45 
sensOrs to obtain data for performance evaluation. These include 27 
temperature sensors, 7 electric power recorders, 5 flow rate sensOrS, a 
solar insolation indicator, and 5 others. Each of these sensOrS is scanned at 
320 second intervals (5 minutes and 20 seconds) and their average value is 
recorded by a data logger. All of this information is then put on to magnetic 
tapes. 
This data is used by IBM to prepare a monthly performance summary 
for the site. The performance summary includes the climatic conditions, house 
heating and hot water loads, and solar collection information. The monthly 
summaries also include any known problems (such as malfunctioning equip-
ment) which occur during the month. 
The period chosen for the comparison of HISPER and the actual system was 
October 1978 through April, 1979. This was chosen since both the 5 minute 
recorder data (on magnetic tape) and the monthly reports were available. 
Summer months were not included since the real system is put in "Summer 
Mode" in which the pebble bed storage is not used. HISPER does not have the 
capabilities of the IISummer Modell. 
A review of the information on the data tapes indicated that the data tapes 
could not be used directly with the HISPER program. First, periodic sensOr 
malfunctions were discovered (such as ambient temperature going from about 
290 C (840 F) to - 200 C (_40F) for a period of about 45 minutes and then back 
again). Secondly, gaps in the data of up to 30 hours was observed on several 
occasions. These problems were overcome by correcting the obviously erron-
eous data and inserting reasonable values for the missing data. This data 
manipulation will result in a small discrepancy in the IBM Monthly Reports 
and the HISPER predictions. Since the total amount of bad Or missing data is 
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verY small, the discrepancy is insignificant. 
Site Operation: 
A review of the test site data revealed several areas which could lead to 
significant errOrS. These relate to hot water usage and temperature control 
of the house. 
Since the site is being used as an office building rather than a residence, 
the demand for hot water was quite low. When the hot water tank was set at 
63 0 C (l45 0 F), before November 22, 1978, an average of only 30kg (7.8 gallons) 
of hot water were used daily. After the hot water temperature was lowered 
to 5lo C (1230 F) on November 22, 1978, the hot water demand rose to an 
average of 36kg (9.5 gallons) a day. Very little water was used on the 
weekends. 
The temperature of the water coming out of the water main fluctuates 
over the period of the year. Water main temperature varies from a high in 
August at about 25 0 C (77°F) to a low in February at about 90 C (48°F). This 
variation probably results from the water being transported in mains that are 
not buried deep enough to be unaffected by seasonal temperature variations. 
Another problem is illustrated in Figure 3. March 24th and 25th were cold 
weekend days following a rather mild week (high ambient temperatures). 
Apparently someone had shut off the thermostat before leaving work on Friday 
so that when the workers returned on Monday, the building temperature was 
8°C (46°F). There is other evidence that the thermostat settings had been 
adjusted over the period of investigation. 
Figure 3 also shows that a significant variation in room temperature does 
OCCUr on a daily basis. This may be due to a direct solar gain either through 
the windows or through the walls. The resulting heating in the occupied area 
will reduce the amount of solar Or auxiliary energy required. 
HISPER MODIFICATIONS 
The HISPER simulation program consists of a main program and three 
fundamental subroutines: MODEL, WETHR, and SOLAR. The purpose of 
each of these subprograms is: 
1. MAIN- The main program reads the system parameters, per-
forms the time integration, and controls the output of 
the program. The main program calls subroutine MODEL. 
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2. MODEL - This subroutine calculates all of the energy flows in the 
system model in a given increment of time. It calculates 
collector performance, the dwelling heating load, the 
hot water load, and the flow of energy in the solar system 
(including in to and out of storage). It calls WETHR and 
SOLAR. 
3. WETHR - This subroutine provides ambient temperature and hori-
zontal solar insolation to MODEL. These values are read 
from weather tapes containing typical weather data. 
4. SOLAR - This subroutine receives the total hourly horizontal inso-
1ation output by the WETHR subroutine and converts it to 
total insolation incident on the collector surface using 
one of four user determined methods. 
The basic HISPER procedure, with the exception of WETHR, was not 
changed significantly. Some control logic was added to MODEL and different 
forms of output were provided for in MAIN. Subroutine S::>LAR was not 
altered at all. Since the climatic data was from a new source, WETHR had to 
be changed completely. 
HISPER was designed to read weather tapes which contain typical climatic 
data for a particular location. In order to validate HISPER predictions for an 
actual operational test site, it was necessary to modify HISPER to read the 
actual climatic conditions at that site. Sensors at the Home Builders Asso-
ciation office building include an ambient temperature sensOr and a pyranometer 
to measure total solar insolation in the collector plane. 
HISPER uses both insolation on a horizontal surface (for load calculations) 
and insolation on the collector plane (for solar collector performance) in its 
simulation procedure. Normally the horizontal insolation is provided by the 
weather tapes and HIS PER uses one of four standard techniques to estimate 
the tilted insolation from the horizontal value (see references [1, 6, 7]). Since 
the site data includes only tilted insolation data, HISPER' s WETHR subroutine 
had to be modified to reverse the standard procedures and predict the horizon-
tal insolation value which will produce the 0 bs erved tilted value when SOLAR 
is called. 
HISPER is designed to simulate a typical domestic dwelling so the assumed 
hot water load represents what a normal family might use each day. Since the 
system being studied is an office building, the HIS PER predicted daily usage 
(224kg - - 59 gal) does not correspond well to the actual usage of about 33kg 
(8.7 gallons) per day. Therefore HISPER was modified to read (in WETHR) 
actual water usage and true water main temperature from the site data. 
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The control logic used in HISPER is designed to provide the maximum 
amount of energy to the loads as possible. The main control features include: 
1. Turning on the collector when ever energy can be gained. 
Z. Energy is extracted by the hot water preheat tank whenever the collec-
tor is on and the outlet temperature is greater than the preheat tank 
temperature. 
3. Energy is provided to the house whenever the house has a load and 
the air inlet temperature, either from the collector Or storage, is 
greater than the house temperature (returns air temperature is 
assumed to be room temperature). 
4. Energy is not allowed to go to storage if the temperature from the 
collector is less than the temperature at the top of the storage bed. 
In order to study the effects of actual control settings on the HIS PER 
Simulation performance, the following features were added to the MODEL 
subroutine control logic. 
1. A minimum temperature difference between the collector plate 
temperature and the bottom of the pebble bed storage bin before the 
collector would collect energy (note: the plate temperature was based 
on steady state flow conditions) Actual site required a 150 C (Z80 F) 
temperature difference [8]. 
Z. A minimum temperature difference between the collector outlet 
temperature and the preheat tank for domestic hot water before energy 
could be extracted from the air and be put in the preheat tank. Actual 
site required UOC (ZOOF) to tUrn on and no less than zoe (30F ) 
before turning off [8]. 
3. A minimum temperature at the top of the pebble bed storage was 
necessary for the storage to be allowed to provide energy to the house. 
Actual site required a temperature from the storage of at least 3Zo C 
(900 F). [8]. 
4. An air return temperature from the house that was lower than the 
nominal house temperature. Review of data tapes indicates that the 
return air is approximately SoC (90 F) below room temperature. This 
is probably due to thermal stratification in the rooms. 
The control logic as modified by these four featUres will be referred to as 
the "modified control logic. 11 
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SIMULATION INPUT DATA 
A variety of sources was us ed to develop the input data for the HISPER 
simulation program. The attempt was to make the model for the Home 
Builde rS of Huntsville office building as realistic as pos sible. 
The manufacturer's data for the sunworks solar collectors was used since 
other tests of the collectors by Wyle Laboratories showed good correlation 
with the predicted performance. Manufacturers data was also used for the 
air to water heat exchanger used for preheating water. 
Flow rates in the air ducts were taken from actual tests performed by IBM 
after the construction of the test site. 
Internally generated heat loads were as sumed to be 2890 kJ /hr. This 
corresponds to the average heat generation at 10 people, lights. 2 refrigera-
tors, and three coffee pots. The storage losses (since the storage bed is in 
the building, is considered to be part of the internally generated heat. 
The parameters used for heat load calculations are primarily based on a 
design analysis done at NASA/MSFC in 1977. After the Home Builders 
Association building was constructed, tests were conducted to determine actual 
heat loss coefficients. The results of the study indicate that the building load 
demand is commensurate with the 720 BTUH/oF design building loss coefficient-
area product (UA). 
The only significant difference between the NASA /MSFC design values and 
the values used in the HISPER simulation was for infiltration. The NAS;,\/MSFC 
value was one half air change per hour which assumes very tight construction. 
The tests performed on the building were conducted at night with no employees 
present at the office building. ASHRAE [9] recommends design infiltration 
rates from one half to two air changes per hour. depending on the number of 
windows and doors in the building. Since the building is being used as an office. 
with the possibility of many people entering and leaving during the day, an air 
infiltration rate of 1. 5 air changes per hour was used. 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
HISPER was designed to give a reasonable prediction of solar performance 
of a home. This means that it should be able to predict the loads and the 
amount of solar energy delivered to the loads. The accuracy of the predictions 
was investigated with respect to several of the input parameters: infiltration 
rate, the outside ambient temperature above which the hous e is assumed to 
require no heat (TLH), and the effect of control logic. The domestic hot water 
predictions were also investigated. 
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Effect of TLH: (Temperature above which no energy is required by the house) 
A house does not always require energy whenever the outside ambient 
temperature is less than the house temperature. This is because any house 
has some direct solar gain and a large amount of thermal capacitance. The 
direct solar gain statisfies some of the current house demand as well as being 
absorbed in the house for use at night. This effect can be seen in ·;.llC room 
temperature fluctuations in Figure 3. 
The data tapes for the Home Builders Association building were searched 
to determine what percentage of the time the he ating / cooling system was on as 
a function of the outside temperature. Figure 4 shows this relationship. The 
increase in the percentages for the higher temperatures is due to cooling, 
not heating. From Figure 4, it is obvious that if the house is set at 22°C 
(720 F), it actually does not require significant heating until well below that 
value, at say IOoC. 
Initial simulations were run assuming heating was not required over an 
ambient temperature of IOoC, i. e. TLH lOoC (500 F). The HISPER results 
are shown on a monthly load basis in Figure 5 and on a daily load basis in 
Figure 6 (a). An infiltration rate of 1. I was assumed so that the total house 
load for the period was correct. This value of T LH results in HISPER under 
predicting the actual loads on cold days (heavy loads) and over predicting on 
warm days (light loads). 
A value of TLH of 7°C (45 0 F) and an infiltration rate of 1. 5 air changes 
an hour was then used to produce the results in Figure 5 and Figure 6 (b). 
These values result in a very good load prediction on both a monthly and daily 
basis. 
Effects of Control Logic: 
Once the actual loads were matched through the appropriate selection of 
TLH, the portion of the total load provided by solar energy was investigated. 
Figure 7 shows that a good correlation was achieved on a monthly basis. 
A closer examination of component performance revealed that the tempera-
tUre at the top of the storage was higher after periods of heavy load than HISPER 
predicted. (See Figures 8 and 9). This was due to the actual control logic 
which stopped energy withdrawal at temperatures of les s than 320 C (90oFO. 
The storage bed model of HISPER is programmed to supply, on demand, 
energy to the building anytime the temperature at the top of the storage is 
greater than the thermostat setting. 
The temperature at the bottom of the pebble bed storage at the actual site 
often reached temperatures 50 C (9 0 F) below the nominal room temperature 
setting. This is probably due to the return air from the house being at a lower 
temperature than the rOom. 
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The four changes to the II control logic detailed in the HISPER Modifi-
cation section were made with the following values: 
1. Minimum temperature difference between collector plate and 
storage bottom: 70 C (13 0 F) 
2. Minimum temperature difference between collector output 
temperature and preheat tank temperature: SoC (90 F) 
3. Minimum temperature from storage to house: 32°C (90°F) 
4. House return temperature: SoC (9°F) below room temperature. 
The effects of this modified control logic can be seen in Figures 7, 8 and 9. 
The temperature difference criteria for turning on the collector and preheat 
tank heat exchanger did not have a great effect on the results. The minimum 
temperature to the house requirement reduced the solar percentages since the 
storage could no longer be "drained. II Lowering the return temperature from 
the house allowed the collectors to operate more efficiently, collect more 
energy and thus deliver more to the house. The last two effects tend to counter-
act one another thus resulting in still a very good prediction of solar percen t-
ages on a monthly basis (Figure 7). Figures 8 and 9 show that these change s 
do result in a significant improvement in the simulation of the pebble bed 
storage behavior. 
Hot Water Percentages: 
Hot water loads were accurately predicted since almost all of the 
information required for the load calculation was read from the data tapes. 
The percentage of the domestic hot water was not predicted well by HISPER. 
HISPER predicted a larger solar fraction than actually existed. 
The inaccurate prediction is a result of several factors. First, the 
water usage demand is so low in this application that energy losses are of a 
much greater magnitude than energy used in heating the water actually used. 
Therefore any errOr in heat loss parameters will have a large effect on the 
solar percentage. 
The second effect is that HISPER only simulates heat lost from the 
preheat tank, not the standard hot water tank. Due to the low usage rate, 
most of the solar provided heat will be lost before it is used. 
The solar percentages of the hot water load for the actual site and 
the HISPER predictions are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Solar Percent of Hot Water Load 
Actual Site HISPER Pred icted 
Month Percentage Percentage 
October, 1978 52 99 
November, 1978 49 90 
December, 1978 64 91 
January, 1979 50 68 
February, 1979 43 69 
March, 1979 59 100 
April, 1979 64 100 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 
The major conclusion is that the HISPER solar simulation program seems 
to be a sufficiently accurate design tool. Errors of less than 10 percent 
were observed when comparing predicted results to the actual results. One 
caution, however, is that parameters such as infiltration and TLH (the 
temperature above which no heating is required) must be carefully selected 
to achieve good monthly predictions. 
Although HISPER predictions have been validated against actual 
performance, several areas were discovered which need further attention: 
o 
1. The value of 7 C for TLH (temperature above which heating is 
not required) seems lower than the site data indicates it should 
be (Figure 4). This should be investigated for this site and others. 
2. The validation process should be carried out for several other 
operational test sites. 
3. The four control options previously discussed shou Id be added 
to HISPER. This will give HISPER greater flexibility but will 
not significantly increase computer time required for simulation. 
4. The water main temperature was observed to vary frolTI 8°C to 
25 0 C over the period of a year. This variation could significantly 
affect the predicted hot water load since HISPER currently 
assumes a constant water lTIain temperature. 
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INCIPIENT FAILURE DETECTION (IFD) OF BALL BEARINGS 
by 
David Wang, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering 
University of Wisconsin - Platteville 
Platteville, Wisconsin 
ABSTRACT 
Because of the immense noise dissipated during the operation of 
a large engine such as the SSME, the unique ball bearing signals 
are often buried by the overall signature of the machine. As a 
result, the most commonly used technique, pattern recognition 
(1)*, to detect and predict ball bearing failures is rendered 
useless. 
In order to retrieve the buried bearing defect signals from the 
background noises, a survey of two improved techniques was con-
ducted. 
Signal averaging method (2) averages n** signals over a time 
duration equaling the known period of the ball bearing defect 
frequency. With this method, the desired ball bearing defect 
signal will be enhanced over the noise by a factor of In. 
A second method is to perform a further frequency analysis on 
the logarithmic spectrum. The purpose of this operation is to 
detect and separate different families of harmonics and side-
bands, thereby giving information about modulating frequencies. 
The above mentioned alternate IFD methods were carried out with 
a Norland 3001 waveform and data system. The obtained results 
are then compared with the power spectral density (PSD) of the 
overall machine signalS and conclusions are made accordingly. 
* Number within the parentheses refers to the references at the 
back of the report. 
** Number of samples taken. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Every operating machine will generate a combination of sound 
and vibration in the form of 'signatures' which are unique to the 
devices being evaluated. The ability to monitor, analyze, and use 
this signature to locate vibratory sources and predict future 
failures is the goal of an IFD system. Pattern recognition is the 
most commonly used technique in evaluating ball bearing conditions. 
It is performed by spectrum analyzing the output of an accelerome-
ter signal over a specified freqeuncy range that includes the ball 
pass frequencies. An abnormal increase in amplitude of this 
'signature' over some duration of time indicates deterioration of 
ball bearings. 
During the operation of a large machine such as the SSME, the 
bearing 'signature' in the form of electronic signals is often 
buried by the large background noise. Therefore, it is necessary 
to extract the bearing defect signals from the combined signal 
before an evaluation of the bearings can be made. This report 
describes a signal averaging or summation technique to extract the 
repetitive bearing defect signal from a complex signal with a high 
level background noise. 
A cepstrum (3) type of signal analysis was also carried out. 
The advantage of cepstrum over a spectrum analysis is that it can 
separate families of periodic sidebands around some fundamental 
frequencies. The purpose of this cepstrum analysis is to cross 
check its results with that obtained using the signature averaging 
method. The possibility of using cepstrum in evaluating ball 
bearing conditions was also explored. 
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OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this project is to seek a data reduction 
process in order to extract pertinent information from the time 
record of SSME during its tests. The extracted information is, 
then, used to predict condition of ball bearings installed in 
the high pressure oxygen turbopu~p (HPOTP) of the SSME. Of 
numerous available methods, signa~ averaging or summation analy-
sis (3), (7), were chosen ~o be examined in this report. 
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SIGNATURE EXTRACTION 
A signal with known periodicity,T, is buried deep in noise. 
To extract that signal by averaging or summation, the total 
signal plus noise is divided into m segments of duration T. 
Each segment is sampled at a number of points during every 
period. The samples are stored in a data storing device such as 
a magnetic tape which algebraically adds together all m samples. 
A repetitive event of period T w'ill always be added in the 
same sample location. The resulting sum, thus obtained, will be 
m times the average amplitude of that event. Events which do 
not repeat with the same period will result in a sum proportion-
al to 1m, therefore, the desired signal has been enhanced over 
the noise by a factor of 1m. 
The above described signal averaging process can be describ-
ed as follows. Signal +(t) is 
~(t) = Set) + net) ----- (1) 
the signal at kth repetition starts at time instant t k , if taking 
tl = 0, is 
~(tk + its) = S(tk + its) + n(tk + its) 
= S(it
s
) + n(tk + its) (2) 
Since noise, net), is random and the m segments of samples 
are independent, summation of the m noises will yield a mean 
square value of ma 2 and a rms value of Ima. Hence, after adaing 
the m segments of the signal, equation (2), which indicates values 
at the ith location of the signal +(t) within the period T becomes 
m 
L: +(t k + its) k=l 
m 
= mS(it
s
) + L: n(tk + its) k=l 
= mS ( it ) + Imo 
s 
Therefore, the signal to nOlse ratio, after m summations, is 
A Norland 3001 waveform analyzer was used to carry out the 
signal extraction procedures described above. There are two ways 
to accomplish signal extraction. One is to stack segments of 
signal of given period T by shifting the signal segment of 
duration T, without any gap, m times successively. Another way is 
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to convolute the signal, +(t), with a train of m units impulses 
at a time delay of the given period T. The latter procedure is 
described by the following operation. 
a(t) 
m 
= foo +(t - E)Eo (E - kT)dE 
_00 
k=l 
m 
= L +(t - kT) 
k=l 
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CASE HISTORY AND DATA COLLECTION 
Failures of bearings within the HPOTP were experienced during 
tests of the SSME. Spallings, damage cuts, pittings, and dis-
coloration appear on both inner and outer races, rolling elements, 
and cages. The most serious failure seems to occur at bearings 
closest to the turbine of HPOTP. It was suspected from evidences 
of damages, that these failures were caused by excessive loading 
in the axial direction of the turbopump during the starting stage 
of the test. In order to be able to predict the oncoming bearing 
as well as other types of failures, data were collected from 
several strategically located accelerometers. These signals were 
usually low pass filtered at 10 KHz or under before storing on 
magnetic tapes for later analysis. Because of the low pass filter-
ing of data, possibility of adopting various IFD techniques in the 
higher frequency range (30 KHz and higher) as diagnostic instru-
ments is precluded. 
The collected data in the form of time record is time averaged 
or summed and then transformed to the ferquency domain as power 
spectral density (PSD) diagrams. This allows one to relate specific 
periodic occurrence of the bearing to specific frequencies in the 
data. 
In order to analyze the obtained results, ball pass frequen-
cies over a defect were computed according to the following 
equations. 
+0 ~R(l D = + ~osa) 2 dm 
+. ~R(l Dw = a-cosa ) 1 2 m 
d (Dw) 2 
+s = R~(l cos 2 a) Dw dm 
For the given bearing configuration, various ball pass frequen-
cies and other relevant data (at 100% SSME power) are listed as 
follows: 
+ = 2570 Hz, +. = 3530 Hz, +s = 2920 Hz 
o 1 
N = 13, R = 469 Hz 
Static capacity of the bearing~ 3050 Ibs. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
Results obtained from the test carried out in the Spring of 
1980 are presented in figure 1 through figure 11. Figure 1 is a 
collection of three PSD's for the initial, middle, and final stage 
of the bearing life span. Narrow band spikes at shaft rotative 
speed and turbine blade frequencies appear in the diagram at 469 
Hz, 1836 Hz and 3672 Hz, ~s expected. Note the growth of the 
narrow band spike at 2570 Hz region which indicates a possible 
fault on the outer race. Defects on the inner race and rolling 
elements are not obvious in this particular figure. 
Figure 5 through figure lO are the so-called zoom PSD's at 
the same time instants as those in figures I through figure 4. 
It is more desirable thatn the normal PSD's because it provides 
a considerably finer resolution over the portion of the spectrum 
that we are interested in~ Again, possible defects on the outer 
race appear on these spectra in the neighborhood of 2600 Hz 
region. Finally, a useful technique in detecting the deteriora-
tion of bearings with respect to time is presented in the form of 
a three dimensional PSD with time as the third parameter. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A signal averaging or summation process has been described 
that is used to extract the bearing defect signals form the time 
record of SSME. It appears that this procedure can also be 
applied to the zoom and three-dimensional PSD for finer resolution 
and better presnetation of the deterioration history of ball bear-
ings. An electronic equipment of black box type based on this 
principle could be constructed and adopted as part of an "on-line" 
IFD system. One drawback in applying this technique is that the 
period, T, of a repetitive signal cannot be absolutely time-locked 
in an analog to digital converter because of the limitation of the 
sampling time interval. The result of this deficiency is the 
tendency of the summed time signal being smeared gradually. Signal 
to noise gain will be decreased accordingly. 
Even though other techniques such as "acoustic emission" (10) 
and "shock pulse" have been proposed, they have not been proven 
successful. One alternative method in ball bearing defects detec-
tion is to utilize the bearing high frequencies (13), (14), 
especially for large machines. Natural frequencies of ball bear-
ings are usually far beyond that of the noise level, therefore, 
less noise interference to the bearing signal. In order to adopt 
this method of approach, real time signal should be collected 
without any low pass filtering. 
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BY 
Gary L. Workman, PH.D. 
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Athens, Alabama 35611 
ABSTRACT 
The traditional nondestructive testing technique used 
for inspecting welds in large space structures, such as the 
"External Tank", has been radiographic testing, in con-
junction with surface inspection methods, such as dye 
penetrant testing. In order to improve upon the economics 
and reliability of these critical inspections, new approaches 
to the test methods are under consideration. One approach 
is to replace the very expensive radiographic inspection 
with an automated-eddy current testing technique. A descrip-
tion of pulsed eddy current and its relationship to multi-
frequency techniques if presented here, as well as a some 
preliminary results obtained from observing pulsed waveforms 
with apparatus and algorithms currently in use for ultrasonic 
testing of welds. It can be shown the pulsed eddy current 
techniques can provide similar results. 
Eddy current testing has primarily been used for sorting 
of materials due to differences in conductivities, detecting 
differences in surface due to corrosion on cracks, and in 
some instances to detect flaws below the surface. Manual 
operation of the test proves to be very unreliable due to such 
test parameters as lift off, non-uniform conductivity, depth 
of penetration, surface treatment, and complex geometries of 
the test object. The use of a pulsed eddy current techniques 
can eliminate some of the Iloncritical parameters affecting 
the eddy current signals Rnd facilitate in the detection of _ 
critical parameter such as fldws, subsnrface voids, and corrosion. 
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Introduction 
The nondestructive inspection of large space structures 
requires that a large part of the inspection procedure be 
automated in order to reduce human errors and to reduce the 
amount of time and money spent in this critical phase of 
production. Since a large number of the procedures used for 
inspecting the External Tank are concerned with determining 
flaws in welds, there is a need to develop an inspection tech-
nique, which can be automated, to determine flaws in welds' and 
structures with complex geometries. The techniques; whereby 
one generates eddy current in a metallic material and observes 
the changes in the circuit parameters due to material differences, 
has been chosen as one possible approach. The principles 
of eddy current testing has been treated in a number of publi-
cations (1-3). Of particular interest to the researcher is 
the book by Libbyl and the work of Dodd 3 • 
Eddy currents are generatea in metallic specimens by 
alternating currents in coils in close proximity to the 
material. Some of the properties associated with eddy currents 
are: 
1. They constitute a closed circuit: hence, in the 
material, they usually have a circular configuration 
2. They penetrate into the material with decreasing 
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amplitude away from the surface. 
3. Variations in part distances introduces electrical 
phase differences. 
4. The magnitude of eddy current flow is proportional 
to the current in the test coil. 
5. Both'the electrical conductivity and the magnetic 
permeasbi1ity affect the eddy current flow in the 
material. 
6. Discontinuitieswhich affect the eddy current flow 
are easily detected as the eddy current redistribute 
themselves around the discontinuity. 
These general properties have enabled eddy current 
techniques to be useful for a number of applications. Some 
of the most notable are: 
1. Measurements of electrical conductivity 
2. Measurements of magnetic permeability 
3. Sorting of metallic materials 
4. Measurements of distances between components 
5. Thickness determinations 
6. Detections of voids on discontinuities in metallic 
materials 
A number of commerica1 eddy current instruments are 
available for these applications. The reliability and 
sensitivity of each test depends upon many parameters, for 
instance: 
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1. Coi1-to-conductor spacing and geometry 
2. Choice of frequency for a particular conductor 
3. Orientation of defects to coil 
4. Sample geometry 
5. Coil characteristics 
Such a large number of parameters affecting an eddy 
current measurement accounts for the range and flexibility of 
the technique, as well as its pitfalls. For instance, in the 
determination of flaws in welds, one has to keep all other 
parameters constant so that only the interaction of the 
eddy currents with a flaw would be observed as a signal. Even 
with a judicious laboratory arrangement, this is very diffi-
cult to accomplish. When testing complex geometries, in a 
production environment, it is practically impossible to 
maintain that many parameters constant. Also, most materials 
exhibit minute changes in composition which can affect the 
eddy current measurements and this can be misinterpreted as 
a flaw. Since it can be so difficult to make a single eddy 
current measurement and interpret the results correctly, 
many researchers in the field are developing methods which 
take a number of measurements and solve simultaneously for 
different parameters which can change. The use of computers 
in both hardware control and data acquisition and analysis 
allows these approaches to become easily automated. 
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Objectives 
The primary objectives of this work is to determine 
the feasibility of using pulsed eddy current methods for 
nondestructive testing. As described in the report there 
are many ways of handling the data received from the eddy 
current test. Our approach has been to pulse an eddy 
current probe, use present FFT data processing and deter-
mine if the information contained in the frequency domain 
does allow one to solve for the properties of the material 
under inspection. 
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Multiparameter Methods 
The electrical quanities of interest in an eddy current 
measurement are usually a voltage or current and its phase 
relationship to the driving voltage or current. Eddy current 
circuits are most easily represented as simple RLC circuits 
and their signal responses represented as impedance of the 
material being inspected. Hence impedance plane plots are 
most often used to illustrate and differentiate between the 
different parameters affecting the eddy current measurement. 
For example, if we consider a simple coil and driver arrange-
ment such as ft.. 
then if 'If) ~ V.Coswf. (Le. a sinusoidal waveform) then 
Notice that the measurement of a single v.oltage can deter-
mine only a single parameter or the combined effect of 
several parameters. In order to differentiate between the 
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parameters in an eddy current measurement, one has to 
synthesize an excitation signal which then can be decomposed 
into frequencies affected by the desired parameters. One 
approach is to use multifrequency excitation from which 
we can extract a voltage and a phase value for each frequency. 
For example, if we use two frequencies, then we have four 
measurements for each test and 
VI = PII Al + Pl2 A2 + P l3 A3 + Pl4 A4 
V2 = P21 Al + P22 A2 + P23 A3 + P24 A4 
V3 = P31 Al + P32 A2 + P 33 A3 + P 34 A4 
V4 = P41 Al + P42 A2 + P43 A3 + P44 A4 
where AI' A2 , A3 , A4 , represent the material properties as 
coefficients in response to the eddy current source and 
each Pij represents the magnitude of that effect in each 
measurement. VI through V4 represents either a voltage or 
phase measurement. This procedure has been developed and 
successfully demonstrated by Dr. Dodd and his Union Carbide 
Corp. in Oak Ridge(4,5). Although the parameters Al through 
A4 appear to be linearly independent, experimentally it can 
often be difficult to determine unique solutions and thus to 
identify such effects as lift-off, voids, or corrosion. 
However, their approach was to synthesize known types of 
defects, liftoff's, etc into the laboratory calibration. Then, 
during an inspection procedure, their system uses a pattern 
recognition approach to go back and fit the experimental data 
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to the calibration data in order to determine what responses 
are contained in each measurement. To date, this approach 
has worked very well in the inspection of tubing used in 
nuclear reactor heat exchangers. 
The frequencies chosen for this approach use a high 
frequency signal for surface effects and a lower frequency 
(say 1/10) for multilayer identification, and even another 
lower frequency (say 1/100) for detection of voids farther 
away from the surface. 
Pulsed Eady Current Techniques 
The multifrequency technique provides a workable solution 
to the eddy current testing problem. The major drawback to 
the method is that it is expensive. A multi frequency head 
using several coils will prove to be extremely costly. In 
addition to the data acquisition circuit, precise frequency 
filters are required to maintain a reliable signal-to-noise 
ratio for each phase and amplitude measurement. A promising 
technique, which should prove to be less expensive, is to use 
a pulsed excitation rather than the continuous alternating 
current as in the previous work. In reality pulsed eddy 
current ana multifrequency eddy current provide similar informa-
tion. For instance, a short duration pulse can be transformed 
into the frequency domain and the resulting wave form consists 
of a large number of frequencies. Hence, we can also produce 
multifrequency excitation using a pulse with a finite time 
period. 
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Pulsed eddy current data can be obtained in two different 
ways, although the two approaches are essentially equivalent. 
The pulsed eddy current experiment can be performed in a manner 
similar to the multi frequency experiment discussed above, the 
only deviation is using a finite pulse instead of several 
continuous wave frequencies. The interaction of the coil with 
the eddy currents is still dependent on the inherent frequency 
of interaction. Hence, one would still measure amplitudes 
and phases of the resulting signals and perform the data re-
duction in exactly the same way as before. The two methods 
are equivalent in that same sense. 
The other approach one might take in using pulsed eddy 
currents is to actually transform the time domain data into 
the frequency domain and use the multi frequency analytical 
approach with these transformed values. Our approach this 
summer has been to obtain data in this mode in order to deter-
mine the feasibility of the approach. A number of algorithms 
currently in use for ultrasonic imaging applications one 
applicable, as well as a hardwired Fast Fourier Transform 
Analyzer (6). Hence we felt that this approach might proceed 
the quickest for a summer's work. 
Experimental Results 
All of the measurements taken in this work were obtained 
with a Microtek model 101 ultrasonic pulsing system driving 
a Kervonics reflection eddy current coil. The pick-up coil 
signals were digitized by a 8-bit AID and stored in a Biomation 
Transient Analyzer. 
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Model #8100. The data was then transferred to a PDPll/45 
computer and analyzed via software generated by contractor 
personnel. An example of the data obtained here is shown in 
Figure 1-4. The pick-up signal itself is shown in Figure 1 
and its FFT is shown in Figure 2. These observations were 
obtained statically with a Kervonics 40A probe (pick-up coil 
radius=0.7 cm) on aluminum. 
Lift-off simulation is shown in Figure 3 and the result-
ing waveform when over a 20 mil surface defect in shown in 
Figure 4. 
Note the changes which occur for the frequency domain 
data, particularly at 0.5, at 1.3, and at 3 MHZ. In all 
three cases the pick-up signal changes somewhat but not as 
quantitative as given in the frequency data. Obviously then 
the analysis of a three frequency probe at 0.5, 1.3, and 3 
MHZ should provide the same type of information, but would 
require three frequencies with separate pick-up coils. Since 
the scanning mechanism, which was expected to be used in this 
work, never did arrive; all the measurements were made using 
a specially inprovised mount for the probe. Since no motion 
occurred during the measurement, all tests were static. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
The pulsed eddy current technique can differentiate 
between various materials properties using FFT analysis. 
Since we were not able to obtain data while scanning over 
a specimin, that should be the next objective in this 
project. Also, in view of the information published by 
Dr. Dodd and his associates, the following recommendations 
can be made. 
1. Improve the resolution of the AID converter 
presently being used by replacing it with at 
least a 12-bit AID converter. 
. 
2. Use waveform synthesis techniques to genera~e 
a pulse which contains those frequencies of 
interest for a particular inspection. A micro-
processor generated pulse can do this. 
3. Implement the pattern recognition algorithms at 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Upon request 
most of his software is available. 
If pulsed eddy current is to be developed at MSFC, a 
full time effort should be provi(led. '1'he nondestructive 
testing requirements for large spacecraft will be more 
easily implemented using either a plll~;ed or JIm 1 ti-frcqucncy 
method. 
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between two rotating circular cylinders is formulated. Two 
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first approach results in an algebraic eigenvalue problem, 
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perturbation function. The advantages and disadvantages of 
both approaches are discussed and a preferable numerical 
solution technique is outlined. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is generally believed that the existence of flucu-
ations in the circulation of the atmosphere can be attributed 
to the instability of the stationary dynamical state without 
fluctuations. Partial confirmation of this belief has 
recently come from detailed annlysis of the numerical general 
circulation models. However, no exact laboratory experiments 
have been conducted of the atmospheric circulation in order 
to test this hypothesis. The absence of such a laboratory 
model is basically due to the difficulty arising from the 
large earth gravity field which is ever present in any 
terrestrial experiment. Recently hopes for the possibility 
of setting up an experiment model of the earth's global 
circulation has been rekindled again through the availability 
of the gravity free environment of the forthcoming missions 
of Spacelab. Indeed an experiment to model and study atmospheric 
fluctuations arising from stability considerations in a true 
spherical geometry is being considered by NASA for a future 
Spacelab Mission [1]. 
The existence of fluctuations in the flow inside a ro-
tating cylindrical annulus in which the inner cylinder is 
cooled while the outer cylinder is h~ated have been observed 
experimentally hy Fultz et al. [2] and Powlis and Hide [3]. 
These fluctuations were found to re~emble in a remarkable way 
those that are observed in the atmosphere although the 
geometries are different. Due to this striking resemblence 
between the waves in the annulus experiments and the waves 
in the atmosphere, the [low field in the rotating cylindrical 
annulus has been studied extensively (sec Hide and Mason [4] 
for an up to date discussion on the annulus problem). 
One of the major findings common to both the analytical 
and experimental studies of the nnnulus problem is that waves 
of different azimuthal wave lengths appear only for specific 
value of the governing parameters of the problem. This fact 
is usually shown by plotting a curve in the Taylor-Froude 
number plane which separates the wave regime from the no-wave 
(symmetric) regime. Such a curve has been obtained experi-
ment ally by Fowl i sand 11 idQ eq. However, in the theoret ical 
treatment of the exact annulus problem only few points on 
that curve have been obtained, originally hy Williams [5] and 
subsequently by Quon [6J. These theoretical confirmations 
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have been obtained through the complete, three-dimensional, 
numerical solution of the governing equations for the 
annulus geometry. These numerical solutions of the exact 
problem consume excessive amounts of computer time to per-
form. For this reason the regime diagram which was obtained 
experimentally have not been reproduced in full through 
numerical solutions, sinc~ the amounts of computer time 
needed to perform these calculations are beyond the scope 
of present day computers. 
In this report we will outline a different numerical 
method for obtaining the regime diagrams for the annulus 
problem. Since the existence of the observed fluctuations 
in the annulus is due to instability of the basic dynamical 
state, it then seems reasonable that a stability analysis 
of the basic state, symmetric annulus flow should predict 
under what conditions the fluctuations w,ill appear. Now, 
it is well known that stability analysis requires far less 
calculations than the total solution of the governing 
system of equations. Hence, such an analysis may be 
efficiently used to generate the desired regime diagrams. 
In this report two methods of stability analysis will be 
presented and the advantages and disadvantages of each 
method will be discussed in detail. Furthermore, a recommen-
dation will be given on the best numerical implementation 
of the techniques in question. 
STABILITY ANALYSIS 
As indicated in the introduction there are basically 
two analytical approaches that may be used to verify the 
experimental regime diagrams. The first approach is to inte-
grate the initial-boundary value problem starting from a 
state of no motion and following the solution in time. 
This approach requires the soltuion of the full governing 
equation in three-dimensions and for long enough time to 
discern whether fluctuations will appear or not. However, 
the computation time that may be necessary to implement 
this approach could be prohibitive. Quon [6] has indicated 
that as much as 150 hours of computer time on the Univac 
1108 is necessary to establish only one point in the regime 
diagram using this approach. 
The alternative approach which is subsequently outlined 
is to use linear stability analysis to establish the regime 
diagrams. This approach may be implemented in one of two ways 
both of which will be discussed at length. 
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The linear stability analysis starts by first ·form~lating 
the governing equation for the annulus flow in cylindrical 
geometry. These equations are the Navier-Stokes equations, 
the energy equation and the mass conservation equation. 
The Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical geometry 
in a rotating reference [rame, arc the follOldng: 
(1) 
'i + U u;. +!{.. if1 + W- LIi ... ~cJ" ... 'Z.fZ l( :: - t Pcp (2) 
-t" I t?ttl"~ ~ Um -!:l: ) \ r So 1 r-&' 
uJt .... u tv; + ~ ~ + u.r~ : - t 1'1; -\- oJ (7 t.ur... ~~ T (3) 
where 
and 
In Eq. (3) the Boussinesq approximation has been used. 
In the above equations u, v anJ ware the radial (r), 
aximuthal (~) and axial (z) velocity components, respectively. 
p and p arc the pressure and Jensity; v is the kinematic 
viscosity; a is the volumetric expansion coefficient and T 
is the temperature. g is the angular velocity of both 
cylinders. Tn conjunction with ahove system the energy and 
mass conservation equations arc needed which are given by 
Y.. =- 0 
r 
where K is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid. 
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(4) 
(5) 
Next, all the field variables are separated into a stationary 
mean part and a perturbation part in the following way: 
L( ~ U o .f-l.l 
I 
v-;, .... /F I tr ;: 
w;~w 
, 
c,..r :: 
., :: t:-o ... t' ' 
T :. lo.,.r 
When the above variahles are substituted into the govern-
ning system of equations (1)-(5) and using the fact that 
the mean variables ( ~D) themselves satisfy equations (1)-(5) 
a system of equations governing the perturbation functions 
results. However, this latter system of equations is as 
complicated as the original system with the added complexity 
of having the basic state functions appearing as coefficients 
in the equations. This means that in order to solve for 
the perturbation functions one needs to solve for the basic 
state first. 
If it is further assumed that the perturbation functions 
are very small, i.e.infinitesimal then it is possible to linearize 
the system of equation for the perturbations. These equations 
will be of the following form after dropping the primes: 
(6) 
Vi: ... l.{ou;.. ... ~ U; ~ LV; cVi ... u tJO ... ... w u;,c of" ~ (l.t,tr + U Uo) ... --z.fl U 
= -1y-ft -tv (OZ,tr..- ;"~f-~z.) 
(7) 
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(9) 
(10) 
In the above equations the stationary basic state variables are 
functions of rand z alone are assumed to be known every-
where. 
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
We continue with the stability analysis by looking 
for solutions to Eqs. (6)-(10) for the perturbation 
functions with the known stationary basic state for some 
known initial small values for the perturbations. The 
solution will proceed by first formulating the eigenvalue 
problem. Eqs. (6)-(10) can be simplified by noting that 
they are linear and the coefficients are independent of the 
azimuthal direction ~ . Under these conditions the per-
turbation functions admit the following form of solution: 
t u. trtJ - p1 = (l~tr/,.),;"...{r,l)/,J-{~1'),e("i~)/iTlr}~)1x JJ ,1, "" "G" v (11) 
The solution form (11) represents a wave of wavelength 2rr/k 
which is propagating in the azimuthal direction ~ with 
a speed c. Upon substituting the functional form (11) into 
the perturbation equations (6)-(10), the following equations 
result 
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(12) 
(13) 
In the present work the perturbation functions will be zero 
at the boundaries. 
Now Eqs. (12)-(16) may be written in the following 
operator form: 
" 
:::. 
(14 ) 
(IS) 
(16) 
(17) 
where,c: and eC'.... are linear partial differential operators 
which involve the basic state u , v , w ,T and k 
Since Eq. (17) is homogeneous w~th Romo~ene8us boundary con-
dition then it forms an eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalue 
c. 
Normally the system (17) is solved through the method of 
separation of variables which will reduce the eigenvalue 
problem to an ordinary differential eigenvalue problem. 
Such a problem may be solved either by the shooting method 
or the matrix method (see Antar [7] for a discussion on the 
application of these techniques). However, in the present 
case we can not use the method of separation of variables 
since the coefficients in the operators are not separable. 
Thus, the partial differential eigenvalue problem (17) has 
to be solved as it stands. 
A logical way to handle the system (17) is to use the 
finite difference method especially since the coefficients 
are given as a set of numbers at specific points in the 
domain. This is due to the fact that the basic state solution 
is obtained through a finite difference method. Without 
going too much into the details of the finite differencjng 
procedure, if the derivatives in the operators dJI' and K are 
1 2 
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approximated by finite differences, the equation (17) will 
be transformed to the following alegebraic problem 
[A]{x} + c [BJ{x) = 0 (18) 
where [A] and [B] are banded matrices and is a vector 
representing the value of the field variables at the discrete 
points in the solution domain. Taking the inverse of [B] 
in (18), the equation may be rewritten as 
f [01 - c. [I]~ \ X ~ = 0 (19) 
where [ b ] = [B]-l [A]. Clearly (19) then is an algebraic 
eigenvalue problem which may be solved through matrix manipu-
lations. 
Although in principal the technique is straight forward, 
in reality the transformation of Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) is 
quite involved and will not he discussed here. The major 
difficulty in formulating Eq. (19) is that the vector x is 
very large. In fact if one chooses to discretize Eq. (17) 
through 10 points in each of the z and r directions the 
vector x will have 400 elements. However, we know from 
experience that 10 points for the discretization is not 
enough and a reasonable choice will be S04Points. ~or ~his 
latter value the vector x will possess 10 elements. This 
size of the vector will make the solution of the eigenvalue 
problem very lengthy. Another approach which might be more 
suitable for the present problem is discussed next. 
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INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
The second alternative for obtaining a solution to the 
perturbation equations (6)-(10) is to assume a solution 
which possesses a sinusoidal form in the azimuthal direction, 
cP ,i.e. 
1\ 
~ (W"') :c I ~ } t) =- f (rJ -c, t ~ k ) ~ "- ~ (20) 
This form of the solution is admissible due to the linearity 
of the equations and also the independence of the coefficient 
function of the azimuthal direction cP Upon substituting 
the functional form (20) into eqs. (6)-(10), the following 
linear system of equations results: 
" 
_ 7...Q if" 
(21) 
(24) 
The set (21)-(24) constitute a linear partial diffe"rential 
set depicting an initial value problem. Thus a solution to 
the system may be obtained once the proper initial conditions 
are given. The initial conditions in th~s case arc given 
again as a wave function with a specified wavenumber k and 
a specified amplitude function. 
The stability or instability of the perturhations is 
resolved by examining the hehavior of the amplitude functions 
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with time. If for a given wavenumber k ,the amplitudes 
appear to grow with time, then the perturbations are said 
to be unstable. If, on the other hand, the perturbation 
amplitudes seem to decay with time then the pertubations 
are said to be stable. As for the eigenvalue problem, however, 
the sign of the imaginary part of c determines stability 
or instability. In this case if the sign of c i is negative, then the perturbations are said to be stable, otherwise it 
is unstable. 
Now, due to the complexity of the coefficients of the 
system (21)-(24), no closed form solution is nossible. Thus 
one has to resort to numerical solutions. In'this case it 
seems logical to use finite difference techniques for both 
the time and the two spatial directions. Conceptually, a 
numerical solution for this system should be obtained without 
difficulty due to the linearity of the system. 
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ABSTRACT 
Formal similarities between general relativity and Rosen's 
bimetric theory of gravity have been used to analyze various 
bimetric cosmologies. The following results have been found: 
(1) Physically plausible model universes which have a flat 
static background metric, a Robertson-Walker fundamental 
metric and which allow co-moving coordinates do not 
exist in bimetric cosmology. 
(2) It is difficult to use the Robertson-Walker metric 
for both the background metric and g~v and require 
tha t gI-<ll and y',.11 have diff eren t time dependences 
because there are not enough bimetric field equations 
to Simultaneously fix the time dependences. 
(3) A consistency relation for using co-moving coordinates 
in bimetric cosmology was derived. . 
(4) Certain spatially flat bimetric cosmologies of Babala (1975) were tested for the presence of particle horizons. (5) An analytic solution for Rosen's (1978) k = +1 model 
was found. 
(6) Rosen's singularity free k = +1 model arises from what 
appears to be an arbitary choice for the time dependent 
part of '¥,...J • 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1973 and 1974 Nathan Rosen proposed a bimetric theory of 
gravitation. The origin of its name arises from Rosen's assumption 
that two tensor fields (gpu and y~~) exist at each point 
(x1,x2,x3,x4 ) of spacetime. Rosen (1973,1974,1978) has given 
the following interpretations for g,.." and 1,.." : 
As in general relativity, g~~ is the fundamental metric 
tensor of Riemannian geometry. The motion of material bodies 
and photons is determined by gr~. Moreover, those aspects of 
spacetime which can be observed by using clocks and measuring 
rods are contained in g~~. 
On the other hand,~~~ may be thought of as representing the 
spacetime metric that one would obtain if all the mass-energy 
in the universe was removed. "(fA" is called the "background" 
metric. According to Rosen (1978), "i,.." describes a geometry 
of spacetime not directly observable at present." 
Bimetric gravitation has a number of interesting features: 
1. It is a metric theory which, if suitable boundary 
conditions are chosen, agrees exactly with general 
relativity in the post-Newtonian limit (Lee, et. al. 
1976). 
2. It does not appear to predict the existence of black 
holes (Rosen 1973, 1974). 
3. Considerably larger (5-6x) masses for neutron stars 
are allowed by bimetric gravitation than by general 
relativity (Rosen and Rosen 1975). 
4. If the background metric is assumed to be Minkowskian 
(i,." = '71-',) ), then it is pOSSible to express gravitational 
energy and momentum density via a conserved tensor and 
the field equations and resulting calculations are 
simpler than in general relativity (Rosen 1973,1974). 
5. Homogeneous bimetric cosmological models which have 
acceptable values for the Hubble parameter Ho and 
the deceleration parameter q have been found and 
studied by Babala (k=0, 1975~, Goldman and Rosen (k=-1, 
1977), and Rosen (k=+l, 1978). 
6. At the present time the only observation known to pose 
difficulties for Rosen's theory is the period change 
Ip/pl= 1.2 x 10-7 yr-1 determined by Taylor et.al. 
(1976) for the binary pulsar ISR 1913 + 16. Will and 
Eardley (1977) analyzed binary star motion using 
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bimetric theory and, assuming that gravitational radiation 
from a source is described by a retarded potential solution 
of the wave eQuation, have shown that bimetric gravitation 
allows dipole radiation. (However, also see Rosen 1978b for 
a different view.) Will and Eardley concluded that Rosen's 
theory is consistent with observations only if ISR 1913 + 16 
contains either (a) two very heavy neutron stars of nearly 
eClual mass or (b) a very light neutron star whose companion 
is a rapidly rotating white dwa~~ or helium main seQuence 
star. 
II. MarIVATION--C0:3MOL<X;ICAL HORIZONS 
One of the most intriguing predictions of general relativity 
is its prediction of "event horizons" in spacetime. These are 
boundaries which separate observeable events from those 
not observeableo The best known example of an event horizon is 
that which surrounds a spherical black hole and which happens 2 
to arise at the same value of the radial coordinate, r = 2GM/c , 
for which the Schwarzchild metric 
I 
ds:l. = (, - ~ )d:)~ _ d~~ _ r~dG'l _ ,.."l......w,'lg df' CI) 
ttt" , _ :l (..Mlr.(. "1 
has a singularity. 
However, the existence of an horizon in spacetime is independent 
of the choice of a coordinate system and, in fact, it is pOSSible 
to have event horizons even when spacetime is perfectly homogeneous. 
Rindler (1956),in his classic paper on cosmological horizons, 
showed that homogeneous cosmology permits universes with 
particle horizons, event horizons or both. 
The presence of particle horizons (a surface in 3~space 
which divides all fundamental particles into two classes: 
those which have been observed by a given "fundamental 
observer" and those which have not been observed) has troubled 
cosmologists for the following reason. Particle horizons represent 
regions which have been and still are causally disconnected 
from other parts of the universe. However, according to the 
precepts of canonical cosmology, all fundamental observers must 
find identical physical conditions (of course disregard small 
scale local inhomogenities) at the same instant of cosmic time. 
The obvious and difficult Question is: How do regions which 
are causally disconnected achieve such a remarkable degree of 
physical identity? 
Of course, one can always postulate special initial conditions, 
but this approach seems more in the spirit of theology than of 
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science. A more challenging approach is to assume that the 
universe beGan with anisotropies present and that through 
the actions of certain mechanisms homogeneity naturally 
arose.(Misner, Thorne and Wheeler 1973, ch. 30). For this 
approach to be successful it is essential that the following 
two requirements be met: 
(1). A satisfactory mechanism for converting initial 
anisotropies into isotropy be found. (2). Whatever the mechanism, there must be sufficient 
time to create the degree of homogeneity and 
isotropy now obs erv:ad "1. 
It is possible to use the 30 K microwave background radiation 
to place some constraints on the time available for producing 
homogeneity (Misner, Thorne and Wheeler 1973, ch. 30). These 
constraints are so severe--the universe must be already 
homogeneous as early as the epoch z = 1000 ( only 600,000 yr 
after creation in an Einstein-de Sitter model) that no 
entirely satisfactory chaotic cosmology has yet been found. 
Therefore, because particle horizons pose an important problem 
for cosmology, it is important to analyze bimetric cosmology 
in order to discover if these horizons exist in bimetric models 
as they do in general relativity. 
III. BIME'llUC CCl3MOLCCY WITH THE ROBERTSON-
WALKER METRIC. 
Nowadays it is popular to use Robertson-Walker spacetime 
ds~ = cti':l. - F-"H~ _ .. ( ~r'1+ r-:'dt)~+ r"'>cW,'lf} dq,':l.) 
(I -+ k r"l .. ) 
(:l.) 
for cosmoloGical investigations. Here (r,&.~) form a set of "co-
moving" spherical coordinates, t is cosmic time, R(t) is the 
scale factor function, and k is the constant of space curvature. 
Rindler (1956) derived equations which allow one to test 
for horizons in Robertson-Walker spacetime. In models which 
have R = 0 a particle horizon will exist at time to if 
(-to M 
J RH-) 
() 
converges. (3) 
Some cosmologies never pass through R = 0 and begin their motion 
as t~-~. In these models a particle horizon will exist at to if 
:t" ) ~/R(·n converges. ('1) 
-co 
For an event horizon there is only one test, viz., 
00 ~ &!(RH) 
-"0 
converges. 
Although the above tests are, at least in principle, straight-
forward there do arise prOblems when one attempts to use them 
in bimetric cosnology. The principle difficulty arises from the 
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from the fact that none of the published bimetric cosmological 
models are consistent with the Robertson-Walker line element 
for g~~ and, at the same time, consistent with the form used 
for,(,.') in solving the bimetric field equations. For example, 
Babala (1975) initially assumes 
:t "e"J.l!J.t2 _ .. :lo/ (&r~+ r~d.e~ of ~~~'l.e dJ..'l.) ((,) d S:r. = Cj,..\.1 (he'" chc = ~ 'f 
where ~ and lP are functions of t. By redefining the time co-
ordinate it is possible to transform eq. (6) into Robertson-
Walker form 
rc = ~ e,'l&f ., d!;.~ = cl'T"'1 - e.~'V('f) (dr'l..+r'l.df)'l.+r~~ ~~~·~l l<i)'pn 
From equations given by Babala it is easy to show that his models 
require 
rr = eJ .. +o.-l + "to k 
where ~D and k are obtained from initial conditions. The Simplest 
case to analyze is k = f,,= 0 and then one finds 
-1< 'r < 1 
, . 
where A is a constant of integration related to the value of ~ • 
, I 0 According to Babala, expanding models are given by A";> I » X:: I 
-1< '}.'< , • The simplest case to study is the one with A':: I 
because ~. (,~) simplifies to form easy to integrate. 
If the Rindler tests are applied, then one finds that this model 
contains both a particle horizon and an event horizon at ~o 
b~~ause both To \V, 'l. 't: 
(cit ( e O(c_-r) J.T = i 0(<1 - (l-T,}) 
J R(-tl -7 J 3 
-00 -I 
5
ClO J&- (' e.-'+'''(,-T)''"J'C"-:: e.:t"CI_'Io )3 R~) -9 J 3 
.fo 'fa 
oS") 
converge •. 
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However, it is possible to find bimetric models without particle 
horizons. An example is afforded by choosing ~ = 2. In this model 
the particle horiz on integral logari thmically diverges as 't..,. -I • 
"["0 ~ ~ 3) 'Po].,-.. ( € 00-'l) d-r -= (ca J..,.(I+'t1-~(I-+T) -t :l,(H't)""-lCH't) i" lib) J I*T 3_1 
-I 
The difficulty which results when the time coordinate is re-
defined lies in the fact that while eq. (8) succeeds in convert-
ing eq. (6) to Robertson-Walker form it also forces the background 
metric to be time dependent. However, in deriving eqs. (10)-(13), 
gotten by substituting eqs. (6) and (7) into the bimetric field 
euations, Babala assumed that ~rv was independent of time. Bimetric 
cosmologies published by Goldman and Rosen (1977) and Rosen (1978) 
are subject to the same criticism. However, in the latter paper 
Rosen assumes that ~~~is time dependent at the outset and that ~~~ 
is given by eq. (6). In this case the effect of making a new 
time coordinate via eq. (8) is to change the time dependence of 
ir~ away from the form used in setting up the field equations. 
The preceding considerations suggest that the Robertson-Walker 
line element be introduced at the start rather than making an 
attempt to transform to it at a later stage. Unfortunately, this 
procedure does not work if one uses a flat, stffiic background 
metric. On substituting eqs. (2) and (7) into the bimetric 
field equations (see Rosen 1973,1974 for more detail): 
'" r.. I eC~ >.r ) 
Nt"\l :: ~)( ~hwl61t1 - "3."'6 ~ ~,..Ala( ~ "sip ':: - ~n W' ( ~'" -! ~,.vT 
and evaluating the (4,4) component one finds 
O=-4T1~~ 
for a matter dominated universe with neglible pressure. Apparently, 
only empty Robertson-Walker bimetric cosmologies are allowed 
by using eqs. (2) and (7). 
The simplest way to produce non-empty bimetric Robertson-Walker 
models is to let )',." be time dependent. A· straightforward method 
would be to let~~~have a Robertson-Walker form but with a dif-
ferent time dependence than g rJ , viz., 
ds"l. = cif'l. - R~(-t , ~[dlt'"~ + ~de~t r'\.~ ~ e c!F' ] (lq) 
~ (I -+ In:'/,,) 
dsir:: &:t'l._ $"(~' ~ [clr~+ r~Je'l. -+ r'\.~ '\.e df J (~o) 
{I \ 10- ,,,,,,> 
However, this approach is not completely satisfactory because 
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there are not enough field e~uations to simultaneously determine 
both R(t) and Set). 
Rosen (1978) made an interesting attempt to fix the time depend-
ence of y~~ by using the cosmological principle. It is well 
known, e.g., see Robertson and Noonan 1968, ch. 14, 347, that 
the only non-static metric which satisfies the perfect cosmological 
principle is the spatially flat de Sitter line element 
ds':l.= ctf'\.- e.d:t.(&r:l-+r':l.d~~+r~~~-e d~::I} (~,) 
When ~~~ is identified with de Sitter's metric it is possible 
to solve Rosen's field e~uations for R(t). Rosen, however, re-
jected the resulting model because it has a big-banglike singularity 
at t~~ • Assuming that the time dependence of Yfu is cosh t/a 
rather than exp 2t/a and t~t both g~~ and trvare spacetimes of 
constant positive curvature, Rosen was able to derive an expanding, 
closed and singularity free universe. 
However, it should be pointed out that these goals were reached 
by making what seems to be an arbitary choice for Set). Also 
Rosen fails to point out that if Set) = cosh t/a , then ~~vno 
longer satisfies the perfect cosmological prinCiple because 
the Hubble parameter of this metric 
s/s-:~-t~ tIel (:1":l.) 
is not independent of time. 
During the course of this fellowship the author attempted to 
develop a satisfactory mehod for fixing the time dependent part 
of ~~~ • One approach, which looked promising, was suggested by 
the fact that in general relativity one can start with a rather 
general spacetime 
d<;. ~: ~Llcr;~ld1:t~ - ~(r,-l) C&r'l. -to r":ld~2. of t:"~~ a df') (:13) 
and derive the Robertson-Walker line element by making use of 
a "consistency relation" which stems from the use of co-moving 
coordinates (McVittie, 1965, ch.8). 
Since no published work about bimetric consistency relations 
now exists, the author hoped to (1) derive a consistency relation 
for the use of co-moving coordinates and (2) use it, if pOSSible, 
to pin down the time dependence of ({p" • 
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The first step was accomplished for the following case. If one 
assumes that "It41J and g f"" generate spherically symmetric space-
times 
a v(rJot) ft.1~ JA'r;-t) (.1\ ~ ""d ~ ~. '\. J "'~) dS:r ... ~,..v cI-.("'dlt'" = e OI-f - e.. CH -+ \" ~ 4 r '-tM ~ O'f 
1'2. • 1" I "- clt-:t. _ e:~'(""+) (&r .... 4 I"~Jla" -'" r~ .. : __ "l.-a d..l ~) O~l! = "t tA" 0"( ~'lC - a 'T ~ 'f 
and then substitutes these into the bimetric field equations, 
then one finds the following non-vanishing components 
Nil -= ~ LP\"'f' - t.,.r .. (~, - >. .. )( ? "' r~(')l e"'->- '" 1 l}.H, -~·u ... i n~ ."'* )Je.: 
+ .l i.," :l~- ~." ,'\ ~ ~.'" i + e - g ,.~ e. 
The use of co-moving coordinates requires that, in spherically 
symmetric spacetime, 
\~ , ' I 'I \4 T = (0 + ?) d! tilt - ~ 'D 
,) ds d's I 
cilClas = 0 1'4 
vanish sinc~ 4 and g =0. However, these conditions also 
require Tl~_gl T/2 = 0 and that means N14 =0. Thus, the bimetric 
consistency relation is 
For comparison, the analogous general relativistic equation 
is 
,... rt :: ~ t""c. tit" 
As outlined in McVittie's textbook, it is possible to integrate 
eq.(33) and, by requiring that the (1,1) and (2,2) components 
of the Einstein tensor yield the same cosmological fluid pressure, 
one arrives at the Robertson-Walker line element. 
Unfortunately, when the same procedure is followed in bimetric 
theory, one discovers that Nll and N22 already give the 
same differential equation for pressure. Thus, unlike general 
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relativity, the consistency relation for co-moving coordinates 
does not lead to appreciable progress and, in particular, no new 
information is gained about the time dependence of "'( .... " 
IV. AN ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR ROOEN'S 1978 k =+1 MODEL 
As mentioned in the previous section, Rosen (1978) found a 
closed space expanding model which does not have a singularity. 
During the course of this summer's work the author found an 
analytic solution to the bimetric field equations of this model. 
o. • ~ "t ,!~~IJ' 
';f, -t- :i(~ ±)~ + - +~ - ~ (ltp-;).~) = -~1\~ (p + '!p) (3.,) ~ a. Q a~ Q 1 
\\> -+ ~ (+o-k i)~ - 1,. ~.,,! ~ Ol!i-J.!) = 4'1\ eI -43~(p -r) 
Cl ... a. C1 
f 4 3 (f .. P)( ~ ~ ~ +~ ~) = 0 ('3c,) 
If one investigates a zero pressure model and sets g44 = 1, then 
these equations simplify and it is possible to use the 
integral of eq.(36) 
3\.1' n ~ -t ~ e. U)~ 0.:= A ; A is a constant of integration, 
to set up a single second order differential equation which is 
linear in 4' 
By using the classical variation of parameters method it is 
possible to arrive at the following general solution to eq.(38): 
'¥(~\ = ('i~ i +; a B)l ~ 1 {~t + to.,;;l(~ 1:/a)] + 
~l'IA ~ t _ ~nA ( t~1 C ~~ t) ~ -4- ( 
'3 ii 3'J co. ~ 
In this solution Band C are constants of integration and 
the integral can be carried out by expanding tan-I (sinh t/a) 
in a power series. 
Although eq.(39) is not as simple as one would like, it is 
nevertheless, sufficiently simple to analyze for possible 
singularities in cosmic time. By letting t ~-c:o, t-.O and 
t~~ and looking at each term in (39) one can verify that 
Rosen's conclusion about the absence of a singularity in 
this model is correcto 
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V. SUMMARY 
Because the formalism of Rosen's bimetric theory is so similiar 
to general relativity one would think that it would be a simple 
matter to set up bimetric cosmology by using the Robertson-Walker 
metric for g,...\J • However, if such is attempted, then one finds 
that. there are too few bimetric field e~uations to simultaneously 
fix the time depenuence of g~" and 'I~,J 
Other results are: 
(1) Certain flat bimetric cosmologies of Babala have particle 
horizons; others do not. Apparently, the bimetric field 
e~uations (by themselves) are not strong enough to 
prevent the occurence of cosmological particle horizons, 
although strangely enough, they do exclude black holes. 
(2) An empty universe results if one tries to use a flat back-
ground metric along with a Robertson-Walker fundamental 
metric. 
(3) Rosen's singularity free universe of positive spatial 
curvature (Rosen 1978) arises from what seems to be a 
an arbi tary choice for the time dependent part of y,..1J D 
(4) A consistency relation for using co-moving coordinates 
in bimetric cosmology was derived. 
(5) An analytic solution was found for the field e~uations 
which describe Rosen's (1978) universe of positive 
space curvature. 
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ABSTRACT 
This project is a continuation and configuration of the 
experimental work performed during the summer of 1979. Data 
obtained after the submission of last year's report gave strong 
indication that it would be possible by spatial masking to 
code information onto an outgoing laser beam which would yield 
three-dimensional velocity information when analyzed at an 
interferometer. 
The work continued into this year has involved detailed, 
high resolution incoherent mapping of the sampling volume to 
determine the three-dimensional profile of the volume of the 
beam from which information will be obtained by scattering. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Marshall Space Flight Center has been involved in the 
application of Laser Doppler Velocimeters (LDVs) since their 
inception by Yeh and Cummins l in 1964. Subsequent research 
has applied LDVs to the study of aircraft wake vortices,2,3 
atmospheric turbulence measurements,4 r~mote intensity 
fluctuations,S dust devil measurements, and presently to 
severe storms.? 
Except for the earliest work in wind tunnels, most appli-
cations have used C02 lasers to increase the signal-to-noise 
ratio - an advantage resulting from the atmospheric window 
at 10.6 micrometers. Present work involves pulsed C02 laser 
to further increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Future work 
will utilize the advantages of off-axis telescopes and, 
possibly, lasers operating at wavelengths which more nearly 
match atmospheric windows. 
Each LDV has certain limitations on the velocity vectors 
which it can measure. The early LDV of Yeh and Cummins, for 
example, could easily measure flow velocities perpendicular 
to the incident optical plane. However, it could not measure 
velocity components along the optical axis. Subsequent 
systems, such as those used to measure aircraft wake vortices, 
measure the components along the optical direction at the 
expense of the orthogonal components. A need exists for an 
LDV which is capable of reading all orthogonal velocity com-
ponents. Such an LDV could be used to map the three-dimensional 
characteristics of a remote flow field. 
Several developments in LDVs point to the possibility of 
coding sufficient information into a laser beam so that the 
returned radiation will contain three-dimensional velocity 
component data. These developments include the classical 
heterodyne, fringe, and the more recent time-of-flight LDVs. 
It is possible that a combination of these approaches would 
yield the three-dimensional information necessary to map a 
three-dimensional flow field. The most likely impediments 
appear to be instrumentation artifacts which may obscure the 
signal of one or more velocity components or produce an un-
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this work has been to obtain a detailed 
understanding of the sampling volume of the infrared laser 
Doppler velocimeter assembled during the 1979 Summer Faculty 
Fellowship Program. Detailed, high resolution maps were to 
be made of both the coherent and incoherent sampling volumes. 
The response of the sampling volume to spatial masking within 
the telescope was also to be determined. The response of the 
system to various objects moving through the sampling volume 
was also to be determined. 
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EXPERIMENTS 
The infrared laser Doppler velocimeter (Figure 1) 
assembled during the Summer Faculty Fellowship Program last 
summer was returned to its operational status. The system 
was improved by modifying the external mirrors to permit 
mechanical rather than electrical positioning. This step 
was necessary to maintain more precise alignment of the 
entire laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). 
The detailed study of the coherent sampling volume 
yielded essentially the same results as those obtained last 
summer. The double maximum present last summer in the Doppler 
Signal Power vs. Secondary Mirror Position curves was not as 
pronounced. The cause of this phenomenon was isolated to 
the z-scan mechanism of the secondary mirror. As the secondary 
mirror is moved along the optical (z) axis, the focal point 
projected onto the detector assembly (27-50 feet away) moves 
erratically about in the x-y plane of the detector. Of 
course, similar wandering of the beam occurs relative to a 
fixed position on the rotating sandpaper wheel. 
Ironically, a similar phenomenon occurs when the rotating 
sandpaper wheel located on a carriage on the optical bench is 
moved along the z-axis of the beam. In this case the "wander-
ing of the beam" is only apparent. A fixed point on the 
rotating wheel is actually moving in the x-y plane as the z-
traverse is made. Obviously, data entailing movement of both 
the wheel and secondary mirror contains a compound error re-
sulting from both phenomena. 
Data taken by scanning the secondary mirror, first in one 
direction, then in the reverse direction, is reasonably repeat-
able but is not symmetric relative to the maximum power point 
in the scan. This asymmetry is in part due to the x-y motion 
introduced into the outgoing beam. 
The same data taken by scanning the rotating wheel along 
the optical axis, first in one direction, then in the reverse 
direction, is approximately as repeatable but with much less 
asymmetry. 
When the signal power (as measured by a specturm analyzer) 
was plotted against the voltage (as measured on an oscillo-
scope) there were discontinuities on the semi-log plot. The 
causes of these points which did not fallon the straight line 
plot were never determined. There is a remote possibility 
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that they resulted from an ailing Honeywell specturm analyzer 
which failed to function after this data was taken. 
The incoherent data verified and accentuated the con-
clusions arrived at from the coherent data - namely that the 
beam wanders about in the x-y plane as it rotates in an 
irregular arc about the optical axis. An example of the 
phenomenon is as follows. With the secondary mirror adjusted 
to focus at the near end of the optical bench let us assume 
the focal point is on the optical axis. As the secondary mirror 
is adjusted to move the focal point toward the far end of the 
optical bench, the beam first swings toward the left as it 
swings upward and finally swings back toward the right as it 
reaches its maximum height at the far end of the optical 
bench. This general pattern was repeated for many experiments. 
Occasionally there was some fine detail in the arc but the 
trend remained the same. It was determined that the relation-
ship between the secondary mirror position and the focal point 
position on the optical axis was highly repeatable and agreed 
with theoretical predictions. 
The incoherent sampling volume was measured by moving an 
aperture throughout the double cone defined by the focused 
beam from the laser. Figure 2 is a traverse in the x-axis of 
the laser beam without second~ry mirror or wire filter. This 
x-axis profile is the standard for all additional work which 
was taken with the beam focused between 27 and 50 feet by the 
secondary mirror. A 500 ~m aperture was selected for the 
traverse of the unfocused beam to keep the power density with-
in the limits of the pyroelectric detector and lock-in ampli-
fier used for power detection. Apertures of suitable size were 
always used for taking data since neutral density filters 
operable at 10.6 ~m were not available. Attempts to use exist-
ing flats of Ge, CaF2 or BaF2 were futile because of signifi-
cant artifacts introduced into the data via diffraction and 
multiple reflections. Notice the asymmetry in the beam which 
is present to some extent in all data. 
Initial data was taken with a 1.0 mm aperture as was done 
last year. It was determined that this aperture did not pro-
duce sufficient resolution for a laser beam that has a theore-
tical focal diameter of approximately 40 mil. The resolution 
would be particularily dismal if one were interested in de-
tecting auxilIary maxima about the center of the beam. As a 
result, the 1.0 mm aperture attached to a Coherent Radiation 
power head was replaced with pinholes of either 25 or 50 ~m 
attached to a pyroelectric detector. Depending upon the laser 
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output power, the 50 ~m aperture was frequently so large 
that it produced slight saturation of the pyroelectric de-
tector or lock-in amplifier. Therefore, much of the data 
was taken with the 25 ~m aperture when the laser power was 
too large for the other size aperture. The Coherent Radia-
tion power head could not be used because it did not have 
sufficient sensitivity with small apertures and because its 
frequency response was below the 4 Hz minimum response of the 
lock-in amplifier and accompanying rotating aperture. Though 
data were taken at many z-axis positions, those which follow 
were taken at a nominal 47 feet. 
Figure 3 is a trace along the optical axis obtained by 
moving the aperture along the optical bench with the 
secondary mirror set for a nominal distance of 47 feet. 
Notice the asymmetry relative to the nominal focal plane of 
the nominal focal plane is caused by variation in time of the 
x-y position of the focal point. The beam was originally 
positioned in x, y and z to provide maximum power at the 
nominal focal plane. 
Figure 4 compares the trace along the z-axis taken with 
and without the wire filter in place. There is a natural re-
duction in total power when the wire is in place but other-
wise the two traces are similar. 
Additional information was obtained by x and y traverses 
of the sampling volume at the nominal focus and at distances 
before and after the nominal focal plane. Figure 5 compares 
the x-axis traverse taken at the nominal focal plane 'with and 
without the wire filter in position. Figure 6 presents the 
same information for the y-axis. Other than the normal re-
duction in power produced when the wire is introduced, the 
two traces are similar for both the x and y traverses. 
Figure 7, in combination with Figure 8, represents 
several x traverses in the nominal focal plane and in several 
planes before and after the nominal focal plane. Figure 7 
compares the x trace in the nominal focal plane to the x 
traces taken at nominal half (5 in.) and quarter (7 in.) 
power points before focus. Figure 8 compares the x trace in 
the focal plane to the x trace taken at nominal half power 
(3 in.) and quarter power (4 in.) points after focus. 
Figure 9 and 10 present corresponding traces for the y 
axis. 
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The introduction of the wire filter just prior to the 
secondary mirror of the telescope splits the outgoing laser 
beam into two distinct nearly equal components - one left and 
one right. Each component is made up of a large lobe of 
radiation separated into several smaller diffraction lobes 
whose intensity decreases rapidly as one progresses from the 
z axis outward - to right for right hand lobe - to left for 
left hand lobe. Data indicates that the x and y tracings 
taken at the nominal focal plane for the whole beam is not 
the simple intensity sum of the two individual half beams. 
It is speculated that the system is sufficiently abberated 
that the individual lobes each form a non-detailed blur in 
the region of the focal plane. When the two lobes are simul-
taneously present at the focal plane, they coherently interfer 
to form an interferance pattern with its maximum on axis and 
usually with side lobes. 
Figure 11 presents a trace along the x axis at the nominal 
focal plane for the total beam and for the left and right hand 
halves of the beam. Either the right or left half of the beam 
is removed by placing a mask near the telescope. The edge of 
the mask coincides with the center of the shadow of the wire 
filter. The introduction of only one half the beam at a time 
is guaranteed by viewing the pattern wi th liquid crystal paper. 
Figure 12 presents a trace along the y axis. The x-y 
position of the focal point has moved in this plot. 
Figure 13 and 14 present the same data for a nominal half 
power point 2.5 inches after the nominal focal plane. ' 
The normal sampling interval for the x, y traverses is 
2.5 inches, which provides that there is no overlap of sample 
areas whether a 25 or 50 ~m aperture is used. For the data 
with the unfocused beam a 500 ~m (approximately 20 mil) aper-
ture sampled every 25 mils. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The incoherent sampling volume of the infrared laser 
Doppler velocimeter assembled in the 1979 Summer Faculty 
Fellowship Program was found to be heavily dependent upon 
the configuration of the outgoing laser beam. In general 
when only half the beam is allowed to focus at the focal 
plane, the x, y traverses indicate a broader beam with 
nominal side lobes. However, if the total beam is permitted 
to impinge on the focal plane there is substantial narrowing 
of the beam with increased maximum intensity and an increase 
in side lobes. 
The double maximum indicated by the coherent sampling 
volume appears to be an artifact of the scanning process -
not a fundamental entity of the sampling volume. 
It is not known at this point how significant any of 
these effects are on the actual Doppler signal and its 
analysis. It is recommended that this information be obtained 
by first "calibrating" the laser output followed by automated 
data taking procedures to minimize the very apparent time 
factor which permeates all the data. 
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ABSTRACT 
Using the theory of Don Knuth, a computer program has been 
developed to generate random numbers on the Sigma V computer. 
A subroutine gives a random real number from a uniform distribution 
on the interval (O,l). A normal distribution with mean zero and 
variance 1 is also obtained. In my NASA/ASEE report for 1979, a 
statistical description of 5 possible errors is given. These 5 
errors are S1 which is X-axis tilt; S2 which is Y-axis tilt; S3 
which is X-decenter; S4 = Y-decenter; and S5 which is despace. 
Combining the above results a quality function, Q(S" S2' 
•••• , S }, is obtained via a computer program. Values ~f Q are 
given iR fractional wavelengths. The (variables) errors S , ..•• , 
S5 are assumed to be independent of each other with possibty different 
seatistical descriptions. Consequently, Q is a linear function. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A Monte Carlo approach is used to determine wavefront error 
on a two mirror telescope. A computer program that traces N rays 
through an optical system and calculates the root mean square of 
the optical path difference (RMSOPD) is used for this analysis. 
An expanded version of this program will also give the zernike 
coefficients. In this study only five errors are used, x-tilt, 
y-tilt, X-decenter, Y-decenter, and despace of the secondary 
mirror. A statistical description is obtained for these five 
errors. Assuming a uniform probability of anyone of these errors, 
we obtain a wavefront error. 
The critical ingredient in a Monte Carlo method is a good 
random number generator. Knuth has developed a theory for an 
algorithm that generates a uniformly distributed set of pseudo-
random numbers. This algorithm was programmed in FORTRAN IV and 
used to obtain a uniform distribution of random numbers on (O,l) 
and a normal distribution of mean zero and variance of 1. 
II. OBJECTIVES 
To develop a statistical simulation that uses the Monte Carlo 
techniques in the form of a computer program. The RSS method of 
tolerance analysis then is to be compared with the Monte Carlo 
method. 
III. TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF A NEAR-DIFFRACTION LIMITED OPTICAL SYSTEM 
A near-diffraction limited optical imaging system is an optical 
system designed such that root mean square of the optical path 
difference (RMSOPD) is less than or equal .25 A. In this analysis 
the wavelength (A) used was 632.8 nm. A ray trace computer program 
written in FORTRAN IV for the Sigma V computer was used. ~his 
program can trace N (N = 101 to lOOO) rays through an optical system 
and calculates RMSOPD. The optical path difference (wavefront errors) 
is obtained by subtracting the chief ray length from the remaining 
ray lengths. The chief ray is always traced by the program; ignoring 
the central obscuration it is used as our reference. A spherical 
wavefront on the image plane (focal plane) is used as the reference. 
The optical system is a modified Cassegrain or Ritchey-Chretian design. 
The exit pupil for this design is back of the secondary mirror (see 
Figure I). The entrance pupil is the primary mirror. 
The ray trace program has a graphics capability of plotting the 
spot. Figure 2 is a spot diagram of the program when no aberrations 
are present. Page XXV-lOgives the output that corresponds to this 
case. Recall that aberration describes the lack of homocentricity 
in a pencil of rays (input) or the deviation of a wave surface from 
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a spherical form. In Figure 3 we have a spot diagram with 0.1 
arc min of tilt about the X-axis. The output that corresponds 
to this case is on page XXV-9 . 
The primary lens (mirror) will remain fixed. The secondary 
has six degrees of freedom but is symmetric with respect to rotation; 
hence, we only consider: 
(i) X-axis tilt (Sl) . 
-.95 to .95 arc mln 
-1.7 to 1.7 arc min (centroid correction) 
-2.9 to 2.9 arc min (best chief ray) 
(ii) Y-axis tilt (S2) 
Same range of numbers as X-axis tilt 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
X-axis decenter (S3) 
-165 to 165 llm 
-300 to 300 llm (centroid correction) 
-530 to 530 llm (best chief ray) 
Y-axis decenter (S4) 
Same range of values as X-axis decenter 
Despace (S5) 
-10.9 to 10.9 
When the optical system is perturbed by one of the above five per-
turbations, it is the exit pupil wavefront that is operated upon. 
IV. MONTE CARLO METHOD 
A random number generator using the theory of Don Knuth (see 
reference 7) is used to give a uniform distribution on (0,1). Also 
see reference 2, page 240f, for a FORTRAN listing of this random 
number corr.puter program. Let Q = Q (S.l' S?' ... , St;) be the quality 
function where S., i = 1, •.. , 5 are ~he errors gi~en above. A 
Monte Carlo appr5ach is used to obtain Figure 2. A random number 
is selected from the random number generator corresponding to a 
uniform distribution. This' number is then scaled to the maximum 
range of the possible error for S .. The five errors S. are assumed 
to be independent of each other. lHence, one to five different 
uniformly distributed random numbers are obtained to give the 
histogram of Figure 2. The data for each of the histograms was 
formatted as follows: 
Run No. S5 RMSOPD AVG. RMSOPD 
1 
2 
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One thousand runs were made and the average RMSOPD for these 1000 
runs was plotted on the y-axis. 
One thousand runs were made where X-y tilt and X-y decenter 
were given an equal probability of occurring. The tolerance range 
used for each of these four errors was the range that would give 
a .25 A RMSOPD wavefront error. If we take the root sum square 
(RSS) of these four values we get 0.5 A. From Figure 4 we see that 
the average RMSOPD is 0.302 A. Hence, this would imply for this 
scenario that the RSS technique is a more rigid tolerance than a 
Monte Carlo technique. So an optical system designed with respect 
to the RSS method would be better than one designed relative to the 
tolerances given by a Monte Carlo method. 
Taking the RSS of two errors with a value of .25 A we get 
0.354 A. From Figure 4 we see that the Monte Carlo method used 
on any combination of errors x-tilt, y-tilt, X-decenter, and 
Y-decenter taken two at a time will give a range of .158 A to 
.226 A. 
V. AN OPTICAL SYSTEM VIEWED AS AN AUTOMATON 
Let A = (S, I, M) be an automaton 
a '--J -->t L_~ __ M· s a· ",>s = sMa 
I = {a/a = a unit of measure of X-axis tilt of the secondary mirror 
in arc min}. 
Let N be so~e positive integer such that aN = O. To obtain a 2 = aa 
Wz define a to be two units of tilt, e.g., let a = 1 arc min then a is two arc min, etc. With this binary operation I makes a semigroup 
with zero which acts like an identity. Note I is semigroup isomorphic 
to (ZN'+). (ZN'+) is the semigroup of integers modulo N with respect 
to adaition. 
S = states of the system which will be the Zernike coefficients 
AI' ... , Ak in the polynomial approximation. W(X,Y) = AIP l + •.. + AkPk • Note: k is to be a fixed positive integer; P., i = 1,2, ..• , k, 
are the Zernike polynomials. 1 
Now for Ma EM, aEI, define 
M : S~S 
a A. >- A.M 
1 1 a 
I 
== A. 
1 
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so M 
a 
Choose P l , ... , Pk such that they are orthogonal with respect to the inne:r prOduct 
where A. 
1 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The usual method of combining wavefront errors is the root sum 
square (RSS). For example, using the five errors above and combining 
them as follows: 
Also, another method is to combine those by a Monte Carlo technique. 
If SS' despace, is not considered then we obtain Figure 4. Hence, 
an optical system designed to operate within the tolerance criterion 
of the RSS method would also satisfy the tolerance conditions of the 
Monte Carlo method. 
The maximum bounds of the error on focus were approximately 
-10 to 10 ~m. The focus proved to be a critical error in this analysis 
and further study is required. 
Problems to consider: 
1. Develop algorithms for an optical system considered as an 
automaton. 
2. Extend this Monte Carlo method of tolerance analysis to 
more complicated optical systems. 
3. Develop an algorithm and program it in FORTRAN for a zernike 
coefficient program (see Davenport, NASA/ASEE summer report, 1979). 
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ABSTRACT 
Electron beams are being used to apply heat to metals for welding 
purposes. 
In this report, the power distribution in the beam is analyzed. 
Experimental and digital computer techniques are used to evaluate the 
radial distribution of power detected by a wire probe circulating through 
the beam. Analytical models developed at MSFC of the Electron Beam-Work-
piece interation contain two weld loss parameters in a function of the 
radial power distribution. The results from this research are intended 
to yield information on the mechanism by which these losses take place. 
Additional information on the second loss mechanism is provided by 
measuring metal weight losses during welding. The power wasted on these 
weld losses can thus be estimated and distributed to obtain a more 
accurate weld penetration computation. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
- accelerating voltage 
- beam current 
- beam focus 
- diameter of the irradiated target 
- in welder's computer program, focus 
- filament 
- beam current 
- emission current 
- degrees Kelvin 
- length of the wire probe 
- perveance 
- power lost to the crucible by conduction 
- power dissipated 
- power loss for electrons not reaching the target 
- effective power 
- power of the gun 
- power developed in the electron beam 
- convergence points 
- power loss due to latent heat 
- loss of power to the evaporant 
- power lost by heat radiation 
- power lost by electrons not striking the target 
- loss of power due to X-ray production 
- potentiometer 
- brightness of the beam 
- cathode temperature 
- acceleration voltage 
- cathode diameter at point (a) 
- beam's spot diameter 
- cathode diameter at k 
- smallest diameter of the beam 
- electron charge of 1.6 x 10-9 caul. 
- probable thermal energy 
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jF current density of the beam at the target 
jk current density for beam current (J) at the cathode 
k - constant, such as the kth term, also K, as a constant 
kb - Boltzman constant 
p - power density at the target 
P'F - high power density 
~ - alpha, space-charge-limited current flow function 
O<L - aperture at the target 
~ - gamma, aperture angle of marginal rays between the anode 
;r - aperture of marginal rays at the position of the smallest beam cross 
section 
~ - gamma, thickness of the wire probe 
ro - omega, wi dth of the wi re probe 
~ - phi, angle of current signal for computer input 
7f - pi, ~ 3.14 
f - rho, beam target distance from motor-plate to some point on the probe 
~ - theta, aperture angle of the cathode beam generator 
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OBJECTIVES 
The objective of this study is to investigate the power distribution 
of the electron beam in order to understand the loss mechanisms associated 
with the beam-workpiece interation. Another objective of this research is 
to apply techniques that will yield distribution and profiles of the beam 
such that power losses may be carefully examined. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Electron Beam Welder (Sciaky Bros. Inc., Chicago, Illinois) 
In an electron beam process, the part is welded by the Kinetic energy 
of a dense beam of accelerated electrons. As the electrons strike the work-
piece, their Kinetic energy is converted to the thermal energy causing the 
metal to melt and fuse. . 
The device which emits, accelerates, and focuses the electrons on the 
workpiece is referred to as the electron beam gun. The gun can be mounted 
on a carriage to provide several axes of motion, or it can be held stationary 
while the work is driven, or both the gun and the work can be driven. See 
Figure 1 below for a simplified illustration . 
-
... .......---... ............ 
-- -. 
-~----
FIGURE 1 - Illustration of Travel Direction 
The gun assembly is housed in a chamber which is pumped down to a fine 
vacuum level, usually to about 1 x 10-4 torr. or less. By operating in a vacuum 
the life of the filament (Figure 2) is protected and the electrons can be focused 
into a fine dense beam. The filament which is heated to a high temperature 
would be destroyed if exposed to air at the operating temperature. If there 
were a sufficient concentration of loose molecules in the chamber, the electrons 
would collide with these molecules. This would cause the beam to be diffused 
and the electrons to lose some of their Kinetic energy. 
In Figure 2, the voltage of the bias allows the beam current to be changed 
independent of the accelerating potential (within the operating limits of the 
gun). Irrespective of the bias level, the maximum beam current cannot exceed 
the maximum current range of the gun. This range is determined by the mating 
elements installed in the gun. Maximum current is obtained at 0 bias. As the 
bias is increased, the current is reduced. 
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FIGURE 2 - E.B. Gun, Simplified Illustration 
The spacing between the filament, cathode, and anode determines the 
internal resistance of the gun. This resistance is non-linear and varies 
directly with the distance between these elements. As the distance is 
increased, the beam current is decreased. 
The model E-S9460 gun has 2 major ranges; 250 rnA and 500 rnA. A mating 
filament and cathode are provided for each range. In each of these 2 ranges, 
additional ranges can be obtained by inserting a spacer between the 2 main 
sections. The same anode is used in both major ranges. 
Ranges of Gun E-S9460 
Range 
Filament: 
Cathode : 
**Anode 
500 rnA 
C-K2501 
B-K2501 
B-M5740 
For additional ranges use: 
350 rnA W/0.050" spacer 
Range 
Filament: 
Cathode : 
**Anode 
250 rnA 
C-G8615 
B-H844 
B-M5740 
For additional ranges use: 
150 rnA W/O.lOO" spacer 
100 rnA W/0.200" spacer 
50 rnA W/0.500" spacer 
For application requlrlng shallow penetration with narrow welds at low 
currents, a small hole cathode is used. 
Electron beam welds posses several unique characteristics: 
(1) Welds are produced in many cases 15 to 20 times narrower than 
comparable TIG/MIG welds. Notice the dotted isothermal lines 
of typical Tungsten Arc welding compared to Electron Beam 
welding (figure 3). 
CI\) TU~6STe.N ~RC. 
FIGURE 3 - Weld Illustrations 
**The same cathode is used in both major ranges. 
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(2) Less thermal energy is transferred to the unme1ted base metal 
and thus reducing residual stresses. warping, and increasing 
the strength of the weld. 
(3) Absorption of atmospheric gasses by the weld is eliminated by 
the vacuum system, thus highly oxidizable materials can be 
welded (Zirconium. Beryllium, etc.). 
POWER RELATIONS 
The output power from the electron beam gun follows the general power 
formula of the form 
Pg :: Vale' (1) 
where, Pg is the gun power 
Va is the acceleration voltage 
and Ie is the emission current. 
Power, Pd, is lost as the electrons are taken off of the anode. This dissipated power must be subtracted from the gun power. 
Since all of the electrons will not reach the welding target the gun 
power becomes even smaller. The beam focus plays an important role in allow-
ing more electrons to reach the target. Now, the effective power becomes 
(2) 
where Pe is the power lost due to electrons not reaching the target. 
For certain applications, a low precision gun with a diffused output beam 
may allow a little more than 50% of the emitted electrons to reach the target [\], 
Energy is lost when the electrons collide with system components and target 
samples. Smith. reference [lJ, attribute some of this energy loss to: 
o excitation and ionization of electrons, by e1ectron-
electron interaction, and displacement of atoms with 
the lattice by energy trnasferred to individual atoms. 
This occurs at energies of a few-hundred KEV. 
o X-ray production by resonance absorption occurs at 
the high energy range. These losses are minor. 
o inadequate focusing method creating minor loss of 
electrons from the beam. 
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o vapor between the welding sample and gun can cause minor 
losses due to collisions. 
o back scatter of electrons reflected produces the main 
source of loss (25%). 
It is generally safe to assume that the effective power that is converted 
to heat the sample is 
(3) 
Note that equation Eq. (3) is approximately the equation for average 
power. Information on evaporation losses will be presented later in this paper. 
The important relationship between beam power and quality of the weld 
penetration can be obatained for various metals, metal sizes, and welding speeds. 
A computer routine is available that gives results similar to those shown in 
Figure 4 (NASA-MSFC). 
A summary of the power-energy distribution is given by Hunt and Hughes[2:J 
as the process heat balance: 
P. = P + P + PL+ P + P + P 1 V r n x c, (4) 
where, p. is the power developed in the electron beam by acceleration 
1 to the anode voltage. 
Pv is the power lost by electrons striking other than the target; e.g~, filament-to-anode current (negligible), 
P
r 
is the power lost by heat radiation from the liquid 
evaporant surface (hard to determine). 
PL is the power loss due to the latent heat of evaporation for the evaporant (available for most materials). 
Pn is the loss of power to the evaporant by ionization and secondary electron generation (due to vapor density and 
electron back-scattering). 
Px is the power loss due to production of X-rays (negligible). 
Pc is the power loss to the crucible by conduction (very high). 
Table I (reference [~) on page XXVI-15 shows data on power requirements 
of typical sources evaporating various materials from a 4-inch-diameter water 
cooled copper crucible, fed from the bottom with rods of evaporant. This data 
implies that there appears to be an optimum beam density above and below which 
evaporation rate decreases for a given level of electron beam power at the 
evaporant surface. 
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FIGURE 4 - Typical Minicomputer Output on Beam Power and 
Weld Speed 
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TABLE 1 
Specific Power 
Material Power In Evap. Rate Requirement 
Zirconium 72kw 2.57 lb/hr 28.0 kwh/lb 
20% Cr 5.5. 70kw 9.38 lb/hr 7.5 kwh/lb 
Ti-6Al-4V 70kw 5.17 lb/hr 13.5 kwh/lb 
Aluminum-Bronze 80kw 8.96 lb/hr 13.1 kwh/lb 
Inconel 600 70kw 5.06 lb/hr 13.8 kwh/lb 
TABLE 1 - Power Relations for Evaporation Loss 
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EQUATIONS OF THE BEAM CURRENT AND POWER DENSITY 
When the E.B. gun is operating, its beam current follows the equation [3] 
I ::: P V 3/2 (5) 
a 
where, Va is accelerating voltage and P is the perveance. Schiller, 
Heisig, and Lenk [3J used the equation below for perveance (P) as well as 
the following equations including a deviation of the power density (Pf): 
P ::: perveance ::: 15 x 10-6 (~~s e) , (6) 
where, c< is a function of the space-charge-limited current flow 
depending on the relation, 
dk c<::: f d
a 
' between the cathode diameter 
dk and the anode bore diameter da . The f implies function of. 
e is the aperture angle of the cathode beam generator or the 
convergence angle of marginal rays in the beam generator 
(See Figure 5). 
T 
eVo ::: probable thermal energy::: kb T ::: 11,608 ev • (7) 
where, 
where, 
where, 
Vo is thermic electron potential 
is the charge of 1.6 x 10-19 coul. 
kb is the Boltgmann constant in edv 
ego 
e 
T is the cathode temperature oK. 
A Maxwellian energy distribution ;s assumed with usual 
emission temperatures, perhaps 3000oK. 
R ::: brightness of the beam 
jk is the current density for beam current (J) at the cathode. 
p::: power dens ity at target ::: j' F' Va 
j/F is the current density of the beam at the target and 
equals R11'o<r Here'o(L is the aperture at the target. 
(8) 
(9) 
An arrangement of Equations (7), (8), and (9) yields (a high power density PF) 
. 2 2 
PF ::: ~ 0< . Va' 
Vo L 
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FIGURE 5 - Cross Section of a Spherical Beam Generation System 
of Pierce-type (Schematically) 
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d
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Pl 
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= aperture angle of the beam generator 
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FIGURE 6 - Reduction of the Current Density Difference Between Center 
and Margin of an Irradiated Area of Diameter D by an 
Increased Electron Beam Diameter dF 
~-- '-.-----=~ 
)(; >-
de~lected spot J; 
FIGURE 7 - Creating a Constant Power Density p"(X) on a Length 1 -d; 
by Time Linear Deflection of an Electron Beam dF over the Length 1. (The range over which power density decreases 
to 0.63 pll(X=O) is = d~) 
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Reference [3~ also used Figures 6 and 7 to show that time-linear de-
flection is one coordinate results in a power density distribution (deflection 
X = ~ .5) of constant values in certain ranges. Power outside this range 
decreases and is a power loss. The term dF is the beam's spot diameter and D is the target diameter (irradiated). 
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING AND EVALUATING THE ELECTRON BEAM 
This section explains the experimental and computer aided approaches 
used to evaluate the beam configuration. 
The initial problem task for this section is that of determining what 
available method and apparatus to use to take measurements of the beam. The 
rotating probe (or wire) approach was chosen. This method utilizes a small 
heat protected motor to turn the wire probe through the beam. The signal 
obtained on the probe is fed into a storage oscilloscope. Pictures of the 
signal for various operating conditions of the system are taken from the scope 
and analyzed. The technique has the following advantages: 
(a) simple 
(b) apparatus available and not refined 
(c) beam current is measured 
(d) beam diameter is obtainable 
The wire probe did not obtain appreciable damage from the beam and ade-
quately allowed suitable measurements to take place. 
Adjusting the accelerating voltage (thus power output) appears not to 
change the shape nor the general dimensions of the beam. 
The experimental setup used to measure the beam is shown in Figure 8. 
The oscilloscope was used to monitor and record not only the beam signals but 
general signals (noise) in the vacuum. During pump down the oscilloscope was 
triggered by noise signals equivalent to those shown in Figure 9. 
Since this electron beam welding machine receives its instructions from a 
computer controlled system, the sample computer program for a typical set of 
data inputs is shown on page XXVI-23. 
When the beam comes into contact with the rotating wire probe, the 
electrons that are not backscattered or secondary-emitted are received as 
the current of the beam (perhaps 50%). The current through the wire has the 
common variation in magnitude at various angles of emergence. The surface 
contour of the current is obtained from the electron distribution. Care must 
be taken in determining the needed current signal configuration and associate 
information instead of bad data. The collecting wire probe has a symmetrically 
fixed amount of wire extending from two sides of the plate affixed to the 
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VACUUM CHAMBER 
MOTOR ROTOR 
FIGURE 8 - EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
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5mv 2ms 
(a) Noise in the E.B. Welder Recorded at 2 Milliseconds Fullscale (above) 
5mv 5ms 
(b) Noise in the E.B. Welder Recorded at 5 Milliseconds Fullscale (above) 
FIGURE 9 - Signals Triggering the Scope Due to Noise Present 
During Pumping of Vacuum Chamber 
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(oJ • .048 INCHES 
r· .003 INCHES 
BF (60 KV) S.OO 
FIL3.50 
AV 30 KV 
BC SO MA 
TYPICAL DATA RESULTS 
THE SAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE WELDER IS SHOWN BELOW. 
FILE NO. 110 
FILE RECORD 
NASA EB WELDER 
BEAM CROSS SECTION STUDY PROGRAM 
(BEAM CROSS SECTION STUDY PROGRAM) 
OVEPOTO 
G1APT XO YO FSOO MO 
FIL350 F20 
BF500 F28 
AV300 BC50 F20 
AV300 BC50 F1000 
AVO BCO F20 
PAGE 1 
A TABLE OF COMPUTER INPUT DATA (i(,I,ETC ... ) IS DEVELOPED FROM FIGURE 11 FOR USE ON THE 
DIGITAL MINICOMPUTER. 
rotor of the motor (as was shown in Figure 8). The motor was shielded from 
the beam and from heat by a thin sheet of metal. The current collected was 
sent through a load resistor and the output from this load to the oscillo-
scope. 
In order to adequately measure the beam current, the wire probe dimensions 
were carefully measured (Figure 10). The beam was also precisely applied to 
a target area of the probe at a chosen radius from the center of the plate of 
the motor. 
Figure 11 shows the typical current signal and can be plotted versus 
angle position. With the given beam characteristics or welding operation 
status, the signal profile is always of a similar shape. To avoid possible 
aggravation of the signal, it should be saved on the scope as soon as a clear 
configuration is observed. The scope will automatically trigger to the signal 
prior to being available for saving the signal. Interferences during signal 
generation, such as surfaces disturbances not allowing adequate distribution 
of beam electrons, were considered minor. 
Two cases representing the output current signal are in Figures 12 and 13. 
The first case (Fig. 12) is the peak beam current for two pulse signals. The 
second case (Fig. 13) is an expanded version of one of the pulse signals dis-
tributed with a wider profile. Several sweep time divisions of the scope were 
investigated for many conditions until satisfactory signals were realized. 
The current vs. probe angle was plotted and used as inputs for the computer 
routine that calculates the current density per unit radius. Additional inputs 
to the computer included (a) the distance from the center of the plate of the 
motor to a target point on the wire, (b) the width of the wire probe (receptor), 
(c) the total beam current, and (d) the number of current-angle data points. 
As can be seen from Table 2 (page XXVI-28) and Figures 14 and 15, a 
current density profile can be obtained. The radial distribution is modu-
lated by a strong periodic error signal of a sort known to arise from small 
errors (about 0.1%) in data. Work is continuing to obtain current density 
profiles. 
The measurements taken from this experimental setup show that much 
more beam power is lost than can be explained from measurements taken from 
the wire probe, unless very large amounts of energy are carried away per 
secondary emission or backscattered electrons. This justifies the need to 
continue investigating the evaporation power loss and other power losses 
accounting for this reduction of total beam power. This phenomenon occurs 
quite often when samples are being welded. Some information is available 
on secondary emission losses from a 1974 study conducted at NASA-MSFC. 
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FIGURE 10 - Wire Probe Characteristics 
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FIGURE 11 - Typical Beam Current Configuration (actual photo) 
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FIGURE 12 - Peak Beam Current for Two Pulse Signals 
FIGURE 13 - Single Pulse Signal Distributed 
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TUNGSTEN WIRE 
ARE 
p, THE DISTANCE FROM THE CENTER OF THE 
MOTOR PLATE TO A TARGET POINT ON 
THE WIRE 
w, THE WIDTH OF THE WIRE 
r, THE THICKNESS OF THE WIRE 
THE E.B. WELDER WAS COMPUTER CONTROL FOR 
AN OPERATION STATUS FOR VALUES OF 
BF, BEAM FOCUS 
FIL, FILAMENT SETTING 
AV, ACCELERATING VOLTAGE 
BC, BEAM CURRENT 
TYPICAL DATA RESULTS 
ARE SHOWN ON THE NEXT 
PAGE. 
ANGLE 
(DEG) 
.017 
.031 
.053 
.074 
.093 
.11 
.134 
.154 
.178 
.211 
.248 
.266 
.327 
.386 
Ratio of Tota 1 
1 
CURRENT 
(MA) 
26.32 
28.15 
28.97 
31. 79 
33.61 
35.43 
37.25 
39.08 
40.89 
42.72 
44.54 
46.36 
48.18 
50 
TABLE 2 
RADIUS 
(IN) 
8.40541E-04 
1.53275E-03 
2.62051E-03 
3.65883E-03 
4.59827E-03 
5.43882E-03 
6.62548E-03 
7.61436E-03 
8.80103E-03 
.0104327 
.0122622 
.0131522 
.0161683 
.0198856 
CURRENT DENSITY 
(AMPS/SQ IN) 
-832.032 
1153.54 
-571.086 
301.177 
.. 0935703 
214.231 
-3.99142 
104.89 
75.7133 
66.7768 
-57.2598 
246.266 
6.38338 
45.3961 
Current Calculated to Total Beam Current. 
TABLE 2 - Digital Computer Results on Current Density 
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2000 AMPS/SQ IN 
o/72j21 f 
,02 INCHES 
FIGURE 14 - Radial Current Distribution (2 dimensions) 
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2000 AMPS/SQ IN 
FIGURE 15: Radial Current Distribution (profile) 
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CONCLUS IONS 
At the present time we are able to capture by experimental techniques 
the current configuration for an electron beam. The computer routines allow 
us to theoretically determine the beam characteristics on the workpiece for 
a given power profile. Techniques developed and described in this report 
can be valuable for gathering information needed to assess the nature" of 
weld power losses. 
Future work should be done in order to relate accurately the total 
beam characteristics and power distribution to weld geometry. However, we 
have successfully completed the experimental task of obtaining the signal 
configuration which determines the cross sectional power distribution in the 
electron beam. 
The results of Figures 11 and 13 compare with those obtained by Sayegh 
and Dumonte [ 4] [5]. 
An analysis for obtaining the radial current density and the profiles 
in Figures 14 and 15 is available but small errors in data (or deviations 
from a radial distribution) apparently cause strong periodic error modulations 
in the radial distribution. 
RECOMMENDA TI ONS 
1. Techniques for obtaining more information on electron reflection 
should be investigated. 
2. Controlled use of the welding system such that the time wasted in 
equipment venting and pump down is minimized. 
3. Advanced studies should be done on the trajectories of the beam 
(both gaussian and nongaussian type). 
4. Curvilinear distribution analyses should be considered for further 
study. 
5. Relate the diameter of the beam and the power distribution on a 
welding sample in items 3 and 4 above. 
6. Determine if the target surfaces cause any disturbance in the 
distribution of the beam1s electrons on the wire probe. 
7. Determine the optimum setting for the E.B. welder in order to obtain 
the optimum power density profile. 
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ABSTRACT 
In many fluid dynamics experiments in which the motion 
has both spatial and temporal variations, it is necessary 
to measure the entire two~dimensional field of velocity 
at an instant. Two methods to accomplish this measure-
ment have been investigated. In both cases the emphasis 
has been on using a microcomputer-video system in the 
analysis of data. The first method is the traditional 
one in which tracers are introduced into the fluid and 
their position compared at two closely spaced times. The 
second method involves scattering coherent light in the 
fluid and obtaining motion by analyzing the multiple-
exposed speckle pattern recorded on photographic film. 
Both of these velocity field methods can be used in the 
geophysical fluid flow and space processing experiments 
in progress at NASA. 
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1. Introduction 
In many fluid dynamics experiments both spatial and 
temporal variations of the flow patterns are important. 
This is particularly true in experiments modelling 
geophysical flows and in space-processing experiments, 
both in progress at NASA. With conventional instru-
mentation the experimentalist must rely on the use of 
fine wire probes, laser-Doppler measurements, or other 
similar techniques that are all limited to a single 
point in space. It is possible to move the measuring 
point around in the fluid, but the technique is never 
satisfactory when there are significant time variations 
in the flow field. 
Streak photography has often been used in such cases, 
i.e., taking photographs of the displacement of tracers 
in the velocity field. Data analysis is quite cumber-
some, however, whenever there is much variation in the 
flow field, or when a dense coverage of data points is 
required. 
It is the goal of this summer's research to investi-
gate a promising alternative to conventional velocity 
field measurement. The technique to be investigated 
will be termed light-speckle techniques, and all are 
closely related to streak photography. The key in each 
case is that the tracers and time intervals are chosen 
so that optical correlation techniques can be used to 
recover velocities from the data. 
2. Light-Speckle Velocity Field Measurement 
Although there are several variations in details, 
these techniques are all basically the same. Light from 
scatterers that move with the fluid is recorded at 
closely-spaced time intervals on photographic film. The 
optical pattern from the first instant is slightly changed 
by the fluid motion at succeeding time intervals. Thus, 
when the multiple-exposed negative is interrogated by 
a narrow beam of coherent light, the correlation between 
patterns recorded at succeeding times is indicated by 
a pattern of regular fringes. The spacing of the fringes 
tells the amount of displacement, i.e., the time interval 
and the orientation of the fringes tells the direction 
of displacement. Thus, by illuminating the fluid with 
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a thin sheet of light and viewing it at a right angle 
to the plane of illumination, an entire two-dimensional 
field of velocity can be obtained at an instant. 
2.1 Generating the Optical Pattern 
The optical pattern that is to be displaced by the 
fluid can be generated either by using the coherent 
nature of laser light with very small scatterers, or 
with white light and larger scatterers. The former 
method has been used by Simpkins and Dudderer (1978) 
and is based on the fact that laser light appears grainy 
when diffusely reflected off a surface. The grainy 
appearance is caused by constructive and destructive 
interference of coherent light scattered off roughness 
elements the same size as the wavelength. These "objective 
speckles" are a function of the size of the scatterers, 
while the "subjective speckles" seen hy the observer or 
recorded on film are dependent on the aperture size of 
the lens through which they are viewed. When the dis-
placement of the recorded subjective speckles due to 
fluid motion is between one and twenty speckle diameters 
the correlation will yield a good fringe pattern. The 
fringes will also be enhanced if more than two optical 
patterns are recorded on the same negative. 
A useable optical pattern can also he obtained by 
using larger scatterers illuminated by white light 
(Chiang and Asundi, 1979), or hy a laser (Meynart, 1980). 
In the latter case the spatial coherence of the laser 
light is used only to obtain a thin light sheet of high 
power density. Again, multiple exposures increase the 
visibility of the fringe. 
2.2 Interrogating the Negative 
Once the multiple-exposed negative has heen ohtained, 
there are two methods to recover the velocity field. 
Illuminating the negative point-hy-point with a small 
coherent beam yields fringes that come from a small portion 
of the flow field where the velocity was constant. The 
negative is thus interrogated at each point in the field 
that the velocity is required. 
A whole-field method of ana1ysis can be obtained by 
illuminating the entire negative and using a spatial 
filtering setup (sec Meynart, 1979) that consists of 
two lenses (Fourier transformers) and an off-axis pinhole 
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(spatial filter). The result is the whole velocity 
field described in isolines of the component of velocity 
depending on the orientation of the spatial filtering 
hole. 
There are advantages to both these interrogation 
methods. The first yields results that are more pre-
cise, with the limits of precision depending on the 
quality of the fringes that are obtained. The whole-
field method is simpler and much quicker. 
3. Use of Microcomputer in Analysis 
In order to speed up analysis to make possible the 
evaluation of fast-changing geophysical and space-
processing fluid flows, it is desirable to automate 
the data analysis as much as possible. Using a micro-
computer-TV system it should be possible to accomplish 
the point-by-point interrogation of the multiple-
exposed negatives automatically. The microcomputer 
will be programmed to count the fringes, determine 
orientation, and then move the film transport on to 
the next position. In addition, the TV system can deter-
mine velocity by simply subtracting successive positions 
of large scatterers to serve as a check on the velocities 
obtained using the speckle techniques. 
4. Planned Work and Work Accomplished to Date 
At this writing the experimental work is just getting 
into progress. Multiple exposures have been taken in . 
a small water flume and thermal convection cells illumi-
nated by a I watt CW argon laser. The pulse repetition 
rate and flow rate have been varied to determine optimum 
conditions for obtaining good fringes. 
In addition considerable program development work 
has been accomplished on the TV-microcomputer system. 
Picture enhancement and pattern recognition programs have 
been written and debuggeJ, so that they can be put to-
gether to measure fringes and track individual scatterers. 
s. Conclusions 
The light-speckle velocity field techniques described 
above offer tremendous possibilities toward the under-
standing of geophysical and space-processing fluid flow 
experiments. The ability to obtain an entire two-dimensional 
velocity field at an instant makes these techniques 
extremely powerful. 
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The experiments and computer program development in 
progress should demonstrate the utility of these 1ight~ 
speckle techniques. 
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ON THE CONTROL AND STABILITY OF THE 
PINHOLE-OCCULTER FLEXIBLE BOOM FACILITY 
By 
Michael Greene, PhD 
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering 
University of Alabama 
Tuscaloosa, AL 
Abstract 
The dynamics and control of the Shuttle based. gimbal mounted. 
boom pointing system for use· in the x-ray pinhole experiments were 
studied. The overall system stability was studied. and root locus com-
pensation was designed to achieve stability and pointing stability require-
ments. This single axis control study found the compensated system to 
be stable and capable of pointing to within 6.5 arc sec while the Shuttle 
rocks in its 0.10 deadband. The system can follow step (position) inputs 
with zero error and ramp (velocity) inputs with a steady state error 
coefficient' of 4. 5 sec -1 . 
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lIitrod uction 
The pinhole-occulter system is a Space Shuttle based experiment 
for the production of hard X-ray images taken primarily from the Sun. 
The system is basically a pinhole camera utilizing a deployable 50-m flex-
ible boom for separating the pinhole from the recording devices located 
in the Shuttle as seen in Figure 1. At the distal end of the boom from 
the Shuttle is a 50 kg mask containing two sets of pinholes and two chron-
ograph shields as seen in Figure 2. At the proximal end the detectors 
are located and mounted, along with the boom, to a gimbal pointing sys-
tem (either IPS or AGS) mounted in the Shuttle Payload Bay. 
The mask of Figure 2 must be pointed at the X~ray source with a 
pointing stability of less than 10 arc sec to align the axes of the detectors 
with the pinholes and shields. Failure to do so will result in a blurring 
of the images on the detectors and a loss of resolution. Being a Shuttle 
based experiment, the system will be SUbjected to the disturbances of 
the Shuttle. The worst of these is thruster firing for orbit correction; 
Shuttle uses a bang-bang thruster control system to maintain orbit to 
within ±O. 10 • Other disturbances include man motion, motion induced by 
other systems, and gravity gradient torques. 
The control system of the pointing mount scnses both position and 
velocity of the mask tip and uses these to accurately point the boom. 
The AGS employing perfect sensors was used in this study of the single 
axis (y-axis) control system. The extension of this s~udy to a three-axis 
system will be the topic of a later study. 
Background 
The structural analysis of the boom [1,2,3] revealed the seven 
mode shapes and natural frequencics shown in Table 1. These natural 
frequencies varied with both boom length and tip mass as seen in 
Figure 3. For a 50-m boom with a 50 kg tip mnss, the first two natural 
freq uencies are 1 rad I sec for deflections about the x and y axes, respec-
tively. The third natural frequency is 17.1 radlsec for z axis motion. 
For x and y motions the next two natural frequencies are 17.4 rad Isec 
and 59.9 rad Isec, respectively. 
For y-axis control (torques about y-axis), the equations of motion 
for the boom, assuming a damping factor of 10 percent, are [1]: 
(1) 
( 2) 
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n·3 + 3.42 n3 + 292.4 113 = - .018396 8 2 (3) 
·if4 + 3.46 n 4 + 300 114 = 1250.734 8 2 (4) 
n·5 + 3.46 n5 + 300 115 = 0 (5) 
-4 -10 -5 GTIP = 2.895 x 10 1]1'- 8 x 10 113 + 5.31 x 10 114 
-5 
- 3 x 10 Tl6 + t)2 ( 8) 
Taking the Lapluce transform of equations (1) through (7) and 
inserting into equation (7), we obtain: 
[-1.07S 2 1.5 x 10-11 S2 .07S 2 
°TIP(S) =~-+ .2S + 1 + S2 + 3.42 S + 292.4 + S2 + 3.465 + 300 
+ + 1 0, (S) 1.57x10-
3 S 2 ] 
52 + lIS + 3014 2 
( 9) 
Ignoring terms 2 and 4 and reducing, the ratio of input motion to 
output motion for the boom is obtained: 
= -.07 (S2 - 2.865 - 14.28) 
8 2 + .28 + 1 
.07S 2 + . ........".-.-:....::...:..:.:....---
8 2 + 3. 48S + 300 
_ -.0289 (S3 + 688.17S 2 - 2194.12S 1 - 10380.62) 
- S4 + 3.67S 3 + 301. 69S 2 + 63.47S 1 + 300 
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(10) 
(11) 
In its factored form, this transfer function for the boom is: 
= -.0289 (S + 2.63) (S - 5.88) (S + 671) = 
(S2 + .2S + 1) (S2 + 3.46S + 300) 
(12) 
The block diagram for the system is shown in Figure 4. The 
pointing mount uses a position plus integral control with a velocity feed-
forward [4]. For the sake of clarity, the velocity feedforward will be 
considered separately from the forward transfer function of the Gimbal 
Pointing System which is: 
K (S + 1. 2) 
G G (S) = ---"'-p----,S::---- (13) 
The velocity feedforward and the boom comprise a loop which can 
be reduced to a new forward transfer function, GBS(S), to treat the 
system as a unity feedback system as seen in Figure 5. The new forward 
transfer function is given by: 
(14) 
(15) 
From equation (] 5) we can sec that the open loop eigenvalues can 
be arbitrarily set by adjustment of the rate gain, KR . The closed loop 
eigenvalues will then be set by menlls of the compensator, GC(S), and 
the forward gain, Kp. 
Results 
The open loop eigenvalues were set by adjustment of the rate feed-
forward gain, KU' The plot of these roots (eigenvalues) as KR is 
increased from zero is shown in Fip;ure 6. At H gain between 0.1 and 0.2, 
the system goe~unstable. At It gain of 0.07 the open loop roots are: 
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Sl,2 = -.14 ±j .98 
and, 
S3,4 = -1.23 ± j 17.38 . 
Yielding the new transfer function: 
G (S) = -.02896 (S + 2.63) (S - 5.88) (S + 671) 
BS (S2 + 28S + .99) (S2 + 2.46S + 303) 
(16) 
The major result of this rate compensation (which is built into the 
pointing mount) is to increase the damping ratio of the first quadratic 
root and decrease the damping of the second. This gives the basic 
system transfer function: 
GSYS (S) 
= K1 (S + 1. 2) (S + 2.63) (S - 5.88) (S + 671) 
S (S2 + .28S + .99) (S2 + 2.46S + 303) 
• (17) 
Setting Gc(S) = 1, we can again plot the root locus for the system as K1 
is varied (K 1 = -.02896 K ). This plot is shown in Figure 7. At a gain p . 
between -0.2 and -0.03 the system goes unstable and oscillates: the system 
is unstable for all values of positive gain. At a gain of -0.2 the dominate 
roots have a time 'constant of about 8 seconds and would be extremely 
underdamped with' E;,,= 0.01 (S 2 = -0.13 ± j 12.3). This is not acceptable; 
compensation is req liired. 1, 
The compensation chosen was: 
(S2 + 2.46S + 303) (S + 2) 
Gc(S) = 
(S + 671) (S + 10)2 
(18) 
This compensator cancels the open loop roots at s = -1.23 ± j 17. 38 and 
the zero at S = -671. If the compensator does not cancel the complex 
roots exactly it is better to undersize the real part of the compensator 
roots than oversize them. The response will contain terms of Ae -1. 23 COS /i 
(17.38t + <p) but A will be extremely small due to the proximity of the 
zeroes to these roots. 
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The basic idea of the compensation is to cause the roots nearest 
the imaginary axis (first mode) to move to the left as gain is increased 
while higher order modes (roots) move to the right. This allows for a 
high value of the gain which produces low steady state ramp errors and 
a wide passband. Ideally a type 2 system is desired but due to the zero 
in the right half s-plane, this is impossible. 
Using the compensator of equation (18), a new Gtotal is obtained: 
= K1 (S + 1.2) (S + 2) (S + 2.6) (S - 5.88) = 
S (S2 + .28S + .99) (S + 10)2 
With unity feedback, the closed loop control ratio is: 
= 
K1 N(S)ID(S) 
1 + K 1 N (S ) /D (S) 
which reduces to 
C(S) = K1 N(S) 
R(S) D(S) + K1 N(S) 
K1N(S) 
D(S) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
The plot of the closed loop roots is seen in Figure 8. At a gain of 
approximately -16, system becomes unstable . At a gian of -12, the domi-
nant root is S = -0.75 and the ramp error coefficients is K1 = 4.5 sec- 1 
For a ramp input of 0.010, the steady state error for: the system would 
be 8 arc sec. 
The error response of the system to the Shuttle's thruster firing 
and drift due to gravity gradient is seen in Figure 9. The peak error 
response is 3.6 arc sec as the Shuttle drifts through its limit cycle and 
6. 5 arc sec w hen one thruster is firin g . T he maxim urn gimbal torque 
required to oppose the thruster acceleration is 17.9 NT-m while the maxi-
mum torque during drift is 8.3 NT-m. 
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The step response of the system to a 1° step is shown in Figure 10. 
Within 5 sec of the step, the tip angle is within 104 percent of steady 
state. The peak overshoot is 42 percent occurring at 7 sec. The 
response is within ±1 percent of steady state within 16 sec. Steady 
state error to step commands is zero. The torque required at the gimbal 
motors for this response exceeds the rated 33 NT-m during the first 
12 sec. The torque required to initially accelerate the boom is up to 
182 NT-m/degree. This limits step commands to less than 0.18 degree. 
The frequency responses for the boom and rate compensated boom 
are seen in Figure 11. The responses of the fixed boom is a series of 
single order zeroes and quadratic poles starting at 1 radian/sec (.16 Hz). 
The boom is itself stable having an 18 dB gain margin and a 35° phase 
margin. The effect of the gimbal system rate compensation is to increase 
the damping ratio of the first mode and decrease the damping of the 
second. At a Kr = 0.07, stability is unaffected. 
The frequency response of the gimbal mounted boom system is 
shown in Figure 12 for a gain of 16. At this gain, the system is unstable 
having a gain margin of -50 dB. And a phase margin of nearly -90°. 
For a stable system, the gain would have to be reduced drastically and 
would yield a slow, low bandpass system with high ramp following errors. 
The frequency response of the compensated system is shown in 
Figure 13 for a gain of 16. At this value of gain, the system is just 
unstable with both a phase margin and a gain margin of zero. Reducing 
the gain of 2.4 dB to a gain of 12, the system becomes stable and has 
the closed loop frequency response of Figure 14. The system bandpass 
is 2.5 Hz and it will follow up to 0.2 Hz signal without error or phase 
shift. This is the basic reason the system can tolerate the drift of the 
Shuttle in its deadband and the firing of one thruster. The drift of 
the Shuttle is very nearly a 0.01 Hz signal while the turnaround at'the 
deadband is like a 1 Hz signal. The system response to thruster firing 
is not frequency (dynamics) limited but torque limited by the gimbal 
motors. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
As compensated, the gimbal mounted boom system is stable with 
:fast dynamics and low following errors. The system is relatively 
unaffected by the drift of the Shuttle in its deadband and by one thruster 
firing (maximum error 6.5 arc sec). The system is limited by the torque 
produced by the gimbal motors not by dynamics. 
This study only considered motions about the y-axis, not x-axis 
or z. Motion about the x-axis should be very similar to that of the y-
axis except modes shapes 2 and 5 would predominate. The control system 
. for x-axis should be nearly identical to that of the y-axis. Motion about 
the z-axis is twisting motion of primary the third mode (see Table 1). 
This control system should be much simpler than either x or y control. 
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This study assumed perfect motion detectors for the feedback loops. 
Good detectors [6] are available for x, y, and z motions but their sensi-
tivities and accuracies and sensitivities need to be added to the control 
simulation as disturbance. 
The dynamic as well as probabilistic characteristics of each of these 
disturbances as well as man motion need to be characterized and incor-
porated into the control model to determine the pointing accuracies and 
pointing stability of the gimbal mounted boom. Future work sho·uld include 
a stochastic analysis of the control system concerning probabilistic distur-
bances and the minimization of their effects on pointing stability. The 
results of such a study would be a three-axis model of the system com-
pensated for stability as well as compensated for disturbance induced 
pointing variations. 
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TABLE 1. PINHOLE BOOM FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES 
L = 50 METERS, TIP MASS = 505.7 KG 
FREQ (HZ) MODE SHAPE 
1 
.,1Uf7l.! . 
1 1 
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17.4 .... ~ 
17.4 
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54.9 
54.9 
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Figure 1. Pinhole occulter facility. 
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ABSTRACT 
The FM radar for the coal interface detector, operating in 
the frequency band 2 to 4 GHz, is intended for the display of 
thicknesses between 2 cm and 20 cm. Because of such a short range, 
the thickness information is contained in the very few lowest spectral 
components of the output signal. To overcome this inconvenience, the 
Fourier series of the output signal has been augmented to approximate 
a Fourier integral. This modification in the siqnal processing result-
ed in a higher spectral density, which in turn enabled an easier 
identification of the interface position in the laboratory. The orien-
tation and spacing of the receiving and transmitting antennas is found 
to have an important influence on the system performance. A field test 
in the coal mine is planned in the future. 
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INTROOUCTION 
Coal interface detector (CIO) radar is designed to measure 
the thickness of the coal layer in the longwall mining method. 
The frequency of the radar transmitter is modulated in a saw tooth 
fashion between 2 and 4 GHz. The thickness of the coal layer is 
measured by observing the frequency difference between the signals 
reflected from the front and rear surface of the coal. The radar 
output signal, which contains this difference frequency, is analyzed 
on a digital Fourier Analyzer, which then provides a display of the 
reflection amplitude vs. the coal thickness. 
The basic principle of the cro radar has been under investigation 
at the MSF'C for several years. The difficulty in implementing the radar 
lies in the presence of a multitude of erroneous signals, which can 
be misinterpreted as the rear surface return signals. Also, the frequency 
of the reflected signal is only several times ( <10) higher than the 
~odulatio~ frequency. Therefore, it is difficult to determine which of 
the individual spectral components belongs to the position of the rear 
surface. 
The presence of the multiple reflections may be somewhat reduced 
by using long cable sections between the individual components of the 
system, and by placing absorbing materials around the antennas. 
The second difficulty of distinguishing between the inidvidual components 
in the spectrum can be greatly reduced by processing the time-domain 
signal before taking the Fast Fourier Transform. Examples of measured 
wave-forms and their spectra are included in the report. 
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OBJECTIVES 
This report describes the work performed in the second period 
of the NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Research Fellowship Program. 
The radar configuration is somewhat different from the one described 
in the last year's report (Reference (1». The difference lies in the 
fact that a direct detector receiver has been utilized instead 
of the mixer-type receiver. The objective of the investigation 
described in the present report is to achieve the radar configuration 
which is suitable for application not only in the laboratory, but 
in the actual coal mine situation. Much of the effort is directed 
toward determining the most suitable signal processing procedure which 
produces a clear display of the coal thickness. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the CID radar using the detector receiver 
The transmitting part of the eID radar in Fig. 1 consists of 
the Hewlett Packard Function Generator Model 3312, the wiltron Sweep 
Generator Model 610, the Avantek Transistor Amplifier Model 406-3M, 
~nd the Scientific Atlanta Ridged Horn Antenna Model 40M-2.0. the lenath 
of the coaxial cable between the amplifier and the antenna is ..c., = I 11'). 
The receiving part of the radar consists of an identical antenna, as 
in the transmitting part, and a Narda Detector Mount Model 4503. 
The detected signal is amplified and filtered in the Ithaco Dual Filter 
Model 4302. The filter is set for pulse operation (Bessel type response) 
in the lowpass mode. 
The operating data are as follows: 
Frequency range of the sweep oscillator ----.-/. to 4 GHz. 
Sweep period------- T = 25.6 ms 
RF power delivered to transmitting antenna----------l38 mW 
Lowpass filter cutoff frequency -------------3.15 KHz 
(two sections in cascade, each with 10 dB gain) 
Distance between the antenna and the coal --------1 = 60 cm 
a 
As indicated in Fig. 1, the received signal consists of two parts: 
One part comes from the wave which was reflected from the front surface 
of the coal, and the other part is a weaker signal from the wave which 
penetrated the coal and was then reflected from the rear interface. 
If the coal dielectric constant is denoted by tr the sweep 
period by T,the coal layer thickness by d, and the RF deviation 
by B, the frequency difference between the front and rear reflection 
is 
XXIX-6 
c. is the velocity of light in free space. For the data 
listed above, a coal layer of thickness d =6" (15.24 cm) and the 
dielectric constant of cr=5 would produce a difference 
frequency approximately 355 Hz. 
When such a mixture of the two microwave signals is applied 
to the square law detector, their difference frequency 
(here 355Hz) is obtained. This 'signal is interrupted by the 
repetition rate of the sweep generator. It is afterwards 
amp1fiied and filtered before being delivered to the Fourier 
Analyzer Hewlett Packard Model 5451B, which performs the signal 
processing and displays the result. 
The radar system described above is similar in concept to the 
r,adar described in Reference (2). The main difference of the 
present system is the use of a direct detector system instead of 
( 1) 
the heterodyning receiver, and the use of a digital signal processing 
system instead of an analog one. 
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SIGNAL PROCESSING 
The tests in the laboratory are performed on slabs of "artificial 
coal". These are slabs of different thicknesses, made from a mixture 
of dielectric and conducting materials, so that the dielectric constant 
and the loss tangent approximate the values of the actual coal from 
the mine. In the particular measurement to be described, the slab 
thickness 15.5 cm (6") and of the cross section 6lx61 cm (2'x2') was 
backed by an aluminum foil for better rear surface reflection. 
The received signal at the input to the Fourier Analyzer is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The observed signal is periodic with the period T= 25.6 ms. The 
sawtooth waveform which modulates the transmitter is shown in Fig. 3. 
The characteristics of the transmitter are such that the modulation 
voltage 2.4 V produces an output of 2 GHz and 4.8 V produces an output 
frequency of 4 GHz. It is seen from Figures 2 and 3 that the detected 
signal displays an even symmetry within each half period. This is to bp 
expedted, because the transmitted frequency attains the same value 
twice within each period ~ once on the upswing, and once on the down-
swing of the modulation signal. 
The signal shown in Fig. 2 has been sampled with the time intervals 
50 ~s, the total number of sample points being 1024. The waveform shown 
includes two full periods of the signal. If now only one period is 
retained (first 512 points) and the Fast Fourier Transform of this 
waveform is computed, the resulting spectrum is such as shown in Fig. 4. 
Each spectral component makes one point in the plot. Due to an automatic 
plotting procedure, the points are interconnected by straight lines, 
creating the appearance of a continuous spectrum. The spectrum 
actually consists of discrete frequencie~, separated from each other. 
by the repetition frequency 39 Hz. According to (1), the beat frequency 
for the 6" artificial coal is 355 Hz. From Fig. 4 it can be seen 
that the two longest spectral components are components number one 
and number eight. Thus, by neglecting the first component which 
belongs to the repetition frequency, the frequency of the return signal 
is estimated to be eight times the repetition frequency, or 312 Hz 
(instead of 355 Hz). 
There are several inconveniences associated with the display such 
as in Fig. 4. In the first place, "t-.he repetition frequency usually· , 
comes out to be the strongest component, which fact makes it difficult 
to read the thickness of the thin coal layers, where spectral components 
are very close to the repetition frequency. Furthermore, the components 
immediately next to the observed return frequency often have a small 
amplitude, so that the signal is not always readily identifyable as in 
Fig. 4, where the seventh, eighth, and ninth spectral components are all 
large. It was decided that a difficulty in locating the return signal 
is caused by the fact that the spectral components are too far apart 
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from each other. In order to create a more densely populated spectrum, 
advantage has been taken of the digital signal processing in the following 
manner. 
The original sampled signal from Fig. 2 consists of 1024 points. 
The sample extends over two periods, each period has a half-period 
symmetry. Therefore, the basic information is contained within 256 
points. Thus, a time window is created, of the length 256 sample 
intervals, as shown in Fig. 5. This is the so-called Hann window (3) 
of the shape 1 -cos x. When the sampled signal is multiplied 
with the window, the result looks very much like a single burst of 
oscillations shown in Fig. 6. The total sample length is still 1024 
points, but 75% of the sample points are forced to be zero. 
The Fast Fourier Transform performed on these 1024 sample points will 
have much larger spectral dnesity from the spectrum in Fig. 4, and 
thus will allow more accurate reading of the coal thickness. 
Before the spectrum is displayed, another operation is performed. 
The radar return signal is redundant in the sense that the half period 
which corresponds to the modulation upswing is a mirror image of the 
other half period which corresponds to the modulation downswing. 
Therefore, another Hann window is created, shifted for 256 points. 
Again the sampled signal is multiplied with this second window, 
and the Fast Fourier Transform is completed. The resulting spectrum 
is then multiplied with the previously evaluated spectrum. The 
procedure is equivalent to taking the convolution of the two half 
periods in the time domain. This insures that the information contained 
in each half period contributes equally to the final result. 
The amplitude of the resulting spectrum is then displayed in a loga-
rithmic scale, as shown in Fig. 7. 
The spectrum in Fig. 7 is dense enough for each strong spectral 
component to be easily identified. When comparing this spectrum with 
the one in Fig. 4, it is noticed that now the return signal has the 
largest amplitude, and is thus easily recognized. It appears that 
the amplitude of this return is about 20 dB larger than other spectral 
components on either side. However, it should be remembered that the 
spectrum in Fig. 7 has been obtained by mUltiplying the two spectra 
emanating from each of the two half periods, so that the resulting 
product is made of the squared amplitudes. 
Because of this, the number of decibels in Fig. 7 must be 
divided by two, so that the actual difference between the largest 
lobe and the next largest lobe is only about 10 dB, and not 20 dB. 
The frequency corresponding to the rear surface reflection in 
Fig. 7 is 310 Hz, instead of the predicted value 355 Hz. The discrepancy 
may have been caused by an inaccurate knowledge of the frequency deviation 
B and the dielectric constant Er which both enter into equation (I) . 
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When a sinusoidal signal is interrupted by the square 
pulses, the specturm of such a modulated signal contains not only 
the carrier frequency, but also a number of sidelobes which are 
decreasing in amplitude according to sin x/x function. 
The first sidelobe of this function is 13.5 dB smaller than the 
maximum. The radar return signal is switched each time the 
modulation waveform changes its slope. Therefore, the observed 
spectrum will contain considerable side lobes on each side of the 
carrier frequency (355 Hz in the example discussed above. 
These sidelobes may be misinterpreted as apparent radar returns. 
One way of reducing these sidelobes is to use the Hann window, such 
as shown in Fig. 5. The sidelobes of the sinusoidal signal modulated 
with the Hann window are 37 dB smaller than the maximum. 
This is the reason that the sampled signal in Fig. 6 has been multiplied 
by the Hann window. 
One unavoidable consequence of reducing the sidelobes by using the 
Hann window is the doubling of the spectral width of the main lobe, 
when compared with the rectangular window (4) should two close surfaces 
be distinguished in the radar display, their difference in frequency 
should be at least half width of the main lobe. For the sinusoidal 
signal multiplied with the Hann window, the first zero appears at 
double the value of the sin x/x function: 
=: 2 j( 
The frequency difference between the main lobe maximum and the 
first zero is 
(2 ) 
If two signals are reflected from two very closely located 
surfaces their frequencies may differ for less than 6f, and cannot 
be distinguished on the display. Substituting (2) into (1), we 
find the minimum resolution distance between the two reflections in 
the coal 
2c 
The resolution distance is independent of the repetition 
frequency. The only way to obtain a finer resolution is to increase 
the frequency deviation For the system with B = 2 GHz, the resolu-
tion distance is d = 6.7 cm. 
res 
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When two reflection surfaces are dloser to each other than 
d~ s ' their main spectral lobes will merge into a single lobe, an~ the two returns will not be distinguishable on the radar display. 
One way to reduce the resolution distance is to use the rectangular 
window instead of the Hann window. This would split the resolution 
distance in half at the expense of increasing the sidelobes. 
It follows from the previous discussion that large side lobes are 
undesirable. Therefore, the fact that the frequency deviation of 
the radar is 2 GHz sets on a priori limit of 6.7 cm as the smallest 
recognizable coal thickness (3.3 cm with the rectangular window). 
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ANTENNA CONSIDERATIONS 
Little is known about the design of microwave antennas suitable 
for sensing the material properties in close range. The majority 
of microwave antennas are designed to produce a given electromag-
netic radiation in the far field region. In the early experiments 
with the CID radar, the transmitting and receiving antennas have 
sometimes been placed less than one wavelength apart from each 
other or from the coal interface. It has been empirically found 
afterwards that these distances must be increased to several 
wavelengths. 
One important property of the antenna to be used for the CID 
radar is low dispersion. The time delay for the signal, to pass 
from the antenna terminal to an obstacle in front of the antenna 
and back to the terminal, should be independent of frequency. One 
of the popular wideband antennas, the log periodic array, is ill 
suited for the task, as pointed out in [2]. 
Another important property of the pair of antennas to be used 
in the radar is a high decoupling when they are placed side by 
side. By looking at Fiaurel, it becomes obvious that a direct 
propagation from the transmitting to the receiving antenna creates 
a third wave impinging upon the detector. The difference frequency 
of that wave and the front surface reflection may produce an 
erroneous "return" signal on the radar display. 
Without making any theoretical investigation, and without 
even comparing the performance of various commercially available 
antennas, the pair of ridged horn antennas has been assigned to 
do the job. The orientation and the distance between them has 
been experimentally adjusted to give the best performance as 
follows. 
Figure 8 depicts two possible relative positions of the 
receiving and transmitting antennas, denoted parallel and ·c611inear. 
It has been found experimentally that the collinear orientation 
offers higher isolation between the antennas. The distance D 
has also been varied, and the value D=25 cm appears to be 
sufficient. The measurement has been conducted when the antenna-
to-coal distance is lal = la2 = 60 cm. 
Another unexpected critical adjustment proved to be the 
angle 0 in figure 9. This angle measures the departure of the 
coal surface from making a right angle with the antenna system. 
It has been found experimentally that the return signal from the 
rear surface drops considerably when the difference lal - la2 
becomes larger than 2 cm. For D = 24 cm and b = 10 cm, this 
implies that the angle between the coal surface and the antenna 
boresight should not depart from the right angle for more than 
8 = 3.3 degrees. 
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FIG. 9. INCLINATION OF THE COAL SURFACE 
WITH RFSPECT TO THE ANTENNA SYSTEr.! 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The CID radar system which has been developed has certain 
advantages over the previously utilized systems. The digital 
processing of the signal on a Fourier Analyzer System enables 
more convenient display which seems to improve the separation 
between the actual return and other unintentionally created 
signals. When also proper care is exercised in antenna 
positioning, the system seems to be capable of giving meaningful 
real-time results in a coal mine environment. 
The improvement in the resolution distance may be achieved 
only by increasing the frequency deviation of the system. 
Further improvements on the antenna system may also bring an 
enhancement of the desired return signal and a reduction of the 
undesired signals. 
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ABSTRACT 
Motion starts in a column of fluid subject to an 
adverse temperature gradient when the gravitational forces 
are large enough to overcome those of viscosity. This point 
is governed by the critical (smalJest) Rayleigh number. 
When the column is heated rapidly from below and not 
well mixed the Rayleigh number varies with height. 
For such a system with harmonic boundary conditions 
the principle of exchange of stahilities is shown. Attempts 
to show this principle under rigid and semirigid boundary 
conditions failed. 
The Rayleigh number was assumed to follow the non-
( '2 1-2,,)--
dimens ional dis tribut ion 'f? (~ ~ R --2 ~~ , CI... '" I{ /3 or 
(J! z ~ /. The J owest values for 
at which there would be convection was estimated at 
8.512 x 10 8 for ot~f.(lland 4.7023 x 10 9 for at= 3/2. The 
eigenfunction was approximated jn hoth cases. 
This work has application to both columns of air in 
the Earth's atmosphere and the Grrc experiment to he flown 
in Spacelab 3. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Navier Stokes equations have classically been used 
to describe the motion of fluid in the presence of tempera-
ture gradients. 
In the Benard problem, the fluid is assumed to be in-
compressible and at rest; it is assumed to be uniformly 
heated from below. The vertical temperature distribution 
is assumed to be linear. The equations are then linearized 
by looking at temperature and velocity perturbations. 
The equations are then reduced to a single sixth order 
linear partial differential equation with constant coefficients 
in the vertical velocity perturbation UJ. Fourier transform 
in the horizontal spaCe variables has reduced the number of 
independent variables. Only time, t, and height, z, remain. 
The equation is then transformed in t and non-dimensionalized. 
It becomes: 
[(O~o..1.)(02_a."1 -cr-)( 02.-o.."L - ,(>tr.) -f Ra.1. ] Vel..) =- () ()~ -z.~ 1 
Here the vertical velocity perturbation 1S 
a-t't :.(ec., ~ .. a~. ~ ") 
\..V ':' e \Ai (.) 
Here DW = W and a 2 = a 2 + a 2 1 2 
The principle of exchange of stabilities holds if 
convection modes which neither grow nor decay with time 
are time independent. If1\, the Rayleigh number, and1', 
the Prandl number, are constant, exchange of stabilities 
can be shown to hold under hoth free and rigid boundary 
conditions. 
1ft is allowed to vary with height, what will happen? 
We were able to show the principle of exchange of stabilities 
holds under free, but not rigid or semirigid, boundary con-
ditions. 
Having this result, the onset of convection was 
vestigated for certain distribution of~ which model 
occurs in the summer atmosphere below the inversion. 
values for ~ used were 
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in-
what 
The 
Here d is the height of the inversion, 2 is surface 
roughness length, and 0{ is empirically chosg n. This is 
nondimensionalized, and the critical (smallest) value of 
R for which convection takes place is estimated. 
The results of the calculations were checked by deter-
~) mining the temperature gradient at the surface, ~ z. 
.r..2t> 
Th ' d . d ~ e a -'Ill. h' h h' d 1S eterm1ne J.z...: ,-0 '2. W 1C was t en 1ntegrate to 
give a temperature drop of roughly 150 in the first meter 
above the surface. This figure checks reasonably well 
with the data. 
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EXCHANGE OF STABILITIES 
These calculations show that the principle of exchange 
of stability holds for a column of fluid heated from below 
if the Rayleigh number is variahle when the boundary con-
ditions are harmonic. The Boussinesq approximations are 
used. The transverse velocities, u and v, the pressure, p, 
and the temperature perturhation, e, are eliminated. The 
nondimensional equation is 
Here \,7'lw:, WICk ~ W'1'1 t- W z.~ j VitI c.u :: W"''')t; of- W~d' 
fJ -:=. Y /1{ is the Prandt 1 number, and the Rayle i gh number, 
~ -:: ~ 01. (3 J. 'Iff:,- k), depends on the height, z. 
Proceeding with the analysis into normal modes, set 
o-t'f-~LQ.I)(1-a2.\1) \IV 
W~e... (2) 
Here 0.. 1. :::Q., 'l. f q" Z and OW:, W.' 
The harmonic boundary conditions arc: W ( ()) ::: 0 ~ \/\/ ( t) 
W "( 0) :: 0 = W " ( I ) 
-_ VV 11l{1) VV /II{o) :: 0 
Multiplying (*) by 'W nnd integrating forms the following 
equation. I ~.. ~ 1(01._0-1.) (0 1 _ CL"l - 0- " (('J ~ _ c<.1 _ ~li crjVf~ W d::.: -JR 0---" [\N J :lJ z 
o 
The following integra] occurs in the analysis of (**): 
r, = - ~' (Ot-o."\)V/ VV·:.!?_ =- S I lOWI"2Jz. t-Qt.So\W/l.J? 
o 0 
The boundary condit ions, 'W(o) ~ 0 =-W'll), make the ). 
j n t e g rat edt e rm s va n ish . Set S' I I W (1. J "Z. ::; If W II 
o 
and SO' \OW( \£1 z ., 0.. '1 S,: tWIt to z. -= 1/ \1 \/V/{ l. 
Roth llWII and Il\lWIf are strictly positive unless W:O 
under the boundary cond it ions. So :r::,,, \7Wl/li s 
s t ric t 1 Y po sit i ve un 1 e s s ,N = 0 I 
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The next integral, 
E. =- S 'lOt.o.:"Y\N\7Vk = - fO(YJ'L- .... ')VV OVV.,. ~ (01.-6. .... )VVWc!z 
~ d ~ 
':: 50 I 1 (01 - 0...1.) \IV 1"l J 2-
Again the integrated terms vanish because Weo),. a ~ WlI) 
and W" [D) ~ 0 :' W"U) . (The same result can be obtained 
for this integral under rigid boundary conditions.) 
Finally 
1""-
...L = 
> 
Again the integrated terms vanish under both free and 
rigid boundary conditions. 
I ~ 3 
• t A So I Ipl_a...1.) 0 wI z. J z. ~ eLt S<> '(0Z.-0:) WI 0( z 
I 
i- lot-~)Dw Col.-o..t ) w ) 
,) 
Under free houndary conditions the integrated terms 
vani sh so 
r-z = ~'/(D1._C&-")DW/2J? +11.'1SI(Ol._o.. ... )wt 2 Jz == 1\V'(ot_o..'L)W/I"l 
~ 0 d 
When (**) is mul t ipl ied hy -1, j t hecomes 
_c JC01.~o:y:JW wJ-z. 't ~H·0'J'" ~(Ol-c...'\YWWjt: _'frr\~ol((Jl_~)WWJ ~A 
~ 0 ::: a..~ ~IR[WI"ld2: 
Set J ~ So' R lwl1.~ z.. If II) r'Z. J -13 and J'"u are 
substituted in the equation ~hovc it hecom~s 
GP I, cr- ~ 1- (7P -r I) L 0- t- ~3 - }":: O. 
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Since fJ , the Prandtl number, is always positive, and r I 
is pos i ti ve unles StU::' 0, the quadrat ic formula can be 
applied to solve for (j". This gives 
To show that exchange of stabilities holds, we must 
show that if i2~ 0- = D, then L ...... ~ ~ o. 
There are two cases where R~ rJ":: D 
(i) Lf 'fJ I, (LJ -J)=Oand 
(ii) (-f+01~::- 0 and - Lf pI, (1 3 - s).< 0 . 
If (i) holds 0-=0, if (:ii) holds, L.z"=o so 
S ' 1(0 2 -c-~) WI" d 2- = O. 
o 
This implies 
( 0 l. - 0--.... ) W -= 0 
The last implies that 
T I ::- - ~ I (O"t _ 0.-'-) W w cl '2. = 0 
- c) 
In both cases ~'J":>o :implies <r- =-0. This completes the 
proof of the principal of exchanges of stabilities 
for operators whose Rayleigh number is variable under 
free boundary conditions. 
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ANALYSIS INTO NORMAL MODES 
Since the principle of exchange of stabilities holds 
for the variable Rayleigh number problme, we attempt to 
solve the steady state prohlem for certain functions, ~ 
The eAuation is ~ 1i g&) ~ - f( ( io ) - v;. l ] "" : 0 ) 
with the harmonic boundary conditions 
14. (0) ::t (j" ~ (j) 
1.4."(0) : () :: ,,-"(1) 
CA.Q~){o) = D:: u. ~,,)( I) 
Here \7"4 ~ U",,'f Un -I-Uz. z and \7~"l ~ ::: U It. A + U., 'I 
If we set 1 : 'Z-~. , the equation hecomes 
(\7\) l t..c. ::- «(2 ~"Z:) - oL ~ 'u. J 
with harmonic boundary conOditjons at 0 and 
equation is normalized hy setting 
1''' X/(cl-2.) 
:J ~ (j / (J - z., ) 
and becomes 
2- =- 1/(& -Zo) 
with harmonic houndary conditions at 0 and 1. Let 
Ro ~ R z.oI Ie J -2.,,): 
The equation reduces to 
C\7~3u. ~ 
If it is assumed that 
L ').e ~ (Qt '" i- /l,a. 'ci) A . u. :: e S l''\ /i'tl 'Z "co ~ 
with o.l:'Q. 1 +-a.z.l. ,the equation reduces to the ordinary 
differential equation: 
3 R '\-- 1 (0<'-0..1.) u.... -: - tl ("Z..t"Z.o J Go 4... 
If Aft" 0) n~2, we can look for a first approximation to 
the critical (smallest) R", for which the equation can 
he satisfied. This will he approxjmated hy finding the 
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smallest 
() :: 
'(( such that 
C> 
That is 
Cn ~;o.1.)3 \ I ~ 1 n z IJ ~ 
Set I ~, 
I 
S 'c _aL 2 ., 2: .. ) ~ " n 'l. o 
and note that S I ~ ~ 17?:S t/2., 
() 
It is easy to 
that is, when 
111 I R I 
see that 1'\0 has a minimum when 0:: 0, 
0..1..:> 1l1./~. Then 
'Re :: =< '7 ,7 ,,/(g I~a ) 
Since numerical integration yields the values 
..t: 'i/3 = I. 7 , 0 'I 0 I 
1,1 
and I 3/~ ~,IS?S-S"3. 
-: 
'. I 
The first estimate, 'R 0' of R 1 S 0 
'R
D 
:./ S"'. ']5 04~- , if 
and 
'Ro = I~-'l . .$? '( ~ if 
The first estinwte of R, then is 
eg. , ~ ? g If. I )< l D i if 
and 
'i. gl ~ ~ 0 'S ),. ID
9 
if 
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oe.-= Lf/3~ 
d.. :; 3/ ;t • 
~:. ¥/~ 
I 
CIt ~ 3/~ , 
The second approximation is made by assuming An :t Z>, f\ ~ 3. 
The problem is to find the smallest number, 2 R , 
and a pair of numbers Al and AZ' ~7i th 0 
e ':I ~ I [(OJ _~)1» .. 'R. ['2 +"2oY"'o.. "J ( A I $""IT'~ + A.\ s;" ~nz.) a irdt7.d.-a 
and 
o • s,.'t (0'-.-» • ·~.( ... ,.y",,'J CA. " .... ",,":- ""~) • ."" l n'" d~, 
That is 
A ,(n't a:) 'J [S,' 51rt "n 'l J"2.] ::'0.' ':I.Ro fA. \'(2 ... ~.)-alsi.,~tr'Z d~ 
+ A~ ~;) ~"1..) ·"'s,~ln~ s;n 1Tl. ~t.tJ 
and 
A.,({(t.,.ctJ[So',;" a;) n 2dz.J to f" S I _01.. _I '\alA. 6Clt-z..) s,,,n2 SI.,lTi~ q'2, 
I 
... A a So(~+~o) _0(. 9"~ ~ ~ cr l,J... . 
..... 
Set j[j,k : 
Note that LJ,I<' ~ r:,i 
This means that 
A I (I':', 2 ... a.,,-)30/.", ::::...,. '1. :lR. [A r-c.. of- A r-' 'l 
,. 0(.. ~ I) I I,' l.', '1- J 
and 
A 'J. (I{ n" .. 0.')"/'-. ': a.... % R. [A, 17, 2. ~. A.l. L :Jl. J. 
The numbers T~,I<. are found to [my dcsi. red degree of 
accuracy by Si.mpson's rule. 
The problem can be written now as an eigenvalue 
prob lem in V, R" with e igenvcc.t or CAl' AZ)' 
(!/<Rb ) A, ~ 
({ /2 Ro) A ~ ~ 
~a." /tT'iCLt)~ [L:, AI 
'"J. a..t/(~n't o.\)~ [ 1~:I A, 
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+ L~~ Al, 7 
+ r:,'tA2.1 
At the value of a 2 corresponding to the smallest value 
of Ro ' the function 1/2Ro takes on its largest value. 
This will be the maximum of the largest eigenvalue of 
all the matrices, . 
M7 
where 
~ is not symetric. 
It is convenient to set b -= ~l/Ir'". Then 
M J', ( ~ l:t b / c. j ~ 1" b) 3 ) L :t ~ / Tr 'I • 
Let ,....::. b/ U1'h)'and '!>:: 6/(,(.,,)3. r reaches its maximum 
·w11en b ~ y~; then r- -:. <.tb.? and "!,. "'/~~7}~. s reaches 
its maximum when b~;{ ; then S:=i/lt>'i and r-:t!l/~7. 
It is clear that the entries of An are positive since I'J I< is the integral of a positive function and the entries 
of fhe second row are much smaller than those of the first 
row. o<.":-'i/'!. 0( = ~/:L 
I 'l/J :: I. 7' 6'lO I r;l/· ~ ;;t. I ~ 7 oS '5 1,1 (J I 
Lf/~ :: {., '1 7 ~ l7 L ')I'J = '13. 'Jl 
r "" - a I 3/1 - ~. S" 1 3 3S"",' :: ,. a.. ZJ a. 
,."7lf~3 
3. 'f t./ (, ~.5' ~ 
These numbers are accurate to the last place, though some 
of them are extrapolated to detcrmJnc the last place. 
The problem then is to find the largest eigenvalue, A 
of 
:( ( r j~ r I71- ') -,,, ) S L~J"J. S L~ 2 J 
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Then 'A/rr"t will be the largest eigenvalue of h7 and -/(l':: n\'~ 
This yields ()::. Al _ 'l.C,. I~, ... s L~J.:\ ~ l.{rs 
It is difficult to maximize ~ as a function of a 2 
analytically. Instead, using the values of J:; k 
obtained by numerical intergrationJshown in the tables, 
values of >.. were calculated in a range between b::- .. S" 
and b::: ~ 
When a. \~ rr~, b :1>,,-. This is the value of both the 
critical Rayleigh number in the constant coefficient case 
(at ': 0) and the value of b corresponding to the fi rs t 
estimate 'R, of R. we did earlier. 
The calculation was done as follows. 
~ R 0 were evaluated at numbers 
b : CJ,OOOO( O./O(J,,' \ O.:U)(;)o/ . ) / ) ,/.1000 1 
The largest value of ).. occurred when O,S-COO I 
A and "R.. were then evaluated at 
/ . . . } o d"9 DO I 
The maximum value of A this time occurred when b '::' O.S"I (J(J/. 
So A and 2R. were evaluated at 
k> -: c>.:r" I 0 I) 0 . SO? 0 I I • • ') 0 ' 5"1 B 0 I J CJ. oS-If (;) / 
This process was continued until the machine'prouuced 
no differences in the sixth decimal place for ~ko. This 
represents eir,ht significant uigits. The numbers r.r"\:; 
are known only to seven significant digits. The calcula-
tion is not very sensitive to changes in b (and therefore 
b 2) when is near its cri tical va~, but it should 
be quite sens it i ve to chanpes in .LJ./I::' 
When o(:o$'/$ , the critical value WIS established at 
b ::- O. 5'0 cr 0 ~ ) 
xxx-to 
Then R -= I~~. S-'9~ t (1 
and ~R. -= ~.s";J(j/i7)<.{OS 
The eigenvector is 
( 
~. 1 CJ 1 t, ()~ ) 
0. t>l" oss:, 
At b -:: O. 5"' 0 't 0'( ) A -:: 6. S' 3 0' :5 '1.s~ 
t"'::. b. \ 'C t ( 3 :t 1. and S ::" O.Cl OS-~.s- ~, 
The corresponding critical va1ues for eX:. 3/~ were 
The 
At 
b -= ().5/~D<t. 
:2./(0 = /'t~.127b 
eigenvector is 
( ~',) 
b : 6,5' I ~ O~ ) 
:md 
If we compare '«0' the fi rst estimate of Reo wi th .1 R6 ' 
the second est imate of Ro' we have 
01. ':: l{ I :s 0« ~ 3/ "2,.. 
'f( 
b 
'R o 
I g-~. 7:JO 5"-
Ir3.5"',3 
/ :,-:2.. '3 7 '{ .5 
I?! . ?J.?, 
The numbers JRo converge quickly to R b • If a third 
estimate is made the entries L31e arc smaller than 5.0. 
r:../. :; '1/3 J ol. :' 0/" 
-oL 
.L '/ 3 () • <6 "3 .? 9 S'I 1.2 ~ '730;1... 
-.., 
L 1/$ I. <l?/?/{ ~ . 7 '} / 5-~~? 
--. 3. I'll? U t.( • 'f er :t Y 5 s ... I 
- 3,.J 
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This problem is analogous to the last. We are looking 
; for a function 
W (.~ .. ).: IT I Sit" 11 ." .,. A:a.' ,,, -:t tr z. 't A3 IS' ,'t 3117 
wi th J ""J l.J 1-
S~' fie Dl _ ... '\.\.3 \ A I J A "'1 'it! '\ -l" A iJ _A::: 0 
1/ e ..,...} v V T..... IYD (z t"Z" ) - Y Y J S t t\. ~ t1 '2. ex.. z 
Let t .:- bll'hb)"l . Then we must find the largest eigenvalue 
of the matrix, rn 3 fI., 
( 
~ I.~" «'- I~J1. r It,., 
m3: ~e( ~ s l ~ lsI ~ 1 S l"l ~ 
01. t Lo( 1M t I 113 .. J ~ t '1"1 
The factor t IS much smaller than ~, just as So is 
much smaller than t'. The determinate of m z is then (J(rs!:) 
The sum of the determinates of the principal submatrices is 
O(t's). The trace is VCr). 
Since the determinate is the product of the eigenvalues, 
the trace is the sum of the eigenmodes, and the sum of the 
partial products of the eigenva1ues is the sum of the 
determinates of the principal submatrices, it is easy to see 
that fl}3 has one relatively 1arge eigenvalue, ~,and that 
its other eigenvalues are near D. The large eigenvalue 
should be OCv-). 
Because the large eigenvector is so isolated and because 
we have a good gues s (~(' L,II) for it, the power method was 
used to calculate A and the e i genvec tor. Th is converged. 
rapidly, giving a value of ~ that depended on b. 
and 
and 
A was maximi zed exact ly as in es t ima t ing T.l?o 
the max] mum occurred when b:" 0.6'O9? 0 
Then, the third est~mate, ~Ro ':II If'J.3'3, 
The eigenvector is 
( 1l.'lCf'lCS-') '" D.t>?-,f3s' o . 00 I '~I 
For cL I:' 3/ z. , the occurred when b",. 0.5- I l ~ 
and a.'1.:, 5-.0' ~o~ 
Then 3Ro" J't «.700/ 
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The eigenvector 
(
A, '\ 
~:) ~ 
The three estimates 
'f( 
o 
of the eigenvalue 
..,.:::'1/:J. 
{'if'. 7,5---
( ~3.S? 
1f!~·37' 
converged quickly . 
ot.. =- :'/2 
/J-';l,3? 
1'I'i".'1'3 
I~'i', 70 
It should be noted that none of these values, A, RD , 
or the eigenvector are very s ens it i ve to changes of b or ,,'to 
near the critical value. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
Work like this in the case of variable viscosity, 
thermal conductivity and gravity has atmospheric appli-
cations as well as applications to the space program. 
This would be applicable to the GFFC experiment to be 
flown in Spacelab 3, especially if rigid boundary conditions 
were handled. At least some of this is presently feasible. 
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ABSTRACT 
The object of this work is the modification and improvement 
of the FORTRAN code, NASAP, written by the author. The purpose 
of NASAP is the transformation of CAD-generated NASTRAN input 
data to input data for DESAP II and/or DESAP I. The latter 
programs are used for structural optimization, and in the initial 
design phase are often more useful than NASTRAN, which is used 
for structural analysis. 
NASAP is designed to operate interactively, and to this 
end, modifications and refinements have been made which simplify 
the interactive participation of the engineer, thus reducing 
chances for error as well as time spent at the computer terminal. 
Redundancies have been eliminated, and a tabular form of input 
has been incorporated into NASAP. 
Currently, NASAP is being expanded to include iterative 
design cycles involving DESAP II and/or DESAP I. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Preliminary Design Office currently has the capability 
of creating NASTRAN bulk data by use of an interactive graphics 
system implemented on a Computervision system. This method of 
creating NASTRAN input data is far more efficient in terms of 
time and accuracy than manual preparation of the data. The 
CADDS software associated with the Computervision creates NASTRAN 
input data. This data is then transmitted to a main computer 
for NASTRAN execution in the batch mode. The output of the 
program is essentially the stress and displacement fields of 
the structure being analyzed. 
DESAP I and DESAP II are also structural programs, but 
differ from NASTRAN in that they optimize the structure with 
respect to some variable, usually weight (i.e., minimizes the 
weight) subject to user-supplied limits on stress and displacement 
(DESAP I), and stress and buckling (DESAP II). 
The input required for DESAP I and II is rather lengthy, 
but much of it, including the geometric description of the 
structural model, may be derived from the CADDS-generated NASTRAN 
input data. This is the purpose of NASAP. 
The current version of DESAP I allows constraints on stress 
and displacement, while DESAP II allows constraints on stress 
and buckling. In order to generate a design satisfying constraints 
on stress, displacement, and buckling, it is necessary to use both 
DESAP I and II in an iterative cycle. Development of this capability 
is currently underway. 
XXXX-iii 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this project is the improvement and 
expansion of NASAP in the following ways: (1) elimination 
of redundancies; (2) simplification of u~er-supplied input; 
and, (3) incorporation of the capability of iterative design 
cycles involving DESAP I and DESAP II. 
xxx~w 
REPORT 
The body of this report consists mainly of the NASAP 
program. Its major subroutines are self-explanatory. An 
overall flow chart, Figures la-ld, outlines the main features 
of the program. The program is based on the following 
structural equivalences between NASTRAN and DESAP I and II: 
NASTRAN 
ROD 
BAR 
QDMEM 
QUAD 2 
TRIA2 
SHEAR 
DESAP I and II 
BAR 
BEAM 
Plane Stress Quadrilateral 
Plate Quadrilateral 
or Triangle 
Quadrilateral Shear Panel 
This is reflected in the five subroutines in NASAP called 
BAR, BEAM, QDMEM, QT, and SHEAR. These subroutines deal only 
with the structural elements their names imply. and perform 
ordering and manipulation of NASTRAN data via the subroutines 
CANDP, STOR, PAIR, VEe, and ID. 
Figure 2 illustrates the design cycles that are possible 
using NASAP with DESAP I and DESAP II. The main feature of 
these cycles is the modification of file 13 (DESAP II) via 
calculated design variables and/or tolerances from DESAP I, 
and the corresponding route for file 14 (DESAP I). 
When an acceptable design has been achieved using both 
DESAP I and DESAP II, there is no guarantee that this design is 
an optimum, i.e., that for the given structure it minimizes 
weight subject to the given constraints on stress, displacement, 
and buckling. There may exist other designs of lower weight also 
satisfying the constraints. This situation cannot be remedied 
without incorporating the three constraints in a single program. 
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YU302 149* L.. IT IS NOT NECESSARy TO MATlH THE PIO'S OF TH~ROO~~~ ________________________ ~O~0~n~3~3~6~ ______________________ __ 
UUJ02 15U. C ** kITh THE ROWS OF PROD2 000336 
___ ~L~0~3~(JA' ____ ~1~~~1~*----~L-=0~*--~s~r~T~U~P-uG~E~O~M~E~T~R4I~C~p~R~O~PE~R~T~I~E~~~U~A~T~AL,~O~E~FLA~UwL~T~TO~A~R~E~A~="_I~yL=~ILZ~=~l~.L-________________ ~p~0~L~3~3~b~ ______________________ __ 
u0304 1SZ* kRIll 16,S81 KOAUIJ11,ISTOP uOU336 
GUllO 153* SS FORHAT ISX,'lNTER ~UM8ER OF ulFFERlNT GEOMETRIC PRQPLRTILS fuR CON OOP31f5 
GUli u 154* I~TRUCTI0~ COuE',lq,'. MUST bE LESS THAN OR ECUAL TO',I41 L003~5 
00311 l~S. RUlJ 15,7INUHGEO OOU345 
UOl11f 1~6* NPARI4'=hUHG(O UOU353 
LollS 1,7* iiRIH.IIZ,7951 IIOU3,,5 
uLl17 15S* 7~5 fORHATI' COHM ELEM[NT CONIROL FROH GAR') G003b2 
_----"y'-'O'--'3'-=2'-'U~ __ 1 ~9"'o __________ ,kR IT l 112 ,791 I NPAR I I PI .IP= 1 ,t> 1 U0036Z 
/. 
/~ 
/. 
--.; 
I 
::: 
b'~ 
e,l3£:., 
L032LJ 
l.a.3Z11 
U03Z .. 
_----.L a i 7 , 
L1l324 
df32t 
LU 327 
LG332 
U0332 
va332 
IJU33.2 
, o3<t J 
LU3112 
1 •.!n4" 
L034': 
,,0342 
LG35", 
uo 351 
L0351 
16U* 
161-
16Z* 
163· 
Iblf* 
165. 
1/,6* 
167_ 
IbS* 
169* 
17V* 
171* 
172 * 
173* 
1111_-
175.;. 
116* 
17h 
1789 
179. 
c .0 
C 
C799 
C 
19 
C 
C8999 
(. 
C 
C9999 
C 
3u1 
350 
C •• 
~PAR TO f IL[ 12 
PRI~T 799 
FORMATI' NPAR TO FILE 12" 
pRl~T 79, INPARIIPI,IP:l,OI 
FORMATI6151 
wRI TE.! 12 03491 
FaRHAT I' COHM MATERIAl CONTROl ANO PROPERT uS fROH BAR,I 
UO 350 ~12=1,NUHHAT 
~RIJEI12.300)IHTCON11~12.J13)·J13:1·21.MICON2tJ12' 
PQINT 8999 
FORHATI' MTCON1 AND HTCON2 TO FILE 12'1 
.RITElb,3~DIIMTCONII~12,J1JI,JlJ:1,21,HTCON2IJ121 
FORMAT UIS.fly.3! 
.RIT[112,3011 IHTPROPIJ1~,~131,~13:1,SI 
PRHoT j999 
fORHATI' MTPROP TO FILE 12'1 
wRITE16.3011 IHTPROPIJ12.J1JI,J13=1.51 
FaRHAT 15f10.01 
CO,.,IlNIIE 
HAT[RIAL PROPERTIES DATA HAVl BEEN SENT TO FILE 12 
DATE D7JObU PAYE 5 
1100362 
IJOUJ62 
C003&2 
UOU362 
1I0U372 
UOU 372 
[JOD4U,+ 
uOO lf 04 
DO U'1Ci '+ 
U00404 
L0040,+ 
0004U4 
000111., 
u00416 
000'+16 
li00416 
000916 
UCU 4 37 
C;OCl437 
llOO937 
C'lJ53 IHJ* _--"".l.L.lt.:L.:L-_...,j.JQ..J.L"'----_____ ...J1u:F I '" IJ H h EO. G T • II G 0 10 H.O U004 J7 
UC35:' 1bl-
i.U 3t ... 162.;. 
l:03b, Ib3. 
.C 36 S Ib4 .. 
CJ 36 7 Ib!l* 
LD 311 1,,6" 
"0 37 1 107" 
LJ 5 71 HS .. 
Ll371 16'1* 
LC 372 19qv 
,,037.; lil* 
r037, 192'" 
L037~ 1"3 .. 
[,0371 1'7'1. 
,,04J3 1')15* 
(;1)40,+ 1,,6" 
L,J405 h7* 
i 041]6 19 6" 
L04U7 199. 
[ 1111 12 ZLO* 
... 0 41 :; 2 .. 1 .. 
uD42') 2y2';' 
(,10423 2L3* 
L,,42.5 21' jI* 
,,(,423 2L5* 
['042.3 Zu6" 
lJU423 2,,7" 
4 U,+2 .. 2Ld* 
u0427 2L9. 
.,Du 32 ZlU· 
Ln433 .211* 
UG43D 212* 
LD44L 213. 
LDII'+3 21'+" 
liDlf4b d5* 
(,01147 216" 
1;)8 
C 
C/;;bb 
IuD 
9<.1 
DO Hi1 1<1=1,;; 
UEOf'!i711,1<11:1. 
UO 108 1<'+:l,ISTOP 
C.RQUIUIH'*,51:1 
.. !'Ill 16,89' 
fOR~AT I'X.'fOrl THIS CONST CuDE THERE IS ONLy ONE GEOH[TRIC PROPER 
1TY. IT HAS bEEN ASSIGNED N~.l'/2X' AND ThE FULLO~I~G PROPERTIE5: 
lAREA=t·IY:I;lZ:I. IF you WANT A DIEEERE~T pEOPERTY SEI.'I 
I~X'l~TER IT IN THE SAHE URuE~, OTHER~ISE uEFAULT" 
HEAD I ~,], DlIH1 
PQI"T bbb,DuHl 
tOR H t, T I' 0 U H 1 L HI f 1 7 J H A H .. ' • F 1 r, • 5/ I 
IF luUMl .EC, lj,1 ('0 TO 110 
fiEAu 1~,7' DUHZ,UUM3 
bEOPR211.1'=DUMI 
[JE.QPfi211.21-[;lIH2 
bEOp~211,3':LUH3 
(,0 TO 11"; 
UO 1L3 1<2=1,~UMGEO 
110 1['] KI=l.A 
uEOP~2 IK2,K3'=1, 
wRITf 16,9'-'WIMGtO 
tORHAI IZX,'fOR EACH OF THE ',13,' GEOMETQIC PROPERTY NUMBE8::',THE 
IfOLLUWINb PROPERTIES HAYE bEEN ASSIGNEO:'I 
2lX'AREA=1,IV=1,IL=1. IF YOU .A~T A 0IFfERE~T PROPERTY SET.lNTER IT 
000496 
COU4ltb 
liQ0453 
ii00453 
000'+55 
('00462 
(,00462 
1..I00qb2 
000462 
[jOUllb2 
UOOqb2 
,10°"6 2 
000470 
OOUII 72 
LOOS01 
COU503 
00U505 
CJOUS[j7 
(,00511 
Ilousn 
LOIJS22 
IJOC;530 
0005111 
(,00,!!1 
lIOlJ5111 
LOIj511 1 3IN THE SAHE GRuER'/2K' EOLLO.I~G THE GE.O'LH~EJT~EuIUC~P~R~O~P~fUR~TLY-llN~O~.~T~O~B~E~GL-__________ -uau~~ ________________________ __ 
IIIVE~,---- OTHERwISE D[FAULT'I 
uo 11'+ K,=I,NUHGLO 
..RIlE 16,9111\4 
91 fORHAT !~X,'GE.VMETRIC PeOPlRT! No.',rql 
READI5t1'DUHl 
IF" IliUH1.E~.[!.IGO TO lUI! 
REAliIS,7, DUH2 
~EA[;15,71 liIJH3 
G[O~N211<~,11=DUHl 
u[OPkZIK'+,21-DuHt 
liOOS41 
[,005,+1 
lIOOS41 
IiOU5111 
1,;00547 
UOO55S 
lJ'JOS57 
[,00565 
000573 
(;[)Cj575 
DATE 073080 pAGE 6 
yO~5u 211* GEOPR2IK~,31=DUM3 Q00577 
~U~51 21S* 1UQ CONTINUE 000603 
U0451 219* C.. ~ET UP CRODIL fOR USE IN EL~MENT DATA U006u3 
LO~53 220. wRIT~ 16,921 NUMGEO QO~6U3 
LO~So 221* 92 fORMAT,2X"fOR EACH OESAP BAH ELEMENT NUMBER GIVEN,ENTER THf ASSOC [lOebl" 
0045b ZZZ. llATEO GEOMETRIC PROPERTY NUMbER 1 THROUGH',I4' 000614 
UO~57 223. uo 105 KS=I.lSTOP 000614 
~C~6~ 224* WRIT~ 16,7'CROOIUIK5,11 G00614 
L04b~ 225* IDS READ IS.7ICRODID IK5.51 000621 
L0471 2,6* 110 CONTINUE 000631 
_____ UO~~~7~1~--~2~,~7~*~--~C~.~.~~G~E~0~~~~~T~R~I~C~P~R~v~P~E~R~T~I~E~S~O~A~T~A~C~A~R~D~S~A~R~E~O~O~N~E~ ____________________________________ ~~~0~0~6~3~1~------------------------
L047, 2l8o wRIT~112,96' 000631 
L0474 229* 96 fORHATI' COHH G~OMETRIC PROP~RTI[S fROH BAR'I 000635 
L0475 230* UO 1~6 Kb=l,NUHGlO 000635 
uOSOO 231. wRITE Ill,931K6.IG~OPR2IK6.K71!K7=1!31 U00646 
u05Uu 232. C PRI~T 5555 000646 
L050U 2330 e5555 fORHATI' GEOPR2 TO FILE 12'1 0006"6 
UGSuu 2340 C wRITE 16,931~6,IGEOPR2IK6,k71,Kl:1,3' U00646 
L051'1 2JSo 93 FORHAT IIS,5x.3[lO.3! 11006&5 
LOSlu ,36* 106 CONTINUE 000665 
____ ~G~0~S~I¥L ____ &2~3i7~* ____ _kC~0~. __ ~u~EOHLLalC PROPERTIES DATA HAS BEEN SENT TO DESAP 0006b5 
L0510 238* C •• GENE~ATE ELEMENT LOAD HULTIPLIERS 0006&5 
~0~1, 239. WRITE Ib.l11) KOAOIJ11 OPObb5 
UOS15 240. 111 FORMAT 115X,'ElEMENT lOAD MULTIPLIERS FOR CONST. COOE',I4' 000677 
COSlb 2~1* DO 115 Kb=1,~ 000677 
~0521 242* 00 115 K7=1'4 000677 ~ ___ ~!.~O~5~22~ ____ ~224~3~. ______ ~1~1~S __ ~E~M~U~L~I~K~6~.~K~7L'~=~C~. ________________________________________________________________ ~O~0~0~6i7~7 ________________________ _ 
>< C0521 244* 00 120 KS=1,4 000710 
~ ____ ~~~O~5~3~2 ____ ~2~4~5~* ______ ~~~W~R~I~T~~~1~6i'A1AI~2LI~~~A~kif~K~Bi)~~~ __ ~~ ____ ~ __ ~~~~ __ ~~~~~~~ ____________ ~OwO~0~7~10~ _______________________ _ 
~ u053~ 2ij6* 112 rOR~AT 12X,',OM lOAD ',AI,' ENTER X,Y,Z --ELEMENT LOAD FRACTIONS-- 000 715 
~ ____ ~u~0~5~3~5 ____ ~2~4~7~* __________ ~1~IllN~T~H~A~T~0~R~O_[~R~.~D_ELF~A~U~L~IT~~-AA~L~L-AZLE~R~O~S_!LI _________________________________________ Q~0~Q~7~1~5~ ______________________ __ 
L053b 2~B* READ 15,11PUM1 000115 
LOS41 2ij9. IrlvUH1.~O.J.!bO TO 120 ~00723 
LU5ijj 2500 ~EAD 15,710UM2 000725 
L05ijb 251. READ 15.1'011113 UP0133 
UOSS1 2~2* [MUl 11'K81=UUHl 0007~1 
L0552 253. [MUL 12,Ke'=(.UH2 UO(,743 
U0553 254* EMUL Il,Kel=UUH3 00U745 
LOSS4 255* I,r CONTINUE 00U752 
U0554 2Sb* C •• lL[~ENT LOAD HULTIPLIERS ARE DONE U00752 
uq554 257* C PoINT bb6b 000752 
u055~ 258* Cbb66 FORHATI' EMUL TO FILE 12'1 u0075Z 
____ ... u... 0~;,"!_5 ... 6 ____ ~, .... 5 49 ~. ______ -:-:--::-~II R~I U I 14 • 11 71 Q 0 (j 7 S 2 
U056L 'bU. 111 FORMATI' COHM El. LOAD HULTI. FROM BAR'I 000762 
yu5&1 261. VO 121 K9=1,~ L007b2 
L05b~ 2b'. 121 IIRIT~112'116) IEHUlIK9,KI0),KI0=1,ij, L0076, 
(.n5b'4 2b3* eld IIRITt.lb,11bl IEMULlK9.Kl~L..!Uu.D=-= ...... 1 L'.:o.4.L.1________ U007b2 
00573 2b4>1< 116 FOIHIAr 14Flr.0! C010U3 
____ ... l;~0 .... 5~7 .... 3--__ &2 ... b .... 5;::.* _____ Ci...-.;::..:::.--I.Lh E~N~E~R~A!:\...!.r E ........ E ... LIoJE ... MQjE ... "'ILI-T ~D"""A!!-T.wA"--__________________________________________ .________ _ !lO 1 O!l 3 
L0574 2b6. 00 150 KhO~=1'lSTOP C01003 
____ GOS77 Z670 00 )119 KCOL~l,S kOl0D3 
u060i 'bB. 149 lLOATIIK~OR,KCOlI=C~OPIOIKRO.,KCOl' UOI003 
GOb,,4 269* lX;lLOAr 11 K~OW .11 1;01005 
U060~ 270u C ELPAT1IKkO~,b'=lx ~OIOOS 
U0604 211* L lLOAT21~RoW,1'=Z*IX UOIOQS 
LDbU~ ,72* wRITl 16,13[j, IX LOI0D7 
r061il 273u 130 fORMATI2X,'ENT~R ThE DESIGN WARIABkL~l~N~O~.~,~I¥U~Vi'-LfyOxR-kE~L~EDH~l~Nir-llN~n~'_'Lt~I~5~' ____________ ~u~o~1~o~1~5 ________________________ _ 
BH. 
"ob11 274* 
.. Obl'+ 215* 
LObl,+ nb. c 
DObIS 271* 131 
LlOb15 27tlO-
L.Ob1!> 279* C 
1,Ilb 1;' 2811 .. C 
!.JOb15 21110- C 
LlOblb Z020- 151 
UOb17 2b30-
lJ0617 2&40- C 
GUb2lJ 2t.5" 132 
"UbZJ ZlIbO-
uD62lJ 2il70- C 
~~:;b21 211tl'" 
L!.Jb22 2690-
LQbZ, 29:'). C 
LOb£.: 2')11 .. C 
,.0 te2 3 272 * 150 
LGb23 293* C 
Ueb2J Z 94* C77b 
LlLb23 295* CC 
LlJ62J 296* C 
.. Db2J ;.97* c 112Z 
LQe:2J na", c ** 
L.Sb2~ 2<,;9* 
/. LC62:> 31.J" C 
:..< utlb26 .H.l. 
:..< UGb311 JuZ* 135 
~ L.,")b 3<.; I 3u3" C'+,+.,,+ 
UUb31 3.,.4* 
.- V:b34 3(,5* 1bO 
!.Db3" 
' ... 6" e160 
UGb47 31.1H 133 
(.065Ll 3Us* 
Vlb5 ! 3lJ9* 450 
LUb5, 31J* 
!.Db55 311 .. "51 
LubS7 312 .. 
lJUb61.1 313* "br' 
U[)6bl 314* 
!.Jubb'+ 315" 461 
r Obb, 3 1 b* J 00'4 
LLb1u 3lh 
COb1, 318* 
.. (jb73 319* 
DUb7b UO* 1:110 
L070U 3':1* 
V07d 312* lUZL 
L:J705 3~ 3 .. 
VU'7Ub 3<:4 * 1100 
,,0 70 1 325* 
II!Hl.! Ji:f1* 111 j' 
C07l4 3£7* 
107';' Si e q 
lND fO~ 
READ 15.71 ELDATlIKROW.61 
~LDAT2IKROW,11=1. 
wRlTElb,l311 IX 
FORHATI2X'[NTER D[5IuN VARIAbL~ FRACTION ,FRC, fOR EL.NO",14,' DE 
HAULT:l.\.J" 
REAOI5,71DUH 
IFIOUH.Ek.~,1 GO TO 151 
ELDATZIKROW,II=DUH 
CONTINUE 
ELUAIZIKROw,LI:O 
hRIHlt,,13Z1 IX 
fORHATIZX,'[NTER END-fIXITY COEffICIENTS C FOR BUCKLING ABOUT THE 
1Y ANu Z AXES,RESPECTIVELY,FOR EL.NO,',I~! 
R[AD 1~,71ELDAT2IKROw,31,ELDAT2'KROW,41 
EL OATZIIII/Olo,3'=I, 
lLDAT21I1ROW,41=1. 
ELRATZIKROW,J'=IX 
ELOAT21KROW,41=IX~" 
CONIlf'1UE 
PRINT 776 
FORHAT I' ELDAIl AND HOlT2 Itt BAR THAT IS Sf,,! TO EL ORO' I 
00 11Z2 KROw:1,ISTOP 
.. R ,II lb. I I 1£1 OAT 11 K ROil .. II •• 1 = 1 .61 
wRITl Ib,71 IELDAT2IKROW,jl,j:l,~1 
URDER THE £1 OAT ARRAYS If! ASq;NDING ORO!'"!; OF FI EHENT 
CALL ELORD IISTOP,[LDA~1,ELDAT2,6,~I 
PRH;J ~,+Ij" 
wRITEI12,1351 
FOROT!' [OHM £1, DATA fROM BAR', 
fDR~ATI' ELOATl AND ELDATZ fROH ELORD TO BAR TO fILE 12'1 
UO Ibn KI2=1,ISTOP 
lOR 1 H 11,,13 3 lIE LOA T 1 I II 1 Z, K 13 I ,II 13= 1,61 , 'EL D AT 2 1 K 12, K 13 I , II 13= 1,41 
.. R 1 It lb. 13 3 I IE. LU A TIL II 1 Z, II 13 I • II 13 = 1 of" • IE L D AT 71 K 17. K 1;' 1 • II 1 3= 1. Ij 1 
FORHATI615,4F1a.u,5xI 
GO TO 14;;0,4bOI. ,11 
lSTGF1=ISTOP . 
00 451 K1S=1,ISTOP 
IOVIIIK1~':[LDATII111S,61 
uO TO 1000 
ISTOPZ=ISTOP 
00 "bl KH::l.TqOP 
IOV1~11I1bl:ELDATIIKI6,61 
CONTINUE 
Ifl~KODE,EC.ll GO TO 110J 
NIpyl=I5TOP,+ISTQP2 
UO l~lJ K1I:l,lSTOPl 
IPvl11l171:Ip v11 lh171 
00 1uZ~ K18=1,ISTOPZ 
IPV1II>TOPl+K1b':rPY12Ik181 
RETU .. " 
NIOV1=15TOPl 
UO 111J K17=1,I5TOPl 
IpvlIK171:1Pw11Ih17! 
OA IE. £173080 pAGE 7 
[:01015 
IJOI023 
C010B 
1;01025 
VOI025 
[;01025 
1,01025 
001025 
eOlOZ5 
(101025 
U01025 
IJOI026 
OQ1026 
UOI026 
U01026 
001027 
LOI027 
001027 
nOloJit 
C01034 
001034 
UOI034 
0010311 
001034 
11010311 
lJOI034 
001034 
(J011)43 
[101050 
uC1 0 5U 
U01050 
001056 
U01056 
UO 11 01 
001101 
U01111 
UOU1Z 
(10l116 
UO l120 
lJOl12Z 
GOltZ3 
0011Z 7 
nOJ J 33 
(;01133 
L,01136 
(,01157 
U01157 
tlO1166 
00116 .. 
\.J01l70 
li01l74 
001175 
U01ZU3 
[iOIZU5 
1101260 
IH._" DATE 073080 PAGE 2 
0",111 I Dy7By ELUAU (jUllO R 016267 EHUL lleO n I 0162 97 Et-4l!FOR 0000 R 011!~1!'+ FRC 0000 I 01'+712 GEOPRl 
OUuO R 015251 (,EopR2 COuO R 015'+15 GEOPR3 LiPUO I 016322 I 0000 I 016352 IDUH UOOO I 016237 IOUHH 
liOvU I Olb057 IOV21 UUOO 0161'+1 IPV22 uOOO 1 U16UO HUG onliO I 016327 IJK LOUD I Olb3Jl I.JKL 
uOuU I 0,,"064 INDEX OOlJO 017052 INJPt UOUO I 01632~ ISTOP onoo I 016'+07 ISTOPI 0000 I 016'+11 ISTOP2 
"Uilu I Olb3'+4 IX I.. UJ o I 01 6 323 ..I 0000 I 016245 ..lOR uooo I 0163ZI+ ..11 0000 I 0163'+3 ..110 
vuuu 1 U163"~ .111 c..OUO 1 016350 .112 0000 I 016151 .Ill 0000 I 016353 ..11'+ OOUO I 01635'+ ..115 
UUliU 1 016335 K GOuO I 016336 111< 0000 I 016321 KI<OE OOuo I 0163'+0 IIKOPE 0000 I 0163'+1 KIIOL 
uouu I U16a3 1I0AO (;OUO I 0163Z6 1I0WNT UOOO I 016370 IIROW 0000 I 0163&'+ KIa 0000 I 0161110 Ill!» (joao I 01&IIIZ K16 coao I 016'+13 1117 GOOn I 01&HI! 1118 0000 I 016355 K6 0000 1 016356 K7 
i.iUllU 1 01&351 118 oouo I 016363 K9 0000 I 003551! HATCH 000'+ QUOUCO HA Til 0004 R OOOOZ'+ HAIl2 
aouu I 015&43 HTPROI COuO R 015&&7 HTPR02 0000 I 016366 HI 0000 I 0161+05 MIZ OOUO I 016'+0& H13 
uUUU I 016367 H2 CUIlO I 111&372 H3 (JPoo I 016373 HI! 0000 I 01637'+ H'+Hl UOOO I 01&377 H5 
LUOu I 016'+UO 116 LOJO I 01631e H7 0000 I 0"1&'+01 HB 0000 I (116,+02 H9 YOltO I 0163.5.5 ~E.lP 
YUllU I 016332 N~COL aouo I 0161103 ~NCOL 1 uooo I 01&110'+ ~t-4l:0LZ oDeD I 016265 NOUE OOUO I Olb.575 NONE 
uUUu I \J1622~ NPAR (j0,",0 I 01633'+ NPlo onoo I 0163'+6 NROW 0003 OU0022 NS TART 0(103 I 00000 0 NUH 
.. OUl; 01&365 NUHFX ()O~O 1 C 1& 311 7 NUHGEO [JOYO I 01&3'+2 NUHHAT OCOO I C163Z0 NUH1.5 OOUU I 016331 hUHIIl 
IJUIJ',j lI16311 NUH6 OUUO I 01'+71U PBARI 1i000 R 01505'+ PBARZ 0000 R 016303 SFT 0000 I 00113U rCElARI 
L.OUU 016255 TYPE OOiJO I U16Z33 VAR L')OO I OOZl1'+ VElP (1000 I n137Z,+ VElpZ 
__ ~v~O~l~Q~lL-____ ~I~~~ ________ ~S~UbROUIINE BEAHltObEAC,NKOPE,IQV2,NIOy2) uDOD02 
uOlllJ Z* COHHON/BACH/NUHI18I,NSTARTI181/HOZART/HATI1IZ0I'HATIZ(Zo,101 000002 
4..103 3* C it CHANGE GROUP. NO. Of DESAP BLAH(NASTRAN BARI ELEMENTS [JQtJOQ2 
~ 1..01o" '+~ INTEGER CBARIIIO(J,61,TCBARlI100,51,VEI01100I,CBARIDI100,7I,~ATCHII UOOOOZ 
~ ___ ~~~Uil~074 ______ ~5~. __________ ~I~Q~O~,~~~I~,~IAN~UkE~X~!~luOuijLI~,~E~L~D~A~T~I~I~LyO~,~1~6LI~,~EkL~D~A~T~1~1~10~0+,~Z&3~1~'LVkE~I~P~Z~I~1Q~OLI ____________________ ~O~0~0~0~0~2L-______________________ __ 
~ LOIO~ 6~ DIHENSION C8AR~IIQO,31,FRClluQ,ll [J00002 
~ __ ~L~0~1~O~~~ ____ ~1~q~ __ ~C~.~.~~C~H~A~N~&~E~G~R~O~U~P~'L2N~O~.~O~F-2P~IuD~'~SL-__________________________________________________ ~U~Ou(j~OuP~Z~ ______________________ _ 
~ L010e 8q INTEuER PBAR11~5,ZI,G[OPHIIZ~,ZI uOUOOZ 
401Q1 9~ DIHENSION PBARZIL5,5I,GEOPRZIZS,,+I,GEOpR3125,61 c00002 
LOI07 lU* l:~. CHANGE GROuP. NO. OF HID'S L00002 
LUIIU 11* INTEGER MTpROIIZOI OpOOOZ 
LOlli lZ* REAL MTPROZIZO,61 000002 
LOllI 13. C •• CHANGE GROUP. NO. OF DESIGN VARIABLES 0000U2 
~0112 l'+q UIHE~SION IDV211UOI,IOVZllbOI,IDVZZISU) OOOOOZ 
UyllZ 15~ C.. .*~*o.o*.*~~~ •• ~ •• ~* •••••• ~~~.~ ••••• ~ ••••• ~~~~ ••• *~~~* •• ~* LOOCOZ 
LOl13 1&~ INT[('E H KOADI2I,NPAPI6I,VARI41,IDUHHI6I,~ORIZI,ENDFORlbl,TYPllZI OOOOOZ 
~0114 17. OIMr~SlON DUHHI61,~oDEIZI,£HULLI~'+L.~3LIL,~SfLT~(~1L2LI __________ ~ ______________________ ~Uw·O~Q~Q~O~2~ ____ ~ __________ ~~ __ __ 
LUll~ 1S* HEAL MAT1Z OOOOOZ 
LOl16 19~ DATA VAR/'A','b','C,,'P"TYP~[d'~'~e~E~A~ML'~,~· ____ ~'~/~IOrnR~/~·~I~·~,~'~.J~'~/ __ ~ __________________ ~O~0~O~U~O~2 ____________ ~ ________ ~ __ 
LOIZi 'U~ 7 FORHAT I 1 LOOOOZ 
___ ~O .... O .... I ... 2.... j ___ ~2~1=. __________ ...JJ.tIIUllII H b = til II M I b I C/O 0 0 1.2 
00124 2Z* NUH13=NUMI131 000004 (,O!2b ~*~ ________ -2Kllllu(~lf~=~bL-~ ______________________________________ ~ __________________________ ~ljwQ~OwQ~y~6L-______________________ __ 
uD126 Z4~ CALL CANUP IKKUE,NU~b,NUMI3.CBAP1.CBARZ,PBA~l,PBAR21 G00010 
V0126 2S~ L.. CBAR, IS NEVER USED UOOOI0 
1:.012e i6q C .RIll 16,51 000010 
U012e 21. CS FORMAT I,SX.'BlAH ELEMENT PATA fBAR IN NASTRANI'I 00UOI0 
U0126 ~8q C pRI,.T 1'+ c..00010 
____ ~II~Il~1~2~&----~L~9~~----~C~1~q--_F~0~R~M~ALT~I_'_Ck.B~A~~Ll-ruA'~BApZ IN bEAM FROM CANOP'I UOOOI0 
cU120 31l* C 00 9 L=l,NUH& U00010 
L0126 31* C9 PRINT 08. ICbAHIIL,JI,~=1,51,ICB.RZIL,~I,J=I,31 LODDI0 
UOl2b 3Z~ C88 FORHATIZA,5Ib,3Fo.ZI 000010 
LUIZo 33* C PRINT 13 OCOOI0 
OUli6 3"* l:IJ FORHATI' PBAkl AND PBAR2 IN ~EAH FROH CANOP'I ~00010 
____ ~0~0~1~2~6 ___ -=3~5* ____ ~C ____ -=U~O~1~6 __ L~=~1~,~N~LI~M~I~3 _______________________________________________________________ r,~JO~D~O~IU~ ______________________ __ 
!lUM pAlE 073080 PAI>[ J 
1.;0140 36. C16 pRlt.J 12. IpbAHll! .. JI.J-1.21"pBAR2IL .. JI,J;1.51 000010 
00126 37* lIZ fORMATI2x,216,SFb.ZI 000010 
L0127 38* CALL FORHIIN~O~E.KOAo.TYPEI 000021 
u013G 39* NPARI11;Z 00U026 
u0131 4U* NPAR,21;NUH6 000030 
UCl32 41* UO 999 1;1,200 000047 
!j0135 42* i'O 'i99 ,;1.5 GOOOlt7 
LOl4U 43* 999 TCSAklI1,JI;CBARlII,JI U00047 
1.;0143 44* uO 1[,0,) Jl;l.t/KOPE 000060 
L014b 45* NPARI51=~OAOIJll u00060 
!,pl'1p '16.. C .. If ONLY ONE CONSTRUCTION (OOf,SKIP TO Z5 1100060 
~Ol1f1 47* IF INKOOE.EO.11 GO TO 25 U00062 
U0151 4d* IFIJl.lQ.2' UP TP 4COO U00064 
L015J 49* CALL FpRH2IJl,KPAO,TyPE,NPARI2"VEIO,NUM61 000067 
L~151f SO* 1STOP;NPARI21 000101 
u015~ 51* KOWNT=u 00UI03 
GeISe 52* UP 3100 IJK;I.NUH6 000112 
L0161 53* IFL_G=O uOol12 
LOlb2 54* 110 3['50 I.JKI-1.Is,rOP 000115 
U0165 ~5* 3U50 IFICbAklIIJK,1',EC.vEI0IIJKLIIIFLAG;1 u0011S 
~CI7~ S~* IFIIFLAG'EO,II GO TP 3100 000173 
~OI7' 57* KOwNT;KOwNT+l uOOl26 
UGllJ 58* YEIP2IKP.NT);(~AR1IIJK,11 L00132 
(0174 59* 3100 CONTINUE tOol40 
tJOllb b,h 4 JOn CONIINlif 1IQ[IlItO 
Lu171 bl~ IFIJl,[O,ll 1>0 TO 4100 000140 
.~ 
~ IjCiOI o2e. ISTOp="lJHb-IHOP £1001117 
:..< tgjg~ ::: ~~A:~~~=f~~~~,ISTOP ~gg::; t----kuuO~~~O~b----~b~5~*-------4-U-5-a~v~E-I~ll~I~I~J-K~)~=~V~l~I~0~2~1~IUJLK-'----------------------------------------------------------~OO~0~1~S~3-------------------------
~ ____ ~'uO~2ll0~b ____ ~b~b~9 ____ ~( ____ ~P~R~Ib~~T~4ll0~5~I~,~I~S~TllO~P ______________________________________________________________ ~PouO~J~5~3 ________________________ _ 
~V~Gb b7* C DO 4L52 IJK;l,ISTOP LOOlS3 
LoULQb OB* , .. ,,52 PRINI 4053.v[lUIIJII. 000153 
CDLUb 69* Clf053 FORMATI161 000153 
~'~C~b ____ ~7~J~* _____ ~C~4~O~5~1_Lf~O~R~M~A~I~ILI_'~V~E~lllo~IDN~BLEAA~H-Lf~CI~R~.IA1~;~2~'LIL/~'~I~5~TuoLP~;~'~,~I~b~) ________________________________ u00uuoL'~5~3-------------------------
eU21u 71* 1f10G CONTINUE u00161 
~aZll 72Q UO 688 I:l,2UO [00101 
Lo0214 73* UP Eo8 J;1,5 000161 
00,17 1'1* 888 lBAb1CI.J)=TCBARIcI,JI lOOlol 
LOl17 15* L PRINT J33 OOUlol 
u0217 76* C333 fORt'ATI' (BHO IN BEAM .IUST !lUORE sToe') ~,COJ6' 
~0217 17* ( UP 777 I=I,~UMb L00161 
>lUL17 789 C777 PRINT 12£, ICBAH11l"JI,J;"S! Il001bl 
LOL17 79* l2Z2 FORHATI5I5) LOU161 
LOZZ, Ii:)* r.NCOI =5 LOUlb7 
GOZ2J bl~ CALL SIPeIIsIOP,NUMb,CBARl,VEIU,NNCOL) C00171 
00223 b2* C PRIhT 67 U00171 
LO~2J b3* CBl FORMATI' CSARI AND VElD IN BlAH JUST BACK FPOH STOR') GOL171 
1.[)£V 11'+0 C yO 77 J=l.ISTOP 000171 
~oa3 b!>* C77 FRINT 76. ICbARIIJ,KI,K=l,:>I,VEIOIJ' UOul71 
__ ~~~O~2~2~3 ____ ~8~b~* ____ ~C~7~b __ ~F~O~R~t~A~IJ!~b~1~5), __________________________________________________________________ ~u~O~U~1~7~1 ________________________ __ 
u02l4 87* 1>0 Tu ~6 U00200 
U0225 88~ 25 ISTOP:NUM6 U00202 
UU22b b9* 26 00 7u J=l,ISTPP GOu2u4 
yOlJl 9J* r.£lP=CbAE1'J,11 U00213 
u0232 91* NPIU=CBAEIIJ,2) UOU215 
LOi3, 92* C *. fIND PHAE) CARO wITH SAMl ~~U _________________________________________________ ~U~O~O~2L1L5~ ______________________ __ 
X 
X 
X 
...... 
( 
...... 
::.., 
BUM 
uOZJJ 9l. 
(.OZlo 91 * 
liOZliu 9S· 
liOZlll 90· 
liOZ42 97. 
1.0Zill 98. 
LJQ,45 '190. 
LOZ40 l'JU. 
lJOZ47 1(,,1· 
LOZ5Q 1UZ. 
__ liOZ51 1Ul. 
liOZSZ 1U4· 
LD;:5l lu50. 
LJO,53 llJ6. 
[,02Sl 101* 
li02S3 Ilia. 
LOZS,) 109· 
L0253 1100. 
L0253 1110. 
('0,53 liZ. 
I..L255 1130. 
LJ0250 114. 
U0257 115* 
liOZ57 1160. 
(,D'S 7 ll7. 
LOZou 11t1. 
1..02bl 119. 
u020.;: 12U. 
L02bS 121* 
OO,bb 12Z· 
rIo 2~ b 1<3· 
LU2bb 1.:4. 
1.;0271 125. 
00214 120. 
ll0275 1270. 
liOZ7;, 12S· 
LJ0270 14:90. 
(,0301 1300. 
;i0303 131. 
U0304 13Zo. 
U030S 13l. 
U03eb 1340. 
00 65 lI=l,NUf113 
IFI~PIO.EC.PbAR11I1fl"GO TO 1>1 
(,0 TO 65 
61 1111=11 
GO TO 62 
65 CONTINUE 
6Z CBAR IOI~'I'=NEIQ 
CBARIOIJ,ZI=CBAR1~~,'1 
CBARIOIJ,31=CBARIIJ,~, 
CBAkIOCJf~'=CBARIIJlSI 
CBARIOIJ,51=PBARIC~K,2' 
CBA RI OIJ,61= NP ID 
7u COfliTINUE 
C PRINT 73 
C73 FORMATI' CBARIO fROM BEAM'I 
C 00 711 J=l,ISTOP 
e7.. PRINT 57, ICBARIDCJ.K'tll=1,71 
e57 fOR~ATI7I51 
C.. CBARID ARRAY IS DONE Exc.pr fOR CSARIO ,7' 
C.. fIND NUMMAT ANO HATCH 
fIIUH18=NUI111SI 
IIKODE=u 
~IIOL=5 
C PRINT 1011, ISTOP,NUM6~NUf11a,NUH13 
ClDll FORHATI~15' 
CALL PAIRIKKOOE,CBAR10,PBAR1'ISTOP,NUH18,KKOL,NUHHAT,HATCH,IfliDEXI 
NPARIll=NUMMAT 
WRITlC6,S03,KOAOCJll 
5ul FORf1ATIZX,'EfliTER NO. OF FIXED END fORCE SETS FOR CONST. COOE',l~1 
READ 15,7' NPASlo' 
C" Sf! up MATERIAl CONTROl CARD EOR EACH Of !HE NIIMHAT HAJJ CARIIS HSOCIAUn C.. WITH C~ARIO 
UO 83 JJL=l,NUHHAT 
IX=1~D£XIJI01 
HTPROIIJIOI-IX 
C •• FOR ~lu a IND[XIJI01,FIND CORRES. ROW' IN HAT12 
UO eq Jll=l,NUHHAT 
IFIMATCHIJll,l',EQ. IX'GO TO as 
GO TO all 
85 NRO~ = MATCHIJll,21 
(,0 TO H6 
61t CONTINUE 
UO.31U 1350. ____ ~AA~ __ -£~~ ____ ~S~b __ _DM~TPRQ2IJ10,I'-MAI12!NROW.1I1.CONEAC 
00311 1300. 
(,0 3 12 1370. 
LU 313 13S* 
1..031" 1390. 
LOllS ll1 u o. 
kOHl> Ilfl· 
L031b 111Z'" 
{J031b 1430. 
I..OJZC 141f0. 
L0321 IllS. 
Loll 322 11100. 
00323 I1f1$ 
U032s IllS," 
1;032b 149" 
HTPR o2IJ 1V,2'=HAT121NROw,1, 
HTP P02IJiQ,31=f1AT121N ROW,31 
HTPROZIJI0,4'=HAT12INROW,SI 
HTPROZIJ1~,51=I1AT1ZINROW,9' 
HTPRGZIJln,6,=HATlZINROW,lul 
al CONTINUE. 
C.. CALCULATE NPARIIiI 
C.. ~[T UP GEOMETRIC PROP[RTIES UATA 
IIKOUE = 1 
I\KOL=6 
CALL PAIRIKK~Ol,C~APID,P8ARl,ISTOP,NUH13,KKOL,NUHGEO,MATCH,INDEXI 
IoR!IEI12,]95! 
r,PA/(III'=NUHGEO 
~RITl 112,S041INPA~IJll"Jll=1,6' 
DATE 071080 PAGE 4 
U00222 
UOllZ22 
000225 
lJ00227 
000230 
0002311 
000214 
G00236 
00U240 
000242 
0002 .... 
000246 
G00252 
C00252 
0002S2 
000252 
000252 
000252 
G00252 
(100252 
P00252 
li002S11 
000255 
000255 
G00255 
U002S7 
P00274 
GOOl7b 
U00305 
000105 
110 03 0 5 
-
uOlilUS 
UOO31b 
GOO31o 
LOOllO 
OOOlZO 
000324 
LJOOllll 
000327 
(;OG331 
c.,OuB2 
LOOB6 
000336 
(JOD3111 
uOLHlJ 
liOOl .. 5 
uoc3 .. 7 
(Ja0 3S1 
lJOUJ5S 
1,,00355 
G003S5 
u00355 
noul57 
00031>1 
UOGUII 
LOOIIOII 
GOjJIIU6 
/. 
/. 
/. 
~ 
I 
...... 
--
IllAM 
LiU331 l~jj. 
uO B 1 1:'1. 
1,;0331 1 :'2. 
u0331 153. 
u::1331 15"· 
uUB2 1~5· 
(;U333 l~b. 
8U335 157* 
IOBb 150. 
L03"1 159* 
l.;Q3~1 11lU· 
.. U35 1 Ibl· 
u0351 1 b2 * 
LJU3~1 103* 
u035~ 1 Il" * 
i.JrJ3~ :. IbS* 
1. 03 5 ;; 1bb* 
G0355 Ib7* 
LQ35b 1 bd * 
LU361 11l9* 
795 fORMATI' COMM ELEMENT COblROL fROM B£AM'I 
C 00< ~PAR TO FILE 12 
C PRI~T 799 
C799 FORHATI' NPAR TO FILE 12'1 
C 
C 
5u4 
349 
350 
3UO 
C8'199 
C 
Z7U 
pRINT 509, I~PARIIPI,IP-I,6, 
FOHI4Al IbIS I 
.. RIIlI12.3491 
FORI4ATI' COMM MATERIAL PROPEHTIES fROM BEAH'I 
UO 350 J12=1,NUMMAI 
wRITE Il~,3CCI HTPHOIIJI21,IMTPR02IJ12,J131,J13=1.61 
FORHATII5,SX.fIO.9.flo.0.FlO.Q,3F10.0, 
PRINT 8999 
FORHATI' MTPRO! AND MTPRD2 TO FILE 12'1 
PRINT 30u, MTPROIIJ12',IHTPR02IJ12,JI31,J13=1,&1 
.RITE 16.Z701~OAO(Jll 
fORMAT I~X,' fOR CONST. COOE',I9,' FOR IHE FOLLOwING PROPERlY IDS, 
l~NTER [ROSS-SECTIoN CODE IKSECI:1=SyMMEIRIC:2-ZEE:3=CIRCULAR • OEF 
2AUL1=1'1 
UO 282 JiC=J,NUHuEO 
GEOPRIIJl'1,21=1 
I.U3b, 17";. __ ~~~~ __ -L~~ __________ ~wRITE Ib.271IINOEXIJIOI 
1.0365 171 0 
",U;Qb 112'" 
u0371 173'" 
.. (373 17" * 
.. 037:. 175", 
L04Q", 170. 
u84Uu 177. 
["0 di 1 17a'" 
L04U .. 179 .. 
LU"OIl BJ .. 
Co!.!":)7 1,,10 
L041u 11lZ. 
1.0"11 1,,30 
1.0413 1"". 
8041 .. 1,,:'· 
1.0 1;,5 ]bb¥ 
C041c 187", 
,,0'+17 lll8 0 
Lu42.: Ib9" 
uGltZ'1 11'0. 
C04Z 1 1',11'" 
yJ427 1'12 .. 
LJ04Z 7 193* 
:"L14 3.J 1'14" 
u0433 1',150 
UU"3:' 1 '.11* 
LC44LJ 197* 
li0 44 , l'id. 
lJl1""5 1'19* 
271 
282 
c ... 
fOR~ATISX,'PROPER1Y 10=',141 
READ b,Z! IOUM 
lEIILJUM,NE,QI GEOPRIIJIO,ZI=IOUM 
CONTINUE 
VO 2bl JIO=l,NuMbEO 
bEOFRIIJIO,ll=INWEXIJIQI 
fOR FlU ~O, INOExlJIJIFINO CORRES.ROW NO. I~ PBAR2 
~O Z69 Jll=I,NUHuEO 
IFIMATCHIJll,ll.£O, INDEX IJIOII GO TO 28S 
yO TO ,84 
28S NRO.:MATCHIJl1,21 
GO TO 286 
28'1 CONTINUE 
286 uEUPE2IJ1U,1'-P8AR2INROW,11 
GEOPR2IJlr,ZI=PtlAR2INROW,'" 
bEOPkZIJIO.31=tHAqZIN ROW.31 
GEOPRZIJ18,III:PBARZINRQW,21 
lIO 2% JIZ=I,b 
29n GEOPk3IJI0,J121=u. 
WRI1lI6,£ZZIINOElIJIOI 
27Z fORHATI2x,'FOR PROPLR1Y 10',1",' EN1EH THE SIx SECTION MODULI i. Y 
lUU HAVE 10 SpUIFY AilOR bOt<E IOEEAII!lI,'1l5X,'!lffAIII T MEAN .. CORR 
lLSP0~OINb STRESS IS ZERO'I 
uo 25!> J13=l,& 
21'S GEOPk3IJ!C,JI31=U, 
hEA(j15.7101lMHIII 
Ifl(,UMHllI,EII,lJ,J GO TO 291 
REAP!S.71 I(jUMMIJl~I.J19:2.bl 
DO :.'98 J1S=1,& 
PAIL 073Q80 PAGE 5 
li00916 
U0091& 
000"1& 
lI00916 
U00916 
00091& 
UOU91b 
000"Z7 
000927 
UOOll27 
OOU995 
(JOOII"S 
0009"5 
liOO""S 
00099S 
0009S& 
110[J956 
UOOqSb 
000956 
[;OO"S& 
LOO"57 
LOO9&5 
nooli&S 
U00973 
P00507 
000S07 
000Su7 
000S07 
1100519 
U00519 
000511 
00US21 
[)O0522 
UOOS2& 
L00526 
(;00S30 
liOnS 32 
G00539 
[;00593 
(;00S93 
000S9" 
(J00SS9 
000559 
UOOSS9 
[JOOSS9 
l.nUS 59 
000SS5 
UOU563 
OQOS6S 
OCC6L2 
I n"5w <Ol.U* 
1.0452 2ul. 
uO['&w2 
LOO&lS 
__ ~~~~ __ -7~~ ____ ~2~9~8~~u~l~OLP~R~3~I~J~I~u~~1~S~I~=~0~U~~~M~I~J~1~5~1 ______________________________________________________ ~~~~ ________________________ _ 
297 CONTINuE 
283 CONTlNul U0453 2u~ .. 
1.0453 ZU3'" 
1.01t:'~ ZLJ"o 
LU"1)1 205· 
__ l.1J:t4bU Zub'" 
c.o GEO~ETRIC PRuPlRTY OATA CAkOS ARE DONE 
"RITE 112.961 
9b fORHATI' COMM GLu~ETRIC PRUPlRTIlS FHOM BEA~'I 
UQ 2S9 Jla:l.fjUHuE~ ______ _ 
LOc/61S 
liOO&IS 
OOUblS 
000627 
L00627 
BlAH PATE. U73P80 PAGE 
~U~63 2U7. 299 wRITE 112'27,IIGEOPR1IJl0,J111,Jl1=1,2',1GE.OPR2IJ1D.J12',J1Z=1,4" 000627 
LU463 2U8. 1IGEOPRJIJ10,J13',JI3=1,6' 000627 
L0463 209. C PRI~T 327 000627 
LO~63 210. C327 fORHATI' GEOMETRIC PROPERTY CARPS TO fILE lZ" L00627 
LO~63 211. C Uo 331 JI0=I,NUHbEO 000627 
UO~63 212. C331 WRITL 16,2731IGEOPRIIJ10;J11"J11=1,21,IGEOPRZIJ10,J1Z),J12=1,4), 000627 
[;1)463 213. C lIGEOPR3IJ10,J13), '13=1,6' 000627 
uOS02 Z14. 213 fORHATI2I5,~Fl0.3/6F1D.3' GOD661 
LOSD2 215. C •• GENERATE ELEHENT LOAO HULTIPLIERS 000661 
LOSP3 216. .RITElb,111IKOAPIJ1' U00661 
_____ UO~5~0~b~--~2~1~7~.~----~1~1~1~~f~0~R~H~A~T~I/~/~1~5~X~,~'E~L~E~H~E~N~T~L~O~A~P~H~U~L~T~I~P~L~I~E~R~S~F~0~R~C~0~N~S~TLL.~C~0~P~E~'L,IL4~/WL' ________________ ~U~0~0~6~7~3~ ______________________ __ 
LOS07 Z18. 00 115 K6=I,3 U00673 
LOS1, 219. pO 115 K7=1,4 U00673 
LOS1~ Z,O. 115 E.HULIK6,K7'=L. U00673 
UUSZG 221. 00 120 K8=1,~ 000704 
LOS23 222. wRI1L 16,11ZI VARIKel U00704 
LDSZb Z23* lIZ FORHATIZX.'fOR LOAD '.A1.' ENTER X.y.Z ELEHENT LOAD fRACTIONS. IN T 000711 
LDS26 224. 1HAT ORDER ---PEFAULT=ALL ZEROS" 000711 
"0527 225. REALI5.7)0IlHl 000711 
LOS32 226. IFIDUH1.E.g.0.)GO TO 120 U00717 
1,11534 227* HEADI5.l! 0U!~2.0UH3 000721 
GQ54u 228. [HULI1,K8'=pUHl OP0730 
LD541 229. EHULI2.Ka'=OUH2 U00732 
LU542 23U* EHULI3,K8'=PUH3 000734 
10543 231. 12C CONTIbUE 000741 
LOS43 232. C PRINT 6666 G00741 
~ OCS43 233. C666b FORHATI' EHUL TO fILE 12" 000741 
~ LOS45 234. _RITlI12,11171 000741 
~ __ ~L~U~·5~9L7~ __ ~2~J~5L.~ ____ ~1~1~lL7~F~O~R~M~,A~T~IL'~C~O~H~H~l~I~'LJL~O~A~O~HDU~L~TuIuP~L~I~EdRuS~F~R~OliHLJBuEdAtl~_'~'L _______________________________ ~O~O~Ou7~5ul~ ______________________ _ 
1 L055u 2Jb. 00 1Zl K9=1,4 U00751 
~ [,0553 Vh III wRITE. 112t1,pllEHUL!K9.K10',IO[j=I,41 000751 
L0553 238. C121 PRINT lib, I[HULIM9,K1Q',KIO=I,4' 000751 
GOS64 239. 116 fORHAT 14f10.0' 000765 
L0562 2qQ* ~ •• uENlRATE FIX[O-EhD FORCE OATA 00U765 
~C5bJ 2MI. IF IhPARI6',fQ,O' GO TO 125 000765 
G0565 242. WRITlI6,117'KOAOIJ1' 000767 
LOS7~ 2q3* 117 FaRHAT 120x.' FIXED END fORCE PATA FOR CqNST. COOE"I4) G0077S 
~0571 244* NUHfX=hPARI6, 000775 
WO~71 2qS. C PRINT 1211 u00775 
lOS7! 246* C1221 FORMATI' SfT TO FILE1Z" 000775 
U0572 247. .RIT[112.111B' 000777 
L0574 248* 1118 FaRHAT,' COHM ~fT FROM BLAH') U01004 
____ .... II.... O.... S..... 7.... !> ____ .... 2 :!.4.L9"". ______ ....... U"'-O 1.23 M 1 = I, !:JUMP 110l 001f 
UllbOO 25lJ>I< wRITE. 16,l18)Ml 001011 
_.~UbU3 251. 118 fORMAT I'X.'fOR fIXED FOSCE SET NO,',13,' £~T£R RX,RY,Rl,HX,HY,Hl UOIOl7 
LObU3 252. 1FOR ~OU£ 1'1 001017 
___ L,,-0:=.,6 ,,-0 4.,:-__ ~2=-S=-3=-:... __________ --=R""E""A""O"---"-'I 5"-1'.1 " SF II H (. I , H 2 = 1 , 6 , 00 1 0 17 
u(j607 2Sq. _RII[ 16,1191 001027 
LObll 255* 119 fOR"AT 15X, '~AME IhFO FOH NODE "') [101034 
uOb12 2~6. WfAD 15,7'ISFTIM",M2=7,12) UOI034 
LOb 1 :, 257. .. RITE I 1 <: .1 Z <: I HI .. 5 FT I H 2 , ,~11.l ... 22.' ____________________________________________ ... L~0 ..... I1 LO!l.4!1.4 ________________________ _ 
L061~ 258* C wHITl 16,12Z'Hl,ISFTIH2',MZ=1,12) LG1044 
LOb21 259* 122 fOHMAT II5,6FlO"/5X,6f1~,2' G0106G 
wc6" ZbJ* 123 CONTINUE G01060 
OOb24 261* 125 CONTINuE U01060 
00b24 Zb2. C.. b[hERATE ELlHENT OATA 001060 
~G62S 2~3* ~RIT£ (6,127)KUAOI~I' LOI060 
BE "1'1 04 IE. 073080 pAGE 7 
y063j! 2b4* 121 fORM,T IIIlSX,'RflH E'EHENT DATA fOil CONST. (OOE' lSI, nOllDI 
DUb31 2bS* 00 ISO MROW=l,I~TOP LOl101 
G063~ 2660 IX=C6ARIUlkROW,ll UOIIUl 
00b35 2b7* NODElll=CBARIDCMROW,21 POl1u3 
DUb3b 2680 bOOECZI=CBARIOCMRO.,31 001105 
LOb37 2b9* MRITE Cb,13011X LOllU7 
LJOp~2 2700 130 fORMAT ClL'ENTER DE!'I(iN VARIABlE NO"IDV.EOR fl. ",0.',151 [;01115 
L0643 271* ~EAD CS,7ICBARIDCKROW,71 LOlliS 
'lOblib 272" wRllL 16,13111l1 [01123 
UOb51 2730 131 FORMAT IlX, 'LNTER DESIGN VARIABLE FRACTION,FRC,FOR El. NO.',14, GOl131 
LOpSl 2740 l' QEfAULT =1.'1 001131 
LOb5~ 275* FRC IK~OM,ll=l. UOl131 
~~6S3 27&. BEAg 15,71pUM 001133 
u06Sb 277* IF ILUM.LO,O,I GO TO 151 0011'+1 
Iili6bU 27a* fRC CMRO .. ,] I =DUM 001143 
00b61 279* lSI CONTINUE 00114b 
__ ~L~O~b~6~~~ __ ~2~d~U~y __________ ~UoO~1~SuZ~H~3~=~lu,~IIL_ ______________________________________________________________ ~U~O~l~I~"~bL_ ______________________ __ 
~Obo~ 2til. lS2 ElUAT CMROW,M31=' LQ1152 
UQp67 2ti2. IfCNPARCbl,Ew.o, GO TO lS3 POllS" 
LOb71 283* .RITE, C6,13211x 001156 
__ ~I~n~p~7~"L-__ ~2u8~4LO~ _____ 1~3~2~_LFORM.T C2X,'ENTER ~UHBERS of FIXED-END fORCE Sf I!' fOR EL. lOAD!' '1 0011&4 
uUb74 285* 18,C,0 RESPECT.,FuR El. NO"'14,' O~ DEFAULT TO All BLANKS'I U011b4 
~OblS 2b6* RE~U IS,7IIOUMM1l' ODllb~ 
~070J 2ti7. IF IlOUMHlll,EC.O,1 GO TO 153 001172 
y07Q~ 2as* REAOI5,71 IlPUMMIH31,H3=2.ltl 001176 
uU70S 289* uO l~II M3=1," 001213 
uon" 29J* 151.1 lIPATIIIRoW,M31=IOIIHMIH31 001213 
~Q712 2~1. 1~! CONTINUE ~01217 
~Q71J 2~2. VQ I~O M4:S,16 uP1217 
l071b 293. 160 LlDlTIIIROW,M41=' 001217 
L072.- 291.1. 00 170 MIt:1,2 001229 
~012J Z~5o HI.IM1=""-1 U0122,+ 
~u724 296. wRIT~ 16,1351IX,JORIH4I,NOPEIMItI U01227 
u0 7 31 2 9 7. 135 fORHAT 12x'FOR El' ';0,'013.,' NODE ',Al,'C',13,', ENTER THE NO, Of 001237 
____ ~_O~~3~1--__ ~z~9~a~.~----__ --~I~E~N~O~F~O~R~C~E~S~R~X~,~R~y~,~R~Z~,~M~X~,~M~y~,~H~l-ll~~N~O~WnN~T~O~B~E~Z~E~R~Q~'~I ______________________________ ~U~O£1k2£3L7 ________________________ __ 
0073~ Z~9. READ 15,7, NONl 001237 
LU735 3LJ a IF I~ONE,E9. 01 GO TO 170 OOlZ45 
L07l7 3ul. IFCNON~,LC.~) UO TO 168 L01247 
OU741 3uZ. GO TO 169 001Z52 
L0111, 3u3. 1b8 vQ l~S M7:1,b 001254 
y07"::' 3u"0 lbS f.IOt.TCKROW,It+MIIMI06+M7)='1' 001264 
~U747 3~5. GO Tv 17u 001266 
LU7Sy 3ub. lp9 wRITE, Ib,137IJORIN91,NOD~IH91 00127Q 
CQ754 3u7. 137 fORNAT I~X,'FOW NOUE ',Al,'C',13,'1 ENTER THE END fORCES MNOWN TO 001305 
LL 754 3"a. 1 Bf. naO--lJSl THl f OllOwI Nl; CQ.PE S: RX= I, R Y=2, .. MZ -~ ________________________ --Lllil.Ln ..... l .... 3... 0 ... 5 _______________________ __ 
loU7S!> lloY. tiEAD 15,7I1E/o;OFOiqMSI,H5=1,NONi:.! 001305 
LOIbl 310* 110171 Hb=l,NONE G01327 
u07bb 311. La 171 M7=1,b 001327 
L077l 312* If IlNrEORIHbl,Ei-,HI' E,OAllkpoW • .,+H"Hltb+H7':'1' 
Lu77l 313. 171 CONTINuE 
GG17b Jlllq 110 CONJlNUE 
ulGUu 31!>* ISO CONTINUE 
LIUO~ 3169 UO 175 Mu:l,ISTOP 
OlOO~ 317* UO 175 M9=1,7 
LIDl~ 318~ 115 llPATIIHB,M91-CBARIDIM6,H91 
01013 319. UO 176 ~ti:l,ISTOP 
____ ~~ ..... 1~~~16~ __ ~3<~L~1.~ ________ ~U~Q~1LI~bLL~~~a~,~L .... 3 ____________ __ 
001327 
U01357 
Il01357 
C01357 
U01J!!7 
001357 
U01357 
001371 
00 J 371 
BEAM 
UI0Z1 3Z1. 
010Z" 3,2. 
01c.Z5 323* 
OIOZb 341"-
£JI02b 325-
lJI0Z b 32b-
(;1~Z7 321* 
UI031 3,,6_ 
f,lo3Z 329-
UIL3:; 3JO-
__ Ulu35 331-
ul03!) 33Z-
1I1U3:' 333* 
1..1GSI 33". 
ulOS2 335. 
!JlilS3 3J6-
ulljS" 337. 
ul051 J3d-
ulC61 3.39. 
(.ILJ6,i: 31t". 
OIUbJ JIj 1· 
01060 3"2· 
176 
C 
C"""" 
...... 5 
ISO 
ClS0 
C 
lJ6 
"50 
"51 
,,&0 
"bl 
ELDAT,IH6,H9'=ELDATIHS,H9-7' 
,mC0L1=Z3 
NNCOLZ;;l 
CALL ELOROIISTOP,ELOATI,FRC,NNCOL1,NNCOLZ' 
PRh;T .... " .. 
fORMATe' ELEHE,..,T DATA TO FILE "1Z', 
ItRlTEI1Z'''!f .. SI 
FORMATI' COMM EL. DATA FROM BEAH" 
UO 180 H12=l,ISTOP 
wRITE I1Z,136'IELOATI1HI2,HI3I,Hll=I,7I,FRCIHI2I,IELDATIIH12,H131, 
IH13=S,231 
WRITE 16,1361IELDATI1H12,HI3"MI3=I,71,FRCIM12I,IELOATIIHIZ,HIJI, 
IHI3=8,231 
FORMAT 17IS,FIU.(J'''AS,12Al,lX' 
GO TO 1"50,"60" .11 
ISTOpl=ISTOP 
00 ,,51 K1S=1'ISTOP 
IOV211~ISI=ELOATIIKI5,71 
1j0 TO 10UO 
ISTOP2=I:.TOP 
UO .. 61 KI6=I.ISTOp 
IOV22IK16'=ELOATIIKI&,71 
01010 3 .. J· 1000 ____ ~~x-__ -&~~ ____ -i~x-~CONTINUE 
LIG7, 
(;1 Ljlll 
1IlG7S 
~ (;1l0U 
~ Ull02 
....... -
u llnS 
I 1..1107 
...... !JIll!" 00 
III ull11 
Ul11'l 
Ul11& 
(Jl117 
1I11211 
ENI> fOR 
.HUG,P 
3 ..... 
3 .. S. 
346. 
J .. 7- 1010 
34d-
3119* 10ZO 
350. 
351- 1l0Q 
J52-
353* 1110 
3S"- 1115 
3SS -350-
CANOP 
IFINKOUE.EO.II GO TO 1100 
NI0YZ=ISTOP1'ISTOP2 
UO 11..10 KI7=l,ISTOPI 
IDy21K171=Ipy211K171 
DO 10Z0 KlS=I,ISTOP2 
IOY2II$TOPI'KI8'=IOV22IK1S' 
1i0 TO 1115 
NIOYZ=ISIOPI 
UO lllu KI7=I,ISTOPI 
IOy21K17'=IOy211K17, 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
DATE OllOSO 
UOl371 
001377 
401901 
uOllt03 
liOl!flZ 
001'117 
UOI"17 
(;01"Z6 
001"26 
[,01"Z6 
001"26 
001"6" 
!101965 
001"71 
Q01!f13 
001"75 
001!f76 
00150Z 
POIS06 
001506 
001511 
G01532 
LOI53Z 
0015111 
OOJ5111 
(JOlS,," 
!JOtSlt5 
0015"6 
001551t 
001557 
0 0 1557 
0016"5 
') .. --- .. -.. 
PAGE 8 
CANuP DATE 073080 pAGE 1 
gFOR.S CA/;OP,C'bOP 
HSA EJ ~01IJO/8u-U9:qS:12 ISJ,I 
SuBROuTINE CA,..OP ENTRY POINT C0066J 
STORAuE U5(0: CODEI1I n0011~: OATAIOI 000141: BLANK COHMONI21 000000 
C.OHHON BlOCI\S: 
uD03 BACH OCOO~q 
LOU4 HANDEL ~C0114 
ExTERNAL HEFEHENCES IblOCI\, NAHEI 
UOuS 11.1 
u~ .. b NjiEIIS 
iJOJ 7 NHOUS 
,,010 N103, 
0011 N102s 
uOl, NERRZ, 
uOU NIOU 
yU14 NlRR3i 
... CuG 000(.133 IF UOUO O!JDUS~ lOF OOGO UOO057 llf OOGI 'JU00 41 1156 0001 00006~ 121G 
LiOUI !lOD 115 1346 (,(Jul Olj0150 lY5G C!O~ 1 1100101 151 POGI 00015 6 ISIG OOgl 000132 16l 
uOul 0;.°'0 1 16ZG COGl 000115 17l unOl 000242 17'1G Q001 000230 IBl 0001 000261 ZOl 
uUUL GUQG 3't 2(lF GOUI OUC~ll 705G i,OOI 00031'1 21L 0001 COO332 2176 001i1 0(J03qu 2236 
uaGl OUOJ12 2366 (.;U(,1 Oij041Z 246G 0001 000427 2Sl 00U1 ('00445 Z536 OOul 000'153 257G 
liOlll "';050 '1 2b! LOLIl OjWSb 1 27L IiOOl gg05;Z~ 273G nom 0llO530 277G UOI,I aaoS U 112G 
",UUI 000b05 3lb6 Or;JO UGCUb2 35F uaoo UOO065 36F OOGO OU0010 J7F OOllO 000042 5F 
uQriI ULC35b 51l GO", 1 Cr,Ob35 53L laOOO [100O"" bE DOUO c noOq7 7F 0000 0001152 BE 
uDUU R OuO('OO UUH Goeo OllOlUO 1NJPS uOOO 000030 J 0000 I DuOLi3l KC 0000 I 000027 KOEH4 
uuuu I 0\;liU3C: KP W] "Y GCOUOll KYCHIO !.,lODq 000U24 KycpIO DOUO I DUOO2S L UOUO I PUUU2b LIH 
uou" U('0171J HAXHIO :.Juu4 Ou0111 HAXPIO UOOO I 0000Z4 10[/;0 UOU3 I (lfJOOZ2 NS TART 0003 I oeoooo NUH 
000 .. OI~OI1.2 tmHHIO uu;,q 0"0173 bUHPIQ 
uOl01 10 SUtlPUUTlt.[ CANUPI~U[,/;CCARD,NPCARO,COUT1,COUT2,POUT1,POUTZI UOOO.30 
kUlO,) ?* COHMUN/H4CH/t.UHI1BI.NSIARlI1bl UCoolo (,,01U4 J .. COH~0N/HAND[l/KVCMI01201,KVcPluI1001,HAXMID,HAXPI0,NUHHIO,NUHPID UOCi030 
Lola" 4. C '2. CHANlI!:: GROUF'. NO. Of ELEHENT:> uOU030 
LOID!) 5* HUEGEl< ("OUTlIlOG,bl OCOO30 
UOIOe b* UIHE.t..S 1Ml CouT01Il0Q,31 CiOO030 
LGlub 10 C •• CHANuE GROUP, 10O, Of PID'S 000030 
uDlOl B. INTEG[" POUT.l.I,j!5,21 UOOO30 
VUllu 9 .. OIHE.I'.SION POUT2125,SI uOO030 
vOllU 1jJo C o. .. *00*00 ••••••••• 0 •• * •• 0· •••• 0 •• 0*0 •• 0*."'* ••••••••• 0 (,OO03Q 
UO lU 11. UIHtt.S10lo DUHllOI 0000.30 (,0111 12. ( .0 KOE, It.PUI. !)=HOO.b=6AR,(TC. UOOOJQ 
CAf<YP DATE. L730a£) PA [,E. 2 
uOl11 13. C.. NCCARO. INPUT NO. Of C CARDS TO BE READ "0[l030 
U0111 &~. C.. NPCARD. INPUT NO. Of P CARDS ~O BE READ OOOOJO 
UOlll 15. C.. COUxl,COuT2. OUTPUT 000030 
LOl1l lb. C.. POUT1,POUT2. OUTpUT 00U030 
L0112 17. RE.IND 11 U00030 
uOlls 18. NEf<O = N~TART IKOEI-l 000033 
LC114 19. uO 5U L=l,NENO DOuOJ6 
L0117 2U. 50 REAY Ill,110UH 000041 
L0123 ,1. 1 FO~HAT I£OA41 000051 
~C12~ ~2. LIH= NUHIKDE.I 000051 
----10~~1~2~5----~2~3~.------~----~K~0~f~H~~~=~K~U~E~-~~~ __________________________________________________________________ ~O~O~O~O~5~3 ________________________ ___ 
LU12~ 2~. C PRINT lOu 000053 
LOIZ~ 25. CIUD FORHATI/,IX'OUTPuT FROH C.NOP fOR cQUTl AND COUT2. IN CANDE'/I U00053 
uU1Zb ,b. UO 51 L=l,LIH 0000b4 
L013I 21. UO TO 115,lb,17,18,17,20,211,KUEH4 GOD06~ 
LU132 ~a. 15 READ 111,51 ICOUTIIL,JI,J=l,~1 LOOIOI 
L0132 ,9* C PRINT 5, ICOuTlIL,II,,1=1,41 n00101 
LOl], 30. C PRINT ,0u,NUMPID LOUIOI 
Lel]2 31. C20P FORHATI ' NUHPIQ IN CANOPICOU~I ',181 caOlU' 
LOl4~ 32* CALL IOl2,NUHPID,COUTIIL,21,KCI LOOl16 
L0141 33. ~C~O~lluTululuL~'u2~1~=~K~C~ __________________________________________________________________ ~uwOwO~1~2~6 ________________________ ___ 
U0141 34. C PRINT ~, ICOUT1IL,JI,J=l,41 00C126 
(0142 35. uO TO 51 UOOI}O 
00143 30$ Ib READ 111'0' ICOUTIIL,JI,J=1,51~ICOU12IL,JI,J=1,31 L00132 
IOl~j 37. l wRITE. 16,61 ICQUTIIL,JI,J=I'M',ICOUT2IL,JI,J=l,31 000132 
U015~ 38. ~ALL IUI"NUHPIO,CQUTIIL,2I,KCI 00U161 
LC15~b ____ ~3~9~. ____________ ~C~O~U~1~1~I~LL£~I=~K~C~ __________________________________________________________________ ~0~0~0~1~7~1 ________________________ ___ 
LOl57 4U. uO TO 51 uOOI7] 
CDlbu 41. 17 READ!llr71 I(OuI1IL,JI,J=I,b',COUTZI"lI 00Ci175 
~Ulou "Z. C ~RIT[lb,7' !COUTIIL,JI~J=1'61,COUT2IL,11 000175 
Lr167 .. ,* CALL IVIZ,NUHPlP,COUTI1L,21,KCI 00021Q 
L017j 44. COUT1IL,21=KC G00224 
L01ll 45"' yO TO ,,1 uOQ226 
LU172 40. IS READlll,bl ICOUTl!L,JI,J=I,61 000230 
LGI7, 47.. ( ~RITE.!b,bl ICOUTIIL,JI,J=I.bl 000230 
LC£OO .. ~. CALL IUI"NUhPIU,COUTIIL,2I,KCI LOU245 
Uo'<ol ~9. COUIlIL,"=KC 1100255 
l.U;'02 5D>I' (,0 TO 51 uOD257 
UU,03 ~1. 20 REAO 111,101 ICOUTIIL,JI,J=1.51.COUT2IL'1' 000261 
UU~03 52" C WRIT[lb,lpl ICOUllIL,JI,J=l,51,COUT2IL,11 00U261 
LC£l~"P CaLL Ilol2.tIUHprO,COUIlIJ ,21,Kel (.OU31l0 
LU213 ~4.. COUTIIL,ZI=KC aOL310 
L0214 ~5. (,0 TO 51 UOU312 
LLil~ 50* 21 ~E.AO 111,111 ICOUT1IL,JI,J=l,2',ICOUT2IL,JI,J=l,4J D00314 
L0215 51* ( ,RlTUluJ11 ICOUI1IL,JI,J=I,4I.,cCOUTZIL,JI,J=I,41 C00314 
LUZZ1 5S. CALL lUI,,~UHPID,COUTIIL,21,KCI U00343 
LO?3" 59. COUTlIL.21=K( cae3S' 
~O,31 bU. Sl CONTINUE. UOU361 
LO,3; bl. ~[WlhY 11 U00161 
°0 234 b2.h[hO = N~TAR1!KO[.11-1 LOQ364 
__ ~OZ35 03. DO 52 L=l,NE."O LOOl67 
LU24u b4. 52 REAl; !!1,110 UH 00U372 
u024~ bS. LIH = NUMIKUL.71 000402 
L0244 b6" C PRINT 10! LOU402 
Lp2"" b7. CIUI fORPA1!la,' ~UIPUT fROH (ANOP fOR POUTl ANu POUT2. I~ CANOP'/I LOU402 
~u~ .. ~ bS* UO 53 L=l,LIH UOU4U4 
LC25~ 09. UO TU !Z~,20,27.l1J27,27,21~~~H~4~ ____________________________________________ ~U~O~O~'~~1~2~ ________________________ _ 
CANQP 
LD2Sl 10. 
LOZ51 71· 
1,,0,63 72. 
L026,+ 73· 
Cl026,+ 7'" 
IJOZ65 75· 
[ 02b6 7b. 
LOZ67 77. 
li0267 78* 
1,,027J 79. 
(.J0271 110. 
(J0271 Ill· 
L0303 &2* 
1.0 30" Ill· ('030;-' 84. 
lJ030b tiS* 
Lo306 86· 
IJCJ301 117. 
liP,BY b8* 
1.03lu b9· 
L0322 YO. 
1..0323 Yl. 
l032 .. V. 
LU32!> >13. 
Ye 32 S 'I ... 
LrJ32b 95* 
X L0330 9b* 
X U0331 97* X [ OH2 98* ...... 
I Lei333 99* ~ y0334 luO* ..... 
..033;; H.l* 
COjJb lU2* 
li0337 1113* 
liO JI! il 1 lI'+ * 
(,u341 11..5* 
L"OJ'I2 IUb. 
lNU FOil 
IIHOG,P <-OliNT 
25 HEAt 111.35' IpaUIl!! .J,.,1;1.2'.lPOIIT2IL.J,,,J;1,1tt 
t PRINT 35, IPOU~lCL,J"J;1,2"CPOUT2CL,J"J;1,4' 
CALL IUI2.NUHPIO.POUT1IL.l,.KP' 
POUTIIL,l,;KP 
C PRINT 201.NUHHIQ 
ZOI FORHATI ' NUHHIO IN CANDPIPOUT,', 18' 
C ALL 10 C 1 • NY N M JQ • POll I'1 II • 2' • K P , 
POUTICL,2';KP 
C PRINT '5' IPOUJUL.JltJ;1.2,.lpOUT2IL. ".,';l,CII 
GO TO 53 
26 HEAD 111,36' IPOUTIIL.J,.J;1'2'~IPOUT2CL,J,.J;1.5' 
C PRINT 36, IPOUT1IL,J',J;1,Z"IPOUT2CL.JI,J;1.S' 
CAlI IDI2.NIIHPIP,PQlII'lIL.1I.Kp, 
POUTIILoll;IIP 
CALL IOC1,NUHHIP,POUT1Cl.21.KP' 
POUTlCL,ZI;IIf' 
C PRINT 36,IPOUTIIL,J,.J;1,2,.IPOUT2IL,J'.J;1.5' 
(,0 TO 53 
27 REAP 111,37' IPOUTlcL,J',J:l.2,.lpOUT2IL.J',J;I.2' 
C PRINT 31,CPOUTICL,JI,J;1.ZI,JPOUT2IL,JI,J;1,ZI 
CALL IpIZ.NUHP!D.POUIlII.lI.Kp, 
POUTIILoll:IIP 
CALL IOlltNlIt1MIO.pO!lI'JIl.21.KP' 
POUTICL •• n;IIP 
C PRlbI37,IPOIJIlIL"J1.J;1,2'.IPOUIZIL"J1.J;I.21 
53 CONTINUE 
5 FORMAT cax,41B) 
6 FORMAT IBX,5I8,3F8.1I1 
7 FORHAI 18X,618.fb.41 
8 FORHAT (oX,6IBI 
10 fORMAT 18X,i1B.Fi.4' 
11 FaRHAT 18X,218,~FB,4' 
35 FORHAT (8x,218,9f8.9, 
30 FORHAT (dX,2I8,5F8,II' 
37 FORMAT (8X.2J8.2FB.9! 
RETURN 
ENP 
DATE Q]3080 PAGE 3 
000427 
[,00427 
g00456 
(.J00466 
LOUlf66 
00U470 
000470 
(JOlJSOO 
UODSOO 
000502 
000504 
uOOSOIl 
OOOSU 
UOOS43 
0005115 
000555 
000555 
000557 
U00561 
000561 
(.006 J 0 
000620 
[,00622 
on0632 
000632 
000b40 
(jOU640 
0006'10 
UOCi61f0 
000640 
1l0!!690 
000640 
000690 
0006110 
110064 0 
0006110 
CQ0101 
x 
X 
X 
>--oj 
COU,.T 
QFO~,S COUN1,cOUNT 
HSA EJ ~07/3U/80-~9:qS:18 13,1 
SuBROuTlNE. COUNT £NT~Y POINT 1,,00053 
STORAuE USEO: COCElll nOO~o3; OATAlul ~UOOl2; BLANK COHHON(2) 000000 
COIIIION BLOCKS: 
~UG3 HANDE.L 0(0172 
EXTERNAL REfERENCES IBLOCK, NAME) 
~Uu" Ni,RRlS 
SlORAuE A~SIG~HE.NT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LoCATION, NAHE) 
,-Uu 1 
",OJl 
!lLOGll lCaG 
U ueL 3 3 21 L 
(jUOlJ24 KVCPIO 
COul 
CO~O 
GOJ3 
() ... OlJ2~ 120L 
OrOnO) I 
0':'0170 HAXHIO 
uDal 000041" 12lL 
wOUO pOQU02 INJPS 
uoul nU0027 122G 
DOLO I OHoona KOlltH 
DATE. 073080 PAuE 
0001 
U01l3 
0000l~ 20L 
QuOUOD KVCHIO 
1 
~ ___ ~[~U~l~O~lL-____ ~l~~ ____________ SLU~H~RxC~U~T~I~~~[~CuO~U~NwTwl~~~IUuH~H~I~O~,N~UuHLP~I~P~) ________________________________________________ ~Q~O~OuQuO~SL_ ________________________ _ 
[~ LulJ3 2~ COHMON/HANOEL/KVCHIOI20),KVCPIOI100),HAXHIC,HAXPIO uOC005 
lOlO] 3~ C ~* "UHHIPIN~HFIGI.OUTpUT.NO.Of NON ZE~O ELS. OOUOOS 
LUIDJ q* C ** IN KVCHIUIKVCPIC) 0000U5 
uUl03 5* ~ ~. 000005 
LOlO.. b* KOuNT=n 1,,00005 
----1~U~1~Uu5~----_7~.--------------~LuoL-l~(wOL-~I~=£l~'llH~A~X~H~I~P~ __ ~~ ____________________________________________________ G~O~OwO~l~l __________________________ _ 
lOllu S- IFI~~C~IOIII.NE.~) Go ~O 20 ~00011 
~ull£~. GO TO 12G U00013 
LOIlJ lJ- 20 KOUNT=KOUNT.l 000015 
~ullq 11. IuD CONTINUE 00U022 
LUllb 12. 120 CONTINUE ~Q0022 
LOl17 13* NUHHIO=KOUNT 0000,2 
LQIZu l"~ KOUNT=L 00U023 
G012U 15* C QOYOZ3 
~012i 1b- UO luI l=l,HAXPIO U00027 
__ ~O~1~2~"~ ____ ~1~7_~.~ ______________ ~I~F~I~K~V~C~P~I~O~I~I~I~.~N~E.~.uO~I~G~0~~1~O~2Al ________________________________________________ ~O~Q~O~0~2~7~------------------_ 
LOIZo IS. GO TO 121 L00031 
U0121 19* 21 KOUNT-KOUNT.l 00c033 
u0130 20. IGI CONTINUE LCUOqO 
____ ~I,;-::C~1~3~2'-----'L;-:' 1~*:-____ ~1.!::2-!1 __ ~C:.,!,0!.!:NwTwl!.!.NlJU.!..!E:-:-:::--:-:-----:-::-_________________________________________________ 0 ________ -"U""O'-"O .... O'-'q'-'O<-_______________________ _ 
U0133 22~ ~UHPIO=KOUNT uOuOqo 
LC134 ij$ RlTURN u00041 
O[JUS iq~ E~O i;OUOb2 
ENU fOR 
~ 
~ 
~ 
H 
I 
I\J 
t;,:) 
UH 
.FOR,S UIF,UIF 
SUBROuTlNE. Olf ENTRY POINT UOUlu5 
STOHAbE USED: COO(111 000123; PATAlul 000220; BLANK COHMONC21 000000 
E~TERbAL HEFERENCES IHLOCK, N.MEI 
4UU3 NERRH 
STORAbE ASSIGhHENT CBLOCK, TYPE, RE.LATIVE LOCAJION, NAMEI 
loa.! 1 
,.qp, 
JOl.!U 
uOlOI 
1..0101 
LOlol 
LOIDl 
UoIO') 
C:OlO~ 
1..0105 
UOllLJ 
L0112 
uOll~ 
Ita ll5 
Lo12u 
l.iPlZJ 
00125 
U012b 
L0127 
t.OllJ 
LiOU.2 
U013~ 
00 135 
oOlliu 
(JOIIIO! 
w1J1~1f 
1..01~~ 
LNO fOH 
.. HOG,P 
00001& 10&G 
OJ/Ooll; 30! 
QuOuOO MAX 
10 
2~ (. ~~ 
H C •• 
~~ C •• 5. 
6· 
h 
8. 
9" 10 
10. 
Ih 
12· 
u. 
111* 
15* 30 
lb. 
170 19 
IS", £U 
199 ~o 
2u* 
.219 
.. 2'" SrJ 
2]* 
24* 
E.L ORU 
COUI 000u33 116G 
noao Of.O)76 
COOO I OLOOOI VIOVI 
0001 
QOOO 
S\IBRouTINE PIFINVIOV,VIQV,NQIFI 
NVIUvt!NPUT,NO. Of' ELS. IN VIDV 
000036 121G 
000201 IN IP$ 
VIOV,INPUT,V[CTOR OF DESIGN VARIABLE NOS, 
NOIf',OUTPUT.NO, Of' DIHEREIH OESIG~ VARI ABLE NOS. 
INIEGEK VloVIIZSI,VIoVII12S, 
HU=VIDVlll 
DO 10 1=<,NVloV 
IFIVIOVIII.GT.MAXI HU=VIOVC I I 
CONTINUE 
KOUNT=(j 
UO 2CJ I=l,HAX 
DO 19 J=l,NVIDV 
IFlyIQyIJI,[w· 1 , GO TO 30 
Go TO 19 
KOUNT=KOUNT+l 
vIDVlIKOUNTI=I 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
NPIF=l 
UO 51,. I=2,NVIDV 
IfIVIuvlIII.NE.VIDklcI-l" NUlf=NPlf+1 
CONTINUE 
B~II.!!i/i 
E.NO 
0001 OIJ0060 l3&G 
0000 T 0;]02 00 ., 
DATE. 0730eo pAGE 
0001 
QOoo 
000050 19L 
000)71 !SPliNT 
uOOOll 
UOOOll 
1100011 
000011 
000011 
OOOOll 
aO nO )6 
UOOOl& 
0000Z5 
UOO025 
000026 
000036 
00y03h 
000040 
00001f2 
(JDCiOIfS 
OPOOS3 
000053 
CPOOS] 
OOOObO 
UI)OObO 
000067 
OOOOh7 
000122 
1 
lLOIW DATE U73080 PAGE 1 
.fOR,S ELuRU,ELORO 
SUBROUTINE ELo~O ENTRY POINT U00151 
STORAuE USED: COOElll OOGI65: OATAlul OG0073: BLANK COHHONIZI OOOuOu 
(xTL~~AL ~EfEkENCES C~LOCK. NAHEI 
STORA\J( ASSlliNH(p.;T UlLOCK, TYPE, RE.lAT HE LOCATION, NAHEI 
Luul OLo01l41 116(; G001 OGOI05 132G 0001 00U122 14ZG OOul r'00023 IS 1L uODI 000053 IS~L 
,,11 11 OL0047 l53L LUlll OC0132 160! Ijnon I OOOuOO EIQHAX OOUO I CUOOOI HOLOl nor,n R PPP03Q HOLOZ 
",U,JU 1 Uu()~4U I GOuO OUOOll4 INJPS <.iCUO 1 UOOOIlI J 0000 I OU0036 NENO UOllO I 0(;0037 NROWHX 
I.(J lU 1 I.:. SU~ROUTINE ELO~OlNU~.ELOATl.ELOATZ.NCOLl.NCOL21 [00017 
"Dlul 2'" (. >1<'" CHAt,uE GkOU P , NO, Of ELEHENTS (,0"017 X iJDID.3 J'" Hil[lJER lLOATllluQ,2JI lJOOO17 X 
>< LOla .. 
..'" 
ulH[",510", (LUATZIl uo,61 to(;017 
~ LGI0 .. 5 .. C 
"'''' 
"''''''' .... >1<.'''''''''''' •••• ''' .. '''.''' ........... >1<'''.'''''''''''' ••• >1< •••••• '''.''' ............... (;00017 
I L..OW:' b'" INT[LER EIOHAX,H0LOll23J liOOO17 t>:I 
>t:- L0106 7", UIHEti510N HOLOZIol LOOOll 
... 01 06 8>1< C OROERS ELOAT .ARHAVS IN ASCENOIt.G ORDER Of IEL IELOATI IL till 000017 
GOIDo 9. C NUH,INPuT,tW. OF ROWS IN ELOATl AND ELDAT2 I.JOOO17 
L..UIU o 1'-1'" L ELOAT1,ELUATZ, ON INPUT,ELEHENT DATA AIlRAYS, O~ OUTPUT,EL. NUS. HAVE BHN to[;017 
L;OlUo 11'" C PUT IN ASC[~[!I~G ORDER UODO)7 
... GlUb lZ >0< L NCOLl,NCOL2,lNPUT,~O,OF tOL S. IN [LoAl1 AND ELOAT2 (;00017 
unlul 13" f)[NQ:NUH+l 1,00017 
l.UllJ 14'" 151 "'[NC:r.ENlJ-I C:OUa23 
LOllU 15>1< C pf< ltd 111, NE.NU (.00023 
LOllJ 16* (;111 FORHATI' NENU='t!31 LOOO,23 
:...!.i11l 17'" If I~;(~D.EQ.ll GO TO HO (;OPOZ5 
u()113 16* E.IO~AX:ELOATl1l,ll UOOOZ7 
Lell .. 19'" rIRQ .. Mx= 1 I:OU031 
1,;( 11:' .. u'" UO 152 I=2,NLNO liDOOlf1 
~Z(J d'" If I LLD..AlJ.J..L 11 • G T, U.!1MX I (,0 TO 153 00U041 
vU 12,< t::2· uO To 15t:: tOli045 
(LIZ.) 
.3· 153 UUHAX=(L.OAT1IIIlI [jOQO!!7 
LuIZ .. 4:,+* fjRUW fH-I uOiJOSO 
UU125 i5. 152 CONT1NU~ 
----_. 
LaCOSS 
",ul.25 ,26. C PRINT £22, NtNO,N~OWHX,EIDHAX [0(J055 
~(llZ;, ,27'" CZ22 fOIHlATt' NENlJ,NRCWHAX,EIUHAX='.,I,X,I311 I.OU055 
£.JOIZ5 ':8· C HqEf<CHAfjGE HOI!1 wITH LARLEST EID wITH RO. Nr~O (00055 
LoUIn 29. IflNhQ.H~'(Q,NENOI GO '10 1_" 1 uOO055 
l.OlH 3U* UO 1511 J=I,NLOLl (,OO06U 
uOI3'I 31· HOlldlJI:ELOAT11f)EN[\.,)1 liOOl05 
LU13S 32'" lLuATI 1N lNO,JI=ELDATIINR uWMX,JI UQUlOb 
l.U130 33 .. ELDATI1NROloMXIJI=HQLOIIJI (,00110 
><: 
><: 
><: 
~ 
~LO"U 
kOPl 
1.0141 
00144 
001 .. 5 
,,01 .... 
L0141 
LOl41 
U01111 
L0151 
!.DlS' 
OUlS3 
(J0154 
E.NO fOR 
QlHOG,P 
34. 
,55. 
36. 
31. 
3a* 
39. 
"y. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
..... 
45. 
fORHl 
1511 
155 
(. 
C333 
160 
CONTINUE 
DO ISS J:l,NCOL2 
HOLO'IJJ:ELOATZINEND.JI 
ELUAT2IN~ND,J':ELOAT2INROWHX,J, 
(LoAI2INRO\jMX. ,'=HO' 021,)) 
CONTINUE 
PRI~J 333. ELOAllll.1,.ELOAJlI2~11.ELD.TlI3.11 
fORMAT," ELDATI-3 ROWS,FIRST COL.=",3'2X,I3" 
GO TO 151 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
DATE 073080 
QOUIZ2 
tOOlZZ 
liOOl22 
LOOIZ3 
(,00125 
UQ0130 
yOUUU 
000130 
uQOUO 
(l00ll2 
000132 
UOOI611 
pAGE 2 
~ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 
x 
X 
X 
.....; 
I 
t;;l 
~ 
fOhMI 
~fOR,S FORM1,FORHl 
SuBROuTINE fORMI ~NTRY POINT LOno56 
STORAuE USEu: CuDEl11 ~OUu7l; DATAIGI nOOuQ2; BLANK COHHONI2' DUrooo 
ExTlR~AL HEFERE~ClS IBLOCK, NAME' 
uOll3 N.DLS 
JLliJ4 ~IOU 
uJiJ5 NIO~s 
,,(Jub NIiDUSo 
uUu7 NlRRH 
STOR~uE ASSIGNMENT IBLOC~, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMEI 
0001 OGCU1G lCbG 
______ ~U~[llJI~Ji~)_~31 INJPS 
~(:lJl 1$ 
LC1Q3 z .. 
uCJ1O.3 3* C 
(;0103 4* C 
wUIU.> 5* (. 
Lrl[)~ b· 
COUI ilDao 
SU8RGUTINE rORMIINKOOE,KOAD,TVPEI 
INTEC,ER KDADIZ',TYPEIZ) 
DOOUOO bF 
NKOOl.OUTPUT.NO. OF CONST. CODES 
1I0AU.0IITPuT,THE NOS. Of THE CONST. COPES 
TYPE.INPUT.NAME or CURRENT ELEHENT 
.. RIl[ Ib,bITYP[ 
0000 OU001S 7F 
LUll, h 
LOl1.2 8. 
b FORMAT 15X,'ENTER THE NO. Or CUNST. CODES USED rOR ',Ab,A2,' ELEHE 
1NTS.l OR 2'1 
(;0113 9* 
G01l4 lU* 
LlUll:. 11" 
LUIZu 1," 
(,0121 13" (,012.5 1410 
(;('1,:;' IS" 
7 
6 
IIOAulll=l 
KOA[JIZI=2 
fiEADI5,71N~OOE 
FORMATI I 
IFINIIOuE.EC.21 GO TO 20 
.RITE Ib,81 
fORMAT 15X,'UHER THE COl';ST. CODE NO. 11 O~ 21'1 
LOIZb lbo ____ ~~~____ ~~__________ ~Hu[~ADI5,71 ~QADI11 
(;0131 1710 20 HETUkN 
__ -1illI32 la oo tNjl 
lND f 0,( 
gjH[JG,P fORM2 
DATE 073080 
UODO 000U1& 8f 
LOOOOO 
UOOO[;O 
000000 
OOuOOo 
COOOOO 
LOUQUO 
lOU013 
000013 
(,00013 
liQGe 1 5 
(;00017 
UOOOZS 
00002 5 
l.oO(J03Q 
UO(J03S 
UQ0035 
liCUO .. " 
G00071 
PAGE 1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
H 
I 
t\:) 
-l 
FOI01Z 
SUBROUTINl FoRMZ ENTRY POINT GOOl~l 
STORA~E U5ED: CODll11 000160: QATAIOI ~P0131: BLANK COMMONI21 OUOUOO 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES IBLOCK, NAMEI 
uUC3 NaDUI 
... 0:) Ii NIOlS 
uUUS NI02S 
UOub NRDUS 
<.iOJl NlRR3S 
STORAuE A5SIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAHEI 
DlIE 07J080 PAGE 
uOI.;C OuOiJSO 
uon1 u'"0 10 7 
lOF 
IS2G 
OU01 
OOul 
OUOOOt. 1[)6G 
OLOln 161[, 
uOOl 000011 ll"G 
Veoe 00001" 2CF 
0001 
0000 
('000"6 13UG 
000U~1 7f 
OOLI 
LOCO 
00005'1 13"6 
000002 9F 
GUUU uuOuOO I 
UOI01 1'" 
(;0101 ,,,, C 
uOl01 H e 
uOlLl II. e 
uOlOl 5* C 
LiUI01 b- C 
u0101 Z. C 
(,u101 a. C 
uOIOI 9* C 
l"C'IUJ IO", 
u0103 11'" C 
uOlOIi lZ .. 
110 105 1,. 
LUlla 111- 1 
L!J112 15. 
LalZl It.", 9 
U0122 17* 
LUll!> 18· 
"'. "'. 
•• 
"'''' 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
CUOO 000113 INJPS uOUO I 000001 K 
SUBROUTINE FORM2IJl,KOAO,TYPE,ISTOP,VEIO,MAXJ 
Jl.INPUT.INDEX OF KOAO 
KOAP,INp!lT.eoNUiNS CONST. COOES 
TYPE,INPUT.TyPE OF CURRENT ELEMENT 
ISTOP.OUTPUT,NQ. of ELS. FOR CURRENT CONST. CODE 
VEID,OUTPUT.Io NUMBERS OF ELEMENTS 
MAX.iNpUT.CONTAINS MAXIHUM NO. Of ELEMENTS 
1100006 
000006 
DODOP6 
U00006 
000006 
00000 6 
000006 
000006 
CHANGE GROUp. NO. Of ELEMENTS OPOQP6 
INTEuER vEIOIIOOJ 000006 
.~ •• *~* •••• * •••••••••••••••••••• * •••• * ••••••••• * •• ~.. QO(lo06 
INTEuER KOADI21,TyPEI21 000006 
nO I 1=1.100 00UOU6 
VEIUII/=J 000006 
'iRITf IfI.9ITXpr.KoApl.JII II000ll7 
FOR~ATI2x,'ENTER NO, OF ',A6,A2,' ELS. FOR CONST. COUE',I Q I 00002'1 
REAU IS,z,ISTOP (;01102'1 
IFIISTOP,GE.HAXJ wRlrElb,2u/ TYPE,TYPE,MAX UOU032 
1 
UOlli1 19* 2U 
LOl"l 
EQR~ATI' THE NO' Of ',A6,A2,' ELS. fOR C.~O~N~S~T~.~C~O~P~E~1~I~S~6~R~E~A~T~l~R~'~/~S~X ____________ ~U~O~O~O~b~I ________________________ __ 
l'THAN OR E'UAL TO THE TOTAL NO' Of ',A6,A2,' ELS.,wHICH IS',I'1/15X PnUn61 20'" 
UU1111 ,,1$ 2,' RlE~TlR NQ. Of ELS.') LOP061 
uOl"" 22", IFIISTOP,GE,MAXJ RlAD 15,lJI~TOP UOe061 
u0111b l3'" 1 ____ ~~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~____ ~f~O~R~M~ALT-LI~1 . __________________________________________________________________ ~L~O~U~0~1~3 ________________________ __ 
,,01li1 z,,· WRITE 16,IO)ISTOP,TyPE 000073 
LOl"6 (,5* lU fO~MATI2x,'[~TlR THE',I",lx,A6,A2.' ELEMENT 10 NOS. FOR CONSr. COO 000112 
UOlSt. 26* Il Nr,.l',/SX,'MAKl THEM THE SAME AS NASTRAN ~OS.'I UOUl12 
UOISb 21", 25X,'THEY MAY BE PRINTED ON A LINE!S) S~PARATtQ BY A SPACEIS) AbO/O UOOl12 
LOISt> 'S. 3R C0HMA'1 uOU112 
UOIS1 29. HEAU 15,ZIIVlIUIK),K-l,ISTuPJ UOOl12 
001 6 5 
LOHti 
lNU FOR 
o.HDG,P ID 
RrTUI<N 
END 
DAlE 073080 pAGE z 
000125 
L00165 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.-------------------------------
~ 
X 
~ 
>-! 
I 
I:'-' 
~ 
lli 
.. FOR,S lUrID 
SlitllWUT INE 10 ENTRY POINT uOUOQs 
STORA\lE USED: CODE 11' OuCOsl: DATAIOI 000020: BLANK COMHONI21 000000 
COHHON BLO(.I\S: 
liOU3 HANUEL OC017Z 
ExTERNAL REfERENCES IBLOCK, NAHE, 
UOU4 NlRI<H 
STORAuE. ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCAfION, NeHE' 
vOul 
... auG 
I,11G 3 
uOIOl 
liill03 
UOI03 
LD1U\ 
LOI03 
!..0103 
l.:01G3 
00103 
Lel03 
LOIO<t 
C.Ol05 
OOlllJ 
Uldll 
yOll 3 
Lo1l4 
Y01l6 
!..0117 
ilOIlO 
LOIZI 
40113 
tNU fOR 
g;HIJG,P 
.liloa15 lL 
QuOOOI 7F 
DUOl7y HAXMID 
1'" 
2'" 
3* 
'1* 
5* 
0'" 
1. 
8'" 
90 
10* 
11'" 
lZ. 
1.30 
1'19 
15'" 
16'" 
11* 
Ill. 
19 9 
2J. 
MAIN 
C "'''' C •• 
C 
C 
c 
7 
2 
50 
lun 
GOL.I 
0000 
PQil3 
aGOUJ,2 IDOL 
[)LiOOOl INJP$ 
OiiOI71 HAXPIO 
YOO 1 OOOOOS 10I>G 
uOOO I 000000 II 
SUBROUTI~E IOIKINO,NDIFIO,IOIN,IOOUT' 
COHHON/HANOEL/KVCHIOc20l,IIVCPIOl100',HAXHIO,HAxPIO 
KINO.INPUT.l=HID • 2=PIO 
NoIEIU'INPUT. THE ~o Of [Ls. Ib KVCHID OR KYCPIp 
lOIN. INPUT. THE ORIGINAL HID OR PIO 
IOOUT.OUTPUT. HODIFIEO MID OR PIP 
PRI~T 1,KINU,NOIFIO,IOIN 
FoRMATI • KI~D,NUIFID,lDIN,INIO ' ,318, 
00 IUD K=l,NOIFIU 
(,0 TO ll,z"Klr.D 
IFIIuIN.EQ.KVCHIOIKI' GO TO ~o 
GO TO lQU 
IFII~IN.[Q.KVCPIIJIK" GO TO So 
Gp TO lOU 
IOOUT=K 
R[TUf<N 
CONTINUE 
t;NO 
anal DODon 21 
0003 I 000000 KVCMIO 
DATE. 073080 PAGE 
OO~1 DU002s SOL 
0003 I OCOUZQ IIVCPIO 
OODOOs 
oaooos 
UOOOOS 
000005 
000005 
000005 
UOOOO S (;ogoos 
LOIJOUs 
(jOOOOS 
UOU005 
LOP005 
UOOOIS 
U04U17 
uOun2l 
uOOOZ3 
000025 
U00026 
000056 
IJU005b 
1 
HAIN DAlE. "73080 PAt..E. 2 
ulJulJ J.:J2721 118 [,OuO I U(,2bb7 LBUCK yOliO I 002712 I 1M GOOO I OU2672 L1 lieoO I OG267" L2 
l"UlJlj I ulJ2b7b L3 IJUJO I 0:;2700 L" uOOO I 00270" L5 OOuO I GU210J NC TOT 0000 I 002661 NCVCL 
iJUOO I 0.,26" 7 NELPP (JOuO I 0026"2 NEL TV 1 LlOuD I 0026,,3 NEL TV2 OOGO I 002&"" NEllY 3 OOLO I 0026"S NE.LTV" 
uuLjO I uL,2b"6 NEL TYS liOuQ I ou21lU NENo 0000 I U026S5 NIoYTO OOCO I OLJ2&SO tH OU 0000 I 002&51 NIOY2 
OOLu I OQ2b52 NIOV3 GOOD I U02653 NIOV" iJOOO I 002654 NIOYS Dopa J 0(,27U6 NLOAo &)000 I 002662 NSCALE 
l.!O1l3 I U(,ClJ2.: NSTART CUUJ I O(,OUOO hUH 0000 I 002705 NUMOV UO('O I Q£l2722 NUMNP OQUO I 002702 NUH1u 
tJUUQ I (Ji-Zt> 71 NUHS (JOIlO I 012673 NUH6 (j000 I U02675 NUH7 YORg I 0(12& Zl N"MB Doug I 002701 NUH9 
uO,)U I OuOOOO Rl (JUC.O R Ou031" R2 UOOO R 002506 STR 
4010iJ l~ C .~ HAIN DRI\Ep 000000 
lJ01Ul l. COHHON/SACH/t.UHI1AI,NSTARTI1S) 000000 
L010l 1. C ~o FIHST UIH[NSION OF Rl ,NO R2 HUST B£ THE SAME. AS 000000 
L01Dl II. C O~ THAT OF LLoATl AND ELoATZ IN ELORO. 000000 
eOlU3 50 INTEGER Rl,lCO,Z! 000001 
GOIU4 b. UIHEhSION RZIILO,2, 000001 
00104 7. C.~ NO. of OifFERENI DESAP BAR DLSIGN VARIABLES UOgOOl 
L01C~ 8~ UIHEhSION IOVIIIUOI 000001 
yUHb 90 C" NO. OF DIFFEi<ENT DES.P BEAM !lESIGN VARUSI ES LOOUOI 
lJ01Qb IJo UIHEhSION IOVZI1~OI LOOOOI 
CCIDb 11 0 C.. NO, CF OIEEEREbT DESAP QUAD DESIGN vARIABLES vaOUol 
(,0107 12. DIHE.hsIOh IDV311~O) GOOOOI 
~DI07 13. C 00 NO. Of DIEEEHENT DESAP SHEAR DESIGN VARIABLES UOOOOI 
LU11~ l"~ DIHENSION IlV411C~) LOOOOI 
__ ~L~U~ll~l~u~ __ ~l~S~~~ __ ~C~o~O~~N~O~.~O~F~U~l~E~F~[~R~E~N.T DES~A~P~Q~T~D~E~S~I~G~N~V~A~R~I~A~B~L~E~S~ __________________________________ ~L~O~O~O~O~l ________________________ __ 
LollI 1&. DIHEhSlOh IUV51100) LOOO~1 
~Olll 17* c~. IOTAL ~O. OF PIFFE~ENT DESIGN VARIABLES COOOOI 
LOll~ 18~ DIHEt.SION IOYI15ul,AllSO.Z, (,00001 
LOll.' 19 0 C U hO, Of STRUCTUHAI IOAP Hill lIPI IERS coonOI 
LU113 Zu. OIH[hSIOt. STRI15,4) UOOOul 
LOl13 ,10 C ~~ .~.~0.0~.~.00~~.0 •••• ~.~ ••• ~ •••• 0.0 •• 0.0.0 ••••••• 0.0. UOU001 
Lul14 ~Z~ INT[~ER oUHH(,,),BUCIIlI4) UOOOOI 
LDl15 ~3. DIMENSION HLADI~ol,eUCK2IJ) eOCOLl 
UOllo ~4~ DATA OUH/O,/NELTYl,NEL~Y2,NELTY3,NELTy",NELTY5,NELTYP, GOUOOI 
LDllb 250 &NIDyl,NIDV2,NIPyl,NIOY4,bIuyS,bIoyTO/J2.0/pUHH/' COH'/ UOwopt 
LD13~ Z6. ~RITt 16,5ul 000001 
LOlS1 ,70 5U fORHAT 115X,'ENTER JoB HEAUIHG ON ONE LINE'I U00006 
LU1"u ~d* HEAD(S,ll HEAD uOL006 
L014j ,9. 1 fQRHATI2LA'" UC0016 
L0143 3J~ C.~ PLACE C'~D I Oh FILE TO ('E~AP UOU016 
LDlyy 31. WRITE Ili,llhfAP U00016 
(,U144 32~ L O. CONYtRT hAST~A~ HASS DEN~ITY TO OESAP wEIGHT OENSITV OOU016 
\<t;,l147 H~ IiRIlE 16.101 '.01102, 
\<0151 J40 lu FOH~ATllsX,'E.NTE~ UNITS CQUE: ENGLlSH:l'HK~=2') LOUU33 
yUlSZ 15, kEADIS.71 IVCODE LOOOll 
Lu15S 360 LONEAC=l. LODO"l 
LD15b J70 IFlIyC0QE,EC,2! CObEAC:9.Sl4g '000"3 
LOIbl" 3d' 7 FO~HATI! LOu050 
L016l Jg. CALL ORDER \,00050 
LOlbi 4UO wRITtlb,b'OI LoonS2 
____ ~v~O~1~b~4 ____ ~"L1~. ____ ~6PU FORHATllSX,'ENTEn MAX NO.Of kEUE5lGN CYCLE~,NCYCL tC=INITIAL OE51G LOOOS7 
LDlb4 42* IN ONLYI'/lDX'~hD HAX. ~O. ~CALINGs,NSCAL[ tOtFAULT:3). SEPARATE. ~Y L00057 
L0164 430 2 COMHA ONLY') 00UOS7 
('01b5 44~ READ 15,7) NLYCL,NSCALE L00057 
LOIZl "50 IF (~SCALE,fl.;,UI N~CALE=..L-- UOUObb 
MAI~ DATE. 013080 PAGE 3 
00113 ~O. WRITE «6,6011 yC0012 
wOllS ~1. 601 FORHAT 11SX,'ENTER SCALING CODE,KSCALE'I 000017 
G0170 ~8. READIS,l' KSCALE 000011 
L0201 ~9. ~RITE 16,602' 000105 
L0203 So. 602 fORHAT 115X,'ENTE R DELTAIDEfAULT=O'OS"ANO EPSiLON IDEfAULT=U,l,'1 U00112 
00203 51. 115X'~EPARATE BY COMHA ONLY', 000112 
LO,u~ 52. REAU 15,1' DELTA,EPSIL 00U112 
DOi10 53. IF IUELTA.EQ. a.' DELTA= .u5 000121 
w0212 ~~. IF IEP~IL.EQ. a.' EPSIL = .1 000125 
0021~ 55. WRITE. 10,003' U00131 
----Y0~,~1~b~----75~b~.------~6~0~3~~F~0~R~H~A~T~17l~5~X~'~'~E~NcT~E~R~C~O~D~ELs~F~O~R~N~O~D~A~L~O~l~S~P~L~.~P~P~I~N~T~O~U~T~K~P~R~I~N~T~I~O~=~N~O~P~R~ __________ ~0~C~Ou1w3~6~ ________________________ _ 
~021b 51. 1INT,1 = PRINT'·/10X·ANO BUCKLING CONSTRAINT LBUCK. SEPARATE bY SPA G00136 
L02lb Sd. 2CE A~O,OR COMHA" U00136 
L0217 59. READ IS,7'KPRINT,lBUCK LOU136 
u0223 60. KPuNCH:O U001~S 
L022~ 61. WRIT[112,6ll' OOOl~6 
LOL20 62. 611 FORHATI' COHH DESIGN CONTROL FROM MAIN" 000153 
UO~27 63. wRITl 11~,61w'NCYCL,NSCALE,KSCALE,OELTA,EPSIL,KPUNCH,KPRINT,LBUCK 000153 
00227 64* C PRI~T ll~ 000153 
CG227 65. C114 FORHATI' IN HAI~--hCYCL'NSCALE,KSCALE,OELTA,EPSIL.KPUNCH,KPPINT,LB 000153 
L0227 00. ClUCK" . 000153 
~0227 670 C wRITE 16,610'N~YCl,NSCAlE,KSCALE,DELTA,EPSIl,~PUNCH,KPRINT'lBUCK 000153 
____ ~L~O~2w4~1~ __ ~b~8~*~ ____ ~6~I~O~~F~ORMAT 13IS,2FIO.3,3I5) UOOl7C 
LOZ4~ 090 CAll NOPPT 000170 
~024J 7~0 NuMS:N~HIS' 00P111 
L024~ 71. IFI~UH5.NE.OI PRINT IS 000114 X U0247 72 0 15 fORHATI· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' 000102 
~ ~O~47 730 1,1' .'1' • p[SAP BAR ElE~ENT INASTRAN ROO",I, 000101 
"""I ____ ~Q~0~Z~4~7----~7~~~.~--------_~1~·~.-'~,~'--.~0~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~._'~/~I ____________ ~O~0~0&lxO~2 _________________________ __ 
~ uOZ5u 75. IFI~UM5.NE.OICAlL 6ARI'OkFAC,NElTYI,IOV1,NIDV1' ~00202 
~ ____ ~L~O~2~5~2~--~7~0~0~----------~N~E~LwT~y~P~-~N~E~l~T~y~P~+uN~E~L~J~Y~l __ ~ ________________________________________________________ ~C~Q~OkZ~I~2 __________________________ _ 
~0253 77. IFINUH5,EQ.01 GO TO b12 000215 
00253 78. C PRI~T 333, NIPV1,NELTyl,NELlyP 000215 
U0253 790 C333 FORHATI' NlpVl,N[LTY1,NELTyp:·,312X,14" 000115 
L0253 8U. C PRINt 660 P00215 
~02SJ Bl. C666 FORMATI' LOO~OuT HlRE COMES IHE 10V ARRAY" 000215 
00155 BZ. 00 821 Ll=l,NIuyl QDQ224 
UOZ~u b3. 8Z1 IPVlll'=lPVlILll 000224 
.. !li6" 8,+. CeZl PRINT 4~1j, IVV II.!.' Y01l22~ 
OO~b~ 050 (~44 fORHATl' L0022'+ 
w02b2 bb. 6Z2 NIuyTO=NIPVTU+hIOYI U002,7 
uQZ6, d70 C PRINT 555, NIovTO GOe2Z7 
____ ~I·!~rluZu6u'~ __ ~6~6~.~ ____ ~L~5~5~5 __ ~f~0~RMAT«· NIO~TO='.I~I U00227 
LU263 89. NUH6=NUHI61 000231 
LOZ63 9U. C MIKE=O OOU231 
UO,63 910 ( IFIMIK£.[C.O,GO TO 2UOO 00U231 
OOZ6~ n. Ifc",UH6.t-;(.r;' PRINT 20 000233 
UO,b7 93. 2U FORHATI' 0 •• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• ' Oe0241 
____ ~~~O~Z~6~7~----9~·~4~.----------~I~'u/~'~.~·~/~'~.~ ________ ~0~E~S~A~P~6uf~A~H~E~I~·E~H~E~NLT~I~N~A~S~T~E~A~N~BuA~R~'~·~,/~, ____________________ . __ ~O~OuQu2~~~1L-________________________ _ 
~OZ61 95. 2' .',' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '/' UDU2,+l 
LU27U 90* IFINUMo.NE.O'CAll bEAMICONFAC,~ElTYZ,IPV2,~IoV2' UQ02~1 
0027~ 97. ~ElTYP=NELTYP+N[LTY2 00025~ 
____ ~U~0~2~7~3~ __ ~9~8~.~ __________ ~I~F~I~~~U~H~b~.[C.O~)~u~0~T~O~b~2~~~~~~ __________________________________________________ ~U~0~0~2~5~7 __________________________ _ 
UO~7J Y90 C PRI~T 332, NIOVZ,NElTy2,~ELTYP 000257 
UlI273 lLil* qJZ FORI<ATI' NIIlV2,NELTY2'NELTYp=',312J(tl~JJ "OtJZ51 
cu273 lul o C PRINT b67 000257 
C0273 lu2~ Cb61 FOR~ATI' LOOKOUT HERE (OMES THE-1oV~~A~~R~A~Y_'~' _____________________________________ ~L~O~0~2~5~1 ________________________ ___ 
HA I r. 
liOnS lI.iH 
U{J3Qu H ..... 
1.J0300 1\:;5. 
C0302 l u b· 
LpJ02 luh 
1J0302 IuS. 
L[)JOL 11.J'i. 
LIlJ03 BU. 
';0';0 .. 111. 
U0301 112. 
1J0307 11J· 
L0307 11"· l.031u J J 5· 
u0312 116. 
uQ313 Ip. 
L0315 118. 
uOJZIJ 119· 
uOJ22 12..1. 
UU j23 121* 
lI032 .. la. 
LJO.527 1.23! 
loG327 lL" • 
IJQ3Z7 12Se. 
uO 3Ju l'be. 
1,03p 1£7" 
~ LO.>3.3 1"8,, 
~ .------'-.0 3 3 ;, 1<:9* 
~ LU34L 13u .. 
-
U03'!, 131. 
I L0342 loS.2. w 
t\J 40 3'13 1 q* 
L03'!'! 1 .511 * 
UCS":> 135. 
iJtJJ'Ib 136 .. 
---.l,UJ.J 5 1 13h 
00351 Uti-
LO 351 13 7-LO 35, l"U* 
La35'1 1 .. 1" 
lJ0355 1"2. 
li0357 143. 
LP36': 1 ..... 
liD]" .. 145. 
L036S l .. b* 
.---1.uJ66 1 .. 1* 
OU367 l .. S· 
\10367 111901< 
L03b7 15U" 
LP36' ISh 
li0367 1:>201< 
UU36I ISle. 
GO.567 IS'!. 
! 0 \7u ISS. 
LJ(' 372 156 .. 
yUH' 1519 
UOH .5 158. 
wu37S 1:.9 .. 
00 623 l2=l,NIPYZ 
623 IOVIL2+NIDVTOI=IOV2(lZI 
C623 PRINT ....... IlIYILZ+NIOVIO' 
624 NIOVTO-NIOVTO+NIOV2 
C PRINT 555' NIOyTO 
C HIK£=O 
C IfIHIKl.EQ.OIGO TO 2000 
NUH7=NUMI71 
IflhUM7.NE.UI PRINT 25 
25 fOWHATI' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' 
1.{· .',' • OESAP OUAD ELEMENT INASTRAN OOHEH",I, 
2' .',' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '" 
IflNUH7.~E.0'CAlL ~OHENI(Q~fAC.NELTy3.1Pv3.Nlpy31 
NElTYP=NElTYP+NELTY3 
IflNUMI EO.n' GO TO 6Z6 
UO 625 l3=1,~IliV.5 
~25 IPVIl3+NIDyTOI=IPV3(l31 
626 NID~TO=NI0vTO+NIOv3 
NUMS=NUHISI 
Ifl~UMd.NE.OI PRINT 30 
3U fORHATI' ••••••••••••••••• 01< ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I," •• ,. • DESAP SHEAR ELEMENT (NASTRAN SHEA~I'", 
Z' .',' *0000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·'1 
IflNUM6.NE.OICALL SHEAR ICONFAC,NEL~Y4,IOV4,NIOV4' 
"'ELTYP=N~LIYP+NEI TYIt 
IfiNUMB.~O.UI GO TO b27 
UO 6,8 L~=I,NIPVq 
b29 IDVIL~+NIDVTO'=IUV .. (L'II 
bl7 NIDvlo=NIDVTO+NJUV4 
C20CO CONTINUE 
NUM9=NUMI9' 
NUMl(:=rWMI101 
NCTQT=NUM9+~UM10 
IfiNCTOT.NE.ul P~IhT 35 
35 FORMATI' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I," .',. • OESAP O~ ELEMENTS INASTRAN ~UA02 t TRIA,I·,1. 
Z' .', ••••••••••••••••• 01< •••• 01< ••••••• 00 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. 
'fl~CTOT.NE.U'LALL OTICONfAC,NELTY5,IDV5.NIVvSI 
NELIYP=NELTYP+NELTYS 
IFINLTOT.E~.LI GO TO 629 
UO 630 LS=1,NlPV5 
63~ ID~IL5+NIDVTO'=10V51L51 
(,29 CObI (NilE 
2CJOU CONTINUE 
NIPVTO=NlPVTO+NlPV5 
CALL CJ'flNIDVTO,IDv,NUMD~' 
C PRINT 111 
Cll1 fORHATI' IOV ARRAY AND NUMOV IN MAIN AfTER pETURN fROM Dlf" 
( PRINT IlL, IlPVII',I=I.NlpyTOI . 
CIIZ fORMATI2X,13. 
C PRINT 113, NUHOV 
C113 fOR~ATI' NUMliV =',131 
PRINT 40 
4U FORMATI',,' lNu OF [LEM[NT PROCESSING-- sET OTHER CONTROL VJkIABLE 
1;. , , I 
"RIll 16,7 r,OI 
700 FO~MkT I'OX.·51RuCTUWAl LOAD MULT~~E~R~S_·~/J'~r~Xw'~·~E~N~Tul~W~N~O~.-YOLF~L~O~A~O~ ____________ ~~~~ ________________________ __ 
On375 
LOHb 
u0401 
00404 
[,01107 
Lli41.l 
LU415 
LOIIZiJ 
!J04ZU 
HAIIt OATl G7.3080 
IbU* lCONOIIIONS'1 GOU l173 
Ibl. READ IS,7INLOAU U00473 
IbZ. Uo 750 Ll=l,NLOAO 000501 
1b3. 00 750 LZ=1,4 000510 
Ibll* 750 STRIL1,L,I=0. 000S10 
1b5. 00 751 Ll=I,NLOAO uOOSZO 
Ibb* wRITE Ib,7011Ll 000523 
1b7* 701 FORHAT 12X,'FOR LOAO CONDITION',I4,' ENTER STRUCTURAL LOAD HULTIPL 000531 
Ib8* IIERS FOR ELEMENT LOAOS A,B,C~D,IN THAT ORDER. DEFAULT TO ALL ZEROS 0005.31 
('0 11 20 Ib9* Z'I 000531 
PAGE 5 
_____ ~OIl21 17U* REAO 15,71 OUHMI1I 00U531 LO~4~2~~~--~1~7~1~*~--------~I~F~10~U-H~HLLll~I.~E~w~.~0~,LG~O--T~0--7-S-1----------------------------------------------------~O~0~0~5~3~7~------------------------
LOIIZ6 172* REAOI5,71 IDUHHIL21,LZ=2,41 0005111 
U0431 173. UO 752 Ll=I,11 U00556 
!J01l34 1711* 752 $TRILl,LZI=DUHHIL21 G00556 
lioll36 175* 751 CONTINUE 0005b3 
U0436 17b* C PRINT 115 0005b3 
(,04.36 177* Cl15 FORMATI' IN HAIN--STR ARRAY'I 00056.3 
L0411y 178* WRITlIIZ,7591 UOG56.3 
U04112 179* 759 fORHATI' COHM STRUCTURAL LOAD MULTIPLIERS FROM MAIN') li00573 
____ ~L~O~II~II~3 ____ ~1~8~U~* ______ ~~~0~0~7~5~5--L~l==~l~'~N~L~QA'~P ____________________________________________________________ ~0~0~C~5~7~.3 __________________________ • 
L0446 181* 755 ~RITE 11l,70lIISTRILl,LZI,L2=1,41 C0057.3 
____ ."-[j-"'0~4~4""-b ____ ~I-"'a-"-2-'-* ____ ~C..:..7"'_5"'_5 __ ..IL!.wR ITE 1 &, 70l II S TR I L1. L21 .U=l.11 I G00573 
L0455 183* TUZ FORMAT 14FIC • .31 000607 
001155 __ ~1~o~4~*~ __ ~C~*~*~~B~U~C~h~I~I~NuG~C~OuNuI~RuQ~L~C~l~R~P~~ ____________________________________________________ ~y~0~0~6~0~7 ________________________ __ 
~U~S6 IbS* IFILbUCK'EO.GI GO TO 850 UOO&07 
~ . __ -k~~O~4~b~U ____ il~b~bx* ______ ~ __ -AW~RiI~T~E~l~b~,~1~0~3~1 ________________________________________________________________ ~U~O~U~6~lLl ________________________ _ Q ~Oq6, 181* 703 FORMAT (10X,'SUChLING CO~TROL CARO'I LOU616 
~. __ ~[~,Q~q~bo,3~ __ ~I~b~8~*~ ________ ~~~R~I~T~E~lu&u,~7uP~4~1~ ______________________________________________________________ ~L~0~il~6ul~6~ ______________________ _ 
I uOqb5 189* 104 FORMAT 12x,'ENTER COEFFT. DEfAULT=I,'1 00062.3 
~ ____ ~L~0~q~b~b ____ il~9~Ox* __________ -AH~U~C~K,2~lilLI~=LlL' __________________________________________________________________ ~owowOwb~2~3~ ______________________ __ 
UOq67 1~1* READ 15,7) OUM 0006Z5 
L047i !~2* IF IDU".NE.OIBUC~ZI11:0UH OOQ633 
v0474 19.3* wRITE 16'7051 000637 
~0416 194. 7U5 FORMAT I,X,'HOuEI~ HAS BEEN SET TO 0'/1 000644 
C0477 195* BUChl111=0 U0064Q 
u0500 190* WRITE 16,706! 000645 
COSO, 197* 706 FORMAT 12X,'lNTER ~MODE • DEFAULT=I'1 Cioab52 
CU5al \9a* BUChlIZI=l QO~6SZ 
li050~ 199* READ IS'7'OUM COU6SQ 
yOS07 2uJ* IF IUUM.NE.OIBUCK1IZI=PUM ~00662 
~OSll lCl. .RITE 16,7Gl) ~0067J 
InSl~ Z~Z* 707 fORMAT IlX.'EUlER lUDE} AND NYEC.IU THA} ORDER'! U00700 
U0514 2C.3* READ 15,71 BUChI131,bUCKlI41 000700 
COS2Q ZU4* WRITE 16,706) LOD7D1 
~05l1 lU5* 7U8 [ORMAT (lX,'ENTER ALpA') U007111 
____ ~u~O~5~2~j----l~u~b~*----------~R~E~A~O~~15~.11 bUCh2121 LOulll1 
LOS26 2u7* "RITl 1~,7C91 G0072Z 
(,(]53U 2.ja* 7;19 FORMAT !.2X.'lNIEk QMEGA UEFAuLT = o.a'l 000727 
00531 lu9* tlUCK2131=.8 U00727 
0053, 210* REAli I:) ,71 PUM 000731 
UC535 lll$ IF ICUM.NE.OI bUCK21.3!=OUM !JOG737 
L05H 21l* "RITE 16.1ll!! UOU743 
COSql ill. 710 FORMAT I~X,'lNl£k SHIFT, OlFAULT=Jo'l UOU750 
LOSq,i 2140 HAD 15.11 puC1I214! liP075C 
U0542 2150 C PRI~T 116 uOL750 
____ C~r~J~5~4~' ____ 2~lb~o ____ ~C~1~1=6 FORMATI' IN HAIN--BUCh2~~~1 ARRAY.e·~U~C~K~7~A~K~R~A~Y_'~I __________________________ ~L~O~~~7~S~O~ ______________________ __ 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
I 
~ 
*" 
MAIr. DATE L7308n 
UO;'!t:. 217· 
lJO~1I7 218· 
lJ055J 219. 
LJ05Su 2 .. 0. 
l;05S~ 221. 
DOSSb 2<':2· 
GOSSe, 2Z.H 
vO:,S7 2211. 
LOS61 2';5. 
LOS6.1 226. 
------'.i.056,S 2,7. 
LO~6b 228 ... 
u0512 .2.2H 
vOS73 230. 
(,0 &Z>I Z,H· 
lJ0577 2.12. 
LObOZ Z,l.\¥ 
<.;Ob07 2.1". 
(J[]ta07 2.$;~ 
eCb1U 2.10· 
713 
C 
711 
85 0 
C .eo 
925 
9Ql 
C eo. 
, .. 
wRIT£!12,7131 
fORMATI' COMI1 BUCKLING CONT~OL fROK HAIN" 
..Rl Tl 114,711 'aU; 1(2( 11, IbUCI( 11 I 1,1=1,'1 I, IBUCK21 1 1.1=2,'1 I 
.RITl 1&,71116UCK211,,16UCK11I',I=I,4I,IBUCI<211I,I=2,'I1 
fOR~AT ,f10,3,!tIS,3fl0.31 
CONTI~UE 
!;ODAL LOAD DATA 
Ifl~UI113I,EQ,OI GO TO 950 
REWIND 11 
N[ND=N~TARTI31-1 
DO 9ZS Kl=l.NlNO 
REAOlll,llDUI1 
fORMAT III 
REAOl11,9aZI RIIK?,II,IR2IK2,K31.KJ=l,31 
fORMAT 11bX,lB'IbX,3fa,JI 
SET ALL LOAD CONDITION NUHBERS=l. THIS HAY El MODlfIlO BY HAVING THE U~ER 
fNIf" THE lOAD CONDITION fOR EACH NODAL lOAD CARP 
DO 935 K'+=l,L1H 
lJOb13 2J1* __ ~~~____ ~~______ 29~l~5 __ ~RIIK4.21=1 
lJUb13 23B¥ 
, 061 j Z39" 
LOb15 2 .. 0 .. 
LCb," Z .. I. 
LfH:23 242· 
.~.'-L 243eo 
LC62b 244~ 
LJOQ6 245", 
("(;b27 240. 
lJOb31 Z .. 7. 
uU/;3<+ 24deo 
~J035 149. 
':0e,35 25;:;. 
i..U~~iJ Z51f 
.. C6S! 02:'2" 
LQoS3 253 .. 
1..0bS.I o2S4~ 
LObS .. 225" 
uPbSb 2;,6¥ 
LllbS7 251. 
uubS7 258 .. 
U0657 Z59 eo 
1..0662 2bu eo 
• Ob6 a Zbl¥ 
LG67~ 21>2. 
"Ub7, 263. 
l.r.07Z 2e,1I .. 
LUb7, 2b5. 
liOb73 21>b· 
c .. eo SET ALL CO~ClNTRATED 
C f. THE USlR E~TER THESE 
00 936 KS=I,LlH 
liD 93b Kb=!t.b 
93& ~2Ik5,Kbl=O, 
NODAL MOMENTS ~O lERO. THI~ HAY BE MoDIfIED By HAVING 
VALUES fOR EACH NOPAL 10,0 C&RO 
CALL ELDhDILIM,Rl,RZ,Z,bl 
C f'RIt.T 117 
C11Z fORHATI' IN MAIN--Rl AND H2 ARRAY'I 
IlRlTU12,9131 
uo 9!tO K7=l.LIM 
913 FOR~ATI' COMH N0DAL LOAD DATA fROM MAIN'I 
9'+0 
e9110 
9iJ3 
950 
9U!t 
..RITL 112,9031 IRIIKZ,K8I,KB:I,2I,IH2IKZ,KBI,K8-1.61 
.RITE 16,9031 IRIIK7,K8I,Ka=I,2I,IR2IK7,KBI,K8=l,6) 
fORHAT II9,I3,6E12.sl 
.. RITl 1l~,901l1 
fORMATI' 'I 
C .. eo DESIuN VARIABLE UATA 
"RITE. 16,1GOUI 
1:J~(J fOR,..AT 115 x ,'DlSIGN VARIABLE OATA'II 
LD 1(5J Kl=l,NUHUY 
C '(Kld,:!, 
C1U5~ AIKl.21=,1 
.RITl 16,lr,ullKl 
1115[, R[&o ISdl Alwl.l',AIKl,ZI 
lunl fORMAT IZX,'fOR DESIGN VA~lA~Ll Uo,',I3,' ENTER AOLO AND AHIt.,IN T' 
IHAT ORUER' I 
C PRINT 118 
e118 tDRrAT.' I~ MAIN--Kl,AND K ARRAY--AOLQ AND AMIN'I 
00 1~51 Kl=I,NUHUV 
lJUb76 ZbZ· 
u0 67 e, 2b 8eo 
____ IoLIoL~"--_~""7-'----,-"-1Uw..5"--oLl_·!!.." R,,-,-I .c.T E""-LI Ll L"-L' ,J G i .2 I Ill, 1 A 1 II 1 , K .. I , K L - 1 , Z 1 
CIU51 "RITl Ib,lLU,1 Kl,IAIKl,K2I,KZ=l,ZI 
InQ~ fOR~ATII~,~fl0,31 I.U70b 269. 
'.;0707 27J. 
(,U1L lll* t NUfIl t. 17 
Lu 711 272. hElllt.D 1.1 
liP 71.2 l73eo REAU Ill.ll HlAr,. 
000756 
U00763 
0007&3 
0007&3 
001000 
0010UU 
UOI0YO 
U01000 
001001 
001004 
LJOI0[j7 
UOI012 
001020 
001020 
L010;ZZ 
lJOI030 
LOIOsl 
(;01051 
001051 
001051 
L01051 
001051 
001051 
001057 
001057 
UOI0s7 
U010b4 
0010&11 
U0106!t 
(;01073 
001100 
001106 
[ D 11 06 
00110& 
flO 1132 
001132 
001136 
(;01136 
(101 1 36 
LOl1113 
001143 
0011113 
(J01143 
001151 
L01157 
00117'1 
L01l7" 
GOll 74 
(,01174 
U0117'1 
00117 .. 
uO 11 '" 
L01213 
u01213 
,,01215 
U01220 
COlZl3 
PAY[ 6 
DATE U13Dlln PAGE 7 
u0715 274. WRITtl13,l' hEAD 001233 
v072U 275. WRITl I13,lOU3'NUHNP,NELT YP,NLOAD,NUHOV G01243 
~072U 276. C PRINT 10U4 [,01243 
uQ7ZU 277. CIU04 FORMATI' NUHNP--NELTYP--NLO.U--NUHDV NEXT PRINT" U01243 
LD72~ Z7a. C ~RITE C6.1003'NUHNP,NELTYP,NLOlD,NUHDV (J01243 
CD72b 279. 1005 REAOIIZ,l,ENO:Z, HEAD 001255 
U0731 2&0. IFIHEADI1,.E~,OUHH'GO TO 1005 U01265 
00733 281. ~Rlll113,l' HEAD 001270 
0073b ZbZ. GO TO 1005 001300 
00737 2b3. 1003 fORHAT 14151 (;01302 
OD13Q2 
001305 
____ LO~1~4~~~---~2~8~4~.~----~2~--~S~T~0~P~----------------------------------______________________________________ ~~~L-______________________ __ 
~D741 285. END 
U~LJ FOI( 
oIHOG.P hAHE 
aPRT.S hAHE 
FURPUI( 2SRIHl E36 S74Tli 07/30/8u 09:45:45 
NOuPT DATE G73080 PA('E 1 
wFOR,S NOlJPT,NOOPT 
HSA E3 -07/30/8J-U9:45:46 {Z7,' 
SUBROUTINE NoupT ENTRY POINT u004S7 
STO~AbE USED: COOE{l' OOG47l: DATA{~' 015130: BLANK COHHON{Z' DoraDo 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
':'Ou3 ~ACH 
EXTUiNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
CUOIf NREI.S 
uuJ~ w"OUS 
u .. h,b NIOH 
uuJ7 NIOi' 
vU 1f) NIOJS 
I..iUll N ... DuS 
",Ul, NlRRH 
X X 
5 To"A,,[ A:,SIGNHUlT {BLOCK, TYP[, RllATIVE LOCATION, NAME' 
>< ... J,,1 JLOI.!l 7 11bG COUI [iuOu25 123G (JPCI 1 000031 127G uOOl f1LJOOS1 137G UOOI OCiOUS3 Ilf2G 
-
uU[)! u':'U1..7~ lS5G ;;UU1 CL0102 17531 "Otl UOOIJ1t 177G 0001 PuO£23 1853l UOOI OPO 11'7 207G 1 ----, 
'-' ... Uul Ou0151f 213G CU")1 0(;U171 223G J(!Ol (JOO 1 7If 226& on('1 000216 2lflG (JOul OL02lfU 256G 
'. ;'0,,1 uu[;41f2 261G GQUI Oug2SIf 267G OOCI 000312 311fe; [JOyl OOg331 32lfG ponl O(J031f3 B5G 
.. QJl [1 ... 0351 31f OG l'Oul lJu0353 3113& OOCil 000365 351G OnOI 0001110 367G ~OUI OGOll15 373(; 
... \.lul (; ... 0'+21 J77G I lluO 01SU62 SF uOU 1 OUUJ7G blL aOjj J CU0360 b2L £,000 015051 10Uf 
uuCU 015u55 701F COuO U15u5b 702F uOClI UOUUSI 151l 0001 OUOI0S 7S2L UOOI UOOI01 153l 
uU ~ 1 GllC II;, h5l L.O,,1 0':;0200 &Sll JOul ooo22E> 852L COul OU0230 8S3l UOul 0002314 86 .. l 
uul.'l UU(1;':65 dall caul DuOZlf7 8a2l u!;'oo 015073 9ClF OOuO C1SU6II 903f UOUO 01S(J61 91UF 
"Uul U ... OZ73 -iSOl (CUI U",OllO' 959l upoo I OOOJOO (ROo OOUO R 015U01 PUI1 DPOO I 015030 I 
~U,:U 1 U 15(.31 II LOuD U15l1u INJPi ul'ur) I 01SU32 J OOUO I 01503b JJ &Jolla I £115033 JK 
UUUJ 1 U15uZ7 ~ ride Q 151.111 1 liN !.!O(lO I 015U35 L LiOOO I 0150115 L1 OOLO I 015ull 1 L,2 
;'UlJU 1 01SuSu L3 Lf)uQ I U15Ullb LII "OuO I U150lfiJ M 0000 I 015031 111 UOLO I 0150 .. 11 NCi<Op 
uUuu I 0151 .... 3 NENO L..ULlO I OlS,",B ~E rjoJ (joue I 00552" NOoPIl OOOJ I QOOOZ2 ,.SURT uOOJ I 000000 NUM 
uU ... IJ 1 U151,;;2:, NUMNP Luu[J 1 U15u2b NUHIf "OUO I UOU310 !oHARl UOr-O R 011610 SHAR2 (JOUO I 013"111 SPCl 
IU,jn El .:I1SLI"' I LUJO I 01lf712 V 
... UlUl 1« 5Ull~ OU T II,E NOOPT OOOOOU 
LOIO.:. 2~ COHMUN/BACH/~UHC18I,NSTARTClbl 1100000 
UUIU3 30 C 
.'" CHANGE. GIiOUP, NO. OF DESAP BAR ElS.CNASTRAN RODI UOOOUO LJCIUIj If'" !NHG[f, (ROO(l"O'z) [;OUOOP 
llU101f S· \. • 01< CHAI,(Jl GkOUP, NO • (jF NODAL POINTS lOUOOCl 
u01O~ 6. INTl&ER 5HARlC30(J."" eooouo 
uOlUb 7· uIM[NSION ~OUPT1(3ur,7)'SHAR~C300.J' !JOOOUU 
uUIOb 80 C . '" CHANGE, GROUP, NO • Or SPCl LAHDS CDUPOD 
!JII 1 U '/ 9. INJ[G[R SPCll5uolSl lJOO(100 
uIJIu7 1.1. C . '" ••••••••• "'.01< •••• 01< •••••••••• "'."'.01<"'01<."'01< •• "'.01< •••••• "' ••••••• UOOOllU 
NuUPl PATE UBOSP PAGE z 
LOII0 110 INTEGER VII' OOpOOU 
LOlli lZ. UIMEN~ION OUMIZO, UOOOOO 
00112 13. RE~INO 11 UOOOOO 
u0113 14. NUHN~=NUHIl' 000002 
C011~ 15. NUH4=NUMI4' 0000U5 
L011 4 10* C.. CREAlE~ NODAL POINT DATA 000005 
~0114 170 C •• wHEN NUMI4'=U INO ~PCl cARoS).REAOS GRID CARDS FROM FII E 11.$TOR£S IN 00p005 
LQl1~ IS. C.. ARRAYS SHARI AND SHARZ ANO WHITES NODAL PT. DATA CARDS ON FILE 12 000005 
V0114 19* c.. ~HA81 CONTAINS NUDE NO. AND NASTRAN CONSTRAINT$ UOOP05 
u0114 ~U. C.. SHAR2 CONTAINS CORRESPONDING COORDINATES ISAME ROW NO.) 000005 
uOl1e, .21* 00 1&0 K=l.NU,.Np 000007 
LU1i0 2Z* HEAD 111,700) SHA R1IK,11,ISHAR2IK,I"I=1,31,ISHAR1IK,I',I=2,91 000011 
LOIZu 23* L PRINT 70G, SHAR1IK,11,ISHlR2tK'II'1=1,31,I$HARIIK,ll,I=2,91 000017 
LOl33 24* 1&0 NOOFT1IK,11=SHARIIK,11 00U034 
U0135 250 laO FORMATISX.I8,SX,3f8.4.8X,811) 000053 
V0135 2&* C *. NoDE pT. NO. IS NOw NODPTlIK,l, 000053 
(O!3~ 27* C •• NOUPTI CONTAINS OESAp NODE NO. ANO 6 HOTION CODE$ 0000e,3 
L0135 28. C.. INITIALIZE DESAP CONSTRAINT CODES TO lERO 00UOS3 
UOllb 29. UO 165 K=l.NUMNP 000053 
uQ141 JJ. UO 1&6 I = Z,1 U00053 
00144 ~l* 166 NOOPTltH.II-G 000053 
U0144 JZ* C •• II CoUNTS THE 8 COLUMNS OF SHARI IK,2 TO 91 000053 
uc14& 33* 11=1 000054 
U&147 34. 751 11=11+1 QQ0051 
~015j 35. If III.GI.9!GO TO 765 LOOP61 
X ~015~ l&* C *0 CHECK IF COLUMN IS BLANK 000061 a ____ ~y~O~1£5~2 ____ ~3~7=0 __________ ~lLF~I~S~H~A~R~lil~Mi'AIAIL!~.~E~~i.~OL!~G~O-iI~Q-L7~5~1 ________________________________________________ P~0~O~O~b~~ ________________________ _ 
~ ~0152 38* C •• J IS THE NASTRAN RE;TRAINT COOE. J=l HEANS UX=O .J=6 MEANS OX=O 000064 
I LOl54 39* PO 75l J=I.6 VOPOIS 
~ C0157 40$ IftSHAAIIK,III.EQ.JI GO lO 1153 000015 
LOibl 410 ~O TO 752 U00100 
uQl&2 42* 1753 JK=J ~00102 
~0163 43. GO TO 753 000103 
u01&~ 4q. ISZ CONTINUE 000101 
____ ~U~01~b~b ____ ~4~5~. ______ ~1~5~3 __ ~N~0~PLP~T~lil~M~.~JnK~+~l~!_-~l ______________________________________________________________ ~00~0~1~0~7 ________________________ _ 
~Ol&7 40 0 GO TO 751 000113 
Lel1.! .. It 765 CONTINUE p00121 
uOl1u 480 C PRINT 18LO U00121 
~QIIU 49. C180Q FORMATI1X.·~OPPTl JUST BEfORE SPCl CARPS~! C00121 
L011u ~U* C 00 18Ul k=I,NUMNP C00121 
lIalI!! 51* ClaDI pRINT 9IO,(Nl!OpTlIK.IhI-I,7) 000121 
COIIU 520 C.. IF THERE ARE SPC1 CAAO~,MOUIFY NOOPTI ARRAy 000121 
L017L 530 If IbUMI4!.E~.0!uQ TO 950 UP0121 
L0112 54* C o. READ SPCI CARDS FIELDS 2 THROUGH 9 ANO STORE IN SPC1 000121 
LOl72 55. C *. SPC11K,2! THijOUGH SPC1IK.91 CONTAIN CONSTRAIhT COO[$ THROU&H 6 000121 
L0174 5bO REWINU 11 UOOll3 
COlle, ~7* hfN03 = N$IART 141-1 onOlZb 
LU170 580 UO 770 L=l,N[NOl L00131 
LOlOl 59* 770 REAQ1l1.70I)UUH 400134 
LOlOS bu. 101 FORHAT I~OA4! U00147 
UQ~Ob b1. VO 171 L=1.NUM4 LOy141 
U0211 bZO 171 AEAO 111,7e2! ISPCIIL,J',J=l,IS' UOL141 
LOllu bl* 702 fORMAIIBX.ld.811.6IB! U00163 
uQ 22 1 bq· REwINO II U00163 
u0221 65* c.. IR.~~flR CQN~IKAINI cgUES fRUM SPCl ARRAY To NODPll ARRAy YQUlb] 
LU~Zl Lb. C.. v IS SJO~AGE V~CIOR u00163 
C0221 b7. C.. K INLExE~ SPC! RuWISPCl CAwO) 00U163 
>< 
>< 
>< 
.-; 
I 
W 
CJ) 
N\JUPT 
llO~22 bS. 
uO <:2 ~ e>9. 
0023U 7u· 
(,023.2 71'" 
00233 72 '" 
(;023~ 73'" 
LOV4 '4. 
1:023b 75· 
L023e> 7b. 
l.;OZ"u 77. 
__ LO,,"3 78. 
liUZII:, 79* 
LDZIle> bJ* 
(;02117 610 
llOZ5u sz· 
uL.2S, 1:130 
,,0.:53 1:111. 
OOZ!>.5 bS. 
liU.254 6b· 
(;OZ5~ 87· 
1,,025'+ "So 
LO,5" tj9* 
UO 8bS K=l,NUHII 
UO 8bO L=1,7 
8bO V 111=0 
Il=l 
851 ll=Il.l 
If III.GT.91 GO TO 8bll t.. CHLCh IF COLUMN IS BLANK 
If ISPClIK,II' .EO.OIGO TO 851 
l.'" ~ IS THE NASTRAN RESTRAINT COOE.ETC •• 
UO 85.2 ~=l,b 
IfISPCltK,III.EO.JIGO TO 1853 
(,0 TO 05.2 
1053 ~J=J 
('0 Te; j,53 
852 CONTINUE 
853 VIJJ.lI=l 
(,0 10 851 
C "'. KTH SPC1 IS 001';E. V CONTAINS 6 OESAP CONSTRAINT CODES fOR THAT K 
8bll COrn INIIE 
C.'" PLACE NE~ CONSTRAIhT CODES IN NOOPTI 
C PRINT 908. k.tvIII.I=l,7! 
L~JS FORMATI1X,'V FOR SPC1',13/5X,7I51 
DAlE L73080 PAGE , 
11 0017 " 1I0U1 ]Ij 
OOOU" 
tlOO175 
OOOZOO 
G00202 
000202 
000205 
000205 
000216 
uOL216 
U00221 
U00223 
U002211 
000230 
000230 
U00232 
000232 
000239 
00U2311 
00023/j 
00023" 
1:11<:55 y,n _--'''-'-'-' ........ ''--__ .L!J.-''--_____ ...Jo....,o B B!l M 1 = 1 0 , 1 <, L.002 JII 
(,U":oiJ 91* 
liU4:(d 92. 
L026~ <;3* 
liO":6~ 911 .. 
liO.26~ 95* 
~266 90" 
LO .211 970 
LOZ7 3 98. 
Ltl273 '79 .. 
LOnJ 1. ,1* 
LQZ73 lul o 
LU273 lLZ· 
('GZ75 1u.3. 
L027b lull'" 
.,03Ju 1u5 • 
L03Qu lLb. 
LO 3u ": 1 ... 7* 
wU30~ lu8· 
L03G~ lU9. 
DO E81 H=l,NUMhP 
If IhODPIlIM,ll,EO, SPC1 IK.M111 GO TO 8S' 
GO TO 8S1 
C •• hODAL pI. bO. IN NOPPTI IH$11 IS REfERENCEU ON SPC1 CARD INPEXEP BY K 
C.. PLACE hE~ COhSTRAINTS ON THIS NODAL PT. 
882 DO 8e3 L=2,7 
IfIVILI.NE.O.1 NOOPTl IM,LI=VILI 
883 CONTINUE 
C.. THE HTH NODPl1 CARD IS NO~ COMPLETE 
C PRINT 9U9,M 
C9U9 FORMATI1x,'NODPTl CARD',I3/, 
C PRINT 91U,I&OPRTIIH,LI.L=l,71 
910 fORMATI71S1 
681 COhTlNUE 
680 CONTINUE 
C.. ALL hOUPTl CARDS ARE NOW COMPLETE 
865 LONTINUE 
9:''' CONTINuE 
KN=Q 
00U242 
(,00292 
0002"5 
[j0029S 
lI00245 
UOO2117 
(J0025" 
000273 
000273 
000273 
000273 
(JOOZ7J 
(JOD273 
000273 
1,,00273 
COUZ13 
llOU273 
LOOZ73 
C00273 
LQ30h 11U· COO'73 ____ ~~~ __ ~~~ __________ ~I~=O----------------__________________________________________________________ ~au~~ ______________________ __ 
U030!; 111· 
UOOb 11.2. 
\..0306 lll .. 
~[13[J1 1140 
LU31u 115. 
Le31, 11b· 
LO 313 117· 
Ltd 1 0 1180 
LU322 119. 
_--L..O)23 1,U* 
LUJZo 1il. 
('0333 122 0 
LIJ.l34 1£3· 
l..(l3.17 124 .. 
C.. HOUIFY HOT ION loGES IF THERE A~E ANY NASTRAN ROUS ilO0273 
00U273 C "'. bRlhe. CROOS FROM FILE 10 A~D-LE1-~b~_~L. ______________ ~~~~ ____________ _ 
t •• FIND CU~nESPvNUIhG NODE PT NU'S IN NOUPIl AhO ENfORCE lERO hOTATIONS 
1((.11';0 11 
IF INUMISI,E~. U,GO TO 959 
bEND=N~TAQII?I-l 
UO !>L L=l,"E.hO 
511 ,,[AD Il1,7UlIUUH 
hCRlo=rWM 151 
llOG273 
[j002711 
00U277 
(JOOlQl 
L(103Gb 
LOCH2 
lIOD322 
DO 51 L=l,NC~R~O~U~ _________________ . ________________ ~UL~L-____________ _ UOU32 11 
Sl f(EAG 111,51 CROOIL,11,CRODIL,21 
5 fOwHAT li4X,~lbl 
00 L0 L1=1,NLROD 
UO f4 L4=1,2 
lIOll331 
LOCl'43 
U00343 
t:Oll353 
"'OLJPT 
('OJ42 1,5. 
(;OJ'I5 1.2&* 
LOJ41 1ZH 
L03S0 1Za* 6Z 
(,0353 1Z9* 63 
L0355 130* 61 
L0357 13h 64 
LO 361 132* 60 
1..0361 13H C 
(;0 361 134* CZOO 
U03&1 135* C •• 
LU363 13&* 
(,(13 6 '2 1.3 7* 903 
L0366 l.Id * 959 
u0371 139* 960 
(J0311 14J* l:961J 
['O'+Op 141* 9j11 
(JOII07 14Z* 
i.,OllliJ 14). 
["'Ii FOR 
.. HDG,P uRPER 
~ 
~ 
~ 
....... 
I 
W 
c.o 
00 61 l2=1 ,"'UMNP 
IFI",OQPT1IlZ,1,.EO.CROO Il1,l4', GO TO 62 
uO TO &1 
UO 63 L3=S,7 
NOUp T 1 I L2. U, = 1 
CO",Ti"'UE 
CONTINuE 
CO"'TINUE 
PRI"'1 Zoo 
FORMATI' FI"'AL OUTPUT OF NOOPT.·I 
COHBINLS NOOPTl AND SHAR2 TO fORH OESAP NODAL pT. DATA 
IoRIT£'(12,91)31 
FORHATI' COHM NODAL pOlkT PAIA FROM NOOpT') 
DO 9bO K=l,NUHNP 
wRITl 112,901'INOOPTlIK.II.I=1.7,.ISHAR2IK,I"I=1.3,.KN.I 
PRI"'T 901,INOOPTIIK,II,I=1,7"ISHARZIK,I',I=1,3"KN,T 
FORMAl 1715.3FlO.3.IS.F1U.3! 
RETURN 
[NI! 
DAlE. 073080 
pOp35J 
L00353 
CiOU3S6 
(,003&0 
U00365 
[l0037S 
000375 
000375 
00P375 
000375 
00P375 
lID0375 
OOOIlOJ 
COOIIU3 
[lOOlllO 
000 11 10 
000436 
000436 
Uggl171 
PAuE II 
.FuR,S uRUl~,OROER 
hSA E3 -07/JC/80-09:Q5:50 129,1 
SUtlRouTlNE. ORUER lNlhY POINT VOC552 
STORAtiE USEU: COOEI1I 0005b1: OATAIOI 000570; BLANM COHHONIZI 000000 
COHHON BLOCKS: 
VU~3 HACH L00044 
~OU4 HOZART UOUl34 
E~TlRNAL REFERE~CES IBLOCK, NAHEI 
"Din '"be 
GUr.;7 COUhT 
uU1lJ SIGHA 
"U11 11..1 
LJU12 NfoiOU\ 
u013 NIO.3S 
"g14 NI0,1 
uvl:' thOU! 
"Jib NI-R IS 
,,017 rHiE "S 
uU':U tJ .. E F 1 
uJ~l tUOH 
';U.;2 NE.RRH 
SIOHAbE ASSluNHEhT IBlOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE lOCATION, NAHEI 
JOu1 OuOuU, 117G GaUl CJOOb" 150G GOol 000(;75 157G OOGI rOO1 41 
I.J'.J It O ... C23~ 29UG GOyl QO/UVO 25&1> WiI"l u00327 2BG oeOl (JljOJJ& 
uJ", 1 uu(;4Cu ,)2 7G ,,(Jul Q('0417 390G .. 1)01 00U440 31176 0001 OUOlJbO 
l.ul.J1.. U(.O~(JO 'l(,UF GOUO 0('0:'01 ,,02F Gl)lJO 000503 'IPSE GOUI odo002 
u3Jl uu01l~ 5e2l LoO':;l 01..0111 SC'3L GOOI 00Ulb2 507L 0001 0002b2 
uO:"l 0,0017 bL lIO",O 01,10517 b(!"F OOUI 000 5 25 bSSL uDal 00051" 
"UC.U 0 .. 0505 74YF LhJO ;),,0515 750F UOGO R DUOOOO A CoDe: R nuO~211 
11m I [J ~ ouau 7j:: IjRlJHAX lIUyD I CUQlJblJ I .. 0110 LjOIJltSS 101 DOLO I 00U1I5& 
iJUClU I Jl"O II 75 J :'0",0 I OI.l(;453 K LOOO I DDUIJ7b KHOAO iJOUO I l'JuOll77 
LJU",~ I !J",OUOlJ KVCHIO LOu~ I 
..uwlUZ!4 KVC.PHl YDWLLJ)001J70 L UOJJO I CIIOIJ]3 
",Uu ll uulJlJU", HA III l:U~" R ulJOu21J HAT12 yOG5 I 00017C HAX'"'IO 0005 I 1'00171 
uJuU :.!uOllb" r.END yU"U 1 OuU4b7 ~[ND17 uOUO 1 OaOlJbS NPCARO. _o000 I OUOll57 
uU:.J3 OLGUl<: r.START Llr",3 I :J"OurJU NUH lI(;u'l 1 liOU172 NUHHID 'WOO I rJUOIISIJ 
wOUl! 1!J!I'lb3 NUHRE LUuU 1 Qy 04by NUHR[C yCQl1 I oOlllJll bllN18 ueup I "UOll2b 
l..UIJU R J",Ullb x,",AT12 
\,0101 1... )!!tlfjUIJlI~E ObPlR 
u01U,) l* COHMON/BACIIII,UM, lP I ,NSTAk T, 1tsl/HUZART IHAI 111201 ,HAT 121 20, 101 /HAtWE 
_~L~0~1~0!.::!3,--__ £3~ _____ -".I-,-I.!.../.n.K..!.Ii-"C;fl.)HIO' 2c I I K vCpl u' ll'P' IHA xHIU, HA xPIU ,NUMHlu ,NUHP 10 
DATE 073Q80 
204G 
lO16 
357G 
5L 
55CJL 
&57L 
B 
102 
KH 
lL 
HAXpl0 
NRE.C 
NUHNP 
Pl..L!. _____ . 
0001 000177 
UOOl OU035 0 
0001 OOOIJ7b 
UOOl OuOOIJZ 
t!001 0003111 
OOLO QC;0523 
0000 R 000011& 
@£i D QflOSSS 
OOUO I 00011 72 
CiOCO I OOOll71J 
0000 I OOOIl!>b 
aouo 1 OODlJbl 
0005 I 000173 
1I0uO I 000"27 
1100002 
LOGOU2 
I.:OUOU2 
PAuE 1 
222G 
HUG 
37lG 
sell 
552l 
&StlE 
DUH 
INJP! 
KOUNT 
LLl 
HID 
NRlCHl 
NUHPIO 
xHATl1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
~ 
I-'-
ORU"R 
LOIU4 4. 
LOID:' S· 
[ 01U:' 6. 
L010~ 7. 
(10 114 8* 
[;U II=> 9. 
wllll!> lu. C •• 
LOllS 11. C •• 
i,oll!> lZ· C •• LOllS 13. C •• 
liOllS 14* C •• 
LOllS IS· C •• 
liQ1l2 lb. C •• 
lJOl1b 170 
LOl21 IS'" 5 
L01Z4 19. 
u012b ZU. 
u0127 21· 6 
00132 22", 
uGl.b 23. 
\,0136 Z4. 
uoU7 Z 5. SOl 
L014U 26. 5'-;0 
L0140 ,7* C 
URIIIU ,S. C Stl! 
CJIIILJ .!.9* C 
jiG) 4,J 3J· CZZ 
1..01112 31* 'IOU 
L0143 3Z. 4112 
(,01411 33. 
Gal"" 3". C .'" (,0'111 5 35. 
U014:> 3b'" C •• 
1.0146 37* 
WO 14 1 38. 
(J0152 39. 20 
GOlS" '10. 
UlllSIj '11* C •• 
vOlS;, 4Z· 
IlO15b 43* 
(,0161 44. 
('Olb" 45* 405 
uOlb!:. 4b* 
(.Ulb1 47* 
tiL.! Ih, 'IS. 5U3 
uOl71 49'" 
00172 50* 502 
C0174 51'" 
lO174 52. (; 
v0174 :,j", L 
OIHENSIOh AI20l,BI1SI,OUHIZOI,GROHAXI?Ol 
OATA NUH/lS.U/B/'GRIO','OHIT','FORC','SPC1',·CROO·,'CBAR"·CUOH', 
l·C~HE,.'CQUA'.'CTRI,,'CONH','PROO·,·PBAR','PyDH',·PSHE'.'PQUA', 
?·PTRl','HATl'/~VCMIO/20.0/~VCPID/lOO.U/HAXHIO,HAXPIDI20,1001 
REA. HAT12,XHAJ1ZIZ0,101 
INTEGE~ PIO,XHATlI12UI 
.. RITl ON FILL 10 IN THIS OROER: GRIO'OHIT,FOpC ••• HATI 
CALCULATE NO. OF EACH TYPE.E.G.,NUHI1I~NO. OF GRID CAROS,NUHllSI~NO. OF 
MA Tl CARDS 
MAXMIDIHAXPIOI IS THE MAX NO. OF DIFFERENT HIQIPIOINOS. 
THE PROGRAM (AN HANDLE. IF IT IS INCREASEO,ALSO 
INCREASE DIMENSIONS OE KYCHTOIKYCPIO' ACCORDINGLY. 
DO S('O ~=lrl8 
READ ,9,IIOO,[ND=SOII A 
IF IAI11.EO. BIKII GO TO 6 
GO TO :; 
.. RIllIIC,IIOOIA 
PRINT ,,02. A 
NUMlkl=NUMI~I+1 
110 TO ;, 
REwIND 9 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 801 
fORMAlI' NUHII, THBU NUMlltll'1I 
PRINT Z2, INUHIK,,~=1,181 
fORMATI16I41 
FORMAT 120A4 I 
FORMAIIIX,19AII) 
[NOF IU 10 
","HljrR OF NOWAL POINTS 
NUHNP=NUMIII 
CALCULATE S TARTIbG pECORD NIIHBERS IN FILE 10 
NSTARTIlI=l 
pO 2C K=Z.J6 
NSTARTI~I=NSTARTIK_lI+NUMIK-11 
Rf"P'D ltl 
CALCULATE LARGEST NODAL POINT NUHBER AND CARO ON WHICH IT OCCURS NREC •• 
101=1 
Uo 5uZ K=I,NUHNP 
READ IIIl .11,5, BIZ 
FORHAT lax,ISI 
IF lID? .GT. 1011 ~O TO 503 
GO TCI ;;[12 
WI-ID..: 
NREC=~ 
CONTINUE 
NUHREC=NSTARTI181+hUHIISI-1 
I f I hUM lib' • E. II. 11 ~:/lJ M R E C =r. S fA k TIl B I 
PRINT 23, NUHREC 
OATE U73080 PAyE 2 
UOnoo? 
["OOOUZ 
QOOQU? 
OOOOO? 
LOU002 
001J002 
[j00002 
000002 
CJQ[jQ02 
liOOOO? 
COU002 
00000? 
1100002 
LOOO02 
l',on002 
1I0001? 
000015 
000017 
pOOO26 
["00035 
COOO"O 
000042 
000046 
UOOOll6 
UOOp,,6 
00ClOll6 
11000116 
UOO04& 
00UOll6 
liOUOll6 
[iQUOIl6 
(JOOOSI 
000051 
ClOO053 
LOO062 
(j000&2 
pOOO65 
liOOO&5 
tlOUD70 
UO[i075 
[,Q0075 
UOOI03 
11011103 
OrJOI07 
r.OLII11 
Oa0112 
UOO1l6 
UOO116 
[.00116 
I.JOO116 
r 0174 !:I4. C2J ____ ~~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~=_ __ ~f~O~R~H~A~TLI~'-=NUHREC ='.1111 OQ0116 
V017:' 55* 
UQ17;2 ~f1'" C "'''' UOI77 ~7· 
1,0('[111 
"k'" UO.lOu 59* C * !II 
Utl20U bO", C *'" 
IflNREC .EO. ~uMNPI GO TO 55u LOUla 
UnlilZ2 PLACE RECORU wITH L~HGEST NOUAL POINT NUHBEP-LAS~O~N~F~luL~E~lLIL-________________ ~ L~~ ______________________ __ 
1l["INU le. 
IrINbEC.fC.11 &0 To 507 
READ FROH In ALL RE.CORDS BEFORl THE ONE WITH LARGEST NOUAL PT. NO. AND 
WR lIE THEM toh 11 
UOO125 
1.00130 
uOU13e 
U!JU130 
X 
X 
X 
..... 
I 
.... 
~ 
OIiOt.R 
LO,Oi 61* 
I.IC L t)3 6Z. 
LUZ06 03. 
1,;0<:11 6 ... 
(,0211 65· 
l.;0.<11 06· 
LOdS 67. 
LlO,lS 6S* 
U012u 69. 
0022 1 70* 
___ Dun'+ 11· 
UI.),17 72 .. 
LlUn7 73" 
",0227 7 .. * 
LO;:33 7S .. 
liOd3 76. 
CUZJj 77. 
(J023.3 7a* 
;'UV6 79* 
VJ2lo 8.:1" 
[10430 81" 
(;0237 til. 
U02 .. 2 bH 
LOllt5 0"· C021t:; 85· 
L0251 b6" 
lC25l 070 
L0253 08 .. 
___ ~~3 8'10 
C02S'I <,I,," 
CO2!;:;' >il" 
WOlbLl 9, .. 
LO':63 9,3 .. 
("CLfd 9 .... 
",0'67 9S" 
U0167 96 .. 
uOd,] 97" 
U02 7U 9U" 
",0 17.J 
"". C027u luU .. 
!;027u 1 •. 1 * 
LOllu lul" 
505 
(,505 
C •• 
SU7 
C •• 
SUb 
(SUb 
( .. 
C 
C 
099 
C 
C21l 
SuB 
(SUB 
ssn 
C •• 
SSl 
CSSI 
C •• 
C •• 
552 
C .* 
I: •• 
C •• 
C 
UO SG5 M;l,NRECHl 
READ '10,40UIOUH 
.RITL 111,4nGIDuH 
PRINT Il02, OUH 
~EAO RECORD ~ITH LARGEST NOOAL PT. NO. IGRID PT. NO.1 
REAO I1Q,4COIGROMAX 
~EAO RLHAINOER OF GRID CARDS AND WRITE ON 11 
r.ENO=NUMNP-NREC 
Uo SU6 M=l,NENU 
READllu,Ilr')oIU"H 
"RITllll,IlOOIOUM 
PRINT '+0(:, DUM 
"RITL ON 11 RECORD WITH LARGEST NOOAL PT. NO. 
~RITE 111.IluuIG~DHAX 
P R ItlT .. 0 <: , G R U H A X 
pR INT 399 
FORM"ISX,'FINAL WRITE ON 11~1 
r.UHRl=NUMREC-NUHNP 
PRINT ZIl, NUMRE,NUMNP 
fORMATI' NUHRE AbO NUHNP ="2141 
DO S;;B K=I,NUMRE 
~EAP Ila.IlonIPIIM 
_RITE 111,IlU~IOUH 
PRIr.T '102. PUM 
ENOE ILE 11 
(,0 TO :i52 
l.ONTINUE 
<,INCE. fILE Ii, ALREADy IN coqdECT ORDER JUST kRITE TO Ell E II 
REwIND It. 
00 5~1 T=I.NU~REC 
HEAlllIU,"O[;1 DuM 
~RITE 111,"001 PUM 
PRINT '10,(, OuM 
[NOElLE 11 
CREATE MATERIAL VECTOR MATll I~UHI8IANO MATERIAL 
HAIPIX MA1121NIIM18.101 THE CuNIENT OF HATlllMI IS THE HIP OF MAI12IM.JI 
REWI"O 11 
IT I~ NECESSARY TO RENUMbER MIP'S ANO pIO'S SINCE CAUPS 
HAY GENERATE NOS. THAT ARE TuO LARGE. 
SET up KVCHIU ANU KYCPIO 
Iconi lU3. ____ ~~UL____ ~~__________ ~N~E~NC=N>TARTll2,-1 
li021~ 1(" .... 
i.;[.2 7.3 1U,," 
1.10270 1lJ6 .. 
l-(J.30u 11.1 70 
LU.30.3 1uo" 
uOl07 1li9. 
l-U311 110" 
uOH2 Ill'" 
L031b 112 .. 
1.0.317 113 .. 
LO 31 7 11 ... 
uOl17 115c-
l.UJ1", 11b" 
L032L1 111" 
733 
( 
( 
(911 
( 
~P(AhO=O 
UQ 7;.0 I=J2.17 
NPCAkO=NPCARD+NUMlll 
UO 733 1=1' NEr.U 
hEAllll,Il~rilUUM 
YO 71\) I=l.NPCARU 
REACll1,75~I PID,HIO 
PRINT 1'19,PIY.HIU 
FORHATI ' rIu ANU Hlp READ FdOH 11 IN OROEd' ,2X, 2Iij) 
FORMATI8X,21bl 
PRII>T 'til 
FORMAT I' !tl IJRlJE.B c,OlNG TO VE.C'I 
CALL VL(IHIO,PIDI 
PRINT ~1.: 
DATE Q730an PAGE 3 
UOOl33 
UOOll6 
0001"1 
00U150 
0001SD 
UOOlS0 
00Q162 
000162 
(J00171 
lIOOll" 
UOOI71 
000206 
L00206 
U002D6 
[:ou217 
U00217 
000217 
L00217 
uoon 7 
Lu0227 
000227 
000232 
pOOZJ5 
G002 .. 4 
000Z .. 4 
000255 
(,00260 
lJOO262 
00026Z 
000262 
000261! 
000270 
U00271 
L00277 
OCOHe 
oOt/HO 
CCOllO 
000314 
UOOH4 
U00314 
UO(,314 
U00314 
000316 
U00321 
COO3 2 7 
LJOG3n 
[,,00332 
[,00336 
,,00350 
U003S0 
(j0035U 
LJOU3S6 
LJ003Sb 
COO3Sb 
LOL35b 
uOU35b 
LOO35b 
ORDER 
L0320 118~ C912 FORMATI' IN ORPER JUST BACK EROH VEe', 
00321 11~* 110 CONTINUE 
u0321 140. C.. THE ~ExT NINE LINES ARE DEBUGS,TO BE COHHENTLO OUT LATER. 
~0321 121~ C PRINT 751 
yOl21 122. e DO 760 l~l,MAXHIU 
00321 123. e1bO PRINT 761,KYCHIOII' 
'1032' Ij'4~ C PRINT 752 
~ti321 145. C DO 770 l~l,HAXPID 
YOl21 126. C170 PRINT 761,KYCPIDII' 
00321 127. C161 FORHATII8, 
u0321 128~ c1S1 FORHATI • KVCHID IN ORDER" 
~U321 149. C7~2 FORHATI ' KVCPIO IN ORDER', 
U0323 130. CALL COU~TINUHHID,NUHPID' 
L0323 131* C PRINT 711,NUHHI0,NUHPID 
L032j 132. C771 FORMAT I ' NUMHI0 AND NUHPID IN OROER',2I8' 
LOl21! 13l* REwIND 11 
W032~ 1311* UENDI7~NSTARII181-1 
UC326 13S* DO b511 L~I,NlND11 
DATE 073080 
C003Sb 
00U363 
tJOU363 
OQ03&3 
OOPlbl 
lOOl6J 
(jO[l3t> 3 
f.i00J6J 
u00363 
GO[;363 
0003b3 
000363 
uOu363 
000363 
IJ00363 
UOU367 
000372 
OOOJ1S 
Le3l! 'h* b54 RfAr,Ill,l! OO lOlItI ,lQOu nD 
LUllS Il1* NUH18~NUHI18' aQUII10 
RU3lS 138. C •• LHAbGE HID Ib HATI' [;00410 
LD33~ 1J9~ C.. HIU AND PIO IN C AND P CARUS WILL BE CHANGED IN CANDP U00410 
u033b l'!1;* KOIINT-t1 UOell12 
00337 141* UO b55 LL=1,NUtlI8 L00411 
,,0342 1'12* I.=L'-KOllNT "ongl7 
u034j l'1l* LLl~L 000424 
I.P3q4 1449 HEAP 111.60111 XMaTll1l1,1XMAI121I.' ",.,=1,71 LOOll26 
e0353 145* 604 FORMATI8X,I8,Z~8.3,5f8,41 OOO~43 
1035'1 1'16~ CALL SlGHAIXHAllllIl,LLL,XHAUzI iiOO~~3 
U035~ 1~7* KHOAO~u LOOll52 
('OJ5b 1'1a* 1)0 B;C r=l,NLlMHI!J IiOQllb O 
1.0361 1119* IFIXHATIIIL),EQ,KVCHIDIII' KHOAO=l G00460 
L;Cll6~ 1&.,1). 600 c:ONTlNUE !Joo966 
UOJbS 1~1~ IflKHOAO,EO.u' GO TO 651 UOU4b6 
L0367 l~l. HATIIIL)~XHATIIILI UOQ470 
C037u 153* 00 8~S J=l,lu On0476 
UO]7] 1511* 80S HAIl2IL"J1=XHATl2IL,JI U00416 
U0373 1550 C PRINT b2S,L,HATllIll 000476 
1.0373 156. C625 fORHaTI ' BEFORE CHANGE,HAl111 ' ,12,'1=' ,131 00Q416 
LOJ7~ 157. CALL IUll,NUMHID,MAT11IL),KI1) LOU5UO 
LP376 158* HATIIIL)=KM U00510 
uU37b 1~9. , PRI~T o27,L,HAIII1LI G00510 
(.PHh lhY. C6ZZ fORMATI' UUR CHANGE 11401",12,"-',131 11005'0 
L0377 1610 GO TO bS5 ' (JOUS12 
WOlfO!' 1(.1 0 651 PRINT b5tl,XHAIllll' 11005 111 
LOIfCJ 163* KOUNT=KOUNT+l L00521 
PAGE 
LOlfUi 164* ~58 FORMATI' AN HIU NOT REfERENCED 9Y ANY Pln4:~'L'~I~IfL'~'~.-LlnHE~C~OR~R~E~SP~LlNwl~J~1 ____________ i~10~U~5~2~b~ ______________________ __ 
eo'lu~ 165* &NG MATl CARD HAS NOT BEEN PUT IN HATll OR I1.TIZ" 000526 
[jU~05 1b6. 655 CONI I NilE lJOQ576 
u~1f05 167. C PRINT '12u U00526 
____ ... l!>LQ-'-~><.O .... 5____ .... 1",-6 "'-8..:.... ____ ---"-I: 4-'"'2 ....... U __ f ... OWJRwN,"-A"-LI .!-I _' _H'-!.!~ III A f'j a "A Tl 2 III 0 RUE R ' 1 (J 0 0 52 6 
LO'lU7 169* NUHI18'=NUHI181-KOUNT 000S2b 
LOlf1U 17Q~ NUHlb~NUHI181 ~O(J531 
"U'I1u 171* C UO ~blJ H1~1,t.UHlb 00u531 
LOlj1tl 112. 1:660 PRINT bl'1,HAT!IIHJI,IHAT12IHl .. JI,,1C1,tUI 1,00531 
uO'll~ 173* C611f fORHATI/15,SlI1.5/3X,5EI}.S' U005l1 
~0411 174* R[~IbD 11 UOUS32 
aRlit-I< 
loG"!.) 
lNU fOR 
1750 
CIIHlIG,P PAIR 
RETURN 
ENu 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OA TE L]JO!!C pAGE 5 
000535 
000 5 &0 
PA!il DATE 073080 
.FOR,S PAIR,PAIR 
SUBr<OtJIlNl PAIR ENTRY POINT 000251 
STORAGE USED: COUEC11 000307: DATACUI ~00230: BLANK COHHONC21 no~ooo 
COHH')N BLOCKS: 
uaUJ HOZART uGU334 
~OJ4 BACH OOoO~4 
ExTERNAL REFEkENCES C~LOCK, NAMEI 
UUU5 NlRR2S 
!.JOQP NE.RHU 
STORAiJE ASSIGNMENT CBlOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAHEI 
uUJU 
!JUGI 
",Oul 
'''WI 
lJUJU 
.jlJUiJ 
uUJ3 
uqou 
UUlOl 
yOlOl 
1.01U1 
LOI0l 
('0101 
LUlOI 
vUIPI 
LOIOI 
LOlOI 
LUlOI 
R 
OL0160 
Qitpr.77 
uL:.02Gb 
Ou0157 
Ou0152 
Uh.iOlS7 
DilOOZ4 
Q.jO(tOO 
5· 
&* 
9· 
10. 
IF OOJI 000202 IDOL 11001 00005Z 112G 0001 000053 llSG lIOUl 000064 
133G COJI 000114 192G ilOQI OOCU Za Iq7G OO(j1 coo 123 152ij gOUl 000 1 9 2 
2CUL OOul 000167 201G lIDOI 000172 2r:4G ""0001 000132 78L 0001 000127 
sel 0001 OUOZl& a2l QOOI 000212 83l 0000 0001611 IN,JPI OOOn I 000151 
J3 (;000 OU0153 J4 uooo I 000155 J5 0000 I 000154 ..16 0000 I 00015& 
,)8 QOUO I 0 0 0141& K 0000 000 111 5 "'C 0000 T COO199 KR n003 I 000000 HAT12 COUD I DliOl50 HAXID 0004 0000Z2 NSTART 0004 I OUOOOO NUH 0000 I 000147 
ylO 
SUbROUTlhE PAIR CKGDE,CIO,PRID,ISTOP,NCARDS,KOl,NOUT,MATCH,lNoEXI 000053 
C •• KQOE INPuT. P fOR MID pAIRING, 1 fOR PIP pUR ING OPOOS3 
I. •• CI0. INPUT. ElEHE~T IU ARRAY. E.G.,CRODID 000053 
C •• PRIU. INpUT. PROpERTy IU ARRAy. E.G',PRODI UOU053 
C •• ISTOP. I~PUT. NO. OF ElS, WITH GIVEN CONST. CODE C:NPARCZII 000053 
C •• NCAROS. IbPUT. ~UHla If KOOE:U. IE wOOE=l.ToTAI NO. Of P CARDS FOR GIVEN (j000S3 
C •• ELEMENT. l.G., IF NASTRAN RUD,NC_RDS=NUHIZ OOU053 
(, .. Kul. INpUI. If KOUE.o, Cab. NO. OE MIO IN ELEMENT 10 ARRlY. 'C005] 
C •• E.G. IF GIvEN ELEMENT IS ~ASTRAN ROO,KOl=4. IF KOOE=l,COR, 000053 
C •• NO. OE PIO IN ELEMENT IP ARRAy. E.G.,lf GlyEN El. I~ LOo05] 
C •• NASTRAN ROD,KvL=5 000053 
PAGE I 
123G 
167G 
79L 
,J2 
J7 
HAIlI 
NUHI8 
UUIOI 
l.Q1Ql 
LU1Ul 
LolOl 
C •• NOUT. OUTPUT. IF KOOE:U,NOuT=NUHHA! EUR ~GuI~Y~E~~~E~L~.~A~N~O~C~O~N~S~I~.~C~O~O~t~. ____________ ~LJ~O~O~o~s~3 ________________________ __ 
C *. IF KOOl=l,NOUT.NUHbEO FOR bIVEN EL. AND CONST. CODE. lIOoOS3 
LOlol 
l.OlOl 
UOlOl 
UOla3 
U0 1U'I 
[JOlU4 
LOlU5 
UOlO" 
15* 
1&· 
17* 
18. 
21. 
22* 
C •• HATCH. UUTPUT. ElKS! COL. CONTAINS MIPIKOPE:CI OR PIQIKODE=l'l SECOND COL' DOUD5] 
l. •• CoNTAIN~ RO~ NO. OF THAT HIU IN HATI21KODE=1',OR ROW NO. Of IHAT PIO IN LOUOS3 
C" PROPERTY ARRAY "F GIVEN ELEMENT IE.G. PROOZ AHRAYI UOUOS3 
C •• INDEX. uUTPUT.ThE ELS. OF INotX ARE HID OR PIO NOS. OF THE CURRENT ELlHENT U00053 
COHHON/HOZART/HAT11CZCI.MArl~IZO,lUI ceODS3 
COHHON/BACH/NUHI181,NSTARTIlbi LOaDS] 
C.. CHANbE GROUp. bU, uF ElEHENT~ yOOOS] 
INTlL~~ CIDIIUU,71,VIOIILOI,lNOEXCIUDI,HATCHll~o,Zl 000053 
c •• cHANc.E GROUP. NO. Qf PlOWs LlOODSJ 
PAIR PATE 073080 PAGE. z 
L~lOb l30 INTE.~ER PRIPI25.Z' U00053 
LOlab 2~. ~.. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~......................... 00~OS3 
00107 ,s. ~EAL MATIZ 0000S3 
LOllu £b. fORMATI' OOOOS3 
00110 270 C PRINT 2 000053 
LOllu l80 C2 fORMATI5X,·~00E·, 00UOS3 
UOllu 29. C PRINT 1, KOPE POOOS3 
LOllI JQo 00 bbb ~R=I,lOO 000053 
LPll~ 31* 00 b6b ~C=I.2 000053 
UOl17 JZ. bbb MATCHIKR,~C'=O 00U053 
LOll2 330 00 8 ~=1.100 00U064 
-----L012~ 3~* 8 INOEXIK,=O 0000b4 
L012S 35. C PRINT 3 0000611 
L012S 3b. C3 fORMATI5x,'CIPaS JUST INSIUE PAIR" L0006~ 
L012S 31* C 00 Ie H1=I,ISTQP 000064 
COI2~ 38. C1il PRI~T 11, ICIOIMI~H2"H2=1,7' 0000&4 
i'!112 5 390 Cll fORHATl7lb' UO~Obli 
uel27 4J. NUHlb=NUHI18' LOOObS 
LOll7 ~l. C PRI~T 40 000065 
U0127 ~2. CliO fORHATl' HATll ANO HATl2 IN PAIR" 000065 
L0127 1t3. L we 1t1 1=1.NUN18 000065 
U0127 1!4. Cltl PRI~T liS, HAT1lII',IHATIZII,J',J=1,10' 000065 
___ -"L~0!...l1'--'2.....!1'-_---'!j!i...:L5 =.. ____ --loCc.....!I'tt..,;;SL-..lf:..\lO R HAT III 5 • 5 0 1 • 513 X • 5 Ell. 5 , lI0!) Db 5 
~P130 I/b. KOOE. = KOPE.+1 000067 
LJl31 _____ 4~7=_* __________ -2H~A~X~I~C~'_=~C~I~P~I~1~,~K~O~L~' ______________________________________________________________ ~U~Q~L~O~7~2~ ________________________ _ 
X UCI], 4~. UO 75 JZ=Z,ISTOP OOL077 
X LGI3~ 1/9 9 If ICIUIJ2.~OL'.tiT. HAXIP'HAXIP = CIP IJ2.KCLI C00071 
~ GCI]7 50. 75 CONTINUE. 000106 1 __ ~L~0~1~3~7~ ____ ~5~1=-0~ __ ~C~.~_~F~0~R~~LhLhL~I~N~T~E~G~E~R~S~B~E~T~WuE~E~-~~~l_A~~~O-nH~A~XAI~O~,~F~I~~~p~O~ULT~H~O~W~rrHAA~N~Y~M~I~O~'~S~O~R~P~I~D~·~S~~THruLE~R~E ____ ~O~O~O!...ll~O~&L-_______________________ __ 
_ L0137 52. C •• A~E OF EACH. ASSUME MAXID =lOy 000106 
L~137 53. C PRlhT ~ qool~& 
LOl]7 511* CII FORMATISX,'HAXIO IN PAIR" U00106 
~0137 55. C PRINT 1, HAXIO UQOIUb 
Uu141 5b* UO 76 JZ=l,HAXIO 00010& 
UOlll4 57* 16 yIO IJ,I=O 0001111 
L0111b 58. UO 77 J3=1,HAXIU OOOlZ3 
Lol5! 59* DO 76 ~4=1,I~TOP nODI?] 
L0154 bU* IF ItlUI~~,~()LI.i.O. J3' GO TO 19 U001l3 
0015b b1. &0 TO 78 L00125 
~U157 b2. 79 VIU IJJI = VIU IJ3'+1 000121 
LOlbU 03. 18 CONTINUE 000 135 
COlb~ b49 77 CONTINUE u00135 
____ ~y~Oulub~'~ ____ ~b~5~* ____ ~C~ __ -4p~~uI~l 15 GOOl35 
~Glb~ b6* C 15 FORMAll' VIO IN PAIR', uOL135 
____ ~C~Al~b~2 ____ ~bwl~.~ ____ (~ ____ ~u~O_Al~L~J~3~=~lu.~HuAuXLIUOL-_______________________________________________________________ ~(ilJOilD~lLJ~5L_ ________________________ _ 
La 1b , La- Clb PRINT 1, VIOIJ31 00~135 
___ -"Lc.\oC'-" l'-'=b'.!~~_~b~Y~. ____ _l<C___!.:..::!.:.._.LN!..\O!.lUL:TL_.IL:==N U H HAT <i R N U M G EO' I S I H L.b!L.-M NO NlE k 0 E L S Ll1LJLNL' __________________ ---llJo.u' O"'-JUw..lLl,3 iL5 _______________________ _ 
LOlbl 7J* C.. THE N'~ ON THE HA1ERIAL CONT~OL CAROS ANP G[OHETRIC PROP. CAROS ARE THE U00135 
UOlb2 71. C.. INUICE.5 of Thl~E ~OhlERO ELS. ()~ VIO. __________ ~u~0~0~1~3~5 ________________________ _ 
LOlbl! 72. Jb=cj 00U135 
LU165 73* f1QUT=c 000136 
LOlbb 7119 UO 8L J5=1'MA XIO UOUlll2 
L0171 75* IfIVloIJ51.E~.U'VO TO 80 U00142 
LUl1.i 7b. NOUT=hUUl+1 JGL1~'t 
Lu1711 77. J6=Jb+! LOU1111 
~017~ 78. INOE~IJ6'=J5 UOOI5~ 
1017b 79* 8u CONTINUE uOOlbO 
PAIN 
LoOIH O,}. 
lO17e &1. 
[,OZOU bZo 
L0203 83· 
LQ,PP 8'10 
(,U,01 bs. 
LO,11 86. 
liLJ21Z 87. 
liU21 .. &8· 
liOZls 89· 
LO,16 9J. 
IJOZ11 'Ill. 
LOill 9Z. 
uO.221 93. 
uo221 94. 
uoal 950 
lJ0221 "'E>. 
UO c:z I 97· 
Lo0221 98. 
uU,23 99. 
.. 0;22'+ 1UO • 
lNO FOR 
wHUG ,E \,DMEH 
X 
Q 
~ 
I 
..,. 
-.J 
C •• 
C •• 
1[10 
ZeD 
83 
dZ 
III 
C 
(5 
c 
C150 
C 
Cb 
INOEx,ll=J MEANS THAT J IS A~ HIO OR PIP NO, 
FINO THE HATII OR PIO INDEx CORRESPONDING TO EACH OF THE ELS.OF INDEX 
00 81 J7=I,NOUt 
UO 82 J8=1,NCARDS 
UO TO IIUO,2001,KOOE 
IFIMATllIJ81 ,EO, INoEXIJ711 GO TO 83 
GO TO 82 
IF IPRIo IJ8,l,.EO.INoEX 1~7" GO TO 83 
Go To 82 
HATCH IJ7,1'=INoEXIJ71 
HATCH IJ7,2'=J8 
CONTINUE 
CONTINuE 
PRINT 5 
FORMATIsX,'MATlH AND INDEX IN PAIR'I 
UO 150 Ml=l,NOUT 
PRINT 1,IMATCHIH1,H2I,M2=l,2I,INoEXIMll 
PRINT 6, NOUT 
FORH.TISX,'NOUT=',T3' 
RETUkN 
END 
DATE nnoao 
fIOGl60 
U00160 
00P160 
0001 1 2 [;00172 
000202 
0002011 
U00206 
000210 
000212 
D00213 
L002211 
apUZ211 
00022'1 
00022'1 
000 2211 
0002211 
00U2211 
Qo022" 
0002211 
C00306 
PAUE 3 
DATE U73080 PA&E 1 
HSA E3 -07/JO/80-U9:~b:lb Ib,l 
SUbI<OUTINt:. GOMEM ENTRY POINT LOOl~5 
SIORAuE USEU: CODE'll OUG177: DATAILI nOCl76: BLlhK COMMONI21 coroeo 
COHMON BLOCKS: 
I:lACI1 LU0044 
EXT~RNAL REfERENCES IBLOCK, NAME. 
JUcJ4 EOPMl 
l.Uu5 uuMEMl 
uUnb Ihi"'lM2 
uU..;7 NERI<3, 
SJO~AuE ASSI&NME~T ,blOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAHEI 
"OJl OUOlOjl llL uoul OuOU63 121G UPQl 00U072 PbG uOOl 000120 20L OOGO J OOOO.,~ JOV,U 
X ul1,,~ 1 JC,Ct.bb ID~3l '-OLIO Du01b1 HI.JPS U(100 I 000153 1ST OP 1 uOOO I OU0154 ISTOP2 UOOO I 000UU2 KOAO 
X .. ~.oIj.lH..25 K17 LUUO I Gu015b 1118 ,)01)3 000022 NS TAR T QOi.o3 I nuo("oo NUM nOl,O I 000151 NUHB 
:.< ... 0..;(,; 1 Lu{1152 NUH18 COuU 1 Cr.015U "'UM7 .:l000 OOOOOU TYPE 
-. I 
*'" C/:) 
SUBRUUTINE ~UMlHICONfAC,bKOOE.IOV3,NIOV31 LOUOU2 
COMMUN/BACH/"'UHI18I,NSTARTI181 U00002 
INTEGER TYPrI21'kOADI21,IOVlIIOOI,IOvJl(501,iOV32(501 V00002 
UlTA TYPE/'GUAUME','H 'I (,,000U2 
CALL rOAMIINKOOE,KQAp.1YPEI POU002 
NUM7=NUMI71 000007 
NuM1~=NUHll~1 000011 
NUM16=NUMllSI 000013 
IfUlIIO,,(.fO.lI GO TO 11 IlOOOl5 
CALL ~UHEHIINUH7,NUH14,NUM18,CONrAC'KOAO,IU~Jl,ISTOPl,"'KODEI OCU020 
CALL 9UHlM21~UM7,NUHI4,NUM18,CONrAc,KOAO,IpVJ2,ISTOP2'~KOPll ~P0032 
NIDv3=ISIOPl.ISTOP2 ~0004~ 
Do 1,1d K17=lrlSTOP2 IlOIJOo3 
IDV3IK171=IUV311~171 COOOo3 
UO lCZ~ 1I1S=l,ISTOP2 ~OC072 
IDV3IISTUPl·1I1b':IIJV32IK~81 000072 
RETURN L0007~ 
IrIKOAU'l,.E~.ll GO TO 2L LOUILO 
~ALl OuMLM2INUH7,NuM14,NUH1~NF~A~r.~'~~~OAA~O~,~I~[I~V~Ju,~N~I~O~V~3~,~N~K~O~D~l~~I ____________________ ~U~D~u~1~O~2 ________________________ ___ 
I<[TURN UOu1l~ 
____ ~~~ ____ ~~ ______ ~ __ ~C~A~L~~JU~U~UH14,NvMl~,CG',rAC,KO~I~1P~JuNK~O~D~l~I~ __________________ ~U~O~O~lu2uOL-________________________ _ 
RETURN JOY131 
ENp [,OOl7f, 
X 
~ 
>-t 
I ,..,. 
~ 
QUMt-HI 
LOI01 
L010J 
00103 
10 
20 
3. 
SU~ROU1I~E QUHEH11~UH7,NUHllI,NUH1S,CONFAC,KOAO,IOV31,ISTOP,NKOOEI 
COHHON/BACH/~UHIIBI.NSTARTIldI/HOZART/HAT111201,HAT121'0.101 
C •• CHAN&E GROUP. NO. OF DESAP PLA~E STRESS UUAORILATERALSINASTRAN 
DATE. onosc PAGE 2 
UODOOO 
000000 
000000 
UOUOOO 
1.100000 
UOI0J q. 
1I010 .. 5· 
____ ~~~ ____ ~~____ ~C-=.2. __ ~~~U~A~O~"~'I~L~A~TERAL HEHS~A~N~E~I~C~O~N~S~TR~U~C~T=I~O~N~C~O~O~E~lL-~~~~~~~~~~~ ____________ ~~~~________________________ __ 
INTE~E~ CQOH1110~,61,VEIDI10UI~CQOHIO'lOO,91,HATCH'100,21,INOEXI10 
L01O,+ O. 
!J01']5 7. 
UOIIJ~ e· 
('0100 9. 
1..01UI 1 ,i. 
(,0101 11. 
yOllu 120 
LOlli 13• 
lIOlll 1"0 
(,0112 15. 
\tOll, 100 
L0113 11· 
[1011 ... lao 
L.Oll~ 190 
1111 
DIHENSION DUHHYII0u,11 
C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. OF PID'S 
INTE&ER PQDHll25,21 
OIME~SION PQOH212S,2I,GEOPR212S,61 
C O. CHANGE GkOUP. NO. OF HIO'S 
DIHENSIOu MTp ROIIZQ,21 
HEAL HTPROZI2DI,HTPR03120,bl 
C O. CHANGE GROUP, NO. OF DESIGN VARIABLES 
DIHENSION IOV3115nl C.· .~.** •••• * •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INTE&EH KOAO'21,TyPE'21,~PARI71.VARIQI 
I!IHE~S)ON EMU, I'',9!..EIQAT21101O,9I,QIIMHI91 
REAL MAT lZ 
L\J1l6 ti:J. ____ ~~~ ____ ~~__________ ~UATA VAR/'A','S','C','O'/TYPE/'QUAOHE','M 'I 
LulZl 210 
(,012, 22. 
1..01Z3 £3. 
LIl!ZS z"o 
VJl2" 25" 
lIelZb 20. 
uC1Zl 270 
UO 13IJ ,80 
(,0131 290 
LC 13 :2 300 
LOl33 310 
1..013,+ 3,0 
1..0135 330 
~137 3 ... 
lIOlliu 35· 
1..01111 JO. 
uOl'+2 Jh 
Lol'+3 380 
001116 39. 
UOIQ7 II.]. 
uOl ll7 41 0 
u015li 42. 
('Ol~3 '+3 .. 
u0155 1111 .. 
u0 1S6 45· 
V01S7 IIbO 
0010.) II 70 
\,10102 4d. 
U016,,; 119" 
7 FORMAT I I 
CALL CA~DPI7,NUM7,NUH1Q.CQUM1,OUHHY,PUOH1,PQOH21 
wRITE. Ib.51 
5 FORt'AT la,'p, hE :;'TRf~s CpIDR!! ATERAlIQIIAU.HEHBRANE IN bASTRANl,e 
IONST. COuE 1'1 
NPARIlI:.s 
NPARIZI=r.UMI7I 
NpARI .. ,=l 
NPARISI=l 
NUI17 =NUH I 71 
lSTOP=NUt17 
.IJ1=1 
IFINKOUE,EO,ll GO TO 12 
CALL FORMZIJ.Jl,KOAU,TYPE,NPARI2I,YEIP,~UH71 
ISTOP=NPARI21 
~NCOL=b 
CALL S10RIISTOP,NUH7,CQOH1,VEIu,NNCOLI 
12 00 70 J=l,ISTOP 
NEIO=CIo/OHlIJ,l, 
NPIP=CoDHlI.I.21 
C.. FINU Pl%Hl CARD _ITH SAME 10 
00 65 K=I,NUH14 
IFINPIU,E.Q,P~OHI1K,11IGO TO 01 
GO TO b5 
61 KK=K 
uO H,I 02 
65 CONTINUE 
62 COQMlpIJ,l'-NEID 
COOHIUIJ.ZI=COUHIIJ.31 
OOUgeO 
UOOOUO 
LiOOOOO 
(JODoeo 
!JOOOOn 
(joonGU 
000000 
000000 
000000 
UOOOOO 
uOoooo 
UOOOOO 
[joooaa 
L..OOOOO 
COOOOO 
000000 
(JOOOOO 
COO010 
000015 
LOC01S 
YOC01S 
(.OU017 
UOO021 
UOO023 
POO02!! 
COO02S 
UOO026 
00G027 
UOU031 
0000111 
C.0004 ) 
0000115 
000055 
00006q 
000066 
000066 
ooopu 
GOOOU 
nOOOl6 
OOOlCO 
POc/1Ul 
UOOI0S 
lI0Clg5 
uOUIU7 
[100111 (,C! lOll ~Oo ____ ~~~ ____ ~~__________ ~(~Q~0~t'~I~rwll~Ju,~31=C~Q~U~H~lll~J~.~II~I __________________________________________________________ ~~~~~ ________________________ __ 
\,Iu16;, 510 
yOl0b ~2 • 
uQ167 5.3· 
L017U SQO 
u01Il ~SO 
lJU17! ?bq. 
CQDHIOIJ,QI=CQOH11J.51 
CQOHIUIJ,SI=CQUHI1J,bl 
CQUHIDIJ,bl=POGHlIKK,ZI 
CCOMIOIJ,71-hPID 
7G CONTINUE 
c.. rIND NUHMAT ANO ~ATCH 
"00113 
UOliUS 
(,00117 
00UIZ1 
LOU1Z!> 
GOO125 
x 
X 
X 
-
1 
~, 
o 
pATE n73080 PAGE 3 
LOl73 570 ~KOOE=y L00125 
u017~ ~~o KKOL=6 000126 
L017~ ~90 CALL PAIRIKKODE,COD~IO,P~OM1,ISTOP,NUH18,KKOL,NUHHAT,MATCH,IbPEX) 00Q130 
~017b bJ. ~PARI3)=NUMHAT 00U1~5 
U0177 b1. wRITE 16,501' COal~7 
u02al bl o SUI FORMAT I~X,'lNTER CODE FOR I~COMPATIBLE OISPL. HODES: a MEANS USE UOU155 
L0201 63. ITHEH.j 1 HEAhS DON,T USE THEM') 000155 
L020" bij. READ 15,7) NPARlb' UOU155 
OU"I,' b50 C •• SET uP MATERIAL PROPERHES DATA 000155 
L0205 b60 DO 83 J10=1,~UHHAT UOL1b7 
_____ LO~·L~-I~U~ ____ ~b~7~0 _____________ ~H~T~P~R~O~1~I~J~I~nu,~l~'~=~I~N~O~E~X~IJ~'~I~O~) ________________________________________________________ ~0~0~0~1~6~7 ________________________ ___ 
uOlll beo HTPR01IJlO,2'=1 000171 
LU2l2 b9. UO 84 Jll=l,hUHHAT L00176 
LU21~ 70. IFIHATCHIJll,l'.EO.I~OEXIJ10')GO TO 85 u00176 
U0217 710 GO TO 6ij Oe0201 
LD~20 72. 85 ~ROW=HATCHIJll~2, UOU203 
UO£21 73. Go To 66 aOp20ij 
00222 74. 8ij cONTINUE 000210 
LG,2~ 750 86 MTPR02IJIO'=H.T121~ROW!~).CONEAC P00210 
L0225 760 HTPR03IJIO,I'=u, U00213 
L022b 770 HTPS03'JIO,2'=MATI2INROW,I' 000219 
uO£27 7So MTPR03(Jl~,3'=HATI2INROW,3' 000216 
____ ~U~O~h~3~UL_ ____ 7L9L·~ __________ ~H~TPk03IJIO,4'=0' U00220 
L0231 iju. HTPR03IJI0,5'=HATI2INROW,8' 000221 
L02l, 610 HTPR03IJIO,b'=HAT12INROW.9' LOUl23 
~0~33 020 HTP~03IJI0,7'=HATI2INROW,lG' LOU225 
__ __:;(,:'-:0~2~3 -:-" ____ ~b73--'0-------------'H'-:-'c-T P,:-,:-R ",0:<-3-'.. ""J-*l-",O~, 8 ! = H T f> R 0 3 I J 1 0 • 6 , r,o C! 22 7 
U023~ 640 lX=l~D~xIJlU' U00231 
~023b &5. 83 CONTINUE LOOZ35 
~OZ30 86* C •• MATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA I~ DONE. 000235 
lS23b b70 C o. SET up GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OATA 000235 
('0,40 d8. KKKOOE=l L00235 
___ .~~4~1L-__ ---,8~9~. __________ ~K~KuOuL~=~7L-__________________________________________________________________________ uO~OuO~2~l~7 ________________________ ___ 
L02~2 YjO CALL PAIRIKKKOLE,C~DMID,PODHl,ISTOP,NUHI4,K~OL,NUHGEO,MATCH,INDEX' 000241 
00243 yl. ~PAR!7'=bUMGEO U00254 
(,0244 YZO ~RITEI12,795' LOOZS6 
LOZ4b Y3¥ 7Y5 FORHATI' COMM ELEMENT CONTROL EROM QQHlMl'! 00U293 
L0247 940 WRITlI12,504'INPAPIJI1),~lI=1,7) LOOZ63 
10252 950 %4 FORHAT.7151 1j00277 
(,0252 ~6o C.. wRITE MATERIAL PHOPERTIES DATA 000217 
L U Z 5 3 9 7 .. W R II [( 1"Z" 34 9 )_. __ --:::--__ -------------------------------------------.... U ... 0 .... OuZ ..... 7L-7<--------__________________ _ 
uO,5~ YS. 3ij9 FOR~AT(' COHH HATERIAL P~OPERTIES FROH OUHE~l') 000313 
L0.25b 99* UO 350 J12=1,NUMHAl .;00313 
002b1 lLJ. 350 ~RITl(l2,3QO'IHTPROI(~12,J13',J13=1,2"HTpR02IJ12J,IHTPR03(J12,JI3 L00313 
Ivlo~ ____ ~~~I~'_'_.~~~1~3~=~1~,~b~'~ _____ :--__________________________________________________________ ~L~.OuC~3~1~3~ ________________________ _ 
LO~7~ 1~2o 3u~ FOR~AT I£I5,FIU.J/.2FID.n,FIJ.],SF1U.O' LOL341 
~U,7b IG]. wRITElb,3nll U00341 
uOlOU 1~40 3U1 FORHAT 11~X,'GlOHfTRIC PROPERTIES FOR CONST. CODE 1" 000355 
____ ~~~0~3~0~1~ __ -Lll~j~5~0 __________ ~~~0~2~6~3~J~lQ~=~l_'_,~N""U~H~G~E~u~ __________________________________________________________ ~L~o~I~13~5~5~ ________________________ ___ 
L030~ lubo UO 284 J11=1,NUHbEU u00355 
LolU7 lu 70 IFIHATCHIJll,l'.EO.I~OlX!JlJ"~u",O~T~O~2~B~5L_ ______________________________________ ~C~O~L~3~5~5~ ____________________ __ 
L0311 luSo uO TO ,8~ 00U360 
____ ~u~0~J~1~2~--__:;1~u~9~-0~----~Z~8~5--~N~R~0~.~=~H~ATLHIJ11u.~2~!L_ ________________________________________________________________ ~L~O~~~3~6~2~ ________________________ _ 
l.0313 110* liD TlJ ,ab (:00363 
U£dl!t lU* 2d4 cO/-,T INUf. fO!!367 
L031b 112* ~~6 lIlOPR21~IG,l'=FQLMZINkOk,l' ~00367 
u0317 II]. ~RITElb.jn2!INU[al~lul lOU371 
IJUHlHI DATE u730&0 PAGE 
~0322 114. 3Q2 fORMAT,2X,'fOR PROPERTY 10',14,' ENTER W,SA,SI,O,WE,IN THAT QRDER' 000377 
L0322 115. 11 000377 
L0323 lib. REAOIS,71 IGEOPRZIJI2"JI2=2,61 U00377 
U032b 117. 283 CONTINUE 000411 
G033~ JIB. ~RITEI12,9bl LOC41' 
L033, 119. 96 fORMATl' COHM GEOMETRI' PROPERTIES fROM QoHEHl'1 L00422 
L0333 12J. 00 299 JIQ=I,NUMuEO 000422 
00330 121. 299 .RITlI12,303IINDlXIJI01,IGEOPR?fJI0,JIIJ,J11=I,6J Lo04?? 
L034b 1~2. 3U3 fORHAXlI5,6fl0,Ol 00U440 
QU34b 1,3. c •• GENERATE ELEMENT LOAD HULTIPLIERS 000440 
l0347 124. WRITEI&,1111 ~00440 
L03S1 125. 111 fORHATll~X,'ELEMENT LOAD MULTIPLIERS FOR CONST. CODE 1'1 U00451 
LU35, 1,6$ 00 115 Kb=I,4 000451 
L035S 127. 00 115 K7=I,4 G00451 
1.I03bU 128. 115 EHUIIKb,K7I=lj. OOOIjSl 
u03b3 1,9. uO 120 K8=1,4 000461 
LU36b I~O. .RITEI6,112IVARI~81 0004~U 
L0371 131. 112 fORMATI2x,'FOR LOAO ',AI,' ENTER X,Y,2 ELEHENT LOAD fRACTIONS, IN 000472 
jl0J71 132* lIHAT OROt:R, OEfAIILT", All ZEROS'I r.Q0472 
L0372 133. REAOIS,7,10UHHIKlll,K11=l,31 U00472 
00375 134. IffOUMHCll.Ew,O.IGO TO 120 U00502 
u03 7 7 135. 00 113 Kl1=2,4 C00511 
L04QL ll6* 113 lMULCKd,Klll=OUHHIKlll LOP511 
U0404 137. 120 CONTINUE L00515 
~04Ub 138. wRITEIIZ.11171 000515 
LU41u 131. 1117 FORMATI' COMH lLEMENT LOAO HULTIPLIERS fROH ~DHEH1'1 000525 
X LJ~11 l~J. Uo 121 K9=1,4 L00525 
X GC414 141* 121 ~RITEI12,1161IEHUlIK9,KIOI,KIO=1'~1 000525 ~I ____ ~I'~n~4~2~~~ __ ~1~q~2~.~ ____ -Al~I~6 __ ~F~O~R~M~A~T~I~4uE~1~D~,U~'~I ____ ~ ____________________________________________________________ ~L~·0~0~51441 ________________________ ___ 
~U423 1~3. C.. GENERATE ELEMENT DATA 1.100541 
~ ____ ~U~O~4~2~~~ ...... ~lL4~4~.L-...... --~~ ...... ~W~RuI~T~E~lu6~,~1~2~7~1 ...... ______ ...... ______ .............................. ____ .......................................... ____ ............................................................ ~OwOwO~5~4Al .............................. __ .................................... ___ 
UD42b 145$ ll7 FORHATllSX,'lLEME~T OA~A fOR CONST. COUE 1'1 000551 
CO~27 146. 00 ISO KriOw"'l,ISTOP 000551 
L043~ 147. IX=C~OHIDCKROW,ll U00551 
(0 433 148. WRITlCp,13G1IX 000SS2 
I.I043b 149* 13n fORMATI2X,'ENTER DESIGN VARIABLE NO"IOV,fOP EL,NO,',I51 000560 
L0437 15U. REAPI5,71COOMIPIKRow,al 000560 
U0442 lSI. WRITlC6,131,IX 000566 
l04ljS 1Sl* 131 FOQM~TIZX,'EbTER DESIGN VARIABLE fRACIION,fFC,FOR EL,NO,',I4,', UE 00U574 
00445 153· IfAUlT=l.'1 000574 
u044b l~q* lLPAIZIKROW,11=I, UO~57q 
Lu447 155* READC5,710UM 000576 
(0454 l;'b. IfIUUM,NE.,O,IELOATlIKROW,I'=UUH 1100601j 
LO~54 1~1. ELOAT2IKROW,Z,=O, uo0610 
y04S~ ISS. wRITECb.1321I x 000611 
L04 6 u 159* 132 FORHATIZX,'ENTE.R ANGLE BETA tOR EL, NO.',14, 000617 
L04bl 160. ~EAOI5.7IELOAT'IKROW.31 000617 
L0464 Ibl. WRITECb,1331IX L00625 
GQ467 16Z. 133 fORMHI2X"EtJIER fEC FOR EL, NO.'.!",', QEFAULT =1,'1 .. 00633 
L047u Ib3. lLUATlCKROW,~I=l, I.IOU633 
____ ~L~O~4~7~1~ __ ~1~6~4~* ____________ ~R~E~A~O~I~~~,~7~I~OU~M~ ____ ~ __ ~~~ ____________________________________________________ ~U~'O~O~6~3iS ________________________ ___ 
L0474 165· IfCOUH,Nl.O,IELOAT2IKROW,41=UUH 000643 
LU41b Ib6. WRITlCb,13411X 1.I00b47 
OOSJ1 1b7* 134 FOR~ATIZX,'E~T£R ST~ESS PRINTOUT COOE,KS,FOR EL.tJO,',I4,', DEFAULT 00U655 
,,0501 Ib8. 1=3', IJDu655 
(,050.2 Ib1* CODMIUIKROw,""=3 IlO0655 
u0503 l1y* ~lADCS,71IDUH 000657 
"OHI:.H1 
(.O:'Ob 171* 
lJQ!>lt:1 172. 150 
U0512 113. 
c.U513 17'u 
0051'1 175. 
0051'1 1 7b. C 
,051'1 177· C179 
l0515 178. 
L0517 119 * 1135 
Up2u 18u* 
':;0523 1tl1* ISO 
---LL!>23 102· 
('0 52.3 1a3* C180 
lJO,,23 Itl4. e 
l.0!>37 185. 1a6 
LOS4" 18b. 
lJO !>II 3 1a1* 190 
(;Q545 18S· 
1,0546 11;19. 
I:.~U FO;, 
",HOG,P c..OH[112 
IFIIUUH.~E.OIC~pI1IDIHROW,91=lOUH 
CONTINUE 
~~COLl=9 
NNC0L2=4 
CALL ELORDII5TOP,C~0I110,lLOATZ,NNCOL1,NNCOL21 
PRINT 179 
FORHATIII' [LEHE~T RECoRD ON FILE lZ, IN QOH[Ml'l, 
WRIT[1l2,1135) 
FORMATI' COHM lLEH[NT DATA FROH QOH[H1') 
UO laO H12=1,I5TOP 
wRITlIIZ,la61ICQUMIOIH12,HI3),H13=I,al,IELOATZIHIZ,HI3),H13=1,41,c 
1I.iDHlliIH1L,9) 
.RITElb,lS6) ICQU~10IH12,H131,H13=1,8),I[LDAT2IHIZ,HI31,1113=1,41,C 
lc..OHIUIH12,91 
FORHATlaIS.ZF1U.u.20X/2FlO.0,I5,5X) 
00 190 Kl=l,ISTOP 
IDv31IKl1=CQUI110.Kl,8) 
RETUR~ 
Ettl 
DATE U730ao PAGE 5 
000665 
IJOU673 
000673 
(J00675 
U00677 
000677 
ltoD677 
l:DlJ706 
C.00713 
(J00713 
000723 
(/00723 
UOOz23 
UOU723 
000755 
uOU755 
000755 
000757 
!lOl 0 5 1 
QDHLHZ DATE U73080 PAGE 1 
SUBROUTINE CDHEH? ENT~Y POINT 00U664 
STORAGE USED: CODllll 00073Z: DATAlul 005575: BLANK COHHONIZI OOOUOO 
COHHUN BLOCKS: 
uOu] BACH OCOOq4 
yOUq HulART 000334 
EXTlRNAL ~EFERENCES (BLOCK, NAHEI 
uu~5 CA"OP 
U!l!1 b HRM? 
uuU 7 STOR 
ijUlll PAIR 
u011 ELORO 
.lUI, N~DuS 
",013 NI02' 
uUl'! NhDUS 
l.iJI!l NIOH 
"U16 NIOlS 
LUl7 NERR 3i 
STgRAuE ASs1GbMENT IpLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAHEI 
IIOGO U05351 I11E ('OJO 'ir5QoQ 1117f vOOP 005362 llZE coua 0(.5521 1135f 0000 P0541'1 116F 
GaOl Ou037G 12!JL (JDIJO 005416 127f JOuO 005Q25 130f 0000 0051136 131F CO 00 005453 132f 
I..UUlI OL51172 133f GOUO OU5505 134F UOOU 005527 13bf GOal OU0067 145G OOlil 000076 J5zG 
CUul 01,,0210 215G lIOLJ1 o (,,0 Ll 7 222G o..l'JU 1 00U266 25~G (;001 r.U0273 2SbG COUI 0003U1 263G 
!lD 01 lJyll3Z11 275G ROUl lleeUbG 3L .)01,0 [105J1i 3 3rOF 00Q1 000325 300G oonl (100335 3libG 
voul OU0 365 322G (;0,,1 oe0401 334G uDC1 000 11 06 34iJG OOUU 0053J3 349F UOU1 G0042b 352G 
GUlli 01l04b7 377G CDi,l 0(;Ob07 450G .lOCI 00Ub14 454G OOO! rUOb20 460G 00U1 000641 1170G 
"U0U Jl;5e:b5 Sf uUUO 01,;5303 501F uOOD 00533Z SC4F G001 r:;U0103 61L 0001 000110 62L 
;JIl! 1 u G01U 6 b5L LOuO PL5261t 7F UCoo 005323 795f OOul cuon7 81fL OOCI1 000221+ a5L 
uULl 000£31 86 L GUiJO GUlZ7I1 COUHIO uOOO OOOuOO CCUHI UOOO R OU525'+ OUH L;CUO R OC S2Z0 OUHH 
IIoRo R 0,,;341U yUMMy [.0.10 R CPttynQ £LOAT? yOyO R 001+36Q [MU, QOOO I 01,5256 10llH YOUO I 00]21+'+ INUEX 
.. ULd Uu5547 INJPi (JUjO I OGS242 IX uoon I UOS227 J unDO I OU5225 JJ1 ooua I 005Z40 JIO 
uJOU I 01,5237 .Ill LU"O 0;:;5243 .IlZ UQLO I onSzu .,Ill on 00 I OUS232 K ooop I 005.:33 KK 
uUl~IJ I UlISLZ4 K IdlE LLJ;JO OCS,234 KKOOE LiiJu O I U05,,35 KKuL 0000 I ('u5253 KROW 0000 I 0052&3 Kl 
GOLU I 0(';52S2 K1U lIOuO I UGSc:Su Kll lIaue I U05245 K6 YDyO I OU52'+6 K1 0000 I 00S297 K8 
uUud I ,1( .. 5,51 K9 "OuO I CU2734 HATCH L..Ouli ODUUOO H~ Tll OO1l4 R OUOOZ4 MA Tl2 0000 I OO,+U33 HTPROl 
GyJu R 0';4103 MTPB02 1.0,,0 R ClL,*l2Z HIPRQ3 dCUO 005255 HJ ;)01.0 I 0115261 M12 I,CIJO I OL5262 Hll 
uOuU I Ou5Z3L. NEIO (jellu I Ot...5LZb N~;COL ... ,)Uf) U05..:57 N~ICOLI UOtiO I Ot...52bO NNCOLZ uooo I 004345 NPAR 
uUllU 1 J,,5..:31 NPIO UUliO I uu5,zlll NflOW JOU3 "onov NSTART 00U3 I CUOUOO NUM 0000 I 005236 NU"HA! 
lIUUu I 0 ... 3554 PCOHl lO.JO R OL31>3b POU"2 uQUO U04343 TYPE lInoo I OU4354 VAR uOOO I 00113u V UO 
U[JH[H.l DATE LJ13D80 PAGE 
L01UJ l~ COHHON,BACH/~UHI181,NSJARTI181/HOZART/HATllI201,HATI2120,101 UOOOUO 
UOI03 3~ C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. Of DESAP PLANE STRESS QUAoRILATERALSINASTRAN UOOOOO 
LOI03 40 C.. CUAORILATERAL HEHBRANEICONSTWUCTION CODE 2 UOOOOO 
UOI04 50 INTEGER CCOHIIIOO,bl,YEIOIIOUI,CCOHIDIIOO,8"HATCHllOO.21,INUEXIIO UOOOUO 
00104 &. 101 uOOOOO 
LOI05 1. DIHENSION OUHHYI100,11 000000 
UOIU5 8. C.. CHA~GE GROUP. NO. Of PlOtS UOuOOO 
~olOb 9. INTEGER PCoHlI25,ZI 000000 
UUI07 lU o UIHENSION PCUH2125,51 000000 
LUI01 11. L.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. Of HID'S OOOOOU 
_____ LO~I~I~U~----~l~Z~.~--------~D~IH~E~N~S~l~O~N~H~T~P~R~O~1~1~2~0~'1L2~1~~~ ____________________________________________________ ~0~0~0~0~U~O~ ________________________ __ 
UOlll 130 HEAL HTPR021.l01,HTPR0312G.ll OOUOOO 
LOllI 140 C.. CHANGE. GROUP. NO. Of DESIGN VARIABLES 000000 
~Oll£ lS* OIHENSION IOV3.lIS01 OOUOUO 
uGl12 16. C.. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• OOOOUO 
[J[Jlll 1,. INTEGER ~OAOI21.TYPEI21,NPARJ11,VARI41 000000 
~Ol14 lao DIHENSION EHULI41411ELOAT2Il00,gl,OUHHI~1 OOUOOO 
LOl15 19* REAL HAT12 UOOOOO 
LOllo ,00 GATA VAR/'A','B','C'"O,'TYPE/'CUAOHE','H " 000000 
L0121 21* 7 fORHATI I LOCiOUO 
L0122 ,Zo ~~DE:7 UOOOOO 
~U12j 230 CALL CANUPI~~DE,NUH1,NUHI4,CQDHl,oUHHY,PQOHl,PlJoHZI 000001 
____ ~L~C~I~Z~4~--~274~.~----~----~W~RITEI6,51 oooglZ 
GOl2b 250 S FORHATI2x,'PLANE STRESS QUADRILATERAL IQUAD, HEHsRANE IN NASTRANI, 000017 
~OlZb 2&. lCONSTRUCTION CODE Z'I UOOOll 
X ~0127 i7~ NPA~lll:3 LOGo17 
X uC13u 2S. NP,RIZI=~UHI71 uOOOZl 
~ L0131 290 NPARI41:1 U00023 
!~ ____ ~~~O~1~3~£~ __ ~l~u~.~--------_-~N~P2A~R~I~S~I~:~2~------------__________________________________________________________ ~0~O~U~0~2~S _________________________ __ 
~ LUIlJ 310 NUH7:NUHI71 0000Z7 
u0134 lZO ISTOP:NUH7 P00030 
LC135 3l~ JJl:2 G00031 
~OlJb Jq. IFINhQUE.Eg.11 GO TO 3 V0003Z 
LOlqu 350 CALL F0RHZIJJl,~OAD,TyPE,NPARI21,VEIO,NUHll U00034 
u0141 j&o lSTOP:NPARI21 000044 
L0142 370 NNCOL:b LoU04& 
Uol~3 3d. CALL STORIISTOP,NUH1,C9DH1,VEIo,NNCOLI U00050 
LU14~ 39. 3 00 10 J:l,ISTOP uOoObO 
LOlq7 4uo NEIo=C~DHIIJ,ll UOOo&l 
LOlSG qlo NpIO=CuDHIIJ,ZI UOOOll 
____ ~~~0~1~S~uL-__ ~4~Z~* ____ ~C~.~*~~f~I~N~DL2P~C~·D~H~1~C~AR~D~h~I~T~H~S~A~H~£~ID/ ____________________________________________________ ~O~O~0~0~7~1------------------------___ 
LUISI 43~ UO &S ~:l,~UHl~ U0007& 
LD15~ q40 Ifl~PIU,EC.P~OHll~,llluO TO &1 UOU07& 
LU15b ~5. GO TO 65 eOOlOl 
LulS7 4&* 61 KK:K uOOl03 
UOl&u 47. uO TO bZ OOUlL~ 
LOl&l ~a. &S CONTINUE LOCillO 
LOl&3 49~ 62 CCO~IUIJ,ll:NEID LOUllO 
____ ~L~U~1~6~4~ ____ 5~U7· ____ ----__ ~C~Q~U~H~I~0~IJ~,~Z7'~:~C~9~U~M~1~I~J,l'~3~1~ ______________________________________________________ .. ___ ~L~O~O~lLl~2 ________________________ ___ 
LOlb~ 510 C'OH10IJ,31:CCUHIIJ,41 UOOll4 
GOl~&~6~ __ ~S~Z~0~ __________ ~C~C~D~H~I~O~I~J~,~q~I:~C~-C~[J~H~1~I~J~,~5~1 __________________________________________________________ ~L~O~0~1~1~& ________________________ ___ 
LOl&l ~30 CCOHIDIJ,51:CCUHIIJ,&/ L0012C 
L017u 540 CUOHIOIJ,&I:f'UHI'h~,2/ LOD12Z 
L~17l ~SO 7U CONTINUE L00126 
[J0171 ~&* C.. FINO NUHMAT ANU MATCH LOOlZ& 
U0173 5 70 ~KOOl= J 000126 
L0174 ~8. ~~ol=& uOOlZ7 
--------------------------------------_. -----._-----_.- -. -----------------------~-
QU/1l/12 OAT£. U7308U PAGE 3 
uQ17~ 59* CAl I PAIRIKKOOE,CQOHIO,PQOH1,I£TOP,NUH18,KKCL.NUHHAT,HATCH.IhOEXJ yOp131 
u017b bJ* ~PARI3J=NUMMAT UOOl~~ 
U0177 &1* WRITElb,5011 OOUl~b 
CO~Ol b2* 501 fORHATI2X,'lNTER COOE fOR INCOMPATIBLE OISPL, MODES: 0 MEANS USE T 000153 
(.0201 bH IHEH; 1 MEANS 00 NOT USE THEM'I 000153 
~020, b~* REAOI5,7INPARlbl G00153 
00205 6S* ~RJTl112,7951 000161 
00207 b6* 795 FORMATI' COMM ELEMENT CONTROL fROM UOMEH2'I U001&6 
u0210 67* wRITlI12,50~II~PARIJl1',J11=l,6J 000166 
LOZ13 b8* 504 FORMATI6I51 000210 
(;0213 b9* C .. SET UP MATERIAL PROP£R[IES OATA 000210 
u021~ 70* 00 83 Jla=l,hUMMAT 000210 
\10211 71* HTPRoll..!ln,lI=lNpExIJlOJ 000210 
uOlZu 7l* HTPROIIJIO,2J=1 00Ul12 
00221 73* 00 84 Jll=I.NUMMAT 000217 
00224 14. IFIHATCHIJll,l'.lQ.INOEXIJlOIIGO TO 85 L00217 
u022b 15* UO TO a4 U00222 
UO,ll lb* 85 NRO~=MATCHIJ11,21 00022~ 
UOl3Y 77* bO 10 86 gOQ225 
DClll 78* 84 CONTINUE 000231 
LOZ33 79* 86 HTPR021..!101=H.l1lINROW,91.CONFAC 00P231 
LU234 dU. HTPR03IJlO,11=u. OOU23~ 
L023) bl. HTPR03IJI0,2,=HAI12INROW.l. oou235 
uOl3& 8l. HTPR03IJI0,3'=MAI12INROW,3. 000237 
lion? 83* HTPR031.II0,4'=Y, 00UZ91 
L024u 6q* HTPR03IJI0,51=MAT12INROW,8. ~0~2~2 
~J241 85. MTPP03IJIQ'6'=MAIl,lhROW,91 U002~~ 
u02qZ bb. HTPR03IJIO,71=MAT12INROW,lu' LO~246 
00243 87* lx-INDEX/JIGI 000250 
U0244 &&. 83 CONTINUE U0025~ 
Oalq~ 69. C.. MATERIAL PROPEHTIES DAJA IS OOhE LPQ254 
~024b 90+ ~RITEI12,3491 00025~ 
LD}5~ ~l* 399 FORHATI' COHM MATERIAL PROpE6IIES fROM QOMEHL', LOU2b6 
LCl51 ¥2* UO 350 J12=1,NUHHAT UO~266 
~~2~5~4 ____ ~9~3~.~ ____ ~3~5~O~~~~R~I~T~l~I~I~Z~'~3~O~O~I~I~H~T~P~R~O~lLI~..!~1~2~,~J~1~3ul~'~..!ulu3c=~1~'u2~1~,H~T~P~R~O.2~1~.'~1~2~1~.~I~H~Tup~RuO~3LluJ~1~2LL.~JA1~3 ____________ ~Q~0~U~Z~6~6~ ________________________ __ 
UOl54 94. l',J13=1,7. 000266 
LO.21L 95* 3,)0 fORt'AI I ?I5 ,flOrl12F 10.O,F lQd ,lfFle. 01 QOU31~ 
L027U 96* C ** UEN[kATl ELEMENT LOAD MULTIPLIERS L00314 
Iop7! 97* ~RITllbrll1l UPU311t 
u0213 ~8* 111 FORHATlluX,'LLEHENT LOAD MULTIPLIERS FOR CONST' CODE 2'1 uOL325 
uq274 99. UO 115 Kb=1.4 00U325 
u0277 luo. 00 115 K1=1,5 U00325 
L030" 101* 115 EHIlLlKb,KlI- w' ljOOU5 
u0305 lLZ~ UO 120 K6=1,4 L00335 
L0311j 1;;3* wlliTElt"1l2IV,aRI,,B. LOOUO 
u0313 104. 112 FORt'ATI2X,'FUR LOAU ',AI,' [NTlR PRESSURE A~U X,Y,Z ELlMENT LOAD F UOU346 
u0313 IUS. IHACTIOhS IN THAT ORDER. ~EFAULT=ALL ZEHO~S~'2' ____________________________________ ~L~J~U~3~4~6~ ______________________ ~ 
(,,0314 l~b. REALI5,7,IUUMHIKll',Kll=1,41 uo03~6 
00317 1~7* IFIDUHHI1I.l~.u.IGO TO 120 UOL356 
OU321 lU8* DO 113 Kl1=2,5 eOU365 
uC324 lu~. 113 lHULIK8,KllI=DUMHIKll. lOU365 
L032b I1J. 120 ~ONTINUE L00371 
LOl3a 111* ~RITlI12,11171 uOL371 
UU332 11Z* 1111 FOHHATI' COHH EL~~lNT LOAD MULTIPLIERS FROM ~OMEM2'I ~noqul 
L0333 113. Uo 1,1 Ky=l,q QOP4ul 
L033b 114. Iii MRITlli2,11blllMull~~,KILI,Kln=I,51 uCUQOl 
L034~ 115~ 116 FORMATI5flU.ul U00415 
~ 
~ 
~ 
...... I 
:. ., 
--
-. __ .-----
f.;OHEHZ 
L03~5 llb. 
LJOllfb 117. 
L035 y !lB. 
00351 119. 
00354 I,ll. 
L0355 ILl. 
1l03by lZZ· 
UOj61 1.0. 
L0364 1,4. 
U0367 1,5· 
(,0367 1,6. 
U037C 10!7. 
1.037 1 128. 
L0374 1,9* 
(;037h 13J. 
UU401 1310 
001003 132 * 
OO~06 1330 
L04C h IH· 
LO~07 US. 
yQ~lo! 136. 
UOll14 137. 
c •• 
127 
130 
131 
145 
132 
GENERATE ELEHENT DATA 
WRlTElb,1271 
FOAHATllSX,llLEH[NT DATA FOA CONST. CODE 2'1 
DO 150 MROW=I,lSTOP 
IX=CpOHIUIKR Ow,11 
wRIlllb,1301 III 
FORMATI2X,'E~TER DESIGN VARIABLE NO"IOy,FOR EL. NO.',ISI 
READIS,7
'
CUOHIOlkROW,7) 
IiRlTElb,131) IX 
FORHATI2X"lNTER OESIGN VARIABLE FRACTION ,fRC, FOH EL. NO."I"'" 
I OEFAULT=I.'1 
ELOATZIKROW,II=I. 
REAOI5,7IpUM 
IfIUUM,NE,O.IELOATZIKROW,l)=UUH 
00 1~5 HI=2 , 1j 
ElOAT2IKROIi,HII=u. 
WRlTEI6,13ZIIX 
FORHATI2X,'ENTER COMPo FORCE/UNIT LENGTH APPLIED TO SIDE l-Z Of EL 
I,NO. " 14,', UEfAUI T=O.·) 
I<EAOIS,7)OUM 
IfIOUH.NE.a.)ELpAT2IKROW,3)=UUH 
IoIRITElb,133IIX 
I.iC~17 138* ____ ~~2-__ ~~~______ il~3~3~~f~ORHATI2X,'EhIER THE ANGLE eLlA FOR El. hO.',I",'. OEfAULT=O.') 
LOll2U 
i.lC!lZJ 
-
LJ~IoO!:' 
LO .. 3':' 
liC 43 U 
u043l 
LO~32 
LO~35 
LU437 
LO .... l 
l;041i0! 
uU"~l 
OO~~3 
r.oll~ ; 
liU"~1I 
uOlilib 
LO~1i7 
13<i* 
I~O· 
1"1* 
1"2. 
1"3. 
1~~. 
1 .. 5· 
l"b· 
1~7. 
1"8. 
1 .. 9* 
15U. 
1:.1* 
I~Z· 
153* 
15~. 
1!>50 
134 
15 0 
C 
Cl12 
ll35 
READI5,710UH 
IEIIJUM.NE,Ci, )EI DAT2(KROW,4)=OIlH 
kRITElbtl31j1lX 
FORMATIZX,'ENTER STRESS PRINTOUT COOE.KS,fOR EI. NO,'II4 , '. UEFAuL 
IT =3' 1 
CQOHIUlkROW,61;3 
REAOI5,7IIOUH 
IF II"UM.NE.O ICUpH10IKRoW ,81=lOUH 
CO~TINUE 
NNCOLl=7 
~NCOL2=" 
CALL ELORDIISTOP,CgDHID,ELUATZ.NNCOLl,NNCOlZI 
PRIt.JI 179 
FO~HATI//' ELEHENT DATA pEtORO Oh FILE 12, IN COHEHZ'/) 
WRITEI12tl135) 
FORHATI' COHH ELEMENT OAIA f~OH COHEHZ') 
00 IbU HIZ=I,ISTOP 
UOli52 156* ____ ~~~ __ ~~~______ ~1~8~O~~w~'RuI~TuE~lwluZ~,~1~3~6~ILIC~O~U~HAI~P~I~M~I~Z~.~H~13I,M13=l.7I,IELDAT7IH12,H13I,H13=11""C 
1.[11152 b7· 
,,0 .. 52 be· 
LU~5.2 15~* 
ut;~bb lbl.l. 
LC"b7 161 .. 
UU~72 16Z. 
UO .. 711 163. 
eql" 7 5 lb~* 
LNO FOR 
II H[)G,P "T 
Cl8Q 
C 
136 
190 
IIJOHIOIMIL,81 
.RITflb,1361 ICCUHIDIHIZ,H131,HI3=1,71,(ELUAI2IH12,H13I,H13=1.qI,C 
lCOMIOIHI2,al 
FORHATI715,F~.uIJFIO.0,I5,SXI 
UO 190 Kl=1,lSIOP 
IDv32IKll=CgUHID,KI,71 
RETURN 
ENo 
OATE tJ7J080 PAGE 4 
00041S 
liO[j~IS 
000426 
00U426 
0001126 
()OO~27 
00043S 
lJOO"35 
00011"3 
0001151 
UOO"51 
UOOIiSI 
coo"q 
lJOOII&1 
00011&7 
00011&7 
000"70 
0001176 
1I0U,,16 
0001176 
000S04 
00U510 
000516 
00051& 
000524 
000S30 
00053& 
000536 
000536 
(jOCS~O 
00Q5,,6 
1J00551 
000551 
0005&1 
000563 
00U563 
00056 3 
UOOS72 
000577 
000577 
u006u7 
LOU&U1 
POO 6Y7 
000&U7 
(jOD6,,1 
uO(l&IIl 
000&41 
000&43 
UOOlll 
OT OA TE 073080 PAGE 2 
LUlOI 1. SU~ROUTI~E OTICO~FAC,NKOOE,IUVS'NCTOTI 000000 
LOI03 2. COHHO~/BACH/~UHI18I,NSTARTII81/HOZART/HAT11120l,HAT12120,101 LOOOOD 
LOla3 3. C.. CHA~~E GROUP. NO. OF PLATE QUADRILATERALS ANO/OR PLATE TRIAN~LES 000000 
00104 4. INT[~ER CQUAOII1UD,6I,CTRllI10U,SI.CQTlDllOO,71,HATCHIIOO,2I,INOEXIl 000000 
OOlU~ 5. 11IOOI,CQTlCIOO,6I,'Qr2ClOD,11 000000 
LU102 b* UIMEhSION CQUAU2ClGC,II,CTRI211nO.ll.ELOAT21100,6) POLOUO 
00105 7. L.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. OF PIO'S VOOOUO 
OOIUb 8. INTEGER PQUAUIC25,2I,P~RIIC25~2I,PQ~ll25,2) 000000 
LOI07 9. UIME~SION POUAU212S,21,P~RI2125,21,PQT2125,2) 000000 
_____ LO~lU~7 ____ ~I~U~.~ __ ~C~.~.~~C~H~A~N~G~E~G~R~O~U~P~'L2N~Q~.~Q~F~H~l~O_'~S ______________________________________________________ ~C~O~O~O~O~O~ ________________________ __ 
LOl10 11· INTEGER HTPROIC20,21 000000 
00111 12. REAL HTPR02C,0,1I,HTPR0312Q,11 UOOOUO 
LOlli 13. C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. OF DESIG~ VARIABLES 000000 
LellZ 14. UIMENSION IOvSC501 000000 
00112 15. C.. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 000000 
L0113 lb. DIHEh5IOh NPARC51~EHULI5,41'VARI41 000000 
UOl14 17. REAL HAT12 000000 
LOllS 18. UATA VAR/'o','B','C','O'/ DOOnan 
00117 19. 7 FORMAT I 1 000000 
L0120 ~O. NUH9=NUHC91 POOOOO 
L0121 21* NUHIL=NUHCIOI ~OOOOI 
____ ~L~0~1~2~Z~ __ ~,~·Z~*~ __________ ~hUH17=NUH(171 oou003 
~0123 ,3* hUH1b=NUHC16, G00005 
0U12~ ____ -£~~4~. __________ ~~~U~M~1~S~=atj~UnH~C~1~821 ____________________________________________________________________ ~t~C~0~0~Ow7~ ________________________ _ 
L012~ 25. NCTOT=NUH9+NUHIO DODa11 
~ OU12b ,b* hPTOT=NUHlb+hUH17 ~00013 
~ U0127 ,1. KKDE=9 00U015 ~ u013u L8* IFINUH9.NE,01 CALL CANDPIKKpE.~UH9,NUH16.CQUAD1.CQUA02.P~UAQI.pOUA UOU017 
~ L013~ 29. 1021 000017 
~ ~U~Ojl~3~L~ __ ~3~JL.~ __________ ~K~K~p~E~=~lUILI ________________________________________________________________________ ~G~O~0~0~]~2 ________________________ ___ 
GOll3 31. IfC~UHlO,NE.LICALL (ANOPCKKOE,NUHlO,NUHI7,CTRII,CTRI2,PTRl1,PTRI21 000034 
1;0135 32* If IbUH9,FC,LIGO To "0 000052 
L0137 33. DO 2~ LR=1,NUH9 000054 
LQI"2 ____ ~3~"~*~----~~~U~0~2~5~L~C~=~J~,~~~--~------~------------------------------------------------------~O~O~0~0~6~3~-------------------------
LOI4; 35* 25 CCTlILR,LCI=CQUAOlILR,LCI 0000b3 
L015u 3b. UO 26 Lp=1.NUH9 C0007" 
uOl~~ 31* 2b CCT2CLR,11=C~UAD2CLR,11 U00074 
~OISS 38. UO Z7 LR=l,NUMlb 0001U7 
LOlb~ 39. DO Z7 LC=1,2 000107 
u0163 4U¥ PCTIILK.LC':PCUAOJILR,LC' 000101 
DOlb~ 41* 27 PwT2ILR,LCI=PCUAD2CLR,LCI GOOllO 
LOibl 42. liq IfINltHlO.E(j,l;!!jO TO 50 tj00120 
LOlli 43* lSTARC=NUH9+1 000121 
___ -U~.~1~7~: ____ ~4~"~*~ __________ ~I7S~T~A~R~P~=~N~U~H~1~6~+~1~ __ ~~ __________________________________________________________ ~O~0~0~1~2~4L-________________________ _ 
LOl73 45* DO 31 LR=ISTARC,hCTOT LOOl36 
0017b 4b. DO 31 LC=J'5 00015b 
~O~Ul 47* 31 CCTICLk,LCI=CTRIICLR_NUH9,LCI ~J01S6 
U0204 "d. UO 32 LR=ISTARC.NCTOT LOOI7] 
uO~07 49* 32 CCTlCLR,bl=C 000173 
1;0'11 !l0. 00 33 LR=ISlARC,hCTOT [;OU202 
LU,l" 51* 33 LCT7CLR,ll=CTR12CLR-NUH9,11 C00202 
y021b 52* UO 34 LR=ISTARP.NPTOT 00Q220 
LUZ21 ~3* UO 34 LC=1,2 000220 
G0224 ;4. PQIlIL".LQ=PTRIlILP-NUMI6,LCI (.ou22u 
D022!> 55. 3" POT2CLij,LCI=PTkI~1LR-NUMlb,LLI L00221 
__ ~0~0~'~2~1~ __ ~S~b~* ____ ~C~ __ ~P~R~I~t~I~T~3~C_____________________________________________ 400221 
X 
>< 
X 
..... , 
,,n 
'X 
\iT 
lI022:. 57~ 
uCU:, 580 
LO£2:, 590 
lIO.22:' bU. 
LlUZJtJ 610 
l.1JZ3 u 610 
LO,z31 bJo 
Lun2 040 
1.0<:3.> b5~ 
L0234 bbO 
u023;, b]O 
l(J24 y b80 
LO.241 b90 
(J024, 7;h 
10,4 S 71" 
LO<:47 720 
LO~SU 73. 
L0251 74 * 
r.015 i 75. 
1.('25'1 7bo 
LU2S;; 770 
loc,,50 7ao 
00257 19* 
LJO':bl.o 80· 
lU<:bl B,o 
.. [J~b4: &2" 
C3U FORHATI' C9Ti AND P9Il .RR,y IN 9T'1 
C UO 3b l=l,NCTOT 
e36 PRINT 35, ICQT111,JI,J=l,6I,IPQT1II,JI,J=1,21 
C3S FORH'TlbI5,ZI51 
50 I.KOUE=l 
C.O THERE IS Ol.LY ONE CONST. COOL FOR THIS ELEMENT 
NPARlll=6 
NPAR C21=I.CTOT 
bPAR141=1 
NP'RISI=l 
no 7[ .1=LNClor 
hEIU=C .. TIIJ,ll 
I.PID=C..lTIIJ,2' 
UO 65 l\=l,I.PTOT 
IFINPIp.EO.pcT11K'11IGO TO 61 
LiO TO b5 
E1 KK=K 
GO TO b2 
b5 cONTINUE 
62 CQTIUIJ,1'=NEIO 
COTICIJ,21=C~TIIJ'31 
C9TIUIJ,3'=C~TIIJ,4' 
COIIOIJ,41=CyTl,J,51 
C9TIOIJ,51=C~T1IJ,bl 
COTIUIJ,bl=PwIlIKK,21 
70 COI.TI"'UE 
DATE L7JOBD PAGE. 3 
POOZ21 
UOOZZI 
(,ouZ,l 
OOOZZI 
OOGZ JII 
LOOZ34 
LjOG2JS 
LOOZ37 
n00241 
UOOZ4Z 
000757 
0002SZ 
000254 
000Z61 
OQ(,2bl 
(JOOZ64 
000Z66 
G00267 
o00271 
(J00273 
lIOO27S 
U00277 
CiOD30l 
GOO3D3 
000;10 5 
UaU31l 
~,b2 b3· 000311 -~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~C~ __ ~P~R~l~~~.TL-LIJL ________________________________________________________________________ ~~~i_ ________________________ __ 
Lc': b £ 1>4" 
0026': &50 
l.O'b<: Ilb O 
l () ~b ( liz· 
1..026, bSo 
(;02b'+ c!YO 
L0265 9Jo 
_-----.Wl2 6 b 91" 
"'0<:b7 92. 
U027y .,30 
U027': 9'1 " 
C71 FOR~ATC' C~TIO ARRAY IN OT JUST BEFORE GOII.G TO PAIR'/I 
C UO 72 l=l,bCTOI 
C7~ PRI,.,T 73, IC~TIOII,JI,J=I,b' 
C73 FOBHATlbI51 
C •• FINO NUHHAT ANU MATCH 
KKOC[=':' 
KKOL=6 
CALL PAIRIKKQOE ,COllP,POIl,NCIOT,NUHI8,KKOL,hUMHAT,MATCH,INOtX1 
',PAR C 31 =NUMHAT 
lie I 11:.112 ,795) 
79~ FORHATC' COMH ELEMENT eOI.THOL FROM OT'I 
000311 
U00311 
LOO311 
000311 
lOC31l 
L00311 
\JOOHZ 
1;00314 
000 327 
LOPBl 
000336 
lIO.27 3 1So (,0(, 336 ____ ~~~ ____ ~~--------__ ~WwR~I~T~E~I"""I~~R~LI~1~1~ILI~,~.Jul~1~=~lu,~5ulL_ ______________________________________________ ~~~~----------------________ __ 
L027t. '160 5011 FORMATCSlSI GOO360 
l.Odb 970 L •• SET Up MATERIAL PRQPfRTIES nAT, 1100360 
1..027] 91l. uO 63 Jlu=l,I.UHHAT [J00360 
['D H), '19. M I f'R 01 1.110,1 1- I tJ[JEx 1.110 1 1I003bO 
U0303 lUJO HTPR OllJl:),21=1 000362 
LQ.lO<t 11.10 ____ ~~~----~~----------~U~0~6~~~MLl~1~=~lLL',~/U~HnAMAT~ ___________________________________ __ OC 1" 1I7 
iJU,3Lll 11..2 ... IfIHATCHIJl1,II.EO.INOEXIJ181IljO TO 8S 00(;3b7 
!JC.311 lldg GO TO 0'+ LOUU2 
L(j·n;;: 1L4 .. B~ NROW=HATCHIJ11,21 POU 3 7If 
liU 313 1"'2· uO TO 06 yOUU5 
OU 314 h.b· 84 CONTINUE LOO'+OI 
lIOUt! 1"'7* 
UU 311 lUB" 
[,00401 ____ ~~~ __ ~~~______ ~S~6 ___ ~MuI~p~Ruvil2~1~I-MATl'rh~8~0~W~,~qLI~.~C~Q~N~F~A~C~ ______________________________________________ ~~~~ ________________________ _ 
MTPR(.o3rJl~Jo 11=". 
HTPR03IylO,21=HAT1~INROW,ll 
MTPR03IJIG,31=MATtzrNROW,31 
Lo32j. lu9. 
U03l1 11 'J '" 
UD 3202 llit 
00323 112>1< 
li0324 113* 
HTPRQ3IJ1U,1jI=Ii. 
MTPRU3rJ10,51=HATl,INRUW,81 
M T P fi U 3 I J.I. 'I , b I - M A T1" I Ii POW, 9 I 
LOO404 
nOil"Q5 
U004Q7 
1I0Ulfli 
(;0(;412 
!JOO1f14 
U032:' 
U0326 
C0327 
(,0327 
G0331 
uD333 
ltQ3311 
U0337 
L.0337 
LUJS3 
YT DA TE 013080 PAGE /f 
11~* HTPR031J10,71=HAXlZ'NROW,101 000/f16 
115* IX=INOEXIJ101 OOOlfZO 
116* 83 CONTINUE UOOlf2/f 
117* C •• HATERIAL PROPERTIES DATA IS DONE 000/f2/f 
liB. ~RITE'12,3491 000/f2/f 
119* 349 fORHATI' COHH MATERIAL PROPERTIES FROH CT'I 000436 
1,J* Do 3~Q J12=l,NuHHAT U00436 
121* 350 ~RITll12,300IlHTPROIIJ12,J131,JI3=1,ZI,HTPR02'JIZ"IHTPROJIJ12,J13 UOO/f36 
12Z* l',J13=1,71 000036 
123* 3UO FORHATIZIS,f10.311fIO,O,f10.3,/ffI0.01 00UQ&4 
_____ CO~3~S~3~--~1~2~/f~*~--~C~.~.~~G~E~N~l~k~A~T~E~E~L~E~H~E~N~T~L~O~A~D~H~U~L~T~I~P~l~I~E~R~S~ __________________________________________ ~U~0~0~Q~6~Q~ ______________________ __ 
~03SIf 125* WRITEI&,1111 0004&/f 
L03Sb 126* III fORHATII~x,'ELEHENT LOAD HULTIPLIERS'I 000/f75 
00357 lL7* UO lIS K6=l,S UOO/f75 
OU36, 1,8* 00 115 K7=l,/f 000975 
~036S 1£9* 115 £HULIK&,K71=u. 000/f75 
u0370 13U* 00 120 K&=)./f P00506 
u0373 131. WRITEI6,1IZIVAR'Kal U00506 
LCJ76 132.. llZ fORHATIZX. 'fOR LOAIJ ',Al,' ENTER I HE;RlL PRE;SSlIRE AND X,Y,Z EI [HEN 1100513 
L.037& 133* lT LOAD fRACTIONS,IN THAT ORDER, OEfAULT= ALL ZEROS'I 000513 
00377 13/f* REAOI5,7IOU!1l,DIIH1,PUH3,QlIHIf 00U513 
QO"O~ 13S* IflpUHI.£C,O.'GO TO lZ0 U00524 
LO/f07 136. lHULI1.K6'=OUHl GOOsZ6 
L.Olllu 137* EHULI3,Kijl=OUHZ 000530 
! 1 ... 11 138* EHULl4,KliI=PUH3 00053Z 
GU41i 139. lHULIS,Kd'=UUH4 U0053/f 
OU"13 l~O~ lZ0 CONTINUE UOOS/f1 
~041~ 141. wRIT[112,1117' 000541 
UC"17 l11Z. 1117 FORMATI' COHH ELE~ENT LOAD HuLTIPLIERS fROH 0'" ~OOSSI 
~0"2u 1113. 00 121 K9=1,5 U00551 
00423 14 .. * lZl wRITEll1.116'llHULIK9,KI0I,Klo:,,41 000551 
~Q43~ 1115* 116 fORMATI/fFI0.UI 00056S 
U04]' l .. b* C •• &E;NlRATE ELEHENT DATA 0005b5 
L04]3 1 .. 7* wRITEI6,lZ71 000565 
UO"3~ IllS. 127 fORHATllSX.'lLlH[NT QATA'I U00575 
CU"3b 149* 00 ISO KROw=1,NCTOT ~00575 
LO .... 1 lS0* IX=CQTIDIKRO~.ll UOU575 
uc .... z 1~1. wRITEI6,13QIIX 000576 
(le4/f5 15Z. 130 FOR~ATl2x.'EIIHR DESIGN VARIABLE; NO"IOy.F"Op EL, NO,',ISI 000604 
L04 .. 6 153. h[ACIS,7ICCTIOIKRO~,7' U00604 
LOIIS1 1~4* wRITll~.131IIX 000612 
LU .. S/f IS5* 131 FORMATIlx.'[NTtR LATERAL PRESSURE ON EL. NO,',I/f,', DtfAULT=O,'1 C006Z0 
4P4SS ISb* I::!DAT2IKHOIj.1I-q, 000620 
~O"S6 1~7. R[ADIS,7IQUH 000621 
[til"!> I 15S* 1f1oUH.NfIG.'EL,OATZIKRol/.1I=UuH qo0627 
uO .. 63 1~9. ELUATZIKRO~,21=0. lt00633 
LOIl6/f IbJ. hRITl'b,13Z'IX UOOb39 
VOll67 Ib1* 132 fORMATIZX,'ENTlR DESIGN ~ARIABLE fRACTION,FRe,FOR EL. NO,',III,'. 0 G006lfZ 
VOll61 Ib2. lEfAULT=l,'1 000642 
UO/f7u Ib3* lLDATZIKROw,31=1 0006lf2 
LJc .. 71 Ib4* kf:AI!I~,710UH U006Qlf 
L.01l1.. 16S* IflDUH,Nt.O.IELDATZIKROW,31=UUH L006S2 
LOll7b 166* wRITllb.1331IX VpGbS6 
uOSul Ibl* 133 FORMATI2X"lNTlR THE ANGLE BtTA FOR EL. NO,',I/f,', DEfAULT=r," 000664 
lGSQ4 160. lLUAIZIKkOw,q'=J UPU6b4 
uV~Uj Ib'. K[AUIS,11DUH 000665 
__ ---'ILJJIOIJ.-"JSIu.:lb"--_~1 ___ 7C!-a.! _________ --=-1-'-f--'-I .... r -=-U_H_=_._'_'N~E .f), .~DA T': I KkOW, "t'=~U,,-,U=H-,--_____________ LJ00673 
It r 
CO;,IU 111. 150 
('c !ILl 172· 
('0513 173e. 
uO!>14 174. 
CONTINUE 
~NCOL1:7 
,..NC0L2:4 
CALL lLORDI"'CTOT,CQTID,ELD,T2,NNCOLl,NNCOL2' 
OAT!:. 013080 rAGE S 
OOCIOI 
e00701 
00Ulu3 
uOO70S 
1,0~15 175. yQOU4 ____ Ull~~ __ -L~~ __________ ~W~R~1~TLLl~.~,lLIL3~5~' ______________________________________________________________ ~~~~________________________ _ 
uD517 1 H,. 
Ije 5i'il 17 I! 
uU523 17Se. 
LlO523 }79* 
lJ05.36 1110. 
L 0537 1tll .. 
uCl542 1ts2/11 
lIU!:?44 183/11 
1.1 0 545 184* 
(Nu FOt? 
iioHUG,P .. (HAP 
"PRT.S HEHAP 
1135 
11:10 
CIsc 
136 
190 
FORMATI' COMM I:.L. DATA FROM uT" 
00 180 MI2:!,NCT!!! 
WRITEI12,136'ICCTIDIMI2,Ml.3',HI3:1,7',IELDATZIHI2.HI3',H13=I,4' 
liB I Ii lb. 13&' I co T 10 ItA 12, M 13) ,M 13: 1, J) • IE I OAT 2 I H 12 ,M 13) ,H 13- I ,It I 
FORMATI61S,5 X,15,ltFlu.QI 
DO 190 Kl:l,NCIOI 
IDVSIKl,:CCTIDIK1,7' 
pETui?N 
FUkPUR loRIHI E36 S74Tli 07/30/Sil.D9:46:32 
000721 
[,0072 I 
ClO0730 
OOOllo 
C00760 
000760 
U00 76 0 
00(,162 
0010.33 
SHLAR OA TE 073080 PAGE 1 
arOR,S SHEAR.SHEAR 
SUHROUTINE SHEAR ENTRY POINT 00U527 
STORAbE USED: CODEl1' 00056~; OATAI~' 005060; BLANK COHHOHI2' 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
~U03 BACH J00044 
lJOU4 HOZARI 000334 
EXTE~NAL REFERENCES IBLOCK, NAME' 
UU05 CANDP. 
uUiH; PAIR 
lJOul ELORO 
vUIll NwOU\ 
"Ull NIOlS 
!.Ju12 NIOlS 
GUU NIOlS 
LOllt NRDU! 
... U15 HERRH 
STORAGE hs IGNHENT IBLoeK. TYPE. RELATIYf IOeATIUN, NAMEI 
"UIlII iH'9b 77 lllE rooo 00'1 73 •1 1 Jl7E 1.000 110 It 7J () lJ?E unDO QjJ5011 " 'sF 0000 0097'10 I1bF 
uOLJl OuOHI lZ0L OUUO OlJ4142 121F 0000 0011151 13liF OOUO OU4762 131F OOUO 00111711 l32F 
uuuu OU501I 13bf uOUI OUOulf'l 137G ,,001 000053 l4lfG 0001 000152 201G 0001 000161 ~06G 
UOUI OU02Z1 232G GOal 0(,022& 23&G uOOl 000234 2113G UOOI ('100 257 25SG OOUI 000260 260G 
;~IJ ) 1 on0271 2&6G LjOIlO Oy4&72 lOaF ween 000331 3lltG 0001 000336 320G YOOI 000355 332G 
uouu uu4 b& 3 lll9F LOUI OuOll61 37bG uOOl 000466 4[!2G 0001 00050'+ 1I1ZG 0000 004 &47 SF 
LiO[)(j UW16&2 SOIfF 00..1 1 &1 C,O [}60 611 ClCOI 1I0006S b21 °eOl 0,,0°10' 651 00(10 00'lb9& 1f 
LJU'JU Olilt&53 795F wOJI Ouo l 7l (HL UoOI 000166 85L OOUI 0001 7 3 &bl oOuO I 001130 C:~HRID 
UUllO 1 O(iOOO U CSHRI UOJO R OCIt&ItQ DUM liOOo D nOUlt4 DUHMy OOUO R 00lf631 OUHl OOUO R 00,,652 DUH2 
lJUuL: R 0..,4b33 UUH3 LOuO R 0031t10 ELOAT2 uaoo R 00ltS12 E,..UL 0000 I Ou3100 INDEX 0000 005033 INJPS 
!JUJU I Quit &37 IX bjUyO I OG4&11 ,) yOOo I oalf62l ,)10 0000 T 001f622 Jll OOUO I 00'1&2'+ .J12 
UOOU I (J(.4&2S ')13 uu,)O 1 OU1I6111 K lIGOO I 004b15 KI( uoeo I O(JllbiO KKUE ClOUO I 0011617 KKODE 
cUlm I Oyllf,lb IU' Q\ ('u .;IU 00'11> 30 bROW 11 000 I 00901! 5 k' GOOO I 00",,3S KIll oonn I 00'1626 1(6 
uOL.lU I UliltbZ 7 111 ClOuO I 0('4&30 liB ueoo I 004634 K9 o new I 0112570 MATCH U004 OUOOOO HAlll 
UOOIf R rJOOUZ9 HAT' , (:O,iO I c!1l431!3 HIPRO' nooe R nOll4' 3 HIPR02 0000 R onll437 MTPRa3 0000 I 00,,6" 3 MI2 
UuuO I 0(,j4641t H13 i:OuO I Olllt&l~ I-;EIO (lOUD I 004641 NNCOLl 0000 I OU46112 NNCOL2 UOliO I 00'+561 NPAR 
UUOti I UL'+613 NPlD UUL,U 0j.j<t1>2J NROW 0003 (JoooZZ NS TaR T OOU3 I OOOUOO NUH llOaO I !J01f620 NLJHHAT 
uOO(; I JLJltbOb I-;UHI5 LOuO 0,,4607 I-;UHIB &.lOUD. UO lt u64 PSHQl UOUO R 0011146 PSHR2 (JOOO I 004557 TYPE 
lJUPU I 0(''I5f,1> UR 
uOIOI 10 SUBROUTII-;E S~lARICONFAC,I';IIOOL'lDVIt,NUH&' 000000 
LOIOJ 20 COMMUN/8 ACH IbUM I 16 I. N SlAfi I I' Ii ItH01ARTlH. T' ) 120 I. MAT 1 21,0. Hi! IJO [) OlIO 
UOl03 3* C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. OF SHEAR PANELS OOOOUO 
~~O~1~Q~4 ______ ~4~· __________ ~laNlIk[~Gk[KR~C~S~H~RLllIL1~O~uL!6~)L!C~~H~RLlU~ILlunO~+,~8LI~,M~A~IC~JHrrlILlu~Q~'L,~2LIL.~IN~O~[~X~ILJO~uL' __________________ ~u~O~U~'O~U~U~ ______________________ __ 
SHt, AR DA TE 073080 PAGE Z 
UOIO~ s. DIH[~SION pUHHYIIOO,11,ELDAT21100,]1 000000 
(0105 b. C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. Of PIO'S uOOOOO 
uUlOb 7. INTEGEh PSHRI12S,ZI LOOOOO 
LOlU7 8. OIHE~SlON PSHR212S,SI UOOOOO 
00107 9. C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO, OF HID'S LOOOOO 
~Ollu 10. INTtuE~ HTPROIIZO,Z' UOOOOO 
LOllI 11. HEAL HTPR021,OI,HTppo31ZP,41 UOUOOO 
LOllI lZ. C.. CHANGE GROUP. NO. OF DESIGN VARIABLES OOUnoo 
LUIIZ 13. OIHENSION IOVgIsOI OOOUOO 
GOll~ 14. C.. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• UOOOOO 
_____ LO~1~1~3 ____ -Al~S~.~ __________ ~I~N~T~l~UkE~R-2T2Y~P~E~I~Z~'~,~N~P~A~R~I~S~'~,~V~A~R~I~4ul __________________________________________________ 20~0~O~0~O~0 ________________________ ___ 
uoll~ 16. REAL EHULI3,~"HATlZ UOOOOO 
LOll~ 17. OATA YAR/'A','B','C','O'tTYPL/'SHEAR',' " 000000 
LOIZu IS. 7 FORHAT I , 000000 
Uo12) 19. NUHS=NUHISI 000000 
uUIZ~ Zu* NUH1S=NUHllS' UOOOOI 
LOIZ3 ,lp ~UHlp=NUHI1SI LOU003 
LOIZ4 ZZ. KMOE=8 DOOOOS 
OQIZ~ Z3. CALL CANOPIKKOE,NUH8,NUHlS.CSHRl.pUHHY,PSHR1,PSHRZI COUOOI 
LOIZ~ 24* C PRINT 13 u00007 
LOll5 2S* C13 FORHATI" PSHRI 1., SHEAR JUST pACK FROH C~AA~NuD~P~'L/~' ______________________________ -JO~O~Ownwo~7 ________________________ ___ 
LOlZ5 2b. C 00 IS J=l,NUHlS 000007 
____ ~L~Qul~Z~~L-__ ~L~·7~* ____ ~C~1~S~~P~RlNI 14. IpSHRll~,K,.K=1,2' UOU007 
Loll5 ~6. C14 FORHATIll61 L00007 
Oollb Z9. .RIlL 16.5' LOCOlO 
CoUU 3U* 5 FORHAT Ilox, 'SHEAP PANEL' I (;OOOlS 
~ LOlli 31* NMORL=l G00025 ~ L013I 3,. e *. THERt IS ONLY ONL CONST, CODL rOR SHEAR PANELS LOOOlS 
H LU132 33. NPARlll=~ UOOOl7 b Lu133 34. NPARIZ'=NUH8 uOP031 
tv ____ ~G~Oulu3~4L_ ____ 3,2,"~· __________ ~~~P~AuR~I~qLl~=~I ________________________________________________________________________ ~L~O~Q~Q.3.J~ ________________________ _ 
Ln13~ 3b* NPARISI=l 000034 
Co!3b 11. vo U. ,/=l.NUMB I,OUOU 
L0141 38* NEIO=CSHRIIJ,ll 000044 
Lo14~ 37. NPIU=CSHRJIJ,Zl QOOOQ6 
uOl~3 ~U. 00 6S K=I,NUH1s GOUoS3 
(Ol4b 41. IFINPIO.EQ.P~HR11M,,"GO TO &1 G00053 
u015U 4Z* GO TO b5 0000S6 
G01S1 ~3. 61 MK=K U00060 
L01SZ ~~. GO TO bZ (;00061 
00153 ~S. ~5 LONlINVE 0000b5 
u~155 ~b* 6Z CSH~IOIJ,ll=~LIO LOOObS 
____ ..loL!,!.Qul...,S/...!b'--____ 4:!...!,7 :!.. __________ --lC .... SwH R lP I .J ' 2 I = C. S H R 1 I J , 3 I yO 0 Q b 1 
(;01S7 ~8. CSHRIOIJ,3'=CSHRIIJ,4' U00071 
UOl6U 49* CSHRIDIJ.41-C.SHR1(J,51 U00073 
LOIbl 5U. CSHRIDIJ,51=CSHRIIJ,61 0000IS 
____ ~[,~Oul~b~2~ ____ 5~1~* __________ ~c~S~H~~~·Iuo~IJ~,6'=P.~S~H~R~1~1~~llK~tuZkLI ______ .___________________ 00G077 
L0163 SZ. 7U CONTINUE LOOI03 
LOIbl ~l* C Phl~T 71 LOOI03 
L0163 54. e71 FOR~All' CSHHIU ARHAY JUST BEFORE LEAVING S~E_R FOR PAIR" ~00103 
00163 55. e VO 72 J-l.~UH8 ~00103 
LOIbl ~b. C7Z pRl~T 13, IC~HHIUIJ,K"K=1,71 000103 
00163 57* C73 FORHATI7r61 GOOlUJ 
Uolbl 58* C.. FINO NUHHAT AND HATCH ~OOIO] 
LOlb~ 59. KKOL=b [OOlu] 
GOlbb ' bJ. KMORE=I,; U!WIOS 
____ ~L~U~I~6~7 ____ ---!o~1~.::..-__________ ~C"'A L L P A I k I K K U 0 t , e s H}1 I () , P S H" 1 • N U H 8 , N U H 1 b II< I( 0 L ' N U H MAT , M ~.lC.~IJ!,..E .l. • .!.' ______________ 2[;~; 0~01L1~_V"'-"'6 ________________________ ___ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ I 
Cl 
W 
5HE.AR 
U017i' bZ'" 
00171 b1'" 
(;0173 blf'" 
('017'f bS'" 
uO 1 77 b6* 
lI0l77 67", 
lJO'O'J b8'" 
OOZOl b9'" 
uOZO't 70'" 
('OZU 5 71'" 
[;OZH .. 72* 
L021" 71", 
! 0213 71f ", 
lI02l .. 75'" 
yOZ1:' 76'" 
00217 77'" 
LO;;Z U 78'" 
LCZZl 79'" 
tlf12V 60", 
lieZll 81", 
UO 22 " &Z'" 
1..022b b1. 
UOVu 81f'" 
LOZ31 85'" 
LU231i b6* 
L02l" 87. 
Y025. t b8'" 
00250 S9· 
OOi2Sl 90. 
U0253 91>11 
LO,254 9H 
L0257 '73'" 
LOib2 'ilf", 
lIO,,65 '15'" 
UQ27U 9b* 
LC27 3 '17* 
1..027 J "'8>11 
L0274 99", 
L03a1 luO", 
lI03al Iv l >ll 
U03U" luZ. 
[1030:' lCd>ll 
IIG 3!lb 10"* 
1.;031 ... IuS" 
c.;0312 H.6>11 
00313 107'" 
UO 31b Ilj8'" 
O03z:' lu9>11 
yOllS 11U* 
LoOH6 111* 
NPARl31=NUHHAT 
WpITEIlZ,79SI 
795 fORMATI' COMH ELEMENT CONTROL FROH 5HEAR'1 
~RITEI12,50qIINPARIJ»,J=1,51 
504 fORHAT ISISI 
C "'. SET UP MATERIAL PROPER~IES DATA 
DO 83 .JlY;I,kIlMHAT 
HTPROllJ10,1'=INDEXIJlOI 
HTPR cll.11 0,21 = 1 
00 84 Jl1=1,~UHHAT 
If IHATCHIJJI.JI.EO.INOEXIJI01'GO TO 85 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Currently NASAP transforms CAD-generated NASTRAN data to 
data for DESAP I or DESAP II with minimum input from the 
engineer. The program has been thoroughly checked. 
An effort is underway to implement the design cycles 
shown in Figure 2. Such a capability will greatly enhance 
the effectiveness of DESAP I and DESAP II by allowing the 
simultaneous satisfaction of stress, displacement, and 
buckling constraints. 
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ABSTRACT 
NASA has long been interested in deployable structure 
te?hnology as a means for achieving efficient spacecraft pack-
agIng for launch. An important application currently under 
study is the Science and Applications Space Platform (SASP). In 
this study, basic concepts regarding deployable structures 
design, including systematic design/classification schemes and a 
"deployabili ty" criterion, are proposed for use in synthesis, 
analysis and evaluation of alternative deployable structure 
designs. Using design guidelines based on SASP requirements and 
the basic concepts developed, a variety of new designs are syn-
thesized, and these along with previously proposed designs are 
analyzed and evaluated. Recommendations and conclusions regard-
ing optimal deployable structure design are made based on 
insights gained in the study. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
NASA has long been interested in deployable structure 
technology as a means for achieving efficient spacecraft pack-
aging for launch. An important application currently under 
study by NASA involves the Science and Applications Space Plat-
form (SASP). A representative configuration (Fig. 1) has been 
evolved which satisfies the SASP objectives of providing accom-
modation for the simultaneous operation of several payloads of 
various science and application disciplines. The configuration 
incorporates three independently oriented platform arms, dedi-
cated to celestrial, solar, and Earth viewing, respectively. 
Each platform arm provides interface provisions for payload 
carriers at two locations, and each location has provisions for 
two interfaces on opposite sides of the platform arm. The plat-
form arms utilize deployable structures which allow compaction 
for launch in the Orbiter cargo bay. 
A variety of deployable structure concepts have been pro-
posed over the years (see Ref. [1]* for example) to meet 
different spacecraft packaging needs. In addition, several 
specific design concepts have been proposed for use in SASP, 
some of which are presently under development by NASA/MSFC. 
There does not exist, however, any clear-cut agreement regarding 
a preferred design approach for SASP, nor does it appear that 
all viable design alternatives have been identified. This 
report documents a 1 O-week, one-man effort, conducted between 
late May 1980 and August 1980, to take a fresh look at the 
deployable structure design problem in light of SASP design 
goals and requirements. Emphasis in this study has been placed 
on the mechanism aspects of the deployable structures problem. 
Structural considerations have been addressed only in so far as 
they impact the mechanism problem. 
II. OBJECTIVES 
The principal objectives of this study are (1) to com-
pletely define the deployable structure design problem in light 
of SASP design goals and requirements; (2) develop basic con-
cepts relating to design morphology, systematic synthesis, 
deployment method, and performance criteria such as deploy-
ability, compactability, etc. which can be used to assist in the 
synthesis, analysis, and evaluation of deployable structure 
designs; (3) identify alternative deployable structure designs 
which appear to hold promise for the SASP application; 
*Numbers in brackets refer to references at end of paper. 
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(4) analyze and evaluate new and previously proposed designs; 
(5) investigate various detail design considerations relating to 
structural dimensions, control of structural stiffness and 
damping, etc.; and (6) summarize findings in the form of recom-
mendations for optimal design. 
III. DESIGN GUIDELINES 
For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that, to be 
acceptable, a deployable structure design should conform to the 
SASP design goals and requirements as currently envisioned in 
reference [2]. These requirements are summarized as follows: 
(1) State-of-the-Art Constraints. The design should 
utilize current design techniques and materials in order to 
minimize the need for development of new technologies and the 
use of unproven space operations. 
(2) Astronaut Participation. Deployment utilizing an 
astronaut in EVA mode should be avoided. The astronaut may be 
utilized in a back-up role. 
(3) Retract Capability. In order to provide maximum 
flexibility and contengencies to conduct mission operations, it 
is desirable, but not necessary, that a retract capability of 
the deployed structure on orbit be provided. 
(4) Payload utilities Accommodation. The platform struc-
ture should facilitate means for distribution of payload 
utilities in the form of a separate electrical harness to each 
payload carrier interface (Fig. 1). Each harness wili consist 
of 4-1/0 power cables plus other electrical and communication 
leads. 
( 5) Launch Packag ing. The envelope of the platform arm 
in its compacted form must be such that the three platform arms 
can be accommodated within the Orbiter cargo bay with each of 
the arms connected to the SASP platform support module. 
(6) Misalignment and Distortion. The maximum misalign-
ment between the payload carrier interface and the platform arm 
mechanical interface at the rotary joint should not exceed +1.0 
degree. This alignment requirement is to include effects of 
fabrication tolerances, joint mechanical dead band, and inter-
face misalignment. Dynamic stability of the platform arm 
alignment will be held to +0.1 degree, including effects such as 
cyclic thermal distortion,-structural distortion due to environ-
mental and induced loads, and mechanical dead band. 
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(5) The deployment drive should be small, mechanic-
ally simple, and straight forward in its opera-
tion. 
(6) A retract capability is desirable. 
C. Deployed Structure Considerations 
(l) The deployed and rigidized structure should have 
a minimum of dead-band or other unwanted rela-
tive motion. 
(2) Structural properties should not degrade or 
otherwise vary due to fluctuating loads or other 
adverse conditions inherent in the space 
environment. 
(3) Mounting points of the deployed structure should 
I ie in a plane normal to the longitudinal axis 
of the structure in order to permit interfacing 
of the structure with the platform support 
module and the payload carrier interface. 
D. General Considerations 
(l) The overall deployable structure concept should 
be mechanically simple and free from unnecessary 
design complexities. 
( 2 ) Structural links and 
easily manufacturable 
for space applications. 
connections should be 
from materials suitable 
(3) The design should be insensitive to manufactur-
ing error and tolerance build-up; close toler-
ances should be avoided. 
IV. Basic Concepts 
The purpose of this section is to develop some basic 
concepts which can be used to assist in the synthesis, analysis, 
and evaluation of deployable structure design. As a starting 
point, it is useful to note that deployable structures operate 
both as mechanisms during the deployment stage and as structures 
after they are fully deployed. Conversion of the deployable 
structure from a mechanism into a structure is facilitated by 
hardening or freezing one or more of the kinematic pairs which 
connect the structural links together. It should also be noted 
that, depending on the deployable structure design, deployment 
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TABLE 1. Possible Link-Joint Combinations to Give a Specified 
Mobility Based on Equation (1) 
m = 0 m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 
n j 1 n j n j 1 n j 1 1 
3 3 4 4 3 2 4 3 
5 6 6 7 5 5 6 6 
7 9 8 10 7 8 8 9 
9 12 10 13 9 11 10 12 
11 15 12 16 11 14 12 15 
Examination of the deployable, three-sided planar 
truss structure of Figure 2a shows it to be unsatisfactory with 
regard to interfacing and mounting needs. Altering link propor-
tions and mounting point locations gives the configuration of 
Figure 2b. This design is unsatisfactory structurally, but its 
square ends meet interfacing and mounting requirements. From 
Table 1, the next possible mechanism with a mobility of 1 has 
n = 6, j1 = 7. Using this combination results in the four-
sided planar truss structure depicted in Figure 2c. This 
configuration is acceptable structurally and meets interfacing 
and mounting needs. Also, like the three-sided truss (Figure 
2a), it requires only one imput motion for constrained deploy-
ment and can be converted to a structure by freezing only one 
joint. 
Efforts to synthesize deployable structure designs 
utilizing more complex arrangements and numbers of links and 
joints resulted generally in designs which, if they were accept-
able structurally, turned out to be various combinations of the 
three and four-sided planar structures characterized by Figure 
2a and 2c. This insight suggests that the simplest deployable 
structure designs consist of a series of repeating cells, each 
of which are based on very simple planar structures. This con-
clusion is substantiated by the fact that most practical designs 
proposed to date are applications of this approach. 
B. Morphological Analysis. Having decided that the sim-
plest and therefore most practical deployable structures are 
made up of a series of repeating cells, the next step is to 
carefully examine the morphology of the simple planar structure 
or cell. Figure 2 shows that each simple planar structure is 
composed of three different structural links, namely the 
longeron, the lateral, and the diagonal. Consider now that each 
of these links can be constructed to have one of five different 
properties. A link can be rigid in which case its length is 
fixed; it can be telescoping in which case its length is 
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changeable; it can fold at its midspan such as the longeron of 
Figure 2a or the diagonal member of Figure 2c; it can be flexi-
ble in which case it is rigid in tension but buckles elastically 
in compression; or it can be separable in which case parts of 
the link are not contiguous in the compacted mode. 
Different joint types can also be used to connect the 
various structural links. Observing the single-degree-of-free-
dom joint restriction limi ts joint type selection to pinned 
joints (revolute pairs) and sliding type joints (prismatic 
pairs). A screw pair can be substituted for a slider to 
facilitate actuation. In the case of flexible diagonal links, 
ball and socket joints and wrapping pairs (e.g., cable and drum, 
belt and pulley, etc.) can be utilized as long as the structure 
remains properly constrained. Also, properly designed flexural 
pivots or plastic hinges can be used in place of pinned or ball 
and socket joints. Finally, similar to the separable link, 
joints can be made detachable to facilitate more efficient 
compaction of the structure. 
It should be noted that, kinematically speaking, the 
telescoping link and sliding pair are identical. However, from 
the standpoint of visualizing deployable structure design, the 
ability of the telescoping link to change length is an important 
property and hence it is treated separately from other sliding 
pairs. In mobility determinations, the telescoping link should 
be considered as two rigid links joined by a sliding pair. 
Similarly, the folding link is acutally two rigid links con-
nected by a revolute pair. But, for the purposes of visualizing 
deployable structure design, it is treated as a particular link 
type. As will be shown subsequently, this deviation from con-
ventional kinematic thinking leads to a powerful systematic 
synthesis procedure. 
C. Deployment Methods. Deployment of the structure can 
be facilitated (1) manually using astronauts in EVA, (2) 
mechanically using remote manipulators, teleoperators, etc.; or 
(3) automatically using a self-contained drive system. All 
deployment methods other than the automatic methods may be clas-
sified as "erectable" methods. Automated deployment methods may 
be further subdivided as follows: 
Case 1. The entire, multi-cell deployable structure 
is designed as a linkage having a mobil i ty of 1. Hence, only 
one link need be driven to produce constrained motion during 
deployment. 
Case 2. Actuating links 
nected such that actuation of one 
taneous deployment of all cells. 
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in each cell are intercon-
link produces quasi-simul-
angles, and other parameters of mechanisms which give insight as 
to whether a mechanism is a good one or a poor one are commonly 
used. Examples of these include mechanical advantage, transmis-
sion angle, and pressure angle. Many of these have a number of 
features in common, including the fact that most can be related 
to the velocity ratios of the mechanism and therefore can be 
determined solely from the geometry of the mechanism. However, 
most also depend upon some knowledge of the application of the 
mechanism, especially of which are the input and output links. 
In the case of deployable structures, a more general 
"index of merit" is required since there are no clearly defined 
output links. A survey of the literature indicates that the 
index proposed by Denavi t [4] may be useful as a measure of 
deployability. This index of merit is the determinant (~ ) of 
the coefficients of the simultaneous equations relating the 
dependent velocities of a mechanism. When this determinant 
becomes small, the mechanical advantage also becomes small and 
the deployability of the structure is reduced. This same deter-
minant also appears in the denominator of the dependent acceler-
ations and all other quantities which require taking derivatives 
of the loop-closure equation. Consequently, it is true in 
general that, if this detecminant is small, the deployment 
mechanism will function poocly in all respects - force transmis-
sion, motion transformation, sensitivity to manufacturing 
errors, and so on. 
The deployability index (~) proposed above depends 
on the deployable structure geometry, link dimensions, and on 
which link is driven to effect deployment (i.e., rotation of a 
link, contraction of a telescoping member, etc.). Consequently, 
the deployability index can be used to determine the most suit-
able actuation method for a particular design and to compare 
deployability potential of alternative designs. 
F. Design Complexity. Design complexity is a nebu-
lous concept which is difficult to quantify and yet it has an 
important bearing on the acceptability of alternative deployable 
structure designs. In genecal, it is safe to say the the proba-
bility of achieving high deployment reliability as well as 
meeting deployed structuce alignment and stiffness design goals 
will decrease with increasing design complexity. When examined 
carefully, design complexi ty is found to involve a variety of 
factors such as manufactucing methods, materials, space, and 
economics. In the case of deployable structures, these 
considerations correlate well with the number of kinematic 
links, n, the number of joints, jl' and the mobility, m, of 
the structure. Mobi 1 i ty is involved because deployment system 
complexity increases with incceasing degrees-of-freedom of the 
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Examination of this approach shows that, although the four 
considerations proposed are valid, they are not independent of 
each other in every case. Hence, the real driver for systematic 
synthesis in this approach is found to be the number of dif-
ferent link type combinations which are available. That is, the 
five link types (rigid, fold, telescoping, flexible, and separ-
able) taken in groups of three (lon~eron, lateral/diagonal, and 
diagonal) results in a total of 5 = 125 different poss ible 
combinations. Further variatons are possible by using different 
combinations of pinned and sliding joints as well as other joint 
types. 
Possible link type combinations were organized by grouping 
the three-sided planar truss links (Fig. 2a) in the order of 
longeron-diagonal-diagonal and grouping the four-sided planar 
truss in the order of longeron-Iateral-diagonal. Each link type 
was given the letter designation shown in Table 2. This nota-
tional convention gives the following 25 column by 5 row array 
of possible link type combinations for both the three and four-
sided planar truss cell. 
AAA, •••• ,AAE,ABA, •••. ,ABE,ACA, •..• ,ACE,ADA, .•.. ,ADE,AEA, •••• ,AEE 
BAA, •••• ,BAE,BBA, .•.• ,BBE,BCA, •••• ,BCE,BDA, •••• ,BDE,BEA, •••• ,BEE 
CAA, 
DAA, 
EAA, •••••••••.••..•.••...•••.....•••.•.••.•••....•••.••••••• ,EEE 
In addition to systematic synthesis, the organizational 
scheme of Table 2 suggests a convenient method for classifying 
or coding various deployable structure concepts. Employing the 
notation of Table 2 gives the following alpha-numeric co?e, 
x - X - XXX/XXX - X 
r ~l ~DeP10Yment Method (Case 1 thru 4 and 
. Erectable) 
Additional Link Combination groups used as 
needed. 
Diagonal Link Type (A,B,C,D, or E) 
Lateral or Diagonal Link Type (A,B,C,D, or E) 
Longeron Link Type (A,B,C,D, or E) 
Basic Repeating Cell St~ucture Type (3 or 4-sided) 
Deployment Direction (1,2, or 3- dimensional) 
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Figure 3. Previously Proposed Deployable Structure 
Concepts for SASP 
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Loop 
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- 0 f ~ -.. ..... .1. ~ + rS + r 4 = A2 = (rl,r4,rS,r4,rS) 
2 
n A. = A • A2 
i=l 1 1 
Figure 6. Deployability Index Calculation for 
MSFC-Hybrid Deployable Structure 
Use of equation (3) is illustrated in Figure 6. Here it is seen 
that one cell of the MSFC-Hybrid design (Fig. 3a) contains two 
loop-closures and hence, its deployability index is the product 
of the "index of merit" or A calculated for each loop-closure. 
Since this design utilizes Case 2 deployment, the deployability 
index for the cell is also the deployability index' for the 
structure as a whole. 
Examination of the large variety of deployable struc-
ture design concepts synthesized in this study shows that each 
design is made up of different combinations of basic mechanisms 
or linkages, where each linkage defines a particular loop-
closure. The basic linkages comprising the selected designs of 
Figures 3 and 5 are presented in Figure 7. The deployability 
index (A) for each possible input motion to these linkages has 
been derived as a function of the link dimensions 1, h, and d 
and the degree of deployment, x* = x/I, where O<x*<l. In addi-
tion, each deployability index has been plotted as a function of 
percent deployment. 
The results depicted in Figure 7 can be used in con-
junction with equation (3) to gain considerable insight 
regarding detail design of deployable structures. Remembering 
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It should be noted that a large llh ratio (or for a 
given h, a large 1 dimension) not only improves deployability, 
but also decreases the number of cells required to produce a 
required deployed length, L. Hence, design complexity of the 
overall structure will be reduced by using large llh ratios. 
B. Compactability Analysis. Based on the design guide-
lines, a high degree of compactability is not needed in the SASP 
application. Nor is high compactability particularly desirable 
in this application because of complications arising due to 
handling of the utility cables. It is informative, however, to 
examine the sensitivity of compactability to changes in struc-
tural dimensions. Using the ratio of deployed length to 
compacted volume (L/V) as a measure of compactability, it is 
found that, for all designs, the magnitude of L/V and therefore, 
compactability, is increased as the llh ratio is made larger. 
This is at least partly due to the reduction in the number of 
cells produced by a large I dimension. It should be noted that, 
for designs where L/V ratio involve complicated functions of 
llh, compactability is improved by making h small as well as by 
making I large. 
c. Rigidization Considerations. It has been stated pre-
viously that the deployable structure can be converted into a 
structure by hardening or freezing joints until the mobility 
is less than or equal to zero. The question is where to place 
the locking device, i. e., which joints should be hardened or 
frozen. 
products 
energy) 
In a system where energy 
of deflection and forces are 
is not dissipated, the 
constant (equal to the 
energy in = energy out 
p -a T -c e c = T - e d d 
( 4) 
where a, b, c, and dare arbi trary points on the deployable 
structure, P is the force in the direction of the deflection 0, 
and T is the torque in the direction of the angular deflec-
tion e. The product of veloci ty and force is also constant 
(equal to the power) 
power in power out 
P-V =P-V =T-w =T-w 
a a b b c c d d 
( 5) 
whe~e V is the linear velocity and w is the angular velocity. 
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These new concepts, as well as other previously proposed 
designs, were analyzed and evaluated. 
Althouqh no clear-cut, "best design" emerged from this 
effort, several insights into deployable structure design for 
the SASP application did become apparent. These insights are 
summarized by the following conclusions and recommendations: 
(1) It is important to keep the deployable structure 
design as simple as possible in order to achieve required relia-
bility goals. Poor deployability associated with Case 1 
deployment, randomness and other "uncertainties" associated with 
Case 2 deployment, and extra weight and complexity associated 
with Case 4 deployment make Case 3 deployment appear most appro-
priate for the SASP application. Designs which minimize the 
number of deployment dr i ves and are, at the same time simple, 
should be preferred. 
(2) Both deployability and compactability are enhanced by 
large l/h ratios. In addition, the number of cells which must 
be deployed to achieve a desired deployed length is reduced by 
large l/h. It is therefore recommended that the largest l/h 
ratio consistent with structural and spacecraft requirements be 
used. 
(3) Because of the large number and wide distribution of 
joints in a deployable structure, it is likely that the dynamic 
behavior of the structure can be tailored through selective 
hardening of various joints and use of joints designed to have 
specific damping properties. It is recommended that the 
feasibility of such an approach be further investigated and 
verified. ' 
(4) Although much of the work in this study was directed 
toward the SASP application, many of the results are applicable 
to a wide variety of deployable structure needs. The systematic 
design procedure developed led to a number of promising deploy-
able structure concepts which were rejected, in this study, 
because they did not fit the SASP application. Since man first 
ventured into space, deployable structure technology has been an 
integral part of the spacecraft "packaging" problem. It appears 
that there will be many future needs for deployable structures 
in space. In view of this, and to avoid future duplication of 
effort, it is recommended that the material developed in this 
study, as well as that developed in other studies concerned with 
deployable structures, be consol idated into a Deployable 
Structures Handbook. This handbook should be designed in such a 
way that it can be used to help identify the best and most 
appropriate deployable structure approach for a particular 
application. 
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ABSTRACT 
The research project focuses on the development of an optimum maintenance 
cost model for the Space Telescope for a fifteen (15) year mission cycle. A re-
view of various documents and subsequent updates of failure rates and config-
urations were made. The reliability of the Space Telescope for one year, two 
and one-half years, and five years were determined using the failure rates and 
configurations. The failure rates and configurations were also used in the main-
tenance simulation computer model which simulates the failure patterns"for the 
fifteen (15) year mission life of the Space Telescope. Cost algorithms associated 
with the maintenance options as indicated by the failure patterns were developed 
and integrated into the model. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the SUITImer'S activities directed toward deter-
mining the most feasible maintenance policy for the Space Telescope for a 
fifteen (15) year mission cycle. These include cost algorithms associated 
with part replacements and/or complete refurbishment. Participating in 
the summer's activities with me were Frank Pizzano, my counterpart, 
Rodney Stewart, Allen Forney, Molly Anderson, and Carol Cleveland. 
Two basic tasks were adopted which were as follows: 
(1) To update a maintenance simulation computer model which 
simulates the failure patterns for the fifteen (15) year mis-
sion cycle of the Space Telescope. 
(2) To develop cost algorithms for the maintenance options 
according to the failure patterns to ascertain the optimum 
maintenance policy. 
In order to accomplish the tasks the activities performed were as follows: 
(1.1) 
(1. 2) 
(1. 3) 
(1. 4) 
(1. 5) 
(2.1) 
A detailed study of the maintenance simulation computer 
model. 
Updates of failure rates were made for various parts whenever 
necessary. 
Model configuration updates were made where revisions in 
the specifications called for a reconfiguration. 
The reliability of the Space Telescope was determined for one 
year, two and one-half years, and five years. 
Updates were made in the computer program where model con-
figuration changed. 
Cost Data were collected and organized for parts whose prices 
were known or available information would allow a price esti-
mate. 
(2.2) Cost Algorithms were written involving a base-line algorithm, 
i. e. calculates cost if time schedule is standard and extended 
algorithm, i. e. takes base-line figure and adds a certain per-
centage according to the relationship between the time left in 
the new schedule and the time left in the standard schedule. 
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(b) Update the maintenance simulation computer model with re-
spect to component/systems configurations, failure rates, and orbit replace-
able unit cost estimates. 
(c) Run the program and obtain the following cost comparisons 
against the specification plan of having three (3) in-orbit maintenance actions 
during the fifteen (15) year mission operating life of the Space Telescope: 
(1) Assume in-orbit corrective maintenance actions only for the 
fifteen (15) year mission operating life with frequencies as dictated by the 
maintenance simulation computer model. 
(2) Assume in-orbit corrective (Plus Preventive) maintenance 
actions only for the fifteen (15) year mission. (The preventive actions would 
involve components subject to degradation with age such as batteries. ) 
(3) Assume in-orbit corrective actions plus ground return actions 
with frequencies as dictated by the maintenance simulation computer model. 
Reliability versus cost will be compared for each case using the Shuttle cost 
constants plus orbit replaceable unit cost estimates to obtain an indication of 
a preferable maintenance policy. 
RELIABILITY OF THE SPACE TELESCOPE 
The Space Telescope consist of three major subsystems: An Optical 
Telescope Assembly, A Support System Module, and The Scientific Instru-
ments. The support system module encloses the optical telescope assembly 
and scientific instruments and also provide all interfaces with the shuttle or-
biter. 
The maintenance of the space telescope will involve either in-orbit 
maintenance or ground return maintenance or both. The items which will be 
maintained in orbit will be called orbit replaceable units. Each item is given 
a part number, a string number, and an orbit replaceable unit number for 
identification. The orbit replaceable units are configured on trays (i. e •• A 
component in which all parts have the same orbit replaceable unit number). 
in such a way that they are easily accessible to the maintenance crew. The 
items which will be replaced on ground return will be called ground replace-
able units. 
The components of the optical telescope assembly were identified and 
failure rates associated with each cornponent were obtained from references 
[1,4] to determine the reliability of each item for one year, two and one-half 
years, and five years. 
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However, in the case of the DF-224 computer which consist of three memory 
units required and six provided with three active and three inactive, the re-
liability according to reference [3] is given By: 
(5) 
Where A is the failure rate and AI is the standby failure rate, i. e., ;\ I = 
0.1 ". The central processor unit and the in-put-output unit are the other 
components of the DF-224. In these cases there are three provided with one 
required so the reliability formula is given by: 
l~J . 
The program for the computation of reliability of each component is given below. 
Real LI, L2 
Double Precision A, B, AI, BI, C, D, PM, PCP, T 
Read (1,5) LI, L2, T 
A = DEXP (-3. >::LI>::T) 
B = 1. - DEXP (-L2>::T) 
C = 3. >::Ll + L2 
Al = DEXP (-Ll>::T) 
BI = 1. - DEXP (-L2>::T) 
D = 3. >::LI + 2. ':<L2 
PM = A+3. ':'LI/L2'::A':'B+3. >:'Ll':'(3. >::Ll+L2)':'A'::B>!"::2/2./L2>:":'2 
PM = PM+3. >:'Ll/6. L2':":'3>!:C'::D'::A':'I3>:"::3 
PCP = A1+LI/L2>:<AI>:<Bl 
PCP = PCP+LI>::(L1+L2)/2. L2>:":'2'::AI*Rl**2 
Write (1,6) Ll, L2, T, PM, PCP 
5 Format (3 E15. 6) 
6 Format (IX, 5E15. 6) 
Stop 
End. 
The reliability of the support systems module for one year, two and one-half 
years, and five years is given in Table [2]. 
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A breakdown of the base-line algorithm inc~udes cost associated with maintenance 
analysis and planning, management of the orbit replaceable units, ground main-
tenance facility, and orbiter launch. The total expenditures being the sum of the 
cost for the maintenance analysis and planning, orbit replaceable unit manage-
ment, ground maintenance facility and orbiter launch. The extended algorithm 
takes the base-line figure and adds a certain percentage according to the relation-
ship between the time left in the new schedule and the time left in the standard 
schedule. The cost per part is used to determine the total cost for parts being 
replaced at a downstate. 
MAINTENANCE SIMULATION MODEL 
The maintenance simulation computer model is programmed to test each 
item once every 72 hours for failure. The failure rate of each item is used to 
determine the probability that the item has failed. With a random number gen-
erator the item is either failed or not failed by comparing a random number with 
the probability (computed) of failure. Each item is given a part number, a string 
number, and an orbit replaceable unit number for identification, as items are 
failed a log is kept of the failures by specifically identifying the failed item. This 
is done so the computer will know when the number of failed items result in a down-
state. The Shuttle is then called for maintenance action. The time of each failure 
is also logged. The tests can be continued every 72 hours for a 15 year mission 
cycle. Each 15 year mission cycle test is called a pass. The model has the 
capabilities of making a number of passes sufficient to predict the mean time to 
failure with reasonable confidence. Plots of the failures versus time can also be 
made. This information together with the cost algorithm which is integrated in 
the model will give the total cost relative to maintenance of the Space Telescope 
according to the standard schedule as well as cost relative to the simulated schedule. 
CONCLUSION 
A maintenance policy for the Space Telescope is a must if the Space Tele-
scope is to serve the needs of the scientific community effectively. The policy 
must optimize both cost for maintenance and availability for use by the scientific 
community. Therefore, the policy must be based on all available resources and 
information. Recognizing that ITlany parts of the Telescope are of new design, very 
little is known other than siITlulated testing concerning the reliability thus the task 
of defining a policy becoITles even ITlore difficult. To this end, generic failure 
rates are used to deterITline the reliability of each iteITl. Various configurations of 
the Space Telescope are continuously being updated in an effort to siITlulate a ITlodel 
which will ITlore closely parallel the actual perforITlance of the Space Telescope. 
The reliability of the Space Telescope with updated configurations was deterITlined 
for one year, two and one-half years, and five years. The hope is that reliability 
as indicated by the ITlodel will provide a basis for a ITlaintenance policy according 
to a particular tiITle schedule. Due to the lack of acquired data relative to the 
actual iteITl perforITlance of the Space Telescope the model simulation approach seeITlS 
appropriate. This approach has been used with ITluch success in the past. 
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TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT SYSTEMS MODULE ORBIT 
REPLACEABLE UNIT (ORU) RELIABILITY STUDY 
Reliability (Probability of Success) 
R (1 year) R (2 1/2 years) R (5 years) 
Support Systems 0.828343 0.214951 0.05 3446 
Module with present 
ORU capability 
Support Systems 
Module with degraded 0.949195':' 0.540912':< 0.033066* 
mis sion capability 
Reliability enhance-
ment with limited 0.909337 0.709793 0.378308 
LMSC suggested 
replacement ORUl s 
(20 ORUI s Total) O. 994114':< 0.966236':< 0.883826* 
Reliabilityenhance-
ment with MSFC 0.890368 0.628765 0.246092 
suggested replacement 
ORUl s 
(12 ORUI s Total) 0.973377':' 0.855933':< 0.574936':< 
NOTE: Present ST Design includes approximately 37 ORU types with 69 
totalORUl s • 
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TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF TOTAL SPACE TELESCOPE SYSTEMS 
(1) Probability of the 
Space Telescope 
functioning 
successfully in 
accordance with 
SPEC and including 
at least 3 of 6 
science functions. 
(2) Item. (1) above except 
including m.is sion 
degradation 
allowances. 
RELIABILITY STUDY 
Reliability (Probability of Success) 
R (1 year) R(2 1/2 years) 
0.713088 0.108935 
0.794267 0.290403 
XXXIII-13 
R (5 years) 
0.06 473 
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